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Engelen voor het zeer zorgvuldig doorlezen van het manuscript en voor zijn waardevolle commentaar. Wij willen ook speciaal Jan Pelant bedanken voor de stimulerende
samenwerking met hem en voor zijn bijdrage aan het onderzoek.
Een goede werksfeer is belangrijk om tot resultaten te kunnen komen. Wij hebben
altijd onder prettige omstandigheden gewerkt. Dit komt vooral door onze kamergenoten en een aantal collega's en studenten. In het bijzonder willen wij Simen Hoving
noemen, omdat hij het gepresteerd heeft om het drie jaar Jang in goede verstandhouding
met ons op een kamer uit te houden.
Wij willen graag Tobias Baanders bedanken voor het ontwerp van de omslag. Verder willen wij Ruud, Theo en Anne bedanken voor hun hulp en geduld tijdens ons gebruik van de computer- en printfaciliteiten. Wij waren hier niet altijd even handig mee.
Tenslotte gaat onze dank uit naar onze ouders, Evelyn, Nico, Danielle en verdere
familie en vrienden. Zij hebben vaak hun interesse getoond voor ons werk maar helaas
hebben wij nooit duidelijk kunnen maken waar wij nu eigenlijk mee bezig waren.

Jan Baars draagt met name de verantwoordelijkheid voor de hoofdstukken I en 4 en
Joost de Groot met name voor de hoofdstukken 2 en 3.

TOCH EEN POGING ......
In het voorwoord van ons proefschrift staat dat wij aan vele mensen helaas nooit
duidelijk hebben kunnen maken waar wij, wiskundig gezien, eigenlijk mee bezig
waren. We willen hier toch een poging wagen om het we! te doen. Wij hopen dat u, ook

al weet u weinig of niets van wiskunde, na de volgende vijf bladzijden toch een idee
heeft wat er zoal in ons boekje gebeurt. Misschien begrijpt u clan zelfs iets meer van al
die "rare tekens", zoals iemand uitriep toen zij ons proefschrift kreeg en opensloeg.
Laten we eerst eens iets vertellen over de wiskunde in het algemeen. Een van de belangrijkste begrippen uit de wiskunde is het woord "verzameling". F.en verr.anuUng is
in feite niets anders dan een groep objecten die op een bepaalde manier bij elkaar
horen. In het dagelijks !even komen we ook regelmatig verzamelingen tegen: F.en gezin is al een verzameling, namelijk een verzameling mensen, die op een voor de hand
liggende manier bij elkaar horen. Andere voorbeelden zijn "Aile Nederlanders", "F.en
verzameling postzegels", "Uw boeken". In de wiskunde bekijken we meestal verzamelingen die bestaan uit getallen. Bijvoorbeeld:
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, IO.
Dit is de verzameling van de gehele getallen van I tot en met IO, en die verzameling
bestaat uit tien objecten. De objecten van een verzameling worden de elemenun van
die verzameling genoemd. lets lastiger is de verzameling
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, IO, · · · ,
de verzameling van alle positieve gehele getallen. Merk op dat deze uit oneindig veel
elementen bestaat.
Omdat het in een tekst soms lastig te zien is wat de verzameling nu precies is, bakenen we hem af met behulp van accolades. De verzameling van alle positieve gehele
getallen schrijven we dan als volgt:
{I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, IO, · · · }
(zie bijvoorbeeld pagina 118 bovenaan). Verder geven we regelmatig terugkerende
verzamelingen vaak een naam. In de wiskunde houden we van korte namen, meestal
zijn ze slechts een hoofdlener of symbool lang. Zo is de naam van de verzameling van
alle positieve gehele getallen IN" (zie pagina 13 van het proefschrift). Laten we nog
twee verzamelingen invoeren:
E = {2, 4, 6, 8, IO, · · ·

I

(£ is dus de verzameling van alle positieve even getallen}, en

'7L=( · · · ,-3, -2,-1,0,1,2,3, · · · ).
We noemen Z de verzameling van alle gehele getallen. Hiertoe behoren ook negatieve
getallen. Als u hier niet bekend mee bent, denk dan aan een thermometer.
Ondertussen vraagt u zich waarschijnlijk af wat die rare wiskundigen toch allemaal
doen met die verzamelingen. Laten we voor het antwoord op deze vraag eerst eens
teruggaan naar een simpele praktijksituatie. We bekijken drie gezinnen, die we op
wiskundige manier een naarn geven, narnelijk G 1 , G 2 en G 3. De G staat uiteraard voor
gezin, en de "indices" I, 2 en 3 spreken waarschijnlijk voor zich, in feite zijn het een
soon tellertjes. Deze naarngeving is tarnelijk saai, maar uiterst handig. Veronderstel nu
dat
G 1 = {moeder Hermine, vader Frans, Jose, Jacqueline).
G 2 = { moeder Iris, vader Hans, Louise, Cynthia),
G3 = (moeder Astrid, vader Hein, Robert, Maurice).

Dit zijn duidelijk drie verschillende gezinnen. Als we alleen op het aantal kinderen in
een gezin letten, dan zijn G 1 , G 2 en G 3 gelijk. We letten dan eigenlijk op een bepaalde
structuur van het gezin en vergeten daarbij de meeste eigenschappen van de personen
van het gezin (dus van de elementen van de verzameling). Zo kunnen we ook op de
sarnenstelling van het gezin letten, dus op de vader, de moeder, het aantal zoons en het
aantal dochters. In dit geval zijn G 1 en G 2 gelijk, maar G 1 en G 3 niet.
We willen nu op een wiskundig werkbare manier aangeven dat G 1 en G 2 gelijk
zijn. Dit wordt dan als volgt gedaan:
We maken een koppel ing tussen G 1 en G 2 door bij elk element van G 1 precies een
element van G 2 aan te wij zen en andersom, zo dat de gegeven structuur behouden
blijft.
Laten we eens kijken hoe dit werkt. We gaan de gezinnen G 1 en G 2 als volgt koppelen:
G1

moeder Hermine
vader Frans

G2
H
H

moeder Iris
vader Hans

Jose

H

Louise

Jacqueline

H

Cynthia

Deze koppeling behoudt inderdaad de structuur "sarnenstelling van het gezin": Als je
bijvoorbeeld in G 1 de vader hebt, krijg je via de koppeling in G2 ook de vader en als je
bijvoorbeeld in G 2 een dochter hebt, dan krijg je in G 1 ook een dochter. Merk op dater
meerdere koppelingen mogelijk zijn. Kunt u nog een andere koppeling bedenken?

In de wiskunde noemen we zo'n koppeling een isomo,fisme. Evenals verzamelingen geven we ook isomorfismen vaak een eenletterige naam, bijvoorbeeld f. g of h. Het
zijn meestal kleine letters. Ook worden vaak Griekse letters gebruikt, zoals

q, (phi) of 8

(theta). Laten we het isomorfisme tussen G 1 en G 2 , dat we net gegeven hebben, nu
eens f noemen. Om aan te geven dat f de verzamelingen G 1 en G 2 koppelt, schrijven
we

f: G 1 ➔ G 2 ·

(zie bijvoorbeeld corollary 1.2.21 op pagina 29). A1s een

isomorfisme tussen twee verzamelingen A en B bestaat, dan zeggen we dat A en B ilo-

morf zijn.
Bij een bepaalde structuur kan men zich afvragen of er algemene wetmatigheden
zijn af te leiden. Dit zijn uitspraken die betrekking hebben op die structuur en die voor
alle verzamelingen met zo'n structuur waar zijn. Deze wetmatigheden heten dan -~
lingen (in het Engels theorems), proposities of lemma's . U kunt deze op vrijwel
iedere pagina van het proefschrift terugvinden. In het geval dat we letten op de samcnstelling van een gezin, kunnen we bijvoorbeeld de volgende eenvoudige stclling
uitspreken:

STELLING: Als het aantal /eden van het ene gezin niet gelijk is aan het aantal
/eden van het andere gezin, dan zijn deze gezinnen niet isomorf (met betrekking tot de
structuur "samenstelling van het gezin ").
Laten we eens een ander voorbeeld geven, dat van iets meer wiskundige aard is.
Daartoe gaan we terug naar de verzamelingen N, E en Z (kent u ze nog?). Het is weer
duidelijk dat dit drie verschillende verzamelingen zijn. We gaan nu echter niet meer
kijken naar de waarden van de getallen in deze verzamelingen, maar we letten nu alleen
nog maar op de "ordestructuur". De elementen van de verzamelingen N en E hebben
namelijk een natuurlijke volgorde: 1 is kleiner dan 2 is kleiner dan 3, enzovoort. We
schrijven dit als

In E geldt

2<4<6<8< ···,
eninZ

... <-2<-1<0<1<2< ...

De vraag is nu uiteraard: Zijn IN, £ en '7L, gelet op de ordestructuur, isomorf? Denk

eens na over bet antwoord, want misscbien komt u er zelf acbter. Laten we eerst eens
kijken naar .N en£. Het antwoord is dan ja. We gaan bet isomorfisme maken:
.N

E

1

H

2

2

H

4

3

H

6

4

H

8

enz.
(bet recbtergetal is dus twee maal bet linkergetal). Laten we deze koppeling ct, noemen.
We formuleren nu de volgende stelling:

STELLING: ct,:

IN ➔ £

is een isomorfisme dat de ordestructuur bewaart.

Een stelling moet bewezen worden. Het voert te ver om bier bet precieze bewijs van
deze stelling te geven, maar we kunnen bet u we! aannemelijk maken. Dit doen we als
volgt:

BEWIJS: (in bet Engels is dit "PROOF:", zie bijna elke pagina van bet proefschrift).
Neem eens twee getallen in IN, bijvoorbeeld 3 en 1081. Via ct, wordt 3 aan 6 gekoppeld
en 1081 aan 2162 (we schrijven dan q,(3) =6 en q,(1081) =2162, zie bijvoorbeeld pagina
44 de vierde regel van onderen). Nu geldt in IN dat 3 < 1081. Wat we nu willen is dat
de corresponderende combinatie in E in dezelfde volgorde geordend is als de
oorspronkelijke in IN. Dit is zo, want we bebben gezien dat de getallen die aan 3 en
1081 gekoppeld zijn, de getallen 6 en 2162 zijn. En in E geldt 6 < 2162, zodat de orde
van IN via ct, inderdaad overgebracbt wordt op de orde van£.
We moeten bet ook nog andersom controleren. Neem daarom twee willekeurige
elementen in£, bijvoorbeeld 28 en 146. Deze komen van de getallen 14 en 73 in Ill",
want q,(l 4) = 28 en q,(73) = 146. In E geldt 28 < 146 en in .N geldt 14 < 73 en opnieuw
wordt de orde bebouden. Hiermee bebben we de stelling bewezen (we zetten dan meestal bet symbool D neer, wat betekent "einde bewijs". U kunt dit op bijna iedere pagina
van bet proefschrift terugvinden).
Zoals we reeds bebben opgemerkt, is bet voorgaande geen ecbt bewijs. We bebben
bet namelijk gecontroleerd voor een beperkt aantal getallen en we zouden bet moeten
controleren voor elk getal (oneindig vele dus). Dit is ook ecbt mogelijk, we zullen u
bier ecbter niet mee lastig vallen.
Nu we bebben aangetoond dat IN en£ isomorf zijn, rijst de vraag of IN en '7L dit ook

zijn. Het antwoord staat in de volgende stelling.

STELLING: Als we letten op de ordestructuur, dan zijn N en Z niet isomorf.
BEWUS: Het argument is nu natuurlijk heel anders, want we kunnen geen
isomorfisme bouwen, omdat er blijkbaar geen isomorfisme is. Realiseert u zich nu dat
IN een kleinste element heeft (welke?) en Z niet. Als IN en Z dezelfde ordestructuur
zouden hebben, dan moeten ze ook alle twee een kleinste element hebben. Omdat dit
blijkbaar niet zo is, kunnen IN en Z niet isomorf zijn. D
We zijn nu aanbeland op het punt waar we u een idee kunnen geven wat wij in ons
proefschrift doen. Wij bekijken narnelijk bepaalde verzamelingen die bepaalde structuren hebben. Deze structuren zijn allemaal zogenaamde topologische structuren. Het
voert helaas te ver om uit te leggen wat topologische structuren precies zijn. Een verzameling X die zo'n topologische structuur heeft noemen we een ruimte. Nu kunnen
we bij deze ruimte X op een bepaalde manier een grote verzameling maken die we
schrijven als Cµ(X) (zie pagina 16). U kunt dit vergelijken met het maken van een
starnboom bij een gezin. We noemen de verzarneling Cµ(X) de functieruimu
behorende bij de verzarneling X. De verzarneling Cµ(X) blijkt twee structuren te hebben, die voor ons interessant zijn. De ene structuur is weer een topologische en de andere is een zogenaarnde lineaire structuur (het voert ook te ver om uit te leggen wat dat
voor structuur is).
Laten we voor de verandering weer eens een nieuw begrip invoeren (in de wiskunde
heet dit het geven van een definitie). Als Cµ(X) en Cp(Y) isomorf zijn met betreklting
tot de topologische structuur, dan zeggen we dat Cµ(X) en Cµ(Y) honuomorf zijn. We
schrijven dan Cp(X)=Cp(Y) (zie bijvoorbeeld pagina 128) en zeggen ook wel dat
Cp(X) en Cp(Y) topologisch equivalent zijn (dit is eigenlijk de meest voor de hand lig-

gende naarn, want equivalent is een ander woord voor gelijk en verder letten we juist
op de topologische structuur). In hoofdstuk 3 kijken we vooral naar het topologisch
equivalent zijn (zoals de titel van dat hoofdstuk al verraadt).
Als Cµ(X) en Cp(Y) isomorf zijn met betreklting tot zowel de topologische als de
lineaire structuur, dan zeggen we dat Cp(X) en Cµ(Y) lineair homeomorf zijn en
schrijven Cp(X) - Cp (Y) (zie bijvoorbeeld pagina 14 en 69). We noemen lineair homeomorfe ruirnten ook wel lineair equivalent. In de hoofdstukken 1, 2 en 4 zijn we hier
vooral mee bezig.
Wat wij nu proberen in het proefschrift is antwoord te geven op de volgende problemen (zie pagina 11):

PROBLEEM 1: Laat X en Y twee ruimten zijn waarvan we weten dat Cp(X) en
Cp(Y) homeomorf of lineair homeomorf zijn. Kunnen we dan iets zeggen over het ver-

band van de topologische structuren van X en Y?
PROBLEEM 2: Voor welke ruimten X en Y geldt dat Cp(X) en Cp(Y) homeomorf

of lineair homeomorf zijn?
U kunt na deze uitleg niet inzien hoe veelomvattend deze problemen zijn. F.en volledig
antwoord is (voorlopig) niet te geven. Wij hebben in ons proefschrift deze problemen
voor speciale gevallen opgelost.
Nu we de titel van het proefschrift en een aantal van die "rare tekens" voor u hebben
getracht te verklaren is uw interesse misschien gewekt om het proefschrift te gaan
lezen. Onthoud dan het volgende: Voor vragen kunt u altijd bij ons terecht.
Dank u voor uw aandacht en interesse,

Jan en Joost.
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CHAPTERO
Introduction and notation

§0.1. Introduction
For a Tychonov space X, C (X) is the set of all real-valued continuous functions on
X . The set C (X) endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence will be denoted
Cp(X) (for more precise definitions see section 1.1). The spaces Cp(X) are of interest to

topologists and functional analysts for various reasons.
One can consider Cp(X) as a topological ring (with the usual addition and multiplication of functions). In (40], J. Nagata proved the following
0.1.1 THEOREM: Let X and Y be Tychonov spaces. The spaces Cp(X) and Cp(Y)

are topologically isomorphic as topological rings
homeomorphic.

if and only if X and Y are

In this theorem it is essential to consider topological isomorphisms. There are nonhomeomorphic spaces X and Y such that the rings C (X) and C (Y) are algebraically isomorphic (see (25]). Once we have J. Nagata's result it is natural to consider Cp(X) as a
topological vector space (with the usual addition and scalar multiplication) or just as a
topological space. In view of this we can state two general problems.
0.1.2 PROBLEM: Let X and Y be Tychonov spaces and suppose that Cp(X) and
Cp(Y) are linearly homeomorphic or just homeomorphic. Which topological properties

:P satisfy: X has property :P if and only Y has property :P?
0.1.3 PROBLEM: Let X and Y be Tychonov spaces. Under what conditions on X

and Y are Cp(X) and Cp(Y) linearly homeomorphic or just homeomorphic?
Many topologists have worked on both problems. We will mention a few results that
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are in the same spirit as the ones that will be derived in this monograph. (for a survey
of recently obtained results we refer to [2]).
For example, concerning problem 0.1.2 we have for linear homeomorphisms a positive answer for pseudocompactness, compactness, er-compactness (Arhangelskil [1]),
and dimension (Pestov [44]). A negative answer can be obtained for local compactness,
first countability, second countability, metrizability, weight and character (cf. example
2.4.10 in this monograph). A useful strategy is to find pairs ($', .2) of topological properties such that a Tychonov space X satisfies 5' if and only if Cp(X) satisfies .2 . In this
way it is proved that for density (Guthrie [29]) and cardinality (Arhangelskil [2]) problem 0. 1.2 has a positive answer. On the other hand there exist a compact space X and a
non-compact space Y such that Cp(X) and Cp(Y) are homeomorphic (cf. chapter 3 in
this monograph).
In this monograph we present our contributions to problems 0.1 .2 and 0.1.3 and related problems. We do not restrict ourselves to the topology of pointwise convergence.
We also consider other topologies on C (X) (mainly the compact-open topology on
C (X)) and on C • (X), the set of all bounded real-valued continuous functions. Our

results depend strongly on the results obtained by ArhangelskiI in [1]. We discuss [1] in
detail in section 1.2.
In chapter 1 we mainly develop tools that will be important in later chapters. However, we also present some new results. In section 1.5 we prove for normal first countable spaces X and Y such that Cp(X) and Cp(Y) are linearly homeomorphic, that the set
of accumulation points of X is countably compact if and only if the set of accumulation
points of Y is countably compact. The first countability assumption is essential. This
result is joint work with J. van Mill [5]. Furthermore we prove in this section for metric
spaces X and Y such that there is a continuous linear surjection from Cp(X) onto Cp(Y),
that Y is completely metrizable whenever X is. This result is joint work with J. Pelant
[7], and answers a well-known research problem of Arhangelskil.
In chapter 2 we deal with function spaces of locally compact spaces. We give a
complete isomorphical classification of the function spaces Cp(X) and C 0 (X) (as topological vector spaces) where X is a member of one of the following classes:
(a) compact zero-dimensional metric spaces

(section 2.4)

(b) compact ordinals

(section 2.5)

(c) er-compact ordinals

(section 2.6)

(d) separable metric zero-dimensional
locally compact spaces

(section 2.7).

The isomorphical classification of the function spaces C o(X), for X an element of class
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(a) or (c) is an old result (cf. [IO] and (34]). The first three sections contain preliminaries which are of particular importance in this chapter. They deal with ordinals (in
particular the for us important notion of a prime component), scattered spaces and factorizing lemmas on function spaces.
After the results in chapter 2, it is natural to consider non-locally compact spaces. In
chapter 3 we prove for non-locally compact countable metric spaces X and Y that Cp(X)
and Cp(Y) are homeomorphic. This result is joint work with J. van Mill and J. Pelant
[6]. It was later extended to non-discrete countable metric spaces (see (16] or (20]), by
different techniques.
In chapter 4 we consider linear homeomorphisms between function spaces Cp(X) for
metric spaces X . A new tool is developed there, namely the notion of ',,-equivalent pair.
This notion provides us with many properties for which problem 0.1.2 can be positively
answered in the class of zero-dimensional separable metric spaces (sections 4.1 and
4.3). A complete isomorphical classification will be given for function spaces Cp(X)
(as topological vector spaces) of countable metric spaces X with scattered height less
than or equal to w (section 4.2). We indicate in section 4.4 that an isomorphical
classification for function spaces Cp(X) for all countable metric spaces X seems beyond
reach. Finally in this chapter some results will be given concerning the compact-open
topology (section 4.5) and concerning the set of bounded continuous real-valued functions (section 4.6). We construct locally compact countable metric spaces X and Y such
that Cp(X) and Cp(Y) are linearly homeomorphic, while c;(X) and c;(Y) are not
linearly homeomorphic.
Acknowledgment: We would like to thank J. van Mill and J. Pelant for the pleasant

cooperation and their valuable contributions.

§0.2. Notation
For all undefined notions and results on general topology without explicit reference we
refer to (23] and [24].
Notation

Meaning

IN"

the set of natural numbers

Q

the set of rationals numbers

R

the set of real numbers
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X=Y
X-Y

the Cantor set
X and Y are homeomorphic
X and Y are linearly homeomorphic

A

the closure of A in X

Int A
minA

the interior of A in X

maxA

the maximum of A

inf A

the infimum of A

supA

the supremum of A

B (x, E)

{yEX:d(x,y)<E}

diamA

sup {d(x, y) :x, y EA}

d(X)

the density of X

IXI
i'(X)

the cardinality of X
the power set of X

X(BY

the topological sum of the spaces X and Y

EB7'=1Xi
f•g

the topological sum of the spaces Xi

idx, Ix, 1

the identity function of X

1ti: Ilie/Xi ➔ Xi

the projection on the i-th coordinate

XA

the characteristic function of A

11 . 11

the norm on a Banach space

C

the minimum of A

the composition of two functions f and g

the kernel of a linear function F

KerF
span {v 1 ,

•••,

vn}

conv {v1, ... , vn}

the linear span of {v 1 ,

. • . , Vn}

sn+l

the convex hull of {v 1 ,
the unit sphere in IR.n+l
the unit ball in Rn+l

W(a)

the set of all ordinals smaller than a

(1, a]

the space of ordinals {f3 : 1 ~ f3 ~a} with the order topology
the space of ordinals ( f3 : 1 ~ f3 < a} with the order topology

sn

[I, a)

... , Vn}

the first infinite ordinal
the first uncountable ordinal
the cardinality of ro

CHAPTER 1
Tools and first applications

All spaces considered in this chapter are Tychonov.

In this chapter we introduce function spaces endowed with several topologies. Our
main interest will be the topology of pointwise convergence and the compact open topology. In section 2 we present important results of ArhangelskiI [1] which are among
the main tools in this monograph. Section 3 deals with the topological dual of a function space endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence, and section 4 gives
some more details about the results of section 2, when dealing with the topology of
pointwise convergence. Finally in section 5 we give some first applications. We
present topological properties which are preserved by",,, 4) or lb-equivalence (resp. ,; ,
l~ or i:;-equivalence), and properties which are not preserved by",,, 4J or Lb-equivalence
(resp. i:; , i~ or i:;-equivalence). For definitions of these notions see section 1.5.

§1.1. Topologies on function spaces
For a space X we define C (X) to be the set of all real-valued continuous functions on
X and C • (X) to be the set of all bounded real-valued continuous functions on X. C (X)

and C • (X) are vector spaces with the natural addition and scalar multiplication. For a
covering X of X we define a topology on C (X) by taking the family of all sets

<J,

K, E>={ge C(X): lf(x)-g(x)I <EforeveryxeK},

where f e C (X), Ke X and E > 0, as a subbase. If X is a covering of X consisting of
compacta, C (X) endowed with this topology is easily seen to be a topological group,
whence in this case it generally suffices to consider open sets <0, K, E>, where Ke X
and E >0.
A subset A of a space X is said to be bounded whenever for every f e C (X), f (A) is
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bounded in JR. Note that if A is a bounded subset of X, then

A is also a bounded subset

of X. If X consists of all finite, compact or bounded subsets of X, respectively, we
denote C (X) endowed with this topology by Cp(X) , C 0 (X) or Cb(X), respectively. The
topology on Cp(X) or C o(X), respectively, is often called the topology of pointwise
convergence or the compact-open topology, respectively. We have that Cp(X) and
C o(X) are topological vector spaces.
For spaces X and Y, the notation X

~ Y means

that X and Y have the same underlying

set and the topology on Y is finer than or equal to the topology on X. With this notation
we have

1.1.1 LEMMA: Let X be a space and let X be a covering of X consisting of compacta. Let A 1 ,

. ..

, AnEX,

fi , ... , fnEC(X)

and

e,, ... , En>O. Then for every

PROOF: For i ~n. let 'Yi =max( If (x)-fi(x) I :x E Ad . Then 'Yi< Ei - Let Oi =Ei -'Yi,
and O=min(Oi : i ~n ). We claim that this 8 suffices. Let g E </,

u7=,Ai, O> , i~n and

x E Ai . Then

lg (x)-fi(x) I

~

lg (x)-f (x) I+ If (x)-/;(x) I

< O+yi ~Ei,
hence g E </i, Ai, Ei> -D
1.1.2 COROLLARY: Let X be a space and let X be the covering ofX consisting of
all finite or compact subsets. Then
(a) ( </, K, £> :f E C(X), KE X, and E > 0) is a base for C(X), and
(b) ( </, K, E> : KE X, and E > 0) is a neighborhoodbase at ffor f E C(X). D
1.1.3 EXAMPLE: Lemma 1.1.1, and corollary 1.1.2, do not hold if X consists of
all bounded subsets of X.
For example let X = JR. Consider the identity id:

JR ➔

JR. Note that [0, 1) is bounded

in JR and that OE <id, [0, 1), 1>. Suppose there are a bounded A c JR and E > 0 such
that <0, A, £> c <id, [0, 1), 1>. Let / E C (JR) be defined

by f

=-£12.

Then

/ E <0, A, £>, but If (1-E/2)-(1-£/2) I = 1, so f j <id, [O, 1), 1>. Contradiction.
For a covering X of X, a topology on C (X) can also be generated by the subbase
consisting of all sets
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A(K, U)={geC(X):g(K)cU),

where K e X and U is open in R.

1.1.4 LEMMA: Let X be a space and let X be the covering of all finite (resp. compact) subsets of X. Then
{A (K, U) :Ke X and U open in JR}

is a subbasefor Cp(X) (resp . C o(X)) .
PROOF: First Jet Ke X , U open in JR and f e A (K, U). For every x e K, there is a
neighborhood Ux of x and Ex> 0 such that
£.1

f (Ux) c(f (x)-

2

,f (x)+

Ex

2

) c(f (x)-Ex,f (x)+Ex) c U.

.

Since K 1s compact, there are x 1 ,
E =min{Ex; : i

~

.. . , Xn

n
i=l

e K such that Kc U

Ux;. Let

n }. We claim that <f, K, t:/2> cA (K, U) . Indeed let g e <f, K, t:/2>,

and let x e K. There is i

~n

such that x e Ux; . Then obviously I g (x)- f (x;) I <Ex;. So

g (x) e U. This implies g e A (K, U).
Second

let

f e C (X),

KeX

and

E

> 0.

For

xeK

every

let

Ux=J 1 ((f(x)-El3,f(x)+El3)) and let Cx=UxnK. Then each Cx is compact. Let
Vx=if(x)-E/2,f (x)+E/2). There are x 1 ,
claim

that

n

• •• , XnE

n

fen;=1A(Cx;,Vx)c<f,K, E>.

--

K such that KcU; =1Ux; · We

Indeed,

n

f (Cx) cf (Ux) C Vx; · For g E ni=IA (Cx;• Vx) and

XE

for

every

i~n.

K, there is i ~n such that

x e Cx; • Then obviously If (x)-g (x) I < E. So g e <f, K, E> . D

1.1.5 EXAMPLE: Lemma 1.1.4 does not hold in case X consists of all bounded
subsets. As in example 1.1.3 consider <id, [O, 1), 1>. Let K 1 ,
sets of JR and let U 1 ,
There

.
IS

• •• ,

Kn be bounded subn

... ,

Un be open subsets of R such that Oe ni=tA (K;, U;).
n

.

n

E > 0 such that (-E, E) c ni=I U;. Again let f=-E/2 . Then f e ni=IA (K;, U;)

and as in example 1.1.3,U<id, [O, 1), l>.
When dealing with the topology of pointwise convergence or the compact-open topology we will use corollary 1.1.2 and lemma 1.1.4 without explicitly referring to it.

1.1.6 LEMMA: Cp(X) is a dense subspace of Rx with the product topology.
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PROOF: That Cp(X) is a subspace of Rx is easily seen. Let f E Rx, x 1,

.. . , Xn

EX

and E > 0. We have to show that for
U = {g E Rx: If (x;)-g(x;) I< E for every i $n)

we have UnCp(X)-#0. For i$n, let /iEC(X) be a Urysohn function such that
f;(x;)=f(xi) and f;(xj)=0 for j$n and j"#i. Let g=I-?= 1 f;. Then for every i$n,

g (x;) =f (x;), so g

E

Un Cp(X). □

We define c;(X), C~(X) and c;(X) similar to Cp(X), Co(X) and Cb(X) using
C • (X) instead of C (X). All the observation made above for C (X) endowed with one
of the defined topologies are also valid for c• (X) endowed with this topology.
On C • (X ), we define the topology of uniform convergence by the metric
d(f, g)=sup ( I/ (x)-g(x)I :xE X),

where /, g E c• (X). We denote c• (X) endowed with this topology by c:(X). It is
well-known that c:(X) is a Banach space ((47, Prop. 4.1.2 ]). It is easily seen that
C~(X)$C:(X). For a compact space X the topology of uniform convergence and the
compact-open topology coincide ((24, Th. 4.2.17)).
All results in this section are well-known. The easy examples 1.1.3 and 1.1.5 were
constructed by us. For more information about topologies on function spaces we refer
to (24], [37] and [47] .

§1.2. Linear functions between function spaces
In this section we present results which are of fundamental imponance in this monograph. In panicular we present results of Arhangelskil (1) (corollaries 1.2.15 and
1.2.21).
Let X and Y be spaces and let cp: C (X) ➔ C (Y) (resp. cp: c• (X) ➔ C • (Y)) be a linear
function. For every y E Y, the support ofy in X with respect to q> is defined to be the set
supp (y) of all x E X satisfying the condition that for every neighborhood U of x, there is
/E C(X) (resp. /E c*(X)) such that / (X\U)c (0) and cp(f)(y)-#0. Note that it
suffices that the condition holds for arbitrarily small neighborhoods of x. For a subset A
of Y we denote U(supp (y) :y EA) by supp A. Whenever cp is a linear bijection we can
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consider the support of a point in Y with respect to $ and the support of a point in X
with respect to $- 1 . It will always be clear from the context which support we mean.
The following lemma is obvious, and is stated for reference purposes.

1.2.l LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let $: C (X) ➔ C (Y)

(resp.

$: C • (X) ➔ C • (Y)) be a linear function . Let ye Y. Then
(a) x it supp (y)

if and only if x has a neighborhood U such that for f e C (X)

(resp . f e c• (X)) with f (X \ U) c {OJ we have $(f)(y) =0, and
(b) supp (y) is closed in X . □

1.2.2 EXAMPLES: (1) Let X be a space. Define$: C(X) ➔ C(X) by $=0. Obviously$ is linear. By lemma 1.2.1 (a), supp (x) = 0, for every x e X .
(2) Let X be a space and let A. e IR\ {0 J. Define $: C (X) ➔ C (X) by $(!) =A.j for

every f e C (X). Obviously $ is linear. We claim that for every x e X, supp (x) = {x J.
First let U be any neighborhood of x. Let f e C (X) be a Urysohn function such that

f (x ) =1 and f

(X \ U) c {OJ . Then $(f )(x) =A. ;t 0, hence x e supp (x). Second for y ;tx

let U be a neighborhood of y missing x. Then for f e C (X) with f (X \ U) c {0}, we
have $(f)(x) =O. By lemma 1.2.1 (a), y

it supp (x).

(3) Let X be a space and let x 0 e X be fixed. Define $: C (X) ➔ C (X) by

$(! ) =f + f (x 0 ) for every

f e C (X) .

Obviously $ is linear. We claim that for every

x e X, supp (x) ={x, x O ). Let Ube any neighborhood of x . Let V c Ube a neighborhood

of x such that if x ;tx 0 , x O it V. Find a Urysohn function

f

(X \ V) c {OJ . Then

f

f e C (X)

such that f (x) = 1 and

(X \ U) c {0) and $(f )(x) ;tQ. Hence x e supp (x) . In a similar

way one can prove that x O e supp (x ). As in (2) one can prove that for y

it (x, x o J,

y ¢.supp (x) .

Each linear function above can also be defined from C • (X) to C • (Y).
The following definitions are due to Arhangelskii [1] . Let X and Y be spaces. We
say that a linear function $ : C (X) ➔ C (Y) (resp. $:

c• (X) ➔ c• (Y))

is effective if for

every f, g e C (X) (resp. f, g e C • (X)) and y e Y such that f and g coincide on a neighborhood of supp (y ), $(! )(y) =$(g )(y ). The linear function $ is of bounded type if $ is
effective and for every y e Y, supp (y) is bounded in X.

1.2.3 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let $: C (X) ➔ C (Y) (resp.
$: C°(X) ➔ c• (Y)) be a linear function which is not effective. Then there are ye Y, a
neighborhood U of supp (y) and f e C (X) (resp . f e C°(X)) such that f (U) ={OJ and

$(f)(y);t0.
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PROOF: Since q> is not effective, there are ye Y, a neighborhood U of supp (y) and
f 1,fieC*(X)) such that fi and h coincide on U and
<l>Cf 1 )(y) .tcq>(fi)(y). Let f = f 1 - fi. Then f e C (X) (resp. f e c• (X)). For x e U we have

f1,fieC(X) (resp.

f (x) = f 1 (x)- h (x) = 0 and by linearity of q>, cp(f )(y) = <l>Cf 1 )(y)-q>(fz)(y) .tc 0.

□

1.2.4 EXAMPLES: (1) The linear functions in example 1.2.2 have the property that
for every x e X and for every

f,

g e C (X) such that

f

and g coincide on supp (x),

q>(f )(x) = q>(g )(x ), hence they are effective.
(2) Let X = [1, wi) and let Y = [1, wi]. Since every f

i.e., there is a< w 1 such that for each
natural extension

e

C (X) is eventually constant,

13 ~ a,f (a)= f (13)

[24, example 3.1.27],f has a

J e C (Y) . The function q>: C (X) ➔ C (Y) defined by q>(f) = J is easily

seen to be linear. We claim that cp is not effective. It is enough to show that
supp (w 1 ) = 0, since in this situation any two functions in C (X) coincide on a neighborhood of supp (w1 ) . Let x e X. then U = [ 1, x] is a neighborhood of x. Let f e C (X) be
any mapping satisfying f (X \ U) c ( 0} . Then cp(f )( w1 ) = 0, hence by lemma 1.2.1 (a),

x it supp (w1 ).
Note that in this situation we have C (X) = C°(X) and C (Y) =C• (Y).
We will now give some general properties of effective linear functions between
function spaces.

1.2.5 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let q>: C (X) ➔ C (Y)

(resp.

q>: C • (X) ➔ C • (Y)) be an effective linear injection. Then supp Y =X.

PROOF: Suppose there is x it supp Y. Then there is O open in X such that supp Y c 0
and x itO. Find a Urysohn function f

e

c• (X) such that/ (x) = 1 and/ (0) c (0). Since

0 is a neighborhood of supp Y and cp is effective we then have q>(f)(Y) c (0}. This implies/ .tc 0 and cp(f) = 0, contradicting the injectivity of cp. □

1.2.6 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let q>: C (X) ➔ C (Y)

(resp .

q>: c•(X) ➔ C°(Y)) be an effective linear function. Then for A cY we have
suppA csuppA.

PROOF: Suppose there is x e suppA\suppA . Suppose x e supp (y) for ye

A.

Find 0

open in X such that x c O c O c X\supp A . Since x e supp (y) there is f e C (X) (resp.

f e c• (X)) with f (X\0) c (0} and cp(f )(y) .tcO. Since X\O is a neighborhood of supp A
and /=0 on X\O, by effectiveness of q>, q>(/)=0 on A. But this implies cp(f)(y)=0.
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Contradiction. D
Let X and Y be spaces. A set-valued function F: X

➔ 9>(Y) \

( 0) such that for every

x e X, F (x) is closed in Y is said to be Lower Semi Continuous (abbreviated LSC)
whenever for every open U c Y the set (x e X : F (x) n U :1- 0) is open in X. Consequently F is LSC if and only if for every closed Ac Y the set (x e X: F (x) cA) is
closed in X. Furthermore Fis said to be Upper Semi Continuous (abbreviated USC)
whenever for every open Uc Y the set (x e X : F (x) c U) is open in X. Consequently F
is USC if and only if for every closed A cY the set (x e X :F(x)nA :1-0) is closed in
X.
If cp: C (X) ➔ C (Y) (resp. cp : C • (X) ➔ C • (Y)) is a linear function we can consider

supp : Y

➔

9>(X) as a set-valued function. We have

1.2.7 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let cp: C (X) ➔ C (Y)

(resp .

cp: C • (X) ➔ C • (Y)) be an effective linear function such that for each y e Y,
supp (y) :1-0. Then supp is LSC.

PROOF: By lemma 1.2.1 (b), supp (y) is closed in X for every ye Y. Let Ube an open
subset of X. Put 0 =(ye Y : supp (y) n U :1-0), and let ye 0. Then there is

x e supp (y) n U . Let V be open in X such that x e V c V c U. Let f e C (X) (resp.

f

e

c• (X))

be such that

f

(X \ V) c (0) and

cp(f )(y) :1-0.

Let W = (z e Y : cp(f )(z) :1-O) .

Then W is an open neighborhood of y. We claim that W c 0 . Suppose there is
z e W\O, i.e. , cp(f)(z):1-O and supp(z)nU=0. Then X\ V is a neighborhood of

supp (z) and f (X \ V) c (0}, so

cp(f )(z) = 0.

Contradiction. So W c O and hence the

lemma is proved. D

REMARK: If the function cp in lemma 1.2.7 is surjective, then surely supp (y) :1-0
for every y e Y. Indeed, if supp (y) = 0 for some y e Y, then let f e C • (Y) be such that

c• (X)), such that cp(g) = f. We have that g =0 on
by effectiveness of cp, f (y) = 0. This gives a contradic-

f (y) :1-0. Choose g e C (X) (resp. g e
a neighborhood of supp (y ), so

tion. We conclude that for any effective linear surjection, supp is LSC.
In section 2.4 we will give an example of an effective linear surjection
cp: C (X) ➔ C (Y), such that supp is not USC.

1.2.8 PROPOSITION ([1]): Let X and Y be spaces and cp: C (X) ➔ C (Y) a linear
function of bounded type. Let A be a bounded subset of Y. Then supp A is bounded in X.
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PROOF: Suppose to the contrary that suppA is not bounded in X. Then there is

f e C (X) such that /(supp A) is unbounded in JR, so there is (xn : n e 1N} c supp A such

that (/ (xn) : n e JN} is closed and discrete in JR. Hence we can find an open family
Wn : n e JN} in X such that Xn

E

Vn for each n e 1N and (/ <Vn): n e JN} is a discrete

family in JR. Then obviously Wn : n e JN} is a discrete family in X.
By induction we construct a subset fYt : k e 1N} of A, a subfamily (Uk : k e 1N} of
Wn : n e JN}, and a subset (ft : k e IN} of C (X) such that
(1) ft(X \ Ut) c (0) for every ke IN,
(2) for i "# j we have U; "# Uj,

(3) supp (Y1, ... , Yk- 1) n Uk =0 for every k > 1, and
(4) G>lft)(Yk) =k + Iht I for every k e IN,
where ht= 1:; <t$(/; )(yt) fork > I and h 1 = 0.
Let y I e A be such that x I e supp (y 1 ). Let U 1 =V 1 . Since U I is a neighborhood of

x 1 , and x I e supp (y 1 ), there is he C (X) such that h (X \ U 1 ) c (0) and q>(h)(y i) "#0.
Let

Let f 1 ="A.h. Then fieC(X) and / 1 (X \ U 1 )c{0} . Furthermore by linearity of q,,
$(/ 1)(y 1) =Aq>(h )(y 1) = 1.
Let k > I and suppose we found y 1, . . . , Yk - 1, U 1, ... , Uk-I and Ii, ... .ft - I ·
Let Pk= supp (y 1 , . .. , Yk - l) . Since q, is of bounded type, P1,. is bounded in X. So there
is n e 1N such thatf(Vn)nf <Pt)=0 and hence Vn nPt=0. Since XnE supp A, there is
Yk e A such that Xn e supp (yk) - Let Uk= Vn . Since U1,. is a neighborhood of Xn and
Xn e supp (yk), there is he C (X) with h (X \ Ut) c (0) and q,(h)(yt)-#0. Let

and ft= Ah. Then ft(X \ U1c.) c ( 0} and by linearity of q,, $(/1c.)(y1c.) = k + I h1c. I. To complete the inductive construction we observe that by (3) and the fact that
Xn

E

supp (y.t) n Ut, U; "# uj for i "# j.

Since ( U1c. : k e JN} is a subfamily of Wn : n e IN} we have by (2) that ( U1c.: k e JN}
is a discrete open family in X. Let f =1:"('= 1k

For x e X we have a neighborhood Ux

which intersects at most one member of ( U1c. : k e 1N} . Then by (1) f I Ux is a finite
sum, hence f e C (X). For every k e IN, let gk. =1:f=If; and
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By (1) we have for every /eIN, .f]°1(JR \ (0})cUj . So (.171(JR\(0}) : /eIN} is a
discrete family, hence Wt is open in X . By (3), we have for j > k, supp <Yt) n

Uj =0.

This implies supp(yt)n.f]°1(JR\ (0})=0. We conclude that supp(yt)CW,t, so W.t is a
neighborhood of supp <Yt), For j > k, and x e Wt, fj(x) =0, hence f and 8t coincide on
Wt,

Since

cl>

is

effective,

we

then

cl)(f)(yt) = cl>(gt)(y,t).

have

But

cl}(g,t)(y,t) =ht+ cl><ft)<Yt), so that by (4),
lcl)(gt)(y,t)I ~cl}(f,t)(yt)- lh.tl =k+ lhtl- lh.tl =k.
We conclude that Icl)(f )(y.t) I ~ k for every k e IN. But this implies that A is not bounded in Y. Contradiction. D

1.2.9 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be spaces and let $: C (X) ➔ C (Y) be a linear
injection of bounded type. If Y is pseudocompact, then Xis pseudocompact.
PROOF: If Y is pseudocompact it is bounded, hence by proposition 1.2.8, supp Y is
bounded. By lemma 1.2.5, supp Y =X. This implies that Xis pseudocompact. D
We will now give two other applications of proposition 1.2.8. The first one will be a
very important tool in chapter 4. The second one will be used in section 1.5.

1.2.10 LEMMA: Let X and Y be normal spaces. Let K be compact and non-empty

in Y and suppose {V,. : n e IN} is a decreasing base at Kin Y . Let {As: s e S} be a locally finite family in X . Furthermore let$: C (X) ➔ C (Y) be a linear function of bounded
type.
Then
there
are
m e IN
and s 1 , ... , Sm e S
such
that
(supp Vm) n

Us, (s 1, .•• ,s.,)As = 0.

PROOF: If S is finite the lemma is obvious. Suppose the lemma is false for infinite S.
Then there are distinct Si e S (i e IN) and points Xie supp Vi nAs,. Suppose Xie supp Yi
with Yi e Vi . Since (As, : i e IN}

is locally finite,

(xi: i e IN}

is infinite.

L =(Yi : i e IN} u Kand let Ube an open cover of L. Then there are U 1 ,

such that Kc

u7=l Ui.

••. ,

Let

U,. in U

Since {V,.: n e IN} is a base at Kin Y, there ism e IN such that

Vm cU7=iUi. SoK u {Yi: i ~m)

cU7= 1 Ui.

We conclude that Lis compact.

By proposition 1.2.8, supp Lis bounded. It follows that (xi: i e IN} is also bounded.
However since (As, : i e IN} is locally finite, (xi : i e IN} is a closed and discrete set.
Contradiction. D
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Let X and Y be metric spaces and
type. For U cX, let Tu= (y

E

cp: C (X) ➔ C (Y) a linear surjection of bounded

Y: supp (y) n U

;t

0). For a family U of subsets of X, let

Tu=(Tu:UEU).

1.2.11 LEMMA: If U is a locally finite open cover of X , then Tu is a locally finite
open cover of Y.

PROOF: By the remark following lemma 1.2.7, we have for each y

So Tu covers Y. Furthermore by lemma 1.2.7, supp is LSC, so for U
Y. If Tu is not locally finite there are y E Y, a sequence Yn
Un 'sin U such that Yn

ETu • .

E

E

Y, supp (y) ;t 0.
U, Tu is open in

➔ y (n ➔ 00),

and distinct

Let Xn E supp <Yn) n Un. Since (Yn : n E JN) is bounded, by

proposition 1.2.8, supp (Yn: n E JN) is bounded. Hence (Xn: n E JN) is bounded. Since
X is metric we then obtain that (xn: n E JN) is compact. Since U is locally finite,
(xn : n E 1N) intersects only finitely many elements of U. Contradiction. This proves

the

lemma. □

Proposition 1.2.8, corollary 1.2.9, lemmas 1.2.10 and 1.2.11 are the first results in
this section which are only formulated for linear functions from C (X) to C (Y) and
which are not formulated for linear functions from C • (X) to C • (Y) . In the following
example we show that proposition 1.2.8, lemmas 1.2.10 and 1.2.11 are not true for
linear functions between function spaces C • (X) .
1.2.12 EXAMPLE: Let (Xn)nelN be a convergent sequence, say Xn

Let Y =(xn: n E lN} u {x), and let X

=Y $

lN. Define

I
n

f (Xn) + -/ (n) if z =xn for some n
cp(f)(z)= /(x)

We first show that

<I>

➔x

(n ➔ 00 ).

cp: c• (X) ➔ c• (Y) by
E

JN,

if z =x.

is well-defined. It suffices to show that cp(f) is continuous at x.

Let E > 0. Since f is bounded there is c E R such that f (X) c (-c, c ). Find m E 1N such
that for n ~m, If (Xn)- f (x) I < e/2 and 1 Im< e/(2c). Then for n ~m we have
I
lcp(f)(xn)-cp(f)(x)I = 1/(xn)+-f (n)-f (x)I
n

I

:s; 1/(xn)-/(x)I +-lf(n)I
n
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E

I

< 2 +-;c < E.
So ¢,(J) is continuous at x. Note that since Y is compact, ¢,(J) e C • (Y). Obviously ¢, is
linear. As in example 1.2.2 we can show that for each n e IN, supp (Xn) = ( n, Xn) and
supp (x) =(x} . Furthermore for any two functions f, g e C • (X) which coincide on
supp(z) for some ze Y, we have ¢,(J)(z)=¢,(g)(z). Hence¢, is a linear function of
bounded type.
Since Y is compact, Y is bounded. However supp Y =Xis not bounded. This implies
that proposition 1.2.8 is not true when dealing with bounded functions. Note also that if
U =(Y) u ( ( n ) : n e IN), then U is a locally finite open cover of X . However Tu is not

locally finite, hence lemma 1.2.11 is also not valid when dealing with bounded functions. Similarly lemma 1.2.10 does not hold. The question remains whether corollary
1.2.9 holds. The above example does not give a counterexample since¢, is not injective.
We will now search for linear functions of bounded type.
1.2.13 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces. Suppose ¢,: C o(X) ➔ Cp(Y) (resp .

c;

¢,:
(X) ➔
compact.

c; (Y)) is a continuous linear function . Then for every ye Y, supp (y) is

PROOF: Since ¢, is continuous at 0, there are a compact B cX and E > 0 such that

¢,( <0, B, E>) c <0, (y) , 1 > . Suppose there is x e supp (y) \ B. In this situation X \ B is a
0

neighborhood of x, so there is fe C(X) (resp. fe C (X)) satisfying f(B)c(O} and
¢,(j)(y);tO. By linearity of¢, we may assume ¢,(J)(y) > 1. Obviously f e <0, B, E>,
hence ¢,(J) e <0, (y}, 1>. This implies ¢,(J)(y) < 1. Contradiction. We conclude that
supp (y) cB. By lemma 1.2.1 (b) supp (y) is closed and hence

compact. □

1.2.14 PROPOSITION ([l]): Let X and Y be spaces. Suppose ¢,: C 0 (X) ➔ Cp(Y)
(resp.¢, : c; (X) ➔ c;(Y)) is a continuous linear function. Then¢> is of bounded type.

PROOF: By lemma 1.2.13, supp (y) is bounded for every ye Y, so it remains to prove

that ¢, is effective. If¢, is not effective, then by lemma 1.2.3 there are y e Y, a neighborhood U of supp (y) and f e C (X) (resp. f e

c• (X)) with f

(U) = (0) and ¢,(J)(y) ;t0. Let

6 = I¢,(J )(y) I. Since ¢, is continuous, there are a compact subset A of X and E > 0 such
that¢,( <f, A, E>) c <¢,(J), (y}, 6>. Then for every g e C (X) (resp. g e

c• (X))

which

coincides with f on A, ¢,(g )(y) ;t 0.
Let B =A\ U . If B =0, A cU. Since f (U)= (0), 0 coincides with f on A . This gives
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$(0)(y) .t 0. Contradiction, so B is a non-empty compactum and B n supp (y) = 0. Then
by lemma 1.2.1 (a), there are open sets U 1 ,

. .• ,

Un, V 1 ,

... ,

Vn such that

(1) U; c U; cV; for every i ~n
n

(2) B cUi =I U;, and
(3) if g EC (X) (resp. g E C°(X)) with g (X \ V;) = {0} for some i ~n. then
$(g)(y)=0.

Since B is compact, there are a 1 ,
a;(U;nB)=I and a;(X\V;)c{0}

0

. . •,

an E C (X) such that for every i ~n.

[24, Th. 3.1.7]. Let a=max(I.?=1 a;,1) and

h; = a;ta. Then we have
(4) h;(X\ V;)= (0}, and
n

(5) I.h;(x)=l foreveryxEB
i=I
0

Let h;=hd and h =I.7= 1 h;. By (4) we have h;(X \ V;)={0} so that by (3),
0

$(h7 )(y) =0. This means $(h )(y) =0.

By (5), for every x EB we have h • (x) = f (x) . Furthermore for every x E U we have
h • (x) = 0 = f (x ), so h • and f coincide on A. But then $(h • )(y) .t 0. Contradiction. We

conclude that $ is effective.

□

1.2.15 COROLLARY ([1]): Let X and Y be spaces. Suppose $: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) or

$: C o(X) ➔ C o(Y) is a continuous linear function . Then
(a)$ is of bounded type, and
(b) if A is bounded in Y, then supp A is bounded in X.
If moreover in X every closed and bounded subset !S compact, then supp A is
compact.

PROOF:

Since

Cp(X)~Co(X),

any

linear

mapping

$ : Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y)

or

$: C o(X) ➔ C o(Y) is also continuous considered as a function from C 0 (X) to Cp(Y).
Now apply propositions 1.2.8 and 1.2. 14. □
By example 1.2.12 we have for bounded functions only the following corollary the
proof of which is similar to the one of corollary 1.2.15 (a).

1.2.16 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be spaces. Suppose $: c;(X) ➔ C;(Y) or

$: C~ (X) ➔ C~ (Y) is a continuous linear function . Then $ is of bounded type. □

§1.2. Linear Junctions

between Junction spaces
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1.2.17 REMARK: The question remains whether a result such as corollary 1.2.15
holds for continuous linear functions between the function spaces Cb(X). In example
1.2.4 (2) we found spaces X and Y and a linear function $ : C (X) ➔ C (Y) which is not
effective. From corollary 1.2.15 we have that$ considered as a function from Cp(X) to
Cp(Y) (resp. from C 0 (X) to C 0 (Y)) is not continuous (this can also be verified directly) .
Unfortunately $ considered as a function from Cb(X) to Cb(Y) is also not continuous.

Corollary 1.2.15 will be one of the main tools in this monograph . Another important
tool will be corollary 1.2.21. Before we can prove this corollary we need some other
lemmas.
1.2.18 LEMMA ([l]): Let X and Y be spaces, and suppose$: c:(X) ➔ Cp(Y) is a

continuous linear function . Then $ considered as a function from c:(X) to C 0 (Y) is
also continuous.
PROOF: By linearity of$ and since C 0 (Y) is a topological vector space it suffices to
prove continuity at 0, i.e., we have to prove for a compact A c Y and e > 0 that
$-\ <0, A, e>) is a neighborhood of O in c:(X). We will show that for
V = (g e

c• (X):

1$(g)(x) I Se/2 for every x e A}

we have Oe Int V.
Since $: c:(X) ➔ Cp(Y) is continuous, (g e C°(X) : I$(g)(x) I Se/2) is closed m
c:cx) for every XE X. This means that
V= 11(g e C°(X) : 1$(g)(x)I Se/2)
xeA

is closed in c:cx).
CLAIM: C°(X)= U n ·V.
neN

Let he

c• (X).

Since A is compact, there is n 0 e IN such that $(h)(A) c [-n 0 , n 0 ].

Find n I e lN such that n 1 ;?: 2n 0 /e. Then for every x e A we have

This means h e n 1 · V and hence the claim is proved.
Since for every n E lN, n·V is closed in c:cx) and c:cx) is a Banach space, there is

n e lN such that Int (n ·V)

* 0 . This means Int V * 0.

Take an arbitrary g e Int V. Since
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0: c:(X) ➔ C:(X) defined by 0(h) =-h is a homeomorphism such that 0(V) = V, we
have -g e Int V. Since

v: c:(X) ➔ c:(X) defined by 'l'(h) = (g + h)l2 is a homeomor-

phism such that '!'(Int V) c Int V we have v(-g) = 0 e Int V. □

1.2.19 PROPOSITION ([1]): Let X and Y be spaces such that in X every closed

and bounded subset is compact. Let$: C o(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a continuous linear function .
Then$ considered as a function from C o(X) to C 0 (Y) is also continuous.
PROOF: Let $ • be the restriction of $ to the set of bounded functions. Since
C~ (X) :S c:(X),

f

by lemma 1.2.18,

considered as a function from c: (X ) to Cp(Y) is continuous. Then

f

considered as a map from

c: (X) to C

0 (Y)

is continuous. To prove

continuity of$ considered as a map from C 0 (X) to C 0 (Y) it is by linearity of$ enough
to prove continuity at 0. To this end let A be a compact subset of Y and let E > 0. By
propositions 1.2.8 and 1.2.14 and the assumption on the space X, B =suppA is a com-

o> 0 such that for every f e C (X ) with
If (x) I < o for every x e X we have $(/) e <0, A, E>. We claim that
$( <0, B, 612>) c <0, A, E>. To this end let g e C (X) with Ig (x) I < o/2 for every
pact subset of X. By the above there is

xeB.
Define g 1 : X

➔

JR by

g (x )

0
2

if I g (x ) I <

f

if g (x) :S-!..
2

Then g I e C (X) and g I coincides on a neighborhood of B with g. By proposition
1.2.14, $ is effective, and hence $(g) = $(g 1 ) on A. Furthermore for every x e X,

Ig 1 (x) I di, so $(g i) e <0, A, E> . This means $(g) e <0, A, E>. This proves that $ is
continuous at 0. □
As with proposition 1.2.8 we have that proposition 1.2. 19 does not hold for linear
functions between function spaces C • (X). We have the following

1.2.20 EXAMPLE: Consider X, Y and$:

c• (X) ➔ c• (Y) as in example

1.2.12. We

claim that $ considered as a function from c;(X) to c;(Y) is continuous and considered as a function from C~ (X) to C~ (Y) is not continuous.
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First let P c Y be finite,

€

> 0 and put Q = supp P. Then

Second consider the open subset <0, Y, 1> of C~ (Y). If cp considered as a function
from C~ (X) to C~ (Y) is continuous, there is a compact subset A of X and e > 0 such
that
<1>(<0,A, €>)c<0, Y, 1>.

Find n e X \A. Let f

=nXn, where Xn denotes the characteristic

function of the set {n).

Then f e <0, A, €> and cp(f )(xn) =1. But this implies that q,(f) <I <0, Y, 1> .
From proposition 1.2.19 we have the following important
1.2.21 COROLLARY ([1]): Let X and Y be spaces in which every closed and

bounded subset is compact, and suppose q,: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) is a linear homeomorphism. Then <I> considered as a function from C o(X) to C 0 (Y) is also a linear
homeomorphism. □
The converse implication in corollary 1.2.21 is not true. By Miljutin's theorem (for
any two uncountable metrizable compact spaces we have that C o(X) and C 0 (Y) are
linearly homeomorphic, [47, Th. 21.5.10]), C 0 (I) and Co(I 2 ) are linearly homeomorphic (here I denotes the unit interval). However Cp(I) and Cp(I2 ) are not linearly
homeomorphic, since Pestov proved in [44] that whenever Cp(X) and Cp(Y) are linearly homeomorphic then dim X = dim Y.
REMARK: Note that in a compact or metric space the closed and bounded subsets

are exactly the compacta. It is not clear to us how this property is related to other topological properties.
For linear mappings between function spaces C • (X) we can derive a result in the
spirit of proposition 1.2.19. This result (corollary 1.2.23) is a consequence of
1.2.22 THE CLOSED GRAPH THEOREM: Let E and F be Banach spaces and

let q,: E ➔ F be a linear function such that the set ( (x, cp(x )) : x e E J is closed in Ex F.
Then <I> is continuous.
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For a proof of The Closed Graph Theorem we refer to [26].
1.2.23 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be spaces and let~: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y) be a con-

tinuous linear function. Then ~ considered as a function from c:(X) to c:(Y) is also
continuous.
PROOF: Since c;(X)~C:(X) and c;(Y)~C:(Y), it follows directly from The Closed
Graph Theorem. D
In corollary 1.2.23 we can replace the topology of pointwise convergence by other
topologies. However as stated above it is the only corollary we need in the sequel of
this monograph.
REMARK: The results in this section due to Arhangelskil are not formulated in the
most general form as they are in [1] . We adjusted these results and their proofs to the
form in which we need them in this monograph. The original proof of lemma 1.2.18
used notions like absorbing, convex, circled and balanced spaces (for definitions see
[45]). For us these notions are of no importance. Arhangelskil did not define supports
for linear functions between function spaces C • (X). We do not know whether all other
results in this section were already known to Arhangelskil.

§1.3. The dual of Cp(X) and C p* (X)
For a space X let L (X) be the dual of Cp(X), i.e., the set of all continuous linear
functionals on Cp(X). For x e X we define!;...: Cp(X) ➔ R the evaluation mapping at x
by /;..-(f) = f (x).
1.3.1 LEMMA: For every x e X,
PROOF: It is easily seen that
open

and

let

f e ~:; (U).

(j (x)-E,f (x) +E) c U.
ge

1

We

I;... e L (X) .

I;... is linear. To prove that I;... is continuous let Uc lR be
Then
claim

/;..-(f) = f (x) e U.
that

</,

Find

E

>0

{x}, E> c~:; 1(U).

such

that

Indeed

for

<f, (x}, E>, lg (x)-f (x) I < E, so that g(x)=/;..-(g)e U. □
By identifying x and

I;... we regard X as a subset of L (X) (notice that for x .ty,
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I;..~ ~y)- As L (X) is a vector space we are interested in a Hamel basis for L (X) (i.e., a
maximal independent subset). It turns out that Xis a Hamel basis for L (X), i.e.,
(HB 1)
(HB2)

X is an independent subset of L (X) and
for every FE L (X) there are x t, ... , Xn E X and A1 ,

.. • , An

E JR

such that F =I:; =1).;x;.
To verify (HB 1) suppose I:?=tA;x; =0 for Xt, ... , Xn EX and At, ... ,
every f E C (X), I:?=t A;/ (x;) = 0. For every i

~n

An

E JR. Then for

let f; be a Urysohn function such that

fh;)=l and fi(xj)=0 for i~j. So 0=1:Z=tAJ;(x;)=A;, which proves (HBl). For
(HB2) we have to do some more work.
1.3.2 LEMMA ([ 45, p. 124]): Let V be a vector space and a., a. 1 ,

. .. , <Xn

linear

functionals on V. Then the following statements are equivalent:

PROOF: The implication

(2) ⇒ (1),

is a triviality. We prove the implication

(1) ⇒ (2)

by

induction on n. First suppose n = 1. If CXt = 0, a.= 0 so we certainly have a. e span {CXt }.
So suppose there isxoE Vsuch that a. 1 (x 0 )#0. Let A1 =a.(x 0 )/a. 1 (x 0 ). We claim that
a.= A1 CXt. To prove this, let x E V. If a. 1 (x) =O we are done, so suppose CXt (x)

so

This gives

So a.(x) = At CXt (x ). This finishes the case n = 1.
Suppose we proved the implication for every n < m with m > 1.

Case I : there is j ~m with nKer a.; c Ker a..
i7'j

Then by the inductive hypothesis, a. E span {a. 1 ,

Case 2: for every j ~m. nKera.; ct Kera..
i7'j

... ,

<Xm}.

* 0. Then
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Then for every j ~m there is xj e V such that a;(Xj) =0 for i

* j and aj{xj) *0. Let

Aj=a(xj)laj{xj). We claim that a=:E7=tA;CX;. To prove this let xe V. For j~m we

have
m

CX;(x)

cxj(x)

a 1·(x- :E --x·)=a1·(x)---a1 (x1·)=0.
i=I CX;(x;) '
aj(xj)

This gives
m Cl;(X)

m

i=I Cl;(X;)

i=I

x - E --x; e ('\Ker a; c Ker a.
Hence
m

ex;(x)

m

a(x - :E - - x i ) =a(x)- :E AjCX;(x) =0.
i=l Cl;(x;)

i=l

This finishes the proof of this lemma.

□

1.3.3 THEOREM: Xis a Hamel basis for L (X).
PROOF: As mentioned above it is enough to prove condition (HB2).

So let

F: Cp(X) ➔ JR be a continuous linear functional. There is a finite subset P of X and
O > 0 such that F(<O, P, O>)c(-1, 1). Suppose P =(x 1 ,

n7=1 Ker~. C Ker F.

Indeed let f

E

••• ,

Xnl- We claim that

n7=1 Ker~•. Then for every i ~ n, f

(Xj)

=0.

Let

£>0. Clearly (1/£)-fe<O,P,O>, so that F((l/E)·f)c(-1,1) or, equivalently

F (j) c (-£, £). Since £ was arbitrary we have F (j) =0 which implies f e Ker F. Now
by lemma 1.3.2, Fe span (~ 1 ,

••• , ~ . }.

□

We can define a topology on L (X) as follows. For f e C (X) let L (j): L (X) ➔ JR be
defined by L(j)(F)=F(f). The topology on L(X) is the weakest topology which
makes all L (j) (j e Cp(X)) continuous, i.e., the topology which has as a subbase the
family,
(L(j)- 1 (U) :f e C(X) and U open in JR}.
With this topology, L (X) is called the topological dual of Cp(X). Clearly L (X) is then
a locally convex topological vector space.
1.3.4 LEMMA: Let f

e

Cp(X). Then L (j): L (X)

➔

JR is the unique continuous

linear functional that extends f.
PROOF: That L (j) is a continuous linear functional is obvious. For x e X we have
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L (j)(x) =x (j) = f (x), so that L (j) extends f Since Xis a Hamel basis for L (X) it follows that L (j) is unique. □
In theorem 1.3.3 we derived that X is algebraically a special subset of L (X). Topologically we have

1.3.5 PROPOSITION: Xis homeomorphic to X as subspace of L (X), and X as a
subspace of L (X) is closed in L (X).

PROOF: First of all we show that X is homeomorphic to X as subspace of L (X). Let U
be open in X and x e U. Let/ e C (X) be a Urysohn function such that f (x) = I and
/(X\U)=(0}. By lemma 1.3.4, f extends to a continuous linear functional
L (j): L (X) ➔ JR. Let V =L (j)- 1(0, oo). Then V is open in L (X) and x e V nX c U.
Now let V be open in L (X) and let x e V nX. There are Ji, ... , fn e Cp(X) and
u 1, . .. , Un open in JR with XE n7=1L (JS 1(Uj) cV. Then XE n7=1fT 1(Uj) cV nX.
We conclude that Xis a subspace of L (X).
Second we show that X as subspace of L (X) is closed in L (X). To this end let
Fe L (X)\X. By theorem 1.3.3 there are x 1 , .. . , Xn e X and ).. 1, ... , An e JR such that

F = E?= 1"-iXi with x; *Xj for i * j.
Case 1: n ~ 2 and A;* 0 for all i ~ n.

For each i ~ n find V; open in X and U; open in JR such that V; n Vi = 0 (i * J), x; e Vi,
A; e U; and 0 '1 U;. For each i ~ n there is a Urysohn function /;: X ➔ JR such that
/j{x;) = 1 and /;(X\V;) = 0. By lemma 1.3.4, /; has a continuous linear extension
1
L(ji): L(X) ➔ JR.We claim that Fe
1L(J;)- (U;) cL(X)\X. Indeed for each i ~n,

n7=

n

n

L (f;)(F) = _E "-jL (f;)(Xj) = _E Aj/;(Xj) = A.j E U;
J=l

J=l

and for x e X there is i ~n with x 'IV; (since n ~2) so that L(f;)(x)=f;(x)=0'1U;. This
implies X n n7= 1L (f;)-\U;) =0, which proves case 1.

Since F 'IX, ).. 1 * 1. Hence there is U open in JR with ).. 1 e U and l '1 U. Let/= 1 and
L (j): L (X) ➔ R
be its continuous linear extension. We claim that
1
Fe L(j)- (U)cL(X)\X. Indeed
L(j)(F)=A.1L(f)(xi)=Ai/(x1)=A1 e U
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and for x e X we have L (j )(x) =f (x) =1 it U. This proves case 2 and the proposition. D
The following proposition will be of importance in the last section of this chapter.

1.3.6 PROPOSITION: Let X and Y be spaces. Then Cp(X)-Cp(Y)

if and only if

L(X)-L(Y) .

PROOF: First suppose cp: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) is a linear homeomorphism.
"\jf: L (X) ➔ L (Y) by "\jf(F) =F • cp- • Then
1

Define

'I' is obviously a well-defined linear function.

To see that 'I' is continuous notice that for f e Cp(Y) and Uc R open we have

is open in L (X).
Define 0: L (Y) ➔ L (X) by 0(G) =G •$. In the same way we can prove that 0 is a
well-defined linear mapping. As is easily seen 0 ='l'-l, so that 'I' is a linear homeomorphism.
Second,

suppose

"\jf:

L (X) ➔ L (Y)

is

a

linear

homeomorphism.

Define

cp: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) by cp(j) = (L (j) • 'l'-t) IY. Then cp is obviously a well-defined linear
function. In order to prove that cp is continuous at O let P c Y be finite and E > 0. For
every ye Y there are x1, ... , x~ e X and A.1, ... , A.~ e lR\(0} such that

n.,

'l'-l (y) = r, A.1
i=l

xr

Let N =max("f.~ 1 I A{ I :ye P). let O=e/N and let Q =(x1 :ye P and i ~ny ) . We
claim that$( <0, Q, O>) c <0, P, £> . Indeed, if f e <0, Q, O> we have for ye P

n.,
n.,
lcp(j)(y) I= l(L(j) • 'l'- 1)(y) I= IL(j)( r, A{x?') I= Ir, A.1f (x?') I
~

n.,

n.,

i=I

i=I

i=l

i=l

r, I A[ I If (x?') I < or, I A[ I ~ e

By linearity of cp we conclude that cp is continuous.
Define 0: Cp(Y) ➔ Cp(X) by 0(g)=(L(g) •"ljf)IX. In the same way we can prove
that 0 is a well-defined linear mapping and as is easily seen, 0 = cp- 1 so that cp is a linear
homeomorphism. D
We define L *(X) similar to L(X) using c;(X) instead of Cp(X). All observations
made above for L (X) are also valid for L • (X).
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REMARK: The results in this section are often used in the literature on function
spaces with the topology of pointwise convergence (for example [41) and [44)). We
were not able to find an explicit reference for their proofs, so we provided them ourselves. For more information on dual spaces of topological vector spaces we refer to
[45).

§1.4. Supports and the topology of pointwise convergence
When dealing with continuous linear functions between function spaces endowed
with the topology of pointwise convergence, it is possible to give a precise description
of supports (cf. lemma l.4.1).
Let X and Y be spaces, let $: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) (resp. $: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y)) be a continuous linear function and let ye Y be fixed. Notice that the function 'Vy: Cp(X) ➔ R
(resp. 'Vy: c;(X) ➔ JR) defined by 'Vy= Sy •<P is continuous and linear. So 'Vy e L (X)
(resp. 'Vy e L *(X)), the dual of Cp(X) (resp. c;(X)). For every f e C(X) (resp.

fe

c*(X)) we have o/y(f)=<P(f)(y). By theorem

1.3.3 there are for o/y*O,

x 1, ... , Xn e X and A.1, .•. , An e R \ (0) such that 'Vy= I:?=I AiXi (notice that whenever
<P is a bijection, 'Vy* 0 for every ye Y). This means that for every f e C (X) (resp.

fe

C*(X)), $(f)(y)=I:?=1AJ(xi). Then

1.4.1 LEMMA: supp (y) = (x 1,

... ,

Xn) .

PROOF: Let x e supp (y) and suppose that x 1 (x 1 ,

... ,

Xn ). ~ince X \ (x 1 ,

..• ,

Xn) is

open, there is f e C (X) (resp. f e C • (X)) such that f (xi)= 0 for every i 5. n and
<P(f)(y) *O. But <P(f)(y) =I:?= 1 AJ (xj} =O. Contradiction.

Now let i 5. n be fixed and U an open neighborhood of Xi
Un (xj : j 5. n and j

* i) =0.

Let

f e C • (X) be a Urysohn function with f

such that
(X \ U)

=0

andf (xi)= l. Then <P(f )(y) =I:?=1 AJ (xi)=Ai *O. □

From lemma l.4.1 we have the following corollary of which part (b) simplifies the
notion of effectiveness in the case of the topology of pointwise convergence

1.4.2 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be spaces, and let $: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) (resp .

<P:

c;cx) ➔ c;cn),be a continuous linear function. Then for y

E

Y,

(a) for every z e supp (y), there is A, e R such that <P(f )(y) = I:,esupp(y)A,/ (z),
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for every f e C (X) (resp. f e
(b)if

f,geC(X)

c• (X)), and
0

(resp.

coincide

f,geC (X)),

on

then

supp(y),

4>(/ )(y) = 4>(g )(y).
Another useful property of supports with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence is given in the following:

1.4.3 PROPOSITION: Let X and Y be spaces and let 4>: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) (resp .
4>: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y)) be a linear homeomorphism. Then for every x e X we have
x e supp supp (x) (in other words, for every x e X there is ye supp (x) such that

x e supp (y)). In particular supp Y =X.
PROOF: Let x e X and suppose x If. supp supp (x). Since supp supp (x) is finite (lemma
1.4.1),

there

is

a

Urysohn

function

0

/eC (X)

such

that

/(x)=l

and

f(suppsupp(x))=0. By corollary 1.4.2 (b) it follows that 4>(/)=0 on supp(x) and
again by corollary 1.4.2 (b) it then follows thatf (x)=4>- 1 (4>(f))(x)=0, and we arrived
at a contradiction.

□

1.4.4 PROPOSITION: Let X and Y be spaces and let 4>: Cp(X)

➔ Cp(Y)

( resp .

4>:C;(X) ➔ C;(Y) be a continuous linear surjection. Then supp:Y ➔ P(X)\(0} is
LSC.

PROOF: This follows from corollary 1.2.15 (a) (resp. corollary 1.2.16), lemma 1.2.7
and the remark following lemma 1.2.7. □
In section 1.5 we need the following

1.4.5 LEMMA: Let X and Y be normal spaces, and let 4>: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a continuous linear surjection. Then for each closed and bounded K cX, the set
L = (y e Y : supp (y) c K} is closed and bounded in Y.
PROOF: By proposition 1.4.4, supp is LSC hence Lis closed. If Lis not bounded, L
contains

a

closed

discrete

subset

(Yn: n e IN}.

For

each

n e IN,

let

tn = n ·1:zuupp(yA) I 11.z I. Then tn > 0. Let g e C (Y) be such that g <Yn) = tn. Since 4> is a
surjection, there is f e C (X) such that 4>(() = g. Since K is bounded, there is c e R such
thatf (K)c[-c, c].
Let n e IN be such that n > c. Then
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lq,(f)(yn)I = II.,.supp(y.llzf(z)I
~

I.ZEsupp(y.) I)., I· If (z) I

~ c·I:,esupp(y.) I)., I

< tn,
Contradiction. This proves the lemma.
If we consider function spaces

□

c; (X) we have the weaker

1.4.6 LEMMA: Let X and Y be metric spaces and let q,: c;(X) ➔ C;(Y) be a continuous

linear

surjection.

Then

for

each

compact

K cX,

the

set

L =(ye Y: supp (y) cK} is compact.
PROOF: By proposition 1.4.4, supp is LSC, hence Lis closed in Y. For f e C°(K), let

1 e c• (X) be an extension off Define
1 and g coincides on suppL, hence by
corollary 1.4.2 (b) <!>(!) =<!>(g) on L. This implies that 0 is well-defined. It follows that 0

If g e C°(X) is another extension off, then

is a continuous linear function. By corollary 1.2.23 we then have that 0 considered as a
function from c:(K) to c:(L) is also continuous. We claim that 0 is surjective. Let
g e c*(L) and let

g e c*(Y) be an extension of g. Since

<I>

is surjective, there is

he c*(X) with <!>(h) = g. Let f =h IK. Since h extends f, 0({) =g, so 0 is a surjection.
By [47, Prop. 7.6.2] we have for a space Z that c:(Z) is separable if and only if Z is
compact and metrizable. This implies that c:(K) is separable and hence c:(L) is
separable. So L is compact.

□

The proofs of lemma 1.4.5 and lemma 1.4.6 are different and not reversible.
REMARK: Jan Pelant provided us with the description of supports when dealing
with the topology of pointwise convergence. We were informed that Arhangelskil
knew of this description of supports.

§1.5. First applications
Let X and Y be spaces. We define X and Y to be tp, lo or lb-equivalent whenever
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Cp(X) and Cp(Y), C o(X) and C 0 (Y) or Cb(X) and Cb(Y) are linearly homeomorphic.
We say that a topological property :'Pis preserved by lp, lo or lb-equivalence (resp. l;,
l~ or l:-equivalence) if for lp,

lo or lb-equivalent (resp. l;, l~ or l:-equivalent) spaces X

and Y we have X has property :P iff Y has property :'P. In this section we give some topological properties which are or which are not preserved by lp, lo or lb-equivalence
(resp. l;, l~ or l:-equivalence) and we state some questions.
1.5.l THEOREM [1]: The following topological properties are preserved by lpequivalence:
(a) pseudocompactness,

(b) compactness, and
(c) a-compactness.

PROOF: Let X and Y be LP -equivalent spaces.
By corollary 1.2.9 and 1.2.15 (a) we have that pseudocompactness is preserved by
lp-equivalence.
For (b) and (c) we use that by proposition 1.3.6 L (X) and L (Y) are linearly
homeomorphic. For every n E 1N define hn: X n X [-n, n ➔ L (X) by

r

n

hn(X I,

... ,

Xn,

Cli, ... , Cln)

= L Cl;X;.
i=l

By proposition 1.3.5, X is homeomorphic to X as subspace of the topological vector

u;:,

space L (X), hence hn is continuous. Furthermore L (X) =
hn(Xn x [-n, n r) .
Suppose X is a-compact. Then we have that L (X) is a-compact, and hence that L (Y) is
a-compact. By proposition 1.3.5, Y is closed in L (Y) so Y is a-compact. This finishes
the proof of (c). When X is compact we again have that Y is a-compact and hence
Lindelof. Furthermore by (a) we have that Y is pseudocompact. Since each Lindelof
space is normal, and each normal pseudocompact space is countably compact, we have
that Y is a Lindelof countably compact space, hence Y is compact. □
This theorem and the proof of (b) and (c) are due to Arhangelskil. It follows that for
normal spaces countable compactness is preserved by LP-equivalence. Whether this is
true for all spaces is still an open question. By the observations in section 1.2 it was
possible to give an easier proof of (a), than the original one. For (b) and (c) this is not
possible unless we assume that in X and Y every closed and bounded subset is compact.
For such spaces we will now derive in theorem 1.5.2 a result in the same spirit as the
previous one.
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For a space X let X(X) be the family of all compact subsets of X. We regard X(X) as
a poset under inclusion. Then a subset !iJ is cofinal in X(X) whenever for each Ke X(X)
there is Be !iJ with K cB. The cofinality of X(X) is the cardinal defined by
cof X(X) = min ( I!iJ I : !iJ is cofinal in X(X)}
(cf. [21 ]). A space Xis said to be hemicompact whenever cof X(X) ~ ro.

1.5.2 THEOREM: The co.finality of the family of compact subsets of a space is

preserved by LP -equivalence in the class of spaces in which every closed and bounded
subset is compact.
PROOF: Let X and Y be 4,-equivalent spaces in which every closed and bounded subset is compact and let cj>: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a linear homeomorphism. Without loss of
generality we assume cof X(X) ~ cof X(Y) . Let (Ki : i e /} be cofinal in X(X) such that
I/ I =cof X(X). By corollary 1.2.15 (b) and the assumption on Y we have that supp Ki is
compact for every i e / . It suffices to prove that ( supp Ki : i e /} is cofinal in X(Y). For
this let Ac Y be compact. Again by corollary 1.2.15 (b) and the assumption on X,
suppA is compact in X. So there is i e / with supp A cKi . Then by proposition 1.4.3,
A csupp supp A csuppKi . □

It remains open whether in general the cofinality of the family of compact subsets is
preserved by lp-equivalence. The results in section 1.4 allow us to obtain stronger
results for an even more restricted class of spaces.

1.5.3 THEOREM: Let X and Y be normal spaces and let cj>: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a

continuous linear surjection .
(a) If X is pseudocompact, then Y is pseudocompact.
If moreover in Y every closed and bounded subset is compact, then
(b) ifX is compact, then Y is compact,
(c) if X is a-compact, then Y is a-compact, and
(d) cof X(Y) ~ cof X(X) .
PROOF: For part (a) we have by lemma 1.4.5 that the set (y e Y : supp (y) cX} = Y is
pseudocompact whenever Xis pseudocompact. Part (b) follows from part (a) and the
assumption on Y.
For (c) let X =U;=tXn with for each n e JN, Xn cXn+I and Xn compact. Let
Yn =(ye Y: supp (y) cXn }. By lemma 1.4.5 and the assumption on Y we have that Yn
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is compact. Since for each ye Y, supp (y) is finite we also have that Y =U==I Yn.
For (d) let {K;: i e /) be cofinal in X(X).
For each i e / let
L; = (y e Y : supp (y) c K;) . Then L; is compact. We claim that {L; : i e /) is cofinal in
X(Y). Let A c Y be compact. Then by corollary 1.2.15 (b ), supp A is compact. Hence

supp A cK; for some i e / . This implies A cL; . □
By using lemma 1.4.6 instead of lemma 1.4.5 we obtain for metric spaces the following
1.5.4 THEOREM: Let X and Y be metric spaces and let $: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y) be a
continuous linear surjection. Then
(a)
(b)

if Xis compact, then Y is compact, and
if X is a-compact, then Y is a-compact.

□

1.5.5 COROLLARY: Compactness and a-compactness are preserved by
equivalence in the class of metric spaces .

t;-

□

The proof of theorem 1.5.3 (d) makes use of corollary 1.2.15 (b). Since we do not
have such a result for continuous linear functions between function spaces c;(X) we
cannot copy the proof of theorem 1.5.3 (d) to this case.
Now that we have the above theorems for t,, and t;-equivalence, we become interested whether the same result hold for

to

and t~-equivalence (resp. tb and ,:-

equivalence). First we deal with to and t~-equivalence.
1.5.6 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let $: C 0 (X) ➔ C 0 (Y) (resp .

$: C~ (X) ➔ C~ (Y)) a continuous linear function. Then/or every compact B c Y, suppB
is compact.
PROOF: There are non-empty compacta C 1 ,

such that

. •. ,

Cn in X and open U 1 , ••• , Un in Y

n

n

Let C =Ui=l C;. Then C is compact. We claim that suppB c C. To the contrary suppose there are ye B and x e supp (y)\C. Since X\C is a neighborhood of x and
x e supp (y) there is/ e C (X) (resp./ e C*(X)) such that/ (C) =0 and $(/)(y) .t:O. By

linearity of$ we may assume $(/)(y)=l. Since Oen7= 1A(C;,U;) we have
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n7=i Ui, so f e n7= 1A (Ci, Ui)-

This gives 4>(() e A (B, (-1, 1)) which implies that

4>(f)(y)e (-1, 1). Contradiction. We now have suppB cC, so that suppB cC, which

implies that supp B is compact. D
1.5.7 THEOREM: Pseud.ocompactness is preserved by 4)-equivalence. Compact-

ness is preserved by 4) and /,~-equivalence.
PROOF: Let X and Y be 4)-equivalent spaces By corollary 1.2.9 and 1.2.15 (a) we have

that pseudocompactness is preserved by 4)-equivalence.
Let 4>: C 0 (X) ➔ C 0 (Y) (resp. 4>: C~ (X) ➔ C~ (Y)) be a linear homeomorphism. Suppose Xis compact. By lemma 1.2.5 and corollary 1.2. 15 (a) (resp. corollary 1.2.16),
suppX =Y, and hence by lemma 1.5.6, Y is compact.

□

The proof that pseudocompactness is preserved by 4)-equivalence cannot be copied
for /,~-equivalence since the proof of corollary 1.2.9 makes use of corollary 1.2.15 (b).
From theorem 1.5.7 and corollary 1.2.21, theorem 1.5.1 (a) and (b) follow for the class
of spaces in which every closed and bounded subset is compact.
For /,band /,;-equivalence we have
1.5.8 THEOREM: Pseud.ocompactness is preserved by /,b and /,;-equivalence.
PROOF: Let X and Y be /,b-equivalent (resp.

/,;-equivalent) spaces and let

4>: Cb(X) ➔ Cb(Y) (resp. 4>: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y)) be a linear homeomorphism. Suppose Y is

pseudocompact and X is not pseudocompact. Since <0, Y, 1 > is open in Cb(Y) (resp.
c;(Y)) there are f

1, ... ,

fn in C (X) (resp. C °(X)), bounded A 1,

n

. .. ,

An in X and
-

Let A =Ui=IAi. Then A is bounded. Since Xis not pseudocompact there is x e X \A.
Let f e C • (X) be a Urysohn function such that f (A)= 0 and f (x) = 1. Since f 'F-0,
4>(()

* 0. Let y e Y be such that 4>(( )(y) * 0. Define g : X ➔ R

g (A)= {0}, g e

n7=i </;, Ai, Ei>, so 4>(g) e <0, Y,

by g = f/4)({ )(y ). Since

1 >. However 4>(g)(y)= 1. Contrad-

iction. □

Question 1: Is pseudocompactness preserved by /,~-equivalence? Is compactness

preserved by /,b or /,;-equivalence? Are a-compactness or the cofinality of the family of
compact subsets of a space preserved by 4), /,~, /,b or /,;-equivalence?
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From now on in this section we only deal with function spaces endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence.
It is well-known that cardinality and density are preserved by LP-equivalence [2]. By
the above techniques, we can give an alternative proof which is also valid for

t;-

equivalence:
1.5.9 THEOREM: The following cardinal invariants are preserved by tpequivalence (resp . t;-equivalence) ,
(a) cardinality, and
(b) density.
PROOF: Let X and Y be 4,-equivalent (resp. t;-equivalent) spaces and let

q>: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) (resp q>: c;(X) ➔ C;(Y)) be a linear homeomorphism. For (a), notice that if IX I = n, the algebraic dimension of Cp(X) is equal ton, hence we have that
IYI =n. So without loss of generality we assume No S: IX IS: IY I. By lemma 1.4.1,
IsuppX I s; IX I, so by proposition 1.4.3, IY I S: IX I. We conclude that IX I = IY I.
For (b) notice that if d (X) is finite, then since cardinality is preserved by tP equivalence, d (X) = IX I = IY I = d (Y) . So without loss of generality we assume
N0 S:d(X)S:d(Y). Let D cX be such that

D =X and

ID I =d(X). Let E=suppD. By

lemma 1.4.1, IE I S: ID I. To prove that d (X) = d (Y) it suffices to prove that E = Y. By
proposition 1.4.3, lemma 1.2.6 and corollary 1.2.15 (a) (resp. corollary 1.2.16),

f =suppX =suppD csuppD =E cY.
We conclude that density is preserved by 4,-equivalence. D
As a corollary we see that separability is preserved by lp and t;-equivalence so
Lindelofness is preserved by tP and t; -equivalence in the class of metric spaces.

Question 2: Are density or cardinality preserved by /,o or L~-equivalence (resp. Lb or
t:-equivalence)?
1.5.10 THEOREM: Local compactness is preserved by LP-equivalence in the class
of paracompact first countable spaces.
PROOF: Let X and Y be LP-equivalent paracompact first countable spaces. Suppose X

is locally compact and Y is not locally compact. Since Xis a locally compact paracompact space, there is a locally finite open cover {X5 : s e S) of X such that for each s e S,
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Xs is compact. Let ye Y be a point without compact neighborhood and let {Un: n e IN}
be a decreasing neighborhood base at y. Then for each n e IN, Un is not compact.
By lemma l.2.10 and corollary l.2.15 (a) there is k e 1N and {si, ... , St} cS such
that supp Ut

"

cUi=!Xsi • Let

. compact.
L =Ui=IXsi· Then L 1s

We now have by lemma l.2.6 and corollary l.2.15 (a), supp lit c supp Ut cL so by
propos1t1on

l.4.3,

Ut c supp supp Ut c suppL.

Since each

countably

compact

paracompact space is compact [24, Th 5.1.20], we have that Ut is not countably compact. Since each paracompact space is normal [24, Th 5.1.18], Y is normal, and since
each pseudocompact normal space is countably compact [24, Th. 3.10.21], Ut is not
pseudocompact. Hence by normality of Y,

Vt

is not bounded in Y. However Lis com-

pact so by corollary 1.2.15 (b ), supp L is bounded in Y. Contradiction. D
Theorem 1.5. IO is due to S.P. Gulko and O.G. Okunev [2]. Their proof was by different methods than ours. In section 2.4 we show that the first countability assumption
is essential in this result.
Question 3: Is paracompactness essential in theorem l.5.10?
Question 4: Does theorem l.5.10 hold for 4) or lb-equivalence? Does it hold fort;,
t~ or t;-equivalence?
Before we state our next theorem we first need the following
1.5.11 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and q>: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) a homeomorphism.
Suppose that (f,.)n. IN is a sequence in Cp(X) such that f,. converges pointwise to a
discontinuous function f e IR.x . Suppose g: Y ➔ R is an accumulation point of the set

{cl>lfn) I n e IN}. Then g is not continuous.
PROOF: Since {/,. I n e IN} is closed and discrete in Cp(X) we have {q>(j,.) I n e IN} is
closed and discrete in Cp(Y).
For a space X let

□

x<l) = {x e X :xis an accumulation

point of X}. We have the fol-

lowing
1.5.12 THEOREM: Let X and Y be lp-equivalent spaces which are both normal
and first countable. Then
compact.

x

0 > is countably compact

if and only if y(I) is

countably
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PROOF: Suppose x< 1> is not countably compact and y(l) is countably compact. Since
x<I) is not sequentially compact, there exists a closed discrete set F

= {xn

x<l) . For every n e IN let {UJ I j e IN} be a decreasing open base at

I n e IN} in

Xn

and Jj a

Urysohn function such that Jj(xn) = I and Jj(X \ UJ) =0. Then Jj ➔ Xx. pointwise,
where Xx. is the characteristic function of Xn. Notice that Xx. is discontinuous. Furthermore let cp: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a linear homeomorphism and let gJ =q>(Jj).
CLAIM: For every ye Y and n e IN, the set {gJ(y) I j e IN} is bounded in R.
Suppose not. Then there are ye Y and n e IN, such that without loss of generality for
every ke IN there is h,e IN, with gJt(y)'2:.2" . The function f=I.t=ir"Jjt e Cp(X), so
cp(f)=I.r=1r"gJt E Cp(Y).

But

then

we

have

a

contradiction

since

cp(f)(y)=I.r=1r"gJt (y)=oo.
For every ye Y, let Ay be compact in IR such that {gJ(y) I j e IN} cAy- Then

ITy.rAy is a compact subset of IR.r. Since {gJ I j e IN} cITyEYAy, {gJ I j e IN} has an
accumulation point <Tn , By lemma 1.5.11, <Tn is discontinuous, say at Yn· Notice that
Yn e yO) . Since y (l) is sequentially compact, without loss of generality we may assume

that there is ye Y such that Yn

➔ y.

Let (Vn In e IN} be a decreasing open base at y.

Without loss of generality Yn e Vn .
Since Y is first countable, for every n e IN there is a sequence (y1)1c in Vn such that

Y1 ➔ yn and
(*)

Let K

=Un.IN U1ce1N (Yn , yi} u {y }. Then K is compact.

er of K. There is V e

'I}

Indeed, let 'I} be an open cov-

with y e V. There is n O e IN such that y e V no c V. Then

Un;i:n 0 Ut.N{Yn, Y1} u (y} cV. Since Un<no U1ceN(Yn, YZ} is compact, we are
done.
Since K is compact, we have by corollary 1.2. 15 (b) that supp K is bounded in X .
Since F is closed and discrete and X is normal, F is not bounded. This implies that there
is n e IN such that Xn;. supp K. Then there is j o e IN such that UJ0 n supp K

=0. So for

every z e K and j '2:.j 0 , Jj and the zero function on X are equal on supp (z). Then by
corollary 1.4.2, we have that gJ(z) =0 for every j '2:.j 0 and z e K. But then for every
k e IN we have that <Tn (yt) = 0 and O'n (yn) = 0, which gives a contradiction with (*).
This completes the proof of the theorem. D

In section 2.4 we show that the first countability assumption in theorem 1.5.12 is
essential. The question remains whether normality is essential.
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Our last result in this section deals with the class of metric spaces. Let X be a metric
space and U a family of subsets of X. We define diam U to be sup {diam U: U e U}.
We first need the following

1.5.13 LEMMA: Let X be a metric space which is not completely metrizable and
let {Un: n e IN} be a collection of open covers of X such that for each n e IN,
diam Un < 1 / n. Then there is a strictly increasing sequence Cin)nEIN of natural numbers
and/or each n e IN, there is Un e U;. such that Un+l c Un, and moreover n;=I Un =0.

-

-

PROOF: Let X be the completion of X. For each U e Un, there is Vu open in X such
that diamVu<3/n and Vur-.X=U. Let Vn=U(Vu:UeUnJ . Then Vn is open inX
and X c Vn . So V = n;=I Vn is a G 6-subset of X such that X c V. Since Xis not completely metrizable and Vis completely metrizable ([24, Th. 4.3.23]), there is x e V \X.
CLAIM: There is a strictly increasing sequence Cin)nelN of natural numbers and there
are for each n e IN, Un e U;. such that x e Vu. and Vu •• 1 c Vu. Let i 1 = 1 and let U 1 e U1 be such that x e Vu 1 • Let m > I and suppose i 1, ... , im-1
and U 1, ... , Um - I are found. Let 0=d(x,X\Vu.,_1 ) and let im>im-1 be such that
l/im<0/3. There is UmeU;.. such that xeVu.. - Since diamVu.. 5,.3/im<0 and
x e Vu.. , Vu.. cVu.,_1 • This proves the claim.
Since diam Vu.. ➔ 0 (n ➔ 00),

n

m=l

Um=

n

m=l

n:=l Vu .. = {x) . This implies

Vu r-.X =0.
"'

Furthermore form e IN, we have

This proves the lemma. D
Recall from section 1.2 that for metric spaces X and Y and a linear function
qi: C (X) ➔ C (Y) we defined for U cX, the set Tu= {y e Y: supp (y) n U

* 0}, and for

a family U of subsets of X the collection Tu= {Tu: U e U}. We now state our last
theorem in this section.
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1.5.14 THEOREM: Let X and Y be metric spaces and let

cp: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y)

be a

continuous linear surjection. If X is completely metrizable, then Y is completely metrizable.
PROOF: Suppose X is completely metrizable and Y is not completely metrizable.
Since X and Y are metric spaces, by lemma 1.2. 11 there are locally finite open covers
Un of X and V-n of Y, (n E IN), such that
(1) diam Un<_!_, diam V-n <

n

_!_, Un+I refines Un, and
n

(2) each VE V-n intersects only finitely many elements of Tu •.
By lemma 1.5.13, we may assume that for each n E IN, there is Vn E V-n such that
n;=I Vn = 0 and for each n E IN, Vn+I c Vn . By (2), for each n E IN, there is a finite

subset {U7,

... , u;:,. ) of Un such that

(3)forUEUn , VnnTu*0ifandonlyifUE {U7 , ... ,

u;:..J.

We claim that for each n E IN,
m,.

m,.+ 1

(4) U U"+l c UU" .
j=I

j=I

J

J

Indeed, since Un+I refines Un, there are for each j $mn +I • Ui E Un such that
u7+

1

C

Uj . Since Vn+I
n

C

n

*

Vn, and Vn+l n T ur1 0, we have Vn ("\ T uj
·

·

m,.+l

n+l

UjE {U1 , . .. , Um.). This gives uj=l uj

m,.

n

* 0 . So by (3),

·

cU j =luj. This proves (4).
m.

Notice that by (3), for every n E IN, supp Vn cUj =I UJ . For each n E IN, let Yn E Vn.
Then
·
(5) supp <Yn) c UUJ .
}=I

Let K

=u;=l supp (yn) -

Since K is a closed subset of X , K is complete.

CLAIM: K is compact.
Since K is complete, it remains to prove that K is totally bounded. To this end it
suffices to prove that u;=l supp (yn) is totally bounded. Let e > 0 and let j E IN be such
that l / j < e/2. Fork $mj, let

Zt

E Ui. Since diam Ui < 1/ j, Ui cB (zt, e). Then by (4)

and (5), u;=isupp (yn) c u:~ 1B (zt, e). Since U~=l supp (yn) is finite, we are done.
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By lemma 1.4.5, L = {y e Y : supp (y) c K} is a closed and bounded subset of Y,
hence Lis compact. Since

n;=l \1n = 0, (yn)nelN cL is a sequence without convergent

subsequence. Contradiction. This proves the theorem. D
1.5.15 COROLLARY: Complete metrizability is preserved by lp-equivalence in

the class of metric spaces.

□

In [52], Uspensk.iI proved that for lp-equivalent spaces X and Y, we have that if X is

metric, then Y is a cr-metrizable paracompact space, where cr-metrizable means a countable union of closed metrizable subspaces. In view of theorem 1.5.14, one could conjecture that if X is moreover completely metrizable, then Y is also Cech-complete. This
is however not the case. In example 2.4.10 we give two lp-equivalent spaces X and Y
with X countable metric locally compact and Y paracompact cr-metrizable but not
Cech-complete.
In general if qi: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y) is a continuous linear surjection, for metric spaces X

and Y, the proof of theorem 1.5.14 does not work. By example 1.2.12 we cannot make
use of a lemma such as lemma 1.2.11 .
Most of the proofs in this section concerning the topology of pointwise convergence
depend strongly on corollary 1.2.15 (b). Since we do not have such a result for continuous linear functions between function spaces c;(X), we cannot copy these proofs. The
question remains whether the results for lp-equivalence are also valid for

t;-

equivalence. Of course there are many more questions to ask. We made a selection in
this section and we did not have the intention to be complete.
REMARK: For a recent survey on results obtained for [,,-equivalence we refer to

[2]. Theorem 1.5.12 can be found in [5] and theorem 1.5.14 can be found in [7]. As far
as we know all other results in this section (except for theorems 1.5.1, 1.5.9 and 1.5.10)
are new.

CHAPTER2
On the lp and to-equivalence of locally compact spaces

The purpose of this chapter is to present isomorphical classifications of function
spaces of some locally compact spaces endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence and with the compact open topology. Since ordinals play an important role in
the proofs of these classifications, in section I we derive some (well-known) properties
of ordinals. Other important notions are derivatives of spaces and scatteredness. In section 2 we will give the relevant definitions and present some preliminary results, for example the theorems of Cantor-Bendixson and Sierpinski-Mazurkiewicz. In section 3 we
prove some rather general results concerning linear homeomorphisms between certain
function spaces.
After these three sections we are in a position to present the first isomorphical
classification. In section 4 we present a complete classification of the function spaces
Cp(X) for separable metric zero-dimensional compact spaces X. It turns out that this

classification is similar to the one Bessaga and Pelczynski gave in [10] for the spaces
C 0 (X). In section 5 we present a complete isomorphical classification of the function
spaces Cp(X) , for compact ordinal spaces. This classification is also similar to one for
the spaces C o(X) (viz. the one Kislyakov gave in [34]). In a sense, it is an extension of
the classification found in section 4. In section 6 we present a classification of the
spaces C 0 (X) and Cp(X) for non-compact a-compact ordinal spaces X. Finally in section 7 we present a complete isomorphical classification of the spaces C 0 (X) and Cp(X)
for separable metric zero-dimensional locally compact spaces X . This result uses the
classifications found in sections 4 and 6.
We already proved that for spaces X and Y having the property that each closed and
bounded subset is compact, Cp(X)-Cp(Y) implies C 0 (X)-C 0 (Y). It turns out that in
each of the classes mentioned above we also have the converse implication. Recall that
the converse implication does not hold in general (cf. page 29).
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§2.1. Ordinals
Ordinals play an imponant role in this thesis, in particular prime components. In this
section we will present some facts about ordinals, we will give the definitions of initial,
regular and singular ordinals and of prime components, and we prove some (wellknown) results. Most of these can be found in [48] and [35]. For definitions of ordinals,
cardinals and related topics which are not defined or proved in this section, we refer to
[48] , [35] and [32] . In this section, every greek letter denotes an ordinal, and finite ordinals will be denoted by norm occasionally.
We begin with stating some basic properties of addition, multiplication and exponentation of ordinals. Recall that addition of ordinals is associative but not commutative. If a and P are ordinals, then a+ p ~ p and if a > 0, then p +a> p. Observe that not
always a+ p > p because 1 + w = w. Another important propeny of addition is the following: If a~ p, then there is exactly one ordinal y such that a= p+y. We denote this
number y by a -

p. With these propenies one can easily derive the following

y

2.1.1 PROPOSITION: Let a , p, and

(a)
(b)

obe ordinals. Then

P< y implies a+ P< a+y,
P< y implies P+a~y+a, and

(c) Cl< yand p < 0 implies a+ p < y+O. 0

Like addition, multiplication is associative but not commutative (for example

2·w=ro;tro·2). Now let a, p, and y be ordinals. Then a ·(P+r)=a·P+a-y, but in general (P+y)•a;t P·a+y-a (for example (1 + l)·W=W;t w·2= 1-~+ l ·w). One can now
easily deduce that if a> 0 and P> y, then a ·P > a ·y, however, if p > y then p-a~y-a
(notice that 2·w = l ·w).
We also have the following imponant
2.1.2 PROPOSITION: Let a and P be ordinals. If a> 0 then there are ordinalsµ
and v such that p =a·µ+ v with v < a .

thal p < a·y. If a> 0 then
there are ordinals µ and v such that p =a·µ+ v with µ < y and v < a .
2.1.3 COROLLARY: Let a,

p and y be ordinals such

PROOF: By proposition 2.1.2 there are ordinals µ and v such that p =a·µ+ v with

V<a. By proposition 2.1.1 (a) P~a·µ. So if µ~y, then p~a·µ~a·y, which is a con-
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tradiction . Henceµ< y. D
Exponentation of ordinals
a) If P = 0 then

a and P is defined by transfinite induction as follows:

a~ = 1,

b) if pis a successor, say p =y+ 1, then a~= aY-a,
c) if pis a limit ordinal, then a~= sup ( aY : y< p} .
With this definition one can easily prove the following

2.1.4 PROPOSITION: Let a , p and y be ordinals. Then
(a)

(b)

if a> 1 and P< y, then a~< aY,
if a > I then a~ ~ p, and

(c ) a~ +Y=a~ -aY.o

The following lemma will be used in section 2.5.

2.1.5 LEMMA: Let a> 1 and p ~ 1 be ordinals. Then there are ys p, 1 SA< a and
O<aY suchthatP=aY·A+O.

PROOF: By proposition 2.1.4 (a) and (b) , psa~ < a~+l , so the set A= (v : av> Pl is
non-empty. Let µ = minA . Notice that 1 S µSp+ 1. If µ is a limit ordinal, then
P <aµ= sup {av : v < µ} implies there is v < µ with p <av . This is a contradiction, so
µ =y+ 1 for some y. Sinceµ s P+ 1, ys p.
Since P < a Y-a, by corollary 2. 1.3, there is S < a Yand A < a such that p = a r .,._ + S. If
A= 0, then P = S < a Ywhich is impossible, so A~ 1. D
Let

a be an ordinal.

By a we denote the cardinality of a (i .e., a= IW (a) I) and we

call a the power of a . An ordinal $ ~ w is called an initial ordinal if $ is the smallest
ordinal P such that

13 = $, i.e., y < $ implies y < $. To every

initial ordinal $ we assign

the index i ($) of $ as the ordertype of the set P ($) = ('I'< $ : 'I' is initial) . For example
i ( w) = 0 and i ( wi) = 1. Notice that for every initial ordinal $, i ($) S $.

The following theorem easily follows from the above definitions.

2.1.6 THEOREM ([35, Th. 3, p273]): If 'If and $ are initial ordinals with 'If<$,

then i ('If)< i ($). D
As a direct consequence of this theorem we remark that to distinct initial ordinals
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correspond distinct indices. So we may denote the initial ordinal cp with index a by ro0

•

Since i (cp) ~ cp, it follows that a~ roa. The following theorem states that ro0 is defined
for every ordinal a.
2.1.7 THEOREM ([35, Th. 5, p273]): Every ordinal is the index of some initial ordinal.
An a-sequence is a function cp with domain W(a), whose values are ordinals. If
y<

p< a

implies cp(y) < cp(P), then cp is an increasing a-sequence. The limit

q, is the ordinal sup ( <l>(S) : S< a} . We say

lim~ < a cp(s) of an increasing a-sequence

that an ordinal ). is cofinal with a limit ordinal a, if A is the limit of an increasing asequence cp, i.e., A= limcp(s).
~<a

2.1.8 THEOREM ([35, Th. 8, p274]): If). is a limit ordinal, then ro:l = limro~ .
~<A

2.1.9 THEOREM ([35, Th. 10, p274]): Let ). > 0 be a limit ordinal. The smallest
ordinal a such that A is cofinal with a is an initial ordinal.
If we now define for every limit ordinal A, the ordinal cf (A) as the smallest a such

that A is cofinal with a, then by theorem 2.1.9, cf (A) is an initial ordinal. For example

cf (ro) =ro, cf (ro1) = ro1, cf (ro00 ) = ro and cf (roroi) =ro 1. Since A= lim13 <:lP, A is cofinal
with itself, hence cf (A) ~A
This observation leads us to the following definition. If cf (ro0 ) = ro0 , we call

roa a

regular initial ordinal or shortly regular. Otherwise it is called a singular initial ordinal or shortly singular. For example, ro and ro 1 are regular and ro00 is singular. This is
standard terminology of course.
We are going to prove that if roy is singular, then y is a limit ordinal (cf. theorem
2.1. 10). For that we first recall the following well-known fact: If m and n are cardinals
which are not both finite, then m+n=max(m, n)=m·n . This allows us to derive some
important corollaries.
2.1.10 THEOREM ([35, Th. 9, p278]): If a is a successor, then ro0 is regular.
PROOF: Let a=P+l and roy=cf(ro0
sequence cp such that lim~«01 q>@=ro0

.

).

That means there is an increasing roy-

But then W(ro0 )cU~«o.,W(cp(s)). Notice

that IW (cp(s)) I ~ ro13. So we have by the above remark and theorem 2.1.6
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Wa = IW(Wa)I S IU~«o,W(q>(~))I S:E~«:o,IW(q>(~))I

S :E~ «o, Wp = roy ·wp = COmax(P, y) •
It follows by theorem 2.1.6 that exSmax(P, y), so exSy. Since 00y=cf(w0 )Sw0

,

by

theorem 2.1.6 ysex and thus y=ex. □

2.1.11 COROLLARY: If Wa is singular, then ex is a limit ordinal.

□

The next two results are going to be used in section 2.5.

2.1.12 PROPOSITION: ex·wp = (J)p for every O<ex< wp .
PROOF: By the remark on page 52, ex·(J)p =Wp , so we are done if we prove that ex·wp
is initial. To this end, let

o< ex ·wp .

By corollary 2.1.3 there are µ < Wp and v < ex such

that O=ex·µ+v . So ~=ci·µ+v=max{ci,µ,v).

Since ex,µ , V<(J)p it follows that

~ < Wp, and therefore ex·(J)p is initial. □
Notice that proposition 2.1 .12 is not true for ex= wp . For example, w2 ~ w.

2.1.13 PROPOSITION: Let ex~ w be an ordinal. /fys a then o.T =a.
PROOF: We prove this by induction on y. If y= 1 then it is a triviality, so let y> 1 and
suppose the proposition is true for every

o< y.

Case 1: y is a successor, say y= o+ 1.
Then by the the remark on page 52, a'= ~ -a= a ·a= a .

Case 2: y is a limit ordinal.
Then

a' = limi;qexg = I Ui;qW(exi;) I S:Ei;q I W(exi;) I
~

J

--

-

= ...i;<yex =rex=ex
(by the fact that ys a). □
Notice that o,T need not be equal to ci1. For example,

o-l' > ro, but or»= ro.

2.1.14 EXAMPLE: There is a singular ordinal Wa such that ex=Wa. Indeed, define
the sequence (P,.) of ordinals inductively as follows:

l3o = 0

and

p,. + 1 = (J)p. .

ex=sup (P,.: n e JN). Then Wa =Jim,.< roPn, hence cf (Wa) =w. Furthermore ex=Wa-

Let
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We now come to the following definition. An ordinal p is a prime component if it
satisfies the following condition:
If p = 13 + y for some ordinals 13 and y, then y= 0 or y= p.

Examples of prime components are co and co 1 . The ordinals 3, OH 1 and ro·2 are examples of ordinals which are not prime components. Furthermore, 0 and 1 are the only
finite prime components. Since prime components play a very important role in this
monograph and since their properties are not well-known, we prove all the properties
that we need.

2.1.15 THEOREM ([48, Th. 1, p279]): An ordinal pis a prime component

if and

only if for every ordinal 13 < p, p = 13 + p.

PROOF: Suppose that the ordinal p is a prime component, and let 13 < p. There is an
ordinal y such that p = 13 + y (see page 50). From the definition of prime component it
follows that y= 0 or"(= p. Since 13 < p, we have y= p.
Now suppose that p satisfies the condition mentioned and that p = l3+y. Assume
y>0. By proposition 2.1.1 (a) it follows that 13<13+y=p. But then p=l3+p and we
may conclude that y= p and sop is a prime

component. □

The next theorem plays an important role in section 2.6.

2.1.16 THEOREM ([48, Th. 2, p278]): For every ordinal a> 0, there is an ordinal
13 and a prime component p > 0 such that a= 13 + p, where 13 = 0 or 13 ~ p.

PROOF: Let a> 0 be an ordinal and A = ( "t > 0: there is 13 such that a= 13 + "t} . Notice
that "te A implies "t~a (because by proposition 2. 1.1 (b) a=l3+-t~"t). Let p=minA
(which exists because A is a non-empty subset of W (a) and the last set is well-ordered)
and pick 13 such that a= 13 + p.
We prove that pis a prime component. Indeed, suppose that p=µ+v, with v >0.
Then a=l3+(µ+v)=(l3+µ)+v , so veA and thus v~p. Since µ+v~v (proposition
2.1.1 (b)) we have v ~ p, so v = p and hence pis a prime component.
Finally, if 13 < p, then by theorem 2.1.15, a = 13 + p = p, so in that case we can choose
13=0. □

2.1.17 LEMMA ([48, lemma p282]): Let P be a set of prime components. Then
sup P is a prime component.
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PROOF: Let P=supP. We prove that Pis a prime component. Let y<
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p. Then there

is a prime component p E P with y < p < p. Let o = P - p (see page 50). Then by theorem
2.1.15,
y+ P=r+ (p+ 6)= (y+ p) +o= p+ o= p.
So by theorem 2.1.15, P is a prime component. D
By applying this lemma to the set P = ( p ~ex : p is a prime component}, we get the
following important

2.1.18 COROLLARY ((48, lemma p282]): Let ex be an ordinal. Then there is a
largest prime component which is less than or equal to ex. D
In the sequel we denote the largest prime component which is less than or equal to a
given ordinal ex by ex'.

2.1.19 LEMMA ((48, Cor. p305]): If ex> 0 is an ordinal, then (X(I) is the smallest

prime component larger than ex.
PROOF: We first prove that (X(I) is a prime component. So suppose exro=µ+v with
v~0 and v~exro. By proposition 2.1.1 (a) and (b) it then follows that µ,V<(X(I). By
corollary 2.1.3 there are ordinals m, n, y1 and 'Y2 such that µ = cxm + y1 , v = cxn + 'Y2,
m, n < ro, and y1 , y2 < ex.
From proposition 2.1.1 (a) it follows that µ < cxm + ex and v < exn + ex. Now with
proposition 2.1.1 (c) it follows that exro = µ + v < cxm +ex+ exn Tex, so by the remark on
page 50, (X(I) < ex(m + n + 2) < (X(I). This is a contradiction and we conclude that (X(I) is a
prime component.
Now suppose that there is a prime component p such that ex< p < exro. By corollary
2. 1.3 there are ordinals n and y with n finite and y< ex such that p =exn +y. Since pis a
prime component, y= 0 and it follows that p = cxn. Since ex < p, n > 1, so
p = ex(n -1) + ex. Since p is a prime component and 0 < ex< p we arrived at a contradiction. D

2.1.20 COROLLARY: Let ex be an ordinal. Then there is n E IN and y< ex' such

that ex=ex'·n +y.
PROOF: Since ex'·ro is the smallest prime component larger than ex' (lemma 2.1.19),
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a' Sa < a' w. So by corollary 2.1.3 there are ordinals n < w and 'Y < a' such that
a=a'n +y. Since a~a' we haven ;,tO, hence n e IN.

The following theorem will often be used in this monograph.
2.1.21 THEOREM ([48, Th. 1, p320]): An ordinal p > 0 is a prime component

if

and only if there is an ordinal µ such that p = c# .
PROOF: Let p > 0 be a prime component.

CLAIM: There is a such that w0 Sp< w0 + 1 •
Indeed, by lemma 2.1.5 there are a Sp, 1 SA.< wand 6 < w0 such that p=w0 •).+6.
Thus w0 Sp< wa+ 1 , and the claim is proved.
Since p is a prime component and since the smallest prime component larger than

w is w0 ·w = w0 + 1 (lemma 2.1.19), it follows by the claim that p = w0
For the converse implication suppose there is v such that wv is not a prime com0

ponent. Let µ be the smallest among them. Suppose that µ = v + 1. Then by lemma
2.1.19 c# = wv ·w is a prime component, which is not true, hence µ is a limit ordinal.
But then c# = sup ( wv :v < µ} . Since for v < µ, wv is a prime component, by lemma
2.1.17, c# is a prime component. Contradiction. D
The next lemma will be used in section 2.4.
2.1.22 LEMMA: Let a and 13 be ordinals such that a~ w and a S 13 < a"' . Then
a' s 13 < (a')"'.

PROOF: Since a S 13 < a"', there is n e IN such that a S 13 <an. Furthermore by

theorem 2.1.21 (a')2 is a prime component, from which we may conclude that
a' Sa< (a')2. Since a< (a') 2 , it is easily seen that an < (a')2n (by induction and the
remarks on page 50). Whence (by proposition 2.1.4 (a)) a' s 13 < (a')2n < (a')"'. D
2.1.23 THEOREM ([35, Th. 9, p274]): Every initial ordinal is a prime component.
PROOF: Let cl> be an initial ordinal. By corollary 2.1.20 there are n elN and y< cj>' such

that cl>=cl>'·n +y. So by proposition 2.1.1 (a), cl>' Scj> < cj>'·(n + 1). By theorem 2.1.21, there
is an ordinal µ such that cl>'= c#. Notice thatµ~ 1 (since cl>~ w), so there is 6, such that
µ= 1 +6. By proposition 2.1.4 (c), w1 +~ =w·w~ and therefore
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It follows that ~ =
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¥ and since q> is initial, q,' = q>. □

2.1.24 COROLLARY:

If ro"t is initial then 'tis a prime component.

PROOF: Let V<'t. Then rov <ro"t (proposition 2.1.4 (a)), so rov -ro"t=ro"t (proposition

2.1.12). So by proposition 2.1.4 (c), v + 't = 't, hence by theorem 2.1.15 't is a prime
component. □
Finally we remark that the proofs of proposition 2.1.12, corollary 2.1.13 and proposition 2.1.24 are due to us and were included because we could not find a reference.

§2.2. Derivatives and scattered spaces
In this section we briefly discuss some properties of derivatives of sets and scatteredness. Furthermore we formulate the well-known theorems of Cantor-Bendixson
and Sierpinski-Mazurkiewicz and we present some results which we need in section 2.3
and in chapter 4.
Let X be a topological space and let A cX. The derived set Ad of A in X is defined to
be the set of all x e X satisfying the condition that for every neighborhood U of x (in X),
Un A \ {x} .t 0 (i.e., the set of all accumulation points of A in X). Notice that not

necessarily Ad cA: for example let X =Rand A= (0, 1). It is well-known that Ad cA
and that Ad is closed in X. Now for every ordinal ex we define X (a), the a-th derivative,
by transfinite induction as follows:
a)x<0 >=x,
b) if a is a successor, say a=~+ 1, then x<a> = (x<P>}',
c) if a is a limit ordinal then x<a> = n x<P>.
P<a

Notice that x<l) is the derived set of X in X. Furthermore we get x< 1> from X by
"throwing away" all isolated points of X. The above is standard notation of course.
2.2.1 REMARK: If A is a subspace of a topological space X, then A <1> is the

derived set of A in A (so A <1>cA) and we put Ad the derived set of A in X. Since not
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necessarily Ad cA it follows that in general A (l) *Ad_ We claim that A (l) =Ad nA. In
particular, if A is closed, then A <1>=Ad_
Indeed, let x e A (I) . Since A <1>cA, x e A. Let Ube a neighborhood of x in X. Then

U nA is a neighborhood of x in A. Since x e A (l), 0 * U nA nA \ (x) = U nA \ (x) and
hence x e Ad. For the reverse inclusion let x e A n Ad and let U be a neighborhood of x
in A. Let V be a neighborhood of x in X such that V nA = U. Since x e Ad,

0 * V nA \ (x)

=U nA \ (x}, so x e A (I).

2.2.2 PROPOSITION: Let X be a space. Then for every ordinal a and 13 with a~ 13
(a) x<a) is closed in X, and
(b) x<P> cx<0 >.
PROOF: We prove (a) by transfinite induction. For a=O it is trivial. So let a> 0 and
suppose (a) is proved for every

13 < a. If a is a successor, say a= 13 + 1, then

x<a) =(x<P>l is closed in X. If a is a limit ordinal then by the inductive hypothesis,
x<a> = np < 0 x<P> is closed in X, and (a) is proved.

l3. Notice that (b) is obviously true if 13 = a,
so suppose that 13 > a and (b) is proved for every y with a~ y < l3. If 13 = y + 1 for some
We prove (b) by transfinite induction an

ordinal y, then by the inductive hypothesis x<P> = (X(Y))d c)i\Yf cx<a). Since by (a),
x<a) is closed, we have the desired result.
If 13 is a limit ordinal, thenx<P> =ny<px<r> cx< 0 >. o

From remark 2.2.1 and proposition 2.2.2 (a) we easily get the following

2.2.3 COROLLARY: Let X be a space and a an ordinal. Then x<a+ I)= (x< 0 >)< 1>. □
2.2.4 PROPOSITION: Let X be a space and A a subspace of X. Then for each ordinal a,
(a) A (a) cx<a), and
(b) if A is open then A (a) =A nx<a).

PROOF: We prove this proposition by transfinite induction on a. If a=O, the proposition is obviously true, so suppose that a > 0 and that the proposition is proved for every

13 < a. First suppose that a is a successor, say a= 13 + 1.
For (a), since by the inductive hypothesis A <Pl cx<Pl, by [24, Th. 1.3.4 (ii)]
A (a)= (A (P))d C (x<P>l =X(a).
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A nX (a ) and let Ube a neighborhood of x in A. Since A is open, U is
a neighborhood of x in X, hence UnAnx <P>\{x)=Unx<P>\{x)~0 (because
x e x<0 >). So by the inductive hypothesis 0 ~ U nA nx<P> \ (x) c U nA <P> \ (x), hence
x e A (a). The reverse inclusion follows directly from (a).
If ex is a limit ordinal (a) and (b) easily follow from the inductive hypothesis and the
definitions of A (a) and X (a) . D
For (b) let x

e

2.2.5 PROPOSITION: Let ex be an ordinal and X = [1 , roa] . Then x<a> = ( roa) .
PROOF: If ex= 0 the proposition is obviously true, so suppose that ex> 0 and that the

p < ex. First suppose that ex is a successor, say
ex=P+ 1. lffor i e INu (0), Xi =[roP -i + 1, roP ·(i + l)], then

proposition has been proved for every

Xi is open in X and Xi "' [l , roP] , so by the inductive hypothesis (XdP> = (roP ·(i + 1)) .

By proposition 2.2.4 (b), Xi nx <P>= (Xd P>. Since roa is an accumulation point of

(roP·(i+l):i:::?0},
X (a) = ( (l)a ) .

we

conclude

that

x <P>=(roP·(i+l) : i:::?O}u{ro0

)

and

so

Now suppose ex is a limit ordinal. Fix p< ex and let p~y< ex. Let A= [1 , ro'Y] . By the
inductive hypothesis and propositions 2.2.4 (a) and 2.2.2 (a), ( ro'Y) =A <1> cx<1> cx<P> .
Since roa is an accumulation point of ( c.o'Y : p:s; y < ex), it follows that ro0 e X <P> cX (a).
For the reverse inclusion let ~ e X \ { roa) . Then there is

p< ex such that ~ < roP .

Then

~ e [1 , roP], which is open in X , so by proposition 2.2.4 (b) and the inductive hypothesis
we have ( c.oP) = [1 , roP]<P> = [1 , roP] nx<P>. So~ ,x<P> and hence~ ,x<a> . o
Let A be a subspace of X. A is dense in itself if A c Ad or equivalently A =A <1>.
This means that A contains no isolated points. A is scattered if A contains no dense in
itself subsets, i.e., every subset of A contains isolated points. Again this is standard terminology.
After these definitions we can state the theorem of Cantor-Bendixson (cf. [24, p85]
or [47, p148]).
2.2.6 THEOREM (Cantor-Bendixson): Let X be a topological space. Then there
exists an ordinal ex such that x<a> =X(a+l) _ For this ex, x<a> is closed and dense in it-

self and S =X ,x<a> is scattered. In particular, Xis scattered

if and only if x<a) =0.
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Furthermore, if Xis second countable then Sis countable.
Let X be a scattered space. By theorem 2.2.6, there is an ordinal a such that

x<a) =0.

Now the scattered height K(X) of X is defined to be the smallest ordinal a

such that

x<a) = 0 .

It is easy to see that if X is compact and scattered, then IC(X) is a

successor, say a+ 1 and

x<a)

contains only finitely many points. If Xis second count-

able and scattered then IC(X) is countable. Notice that by proposition 2.2.5,
K([l, wa]) = a+ 1.
2.2. 7 REMARK: Every countable compact Hausdorff space is scattered. Indeed,
let X be a countable compact Hausdorff space. Then X is second countable ([24, th
3.1.21]) and regular, hence X is metrizable ([24, th 4.2.9]). So since Xis countable, it is
also zero-dimensional. Now suppose X is not scattered. Then by theorem 2.2.6 there is
P cX closed, non-empty and dense in itself. Then P is separable metric zero-

dimensional and compact without isolated points. Thus X "'C [ 15), so P is uncountable,
which is a contradiction.
We can now formulate the theorem of Sierpinski-Mazurkiewicz (cf. [47, p155] or
[36]).
2.2.8 THEOREM (Sierpinski-Mazurkiewicz): Let X be a countable compact Hausdorff space. lf K(X)= a+ 1 and x<a) contains m points (mfinite), then X "'[1, wa·m ].
Notice that by proposition 2.2.5 it easily follows that if X = [1, wa·m], with a countable and me IN, then IC(X) = a+ 1 and x<a) = ( wa · 1, . . . , wa·m }.
Now we will prove some simple results, which we will need in section 2.3. Let X be
a topological space and A a nonempty closed subset of X. Let XIA be the quotient
space obtained from X by identifying A to a single point, say oo and let p : X

➔ XI A

be

the quotient map. Notice that p is closed.
The next lemma gives some results on the derivatives of XI A in terms of the derivatives of X, if A is of a special form.
2.2.9 LEMMA: Let X be a space, a an ordinal such that A =X(a)
Then

(a)for every~ ~a. and p (x<P>) = y<P>, and
(b) y(a) = (oo}.

* 0, and Y =XIA.
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PROOF: We first prove (a). Notice that by propositions 2.2.4 (b) and 2.2.2 (b),
x<P> = (x<Pl n (X \A)) u (x<P> nA) = (X \A)<P> uA,

for

every

13 Sex.

In

the

same

way

y<Pl = (Y \ { oo} )<P> u (r<P> n { oo} ).

Since

p IX \ A : X \ A ➔ Y\ { oo} is a homeomorphism, p ((X \ A )<P>) = (Y\ {oo n<P> for every

13 sex.
We prove (a) by induction on

l3. For 13 =0 this is a triviality, so let O < 13 Sex and as-

sume it is true for every y < l3.

Case 1: 13 is a successor, say 13=-y+l.
Suppose oo, y<P>. By the inductive hypothesis and since A cXC'Y), oo e y<Y>, thus {00 }
is open in y<Y) _ But then A is open in x<Y>, so by proposition 2.2.4 (b) and corollary
2.2.3

which gives a contradiction. Hence

00

e y<P>, so by the above remarks

p (x<P>) =p ((X \A)<P> uA)

= (Y \ { oo} )<P> u { oo})
= (Y \ { oo} )<P> u (r<P> n { oo})
=r<P>.

Case 2 : 13 is a limit ordinal.

Then

This finishes the proof of (a).
By (a) we have y(a) =p (X(a)) =p (A)= { oo}, which proves (b). D
With this lemma we can give a classification of XI A, for X is a countable compact
space.
2.2.10 COROLLARY: Let X be a countable compact space and let A =X(a) for
some ex< K(X). Then XIA"' (1, wa]. In other words, if X =(1, w 0 ·n] for certain n e lN
and ex< w 1 (so A =X(a)= {w0 ·1, .... , wa ·n}) then XIA "'[1, w0 ].
PROOF: The first part follows from theorem 2.2.8 and lemma 2.2.9 (b). From propo-

sition 2.2.5 it follows that if X = [l, wa·n ], then x<a) = { w0 • 1, ... , w0 ·n}, which proves
the second part. □
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We finish this section with the remark that the second statement of corollary 2.2.10
is not true if we take a~ ro 1 . For example take X = [ 1, row 1 ·2], i.e., a= ro 1 . We first
show that row1 =ro 1 • By proposition 2.1.4 (b), ro 1 <_;,_ row1 • Since ro 1 is a prime component (theorem 2.1.23) there is µ such that ro 1 =of'-. If ro 1 < row1 then by proposition
2.1.4 (a), µ < ro 1 , hence of'- < ro 1 and we arrived at a contradiction.
Now put A =X(a) = ( ro 1 , ro 1 ·2}, We prove that XI A and [I, row 1 ] =[I, roi] are not
homeomorphic. To this end, notice that (XI A)\ (

00 }

contains two disjoint closed sub-

sets E and F (namely E=p([l, ro 1 )) and F=p([ro 1 + I, ro 1 ·2))), such that the closures E
and F in XI A have non-empty intersection. In [I, ro 1 ] for every pair E and F of disjoint
closed subsets of [ 1, roi), the closures

E and F in [ 1, roi]

are disjoint ([24, Ex. 3.1.27]).

Hence XI A and [I, ro 1 ] are not homeomorphic (see also [8, Ex. I]) .

§2.3. Factorizing function spaces
In this section we prove some results, which will be important tools later on. First
we fix some notation and give some definitions. Let X be a space and A cX closed. By
Cp. A (X) we denote the subspace of Cp(X) of all functions vanishing on A. Whenever
A= (a) for some a EA, Cp,

{a) (X) will be denoted by Cp, 0 (X), so Cp, _(XIA) is the
subspace of CP (XI A) of all functions vanishing at oo. For this kind of subspaces of

c; (X) we use a similar notation.

Furthermore, let (X1 : t E T} and ( Ys : s E S} be two

families of spaces. For each t E T ands E S let E, be a linear subspace of Cp(X,) and let
Fs be a linear subspace of Cp(Ys) and let k E IN. We call a linear function

q>: TT, ETE,
f,(X,)

➔

I

TTs EsFs

a linear

k-mapping

if for

all . (f,), ET E TT, E TE,

with

I

c (-T• k) for every t E T we have (7ts •q>)((f,)1 e T )(Ys) c (-1, 1) for every s E S.

We define
that both

q, to be a linear k-homeomorphism whenever q, is a homeomorphism such
q, and q,- 1 are linear k-mappings. Whenever there is a linear k-

homeomorphism between TT,eTE, and TTsesFs we write TT,eTE,~TTseSFs. Notice
that the composition of a linear k-homeomorphism and a linear /-homeomorphism is a
linear kl-homeomorphism.

The definition of linear k-mapping and linear k-

homeomorphism can be found in [3] and can also be given for spaces of bounded continuous functions.
We now prove the following well-known theorem which will be used in the proof of
the proposition 2.3.2 and which will also be useful in chapter 4.
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2.3.1 THEOREM (Dugundji [22)): Let X be a metric space and A a closed subspace of X . Then there is a continuous linear function ~: Cp(A)-+ Cp(X) such that for
each f e C (A), ~(/)IA = f and ~(f )(X) c conv (f (A)).

PROOF: First suppose X \A contains more than one point. Then for every x e X \A,

there is a neighborhood v.. of x such that diam v.. < l /2d(x, A) and v.. °l'X \A. Let Ube
a locally finite open refinement of the covering {v.. :x e X \A) of X \ A. Notice that by
construction (X \A)\ U ~ 0 .
CLAIM: If a e A and V is a neighborhood of a, then there exists a neighborhood W of a

such that if U (") W

~0

for some U e U, then U c V.

Let E= d(a, X \ V) and let W =B (a, E/2). Suppose that U (") W

~0

for some U e U,

say z E U (") W. Choose x e X \A such that Uc v.. and let ye U. Now
d(x, a)Sd(x, z)+d(z, a)<

1

2 d(x,

A)+d(z, a)S

I

2 d(x, a)+d(z, a),

hence d(x, a)< 2d(z, a). This implies
d(y, a) Sd(y, z)+d(z, a)<

1

2 d(x,

a)+d(z, a)< 2d(z, a)< E,

hence y e V. This proves the claim.
For each U e U, define Au: X \A-+ R by
"-u(x)=

d(x,(X\A)\U)
I.vEud(x, (X\A)\ V)

First notice that d(x, (X \A)\ U) is defined for every U e U, because (X \A)\ U) ~ 0 .
Second for each x e X \A, there is a neighborhood W of x which intersects only finitely
many elements of U. Hence if we restrict "-u to W, the sum in the denominator is finite,
and since U covers X \A, this sum is non-zero. We conclude that "-u is a well-defined
continuous function. Notice that I.uEu"-u = 1.
For each U e U, let xu e U and au e A be such that d(xu, au)< 2d(xu, A). Let
f e C(A). Define J: X-+ R by
I.uEu"-u(x)f (au) ifxeX\A
l(x)= f (x)
if X EA

!
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By similar arguments as above it is easily seen that J is well-defined and that JIX \A is
continuous. So continuity of J need only be verified at points of A. Let x e A and E > 0.
There is

~» 0 such that for ye A with d(x, y) < 6, we have

If (x)- f (y) I < E. By the

claim, there is a neighborhood W e B (x, 6) of x such that if U r, W

* 0 for some U e U,

then U eB (x, 6/3). We claim that for ye W, 1J(x)- f(y) I < E. For ye A, this is clear.
So let ye W nX \A. Find U i,
only if U e {U 1 ,

. . . ,

U,. e U such that for U e U we have ye U if and

U,.). Then f(y) =T.?= 1 Au;<Y)f (au)- For i 5, n, Ui r, W *0, hence

... ,

d(xu;, x) < 6/3. This implies
d(x, au) 5. d(x, xu) + d(xu;, au)
5.d(x, xu)+2d(xu;, A)
5. 3d(x, xv;)<

6.

Hence If (x)-f (au) I < E, so
IJ(x)-f(y) I= If (x)-T.?-11-..u
(y)f (au)
I
I
I

= I T.?=1Au;M<f (x)-f (au)) I
5,r,7=11-..u;<Y) If (x)-f (au)) I

We conclude that J is continuous. Obviously f(X) econv (f (A)) and JIA = f
Define

q,: Cp(A) ➔ Cp(X)

function

with

the

by q>(f) = J. By the above we have that, is a well-defined

property

that

for

each

fe C(A),

q>(f)IA =f

and

q>(f )(X) e conv (f (A)). The linearity of q> is a triviality. To prove that

q, is continuous,

it suffices

and E > 0. Let

to prove continuity at 0. Let P eX be finite

*

Q = (P nA) u {au: U e U, U r,P 0) . Then Q is a finite subset of A. It is easily seen
that q>( <0, Q, E>) e <0, P, £> .
Now assume X \ A is empty or contains only one point. If it is empty, the theorem is
obvious, so suppose X \ A contains only one point x 0 • Since A is closed, x O is isolated in

X.

Fix x 1 eA and define q>:Cp(A) ➔ Cp(X) by q>(f)(x)=f(x) if X*Xo and

q>(f)(xo) = f (xi). Then

<I>

is a well-defined linear function. In addition q>(f) IA= f and

q>(f )(X) e conv (f (A)). We prove that

<I>

is continuous. Take P eX finite, E > 0 and

f e C(A). Ifwe let Q =(P r,A)u {x 1 ), then q>(<f, Q, E>)e<q>(f), P, £>. □
We now come to the important
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2.3.2 PROPOSITION: Let X be a metric space and let A be a closed subset of X.
2

Then Cp(X)- Cp, A (X) x Cp(A ).

PROOF: Define p: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(A) by p(/) = f IA. Notice that pis a continuous linear

function. Because X is metric, by theorem 2.3.1 there is a continuous linear function
s: Cp(A) ➔ Cp(X) such that for each f e Cp(A), s(f) IA= f and s(f)(X) cconv (/ (A)).
Notice that p •s = idcp(A)·
Now define$: Cp(X) ➔ Cp, A (X) x Cp(A) by
$(/)=U-<s•p)(/). p(/)).
We have to prove that<? is well-defined. Take an arbitrary f

e Cp(X).

It is obvious that

p(/) E Cp(A) and that f-(s • p)(/) E Cp(X). Furthermore
(f-<s •p)(/)) 1A = p(f-<s. p)(/)) = p(/)-<P •s •p)(/)) = p(/)-p(/) =o.
so f-<s • p)(/) e cp. A <x).
That <? is continuous and linear is a triviality. We show that <? is a linear homeomorphism. For that define 'If: Cp, A (X) x Cp(A) ➔ Cp(X) by

It is trivial that 'I' is well-defined, continuous and linear. Furthermore, as is easily seen,
'I'·<?= idcp(X)· We show that <? •'lf=idcp,A(X)xCP(A)· Take f e Cp, A (X) and g e Cp(A).
Notice that p(/) = f IA

=0, hence by linearity of ~. (~ • p)(/) = ~(0) =0. So

(<?•'If)(/, g)=$(/+~(g))

=(/ + s(g )-<s •p)(/ + ~(g )). p(/ +s<g )))
= (/ + ~(g )-(~ •p)(/)-(~ • p -~)(g ). p(/) + (p -~)(g ))

=(/ +~(g)-0- ~(g), 0+ g)
=(/, g),

i.e., <? is a linear homeomorphism.
The only thing left to prove is that <? and 'I' are linear 2-mappings. We first prove it
for(?. Let f e Cp(X) with I/ (x) I < l /2 for every x e X. Then p(/)(A) c (-1 /2, l /2) and
hence(~ •p)(/)(X)cconv p(/)(A)c(-1/2, 1/2). Letx e X. Then
I1t 1 °$(/)(x) I= If (x)-(~ •p)(/)(x) I S: If (x) I+ I(~ •p)(/)(x) I < 1,
and for a e A,
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l1t 2 •q,(J)(a)I = lp(J)(a)I = lf(a)I < 1/2,
so q, is a linear 2-mapping. Now take f e Cp, A (X) and g e Cp(A) such that
f(X)c(-1/2, 1/2) andf(A)c(-1/2, 1/2). Then ~(g)(X)cconv(g(A))c(-1/2, 1/2),
so for x e X,
l'lf(J, g)(x) I= If (x) +~(g)(x) I ~ If (x) I+ I~(g)(x) I < 1/2+ 1/2= 1,
hence 'I' is a linear 2-mapping. This completes the proof of the proposition. D

2.3.3 LEMMA: Let X be a space and let A be a closed subset of X. Then

PROOF: For every function f e Cp, A (X) there is a unique function

such that

J •p = /[24, p124] .

J e Cp, _(XI A)

If we now define q,: Cp, A(X) ➔ CP, _(XIA) by q,(J) = J,

then q, is a well-defined linear bijection. Since for f e Cp, A (X), y 1, .... , Yn e XI A , E > 0
andx; e p- 1 (y;) (i~n) it is easily seen that

it follows that q, is a linear homeomorphism. That q, is a linear I-homeomorphism is a
triviality. D
From the last lemma and proposition we have the useful

2.3.4 COROLLARY: Let X be a metric space and let A be a closed subset of X.
2

Then Cp(X)-Cp, _(XIA)xCp(A).

□

The next three lemmas are used often in this thesis. The proofs are easy and left to
the reader.

2.3.5 LEMMA: //X and Y are homeomorphic spaces, then Cp(X).!.Cp(Y). □
2.3.6 LEMMA: If X and Y are spaces and A is a subspace of X, then
I

Cp, A (X) x Cp(Y)-Cp, A (X EBY) . D

Notice that all the given facts so far are also valid for spaces of bounded continuous
functions. In lemma 2.3. 7, this is only the case for the second statement as is shown in
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section 4.6 (cf. example 4.6.6).
2.3.7LEMMA: If X=©;'=1X; and Y=©;'=1 Y; such that for every ielN,
Cp(Xi)-Cp(Yi) , then Cp(X)-Cp(Y) . Moreover, if for every i e 1N Cp(Xj)~Cp(Yi) , then
k

Cp(X)-Cp(Y) . o

We now prove some properties of function spaces of ordinals. We use the following
notation. For an ordinal a we denote by Cp, 0 ([1, a]) the subspace of Cp([l, a]) of all
continuous functions vanishing at a (i.e., Cp. 0 ([1, a])= Cp, a ((1, a])).
2.3.8 LEMMA: Let a~ 1 and p~ 1 be ordinals. Then

and

PROOF: Since [1 , a+p] ,,, [1,a]EB[l,P] (notice that h: [1,a+P] ➔ [l,a]EB[l,P]

defined by h (y) = y if y 5' a and h (y) = y- a if y > a, is a homeomorphism) we have by
lemmas 2.3.5 and 2.3.6

and
I

Cp, o([l, a+ PD - Cp([l , a]) x CP, o([l, PD- □

2.3.9 LEMMA: Let a~ co be an ordinal. Then Cp([l, a])!. Cp, 0 ([1, a]).
PROOF: Define cj> : Cp([l, a]) ➔ Cp, 0 ([1, a]) by cj>(f )(P) = f (P-1)-f (a) if 1 < p 5'a

and cj>(/)(1) = f (a). Since P-1 = P for P ~ co, it easily follows that cj> is well-defined.
That cj> is linear is a triviality. Now take Pc [1, a] finite, E > 0 and f e Cp([l, a]). Let
Q={P-1 : PeP\{l}}u{a) . It is easily seen that cj>(</,Q,e/2>)c<cj>(f),P,e>,
hence cj> is continuous.
Now define

"\jf: Cp.o([l,a]) ➔ Cp([l,a])

by "ljf(/)(P)=/(l+P)+/(1). An easy

verification shows that 'Vis a well-defined continuous linear function.
We are done ifwe prove that "ljf=cj>- 1 . Let/ e CP, 0 ([1, a]) and Pe [1, a]. Notice that
1 + (P - 1) = p, so if P * 1 then
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(q, •'If)(/ )(13) = 'l'if )(13 -

1) -'!'(/)(a)

=f (1 +(13- l))+f (l)-f (1 +a)-f (I)
= f (l3).

Furthermore,
($ •'lf)(f )(l) ='lf(f )(a)= f (1 +a)+ f (1) = f (1),

which implies that

q, •~ = idcP, o(ll, al)· Now let f

E

Cp([l, a]) and 13 E [l, a] . Notice that

(1 +13)-1 =13, so
('If •q> )(f )(13) = q>(f )( 1 + 13) + q,(f )(l)

= f ((1 + 13)-1)- f (a)+ f (a)

= f (13),

which proves that 'I' •q, = idcp ([l , al) and the lemma is proved.

□

Notice that [1 , a] is a metric space if a< ro 1 , so in that case lemma 2.3.9 is an easy
consequence of proposition 2.3.2 and lemma 2.3.8.
2.3.10 REMARK: All results stated in this section, are also valid for function

spaces endowed with the compact-open topology, with the exception of lemma 2.3.3
and corollary 2.3.4. They are true for function spaces endowed with the compact-open
topology under the additional assumption that A is compact.

§2.4. Separable metric zero-dimensional compact spaces
In [10) Bessaga and Pelczyflski presented the following isomorphical classification
of the spaces C o(X), for separable metric zero-dimensional compact spaces:
2.4.l THEOREM (Bessaga and Pelczyflski): Let X and Y be separable metric
zero-dimensional compact spaces. Then C 0 (X)- C 0 (Y)

if and only if one of the follow-

ing holds:
(a) X and Y are finite and have the same number of elements.

(b) There are countable infinite ordinals a and 13 such that X = [l, a], Y = [1, 13]
and max(a,

13) < [min(a, J3)]co .
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(c) X and Y are uncountable.

Notice that for a compact space X, we always have that X is finite, or is uncountable
or is homeomorphic to [l, ex] for some countable infinite ordinal ex (by theorem 2.2.8).
Also, case (c) is a direct consequence of Miljutin's theorem ([47, page 379]). Bessaga
and Pelczynski's proof of (c) is different, because they were not aware of Miljutin's
result (see [47, page 380]).
In this section we prove that a similar classification can be derived if we replace

C 0 (X) by Cp(X). We first need to prove some properties of function spaces of ordinals.

2.4.2 LEMMA: Let ro ~ex< ro 1 be a prime component and n e IN.

Then

Cp([l, ex·n])-Cp([l, ex]) .

PROOF: By theorem 2.1.21 there is an ordinalµ such that ex=c#, so
Cp([l, ex·n ])- Cp( { ex-1, ... , ex-n}) x Cp, 0 ([1, ex])

corollaries 2.2.10 and 2.3.4

-CP, o([l, ex])

lemma 2.3.8

-Cp([l, ex])

lemma 2.3.9. □

It is essential in this lemma that ex< ro 1 (cf. the remark after corollary 2.2.10). In

section 2.5 we will show that Cp([l, ro 1 ·2]) and Cp([l, roi]) are not linearly
homeomorphic (cf. theorem 2.5.13).

2.4.3 LEMMA: Let ro~ex < ro 1 be an ordinal. Then Cp([l, ex])-Cp([l, ex']).
PROOF: By corollary 2.1.20, a.=a.'•n +y for some n e IN and y< a.'. By theorem
2.1.15 y+ a.'= a.', which implies that y+ a.'·n =r+ a.'+ a.'·(n-1) = a.'·n. So
Cp([ 1, a.])= Cp([l, ex'•n +y])
-Cp([l, y+a.'•n])

lemma 2.3.8 fory.tO

=Cp([l, a.'·n])
-Cp([l, a.'])

lemma 2.4.2. □

We now come to the following result:

2.4.4PROPOSITION: Let w~a.<ro 1 be an ordinal and let a.~P<a.co. Then
Cp([l, ex])- Cp([l,

PD-
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PROOF: By lemma 2.1.22 and lemma 2.4.3 we may assume that a and 13 are prime

components. By theorem 2.1.21 there are ordinals µ and v such that ex= c# and 13 = wv.
Since ex S 13 <aw, by proposition 2.1. lOa, µ S v < µ ·w.
We prove the lemma by transfinite induction on v. If v = µ it is a triviality, so let
v > µ and suppose the lemma is true for every ordinal y such that µSy< v.
Let X = (1, 13] = (1, wv] and A =X(µ). By proposition 2.2.5 IC(X) =v + 1, soµ< IC(X).
Hence by corollary 2.2.10 XI A

= [l, c#] = [1, a].

CLAIM: There are ordinals l Sy< v and n E IN such that A = [1, rol·n ].
Indeed, since µ<v<µ·w, there is kEIN\{l} such that µ-(k-l)<vSµ ·k. So by
proposition 2.2.5 and proposition 2.2.4 (a),
A (µ-(k-1)) = (X(µ))'µ-(k-1))

=X(µ-k) C

[l,

c#·k] (µ·k)

= { (#·k},

and

hence 2SIC(A)Sµ-(k-l)+l. Since IC(A) is a successor, there is lSySµ ·(k-l)<v
such that IC(A) =y+ l. So by theorem 2.2.8 there is n E IN such that A

= [ l, rol·n], which

proves the claim.
By corollary 2.3.4, lemma 2.3.9 and the claim it follows that
Cp([l, l3])-Cp([l, wl·n]) x Cp([l, ex])
-Cp([l, roll) xCp([l, ex])

(since y~ 1 and by lemma 2.4.3).

If y < µ then by lemma 2. 3. 8 and theorem 2.1.15

Cp([l,

!3])- Cp([l, wl +ex])= Cp([l, ex]).

If y~µ then by the inductive hypothesis Cp([l, wl])-Cp([l, ex]), so by lemma 2.3.8

and lemma 2.4.2

We can now easily derive the following:
2.4.5 COROLLARY: Let wSaSl3 < w1 be ordinals. Then

(In particular if a=c# and 13=wv withµ Sv, then Cp([l, ex])-Cp([l, l3]) if and only if
V

< µ ·W).
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PROOF: If P<a(I) then apply proposition 2.4.4. Suppose Cp([l, aD-Cp([l, PD- By

corollary 1.2.21, it follows that C 0 ([1, a])-C 0 ([1, PD- By theorem 2.4.1 this implies
P<a(I) . □

2.4.6 REMARK: If X is a separable metric compact space and A is a closed subset

of X, then XIA is a separable metric compact space. This follows from the fact that the
quotient map p: X ➔ XIA is perfect because Xis compact.
We are now able to prove the classification we mentioned at the beginning of this
section.
2.4.7 THEOREM: Let X and Y be separable metric zero-dimensional compact

spaces. Then Cp(X)-Cp(Y)

if and only if one of the following holds:

(a) X and Y are finite and have the same number of elements.
(b) There are countable infinite ordinals a and P such that X"' [1, a], Y"' [ 1, Pl
and max (a, P) < [min (a, P)l(I) .
(c) X and Y are uncountable.

PROOF: If Cp(X)-Cp(Y) then by corollary 1.2.21 we have C 0 (X)-Co(Y). So by

theorem 2.4.1, (a), (b) or (c) holds.
Now suppose that (a), (b) or (c) holds.
Case 1: (a) holds.

Suppose X and Y both contain m points. Then Cp(X)- nr -Cp(Y).
Case 2: (b) holds.

By corollary 2.4.5 we have the desired equivalence.
Case 3 : (c) holds.
It is enough to prove that for every uncountable separable metric zero-dimensional

compact space X we have Cp(X)- Cp(C) where C is the Cantor discontinuum. Let X be
such a space.
By the Cantor-Bendixson Theorem (theorem 2.2.6) and the fact that X is second
countable, X = D u S with D closed and dense in itself and S countable. Since X is uncountable, D is non-empty, so by the fact that C is the unique non-empty separable
metric zero-dimensional compact space without isolated points ([15]), we have D "'C.
By the same characterization of C, we also have that (Xx [1, ro]) xC "'C, so we can
find a closed copy E of Xx [l , ro] in D. Now
Cp(X)- Cp, D (X) x Cp(D)
-Cp,o(X)xCp(D $D)

by proposition 2.3.2
since D $ D "'C $ C "'C "'D
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-Cp, D(X) x Cp(D) x Cp(D)

by lemma 2.3.6

-Cp(X) xCp(D)

by proposition 2.3.2

-Cp(X) x Cp, E(D) x Cp(E)

by proposition 2.3.2

-Cp(XffiE)xCp,E(D)

bylemma2.3.6

-Cp(E) x CP, E(D)

since X <BE =E

-Cp(D)

by proposition 2.3.2. □

2.4.8 REMARK: From theorem 2.4.1 and theorem 2.4.7 it follows that the
classification is such that for any two separable metric compact zero-dimensional
spaces X and Y it follows that Cp(X) is linearly homeomorphic to Cp(Y) if and only if
C o(X) is linearly homeomorphic to C 0 (Y). In general this is not the case (see the remark after corollary 1.2.21 on page 29).
One of the steps in the proof Bessaga and Pelczyftski gave of theorem 2.4.1 is proposition 2.4.4 for function spaces endowed with the compact-open topology (or the topology of uniform convergence) (cf. lemma 1 in [10]). Their proof of this result is quite
different from ours. They used for example the fact that if a Banach space (and C o(X)
is a Banach space if X is a compact ordinal) is the direct sum of two closed linear subspaces E and F, then it is isomorphic to E x F . Recall that our spaces Cp(X) are not
Banach. Also, they did not use an inductive argument.
It is also possible to prove proposition 2.4.4 following the pattern of the proof of
Bessaga and Pelczynski: They used the above property of Banach spaces to conclude,
that if P ~ex< ro 1 then C 0 ((1 , ex•PD-C 0 ((1, ex]). However, for the topology of pointwise convergence we can prove this directly by the method of corollary 2.3.4, using the
fact that (ex·P)' =ex'·W. All the other statements that Bessaga and Pelczynski proved,
are also valid for function spaces endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence.
So then we are in a position from which we can derive proposition 2.4.4 with the same
arguments as the ones of Bessaga and Pelczyftski.
We now give some examples which we~ already announced in chapter 1.

2.4.9 EXAMPLE: We show as announced on page 21 that in general for spaces X
and Y, and an effective linear function

q,: C (X) ➔ C (Y)

such that for each ye

r,

supp (y) c1:- 0, supp : Y ➔ 5'(X) \ ( 0) need not be USC.
Let X

=[l, ro2 ]

and Y =[1, ro]. By theorem 2.4.7 there is a linear homeomorphism
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$: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y). By corollary 1.2.15 (a),$ is effective and by proposition 1.4.3, for
each y e Y, supp (y) ~ 0 . We claim that supp: Y ➔ 5>(X) \ {0} is not USC.
Since supp (w) is finite (lemma 1.4.1), there is an infinite clopen subset U of X which
misses supp (w) . Let V =X \ U. Then supp (w) c V. If supp : Y ➔ 5>(X) \ {0} is USC,
then there is n e IN such that supp [n, w] c V. We now have by proposition 1.4.3,
X = supp Y = supp {1, ..., n} u supp [n, w] c supp { 1, ... , n} u V,

hence Uc supp (I, ... , n} . Since U is infinite and supp (I, ... , n} is finite, we have a
contradiction. We conclude that supp: Y ➔ 5>(X) \ {0} is not USC.
2.4.10 EXAMPLE: In this example we show that the first countability condition in

theorems 1.5.10 and 1.5.12 is essential.
Let X = [l, w] x IN, A =X(l) = {w} x IN and Y =XIA . Then Xis clearly first countable
and normal. Since the quotient map p between X and Y is closed (cf. page 60), Y is normal ([24, th 1.5.20)). The proof of the following claim is standard. For the sake of completeness it will be included.
CLAIM: Y is not first countable.
Indeed, suppose (Un: n e IN} is a countable base at

00

in Y. Let n e IN. Then
a.?< w such

p- 1 (Un) is open in X and ( w} x IN cp- 1(Un). So for every i e IN there is

that [a.?,w] x (i}cp - 1 (Un). Now let U=U~= 1 [a.l+l,w] x (i}. Since AcU,
ooep(U) and p - 1 (p(U))=U, so p(U) is a neighborhood of oo in Y. Hence there is
e IN such that Un cp (U), so p- 1 (Un) c U. Hence U~= 1 [a.?, w] x (i} c U. But then
[a.~. w] c [a.~+ 1, w], which is a contradiction.

n

Notice that for every space Z and for every z e Z, Cp(Z)- Cp, 2 (Z) x R (It is easily
seen that the function $: Cp(Z) ➔ Cp, 2 (Z) x JR defined by $(!) = f-f (z) is a linear
homeomorphism), so Cp, _(Y) x JR- Cp(Y). Hence
Cp(X)-Cp([l, w] EBX)

because X"' [1, w] EBX

-Cp([l, w]) x Cp(X)

by lemma 2.3.6

-Cp([l, w]) x Rx Cp(X)

by proposition 2.3.2 and lemma 2.3.9

-Cp(X) x R

as above

- Cp, A (X) x R

by lemma 2.3.7 and 2.3.9

- Cp, _ (Y) x R

by lemma 2.3.3

-Cp(Y).
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For theorem 1.5.12 notice that

x <1>

is not countably compact, and

y(I)

= (00 } is

countably compact. For theorem 1.5.10 notice that X and Y are paracompact (by [24, Th
5.1.3 and 5.1.33)), Xis locally compact and Y is not locally compact.
Furthermore, notice that this example is a counterexample for the following statement (see also section 0.1): If X and Y are 4,-equivalent spaces, then X has property :P if
and only if Y has property :P, where :P is one of the properties: local compactness, first
countability, second countability, metrizability, weight, or character.
2.4.11 EXAMPLE: In this example we show that theorem 1.5.12 is not true for the
a-th derivative if a is not a prime component.
Let a< ro 1 be an ordinal which is not a prime component. Observe that in this situation 1:s;a'<a<a'·w (lemma 2.1.19). Hence ol°' <ro0 <(ro0 ')"' and so by theorem
2.4.7

Cp([l,ro0 '])-Cp([l,ro0

]).

So

if

we

now

let

X=EBf=i[I,ro0 ']i

and

0

Y = EBf=i[l, ro ]j, then Cp(X)-Cp(Y) (lemma 2.3.7). In addition, X and Y are normal

and first countable, but

y(a)

"'lN (this follows easy from proposition 2.2.5) which is not

countably compact, and x<a) = 0 which is countably compact.
This observation leads us to the following
Question: Let X and Y be LP-equivalent spaces which are both normal and first
countable. Let a~ ro be a prime component. Is it true that x<a) is countably compact if
and only if y(a) is countably compact?
Finally we remark that the first part of this section (until theorem 2.4.7) is taken
from [3]. The examples 2.4.10 and 2.4.11 can be found in [5].

§2.5. Compact ordinals
In this section we present an isomorphical classification of the function spaces
Cp(X), where X = [1, a] for some ordinal a . We call such spaces compact ordinal
spaces. It turns out that this classification is similar to the one Kislyakov gave for the
spaces C o(X) (with X a compact ordinal space) in [34). Our proof is similar to his, only
some modifications are necessary.
It turns out that Kislyakov made a mistake in his proof. In this section we will identify this mistake and correct it.
Let us first present the classification of Kislyakov.

For that we need some
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definitions. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We say that X and Y have the same linear

dimension, if each of them is isomorphic to a subspace of the other. X has smaller
linear dimension than Y if X is isomorphic to a subspace of Y, but Y is not isomorphic
to any subspace of X. Notice that isomorphic spaces have the same linear dimension.

2.5.1 THEOREM: Let a and 13 be ordinals.
If a and 13 have different power, then
(a) Co([l, a]) and Co([l, 13D do not have the same linear dimension and so
they are not linearly homeomorphic.
If a and 13 have the same power and~ is the initial ordinal of that power, then
(b) ((34]) If ~=w, or ~ is a singular ordinal or both a , 13~s2 , then

if and only ifmax(a, 13)< [min(a, 13)](J) if and only if
13D have the same linear dimension .
If~ is an uncountable regular ordinal and a, 13 e [~. ~2 ], fix ordinals

Co([l, a])-Co([l, 13D

C 0 (( 1, a]) and C 0 ([ 1,
(c) ((34])

a1, 131 ~S and 'Y, O<S such that a=s ·a1 +y and 13=s·l31 +o. Then
Co([l , a])-Co([l, 13D

if and only if a1 =131 if and only Co([l, a]) and

Co([ 1, 13D have the same linear dimension.
(d) If S is an uncountable regular ordinal, a< s 2 and l3 ~ s 2 , then C o([l, a])
and C 0 ((1, 13D are not linearly homeomorphic.
Notice that the case s=w in theorem 2.5.1 (b) is just Bessaga and Pelczynski's
result stated in theorem 2.4.1. Furthermore theorem 2.5.1 (c) was proved by Semadeni
in [46] for ordinals a and 13 satisfying w1 ~ a, 13 ~ W1 ·w.
In fact Kislyakov only stated theorem 2.5.1 (b) and (c), so_we will now prove part
(a) and part (d). Before being able to prove this, we need to formulate the following
lemma proved by Bessaga and Pelczynski in (10].

2.5.2LEMMA: Let a be an ordinal. If for every y<a, C 0 ([1,y]) has smaller
linear dimension than C 0 ([1, a]), then C 0 ([1, a]) has smaller linear dimension than
Co([l, a(J)]) .
The following corollary to lemma 2.5.2 is also useful in section 2.6, and is stated
without proof by Bessaga and Pelczynski in [10] and by Kislyakov in [34]. For the sake
of completeness, we will present its proof.
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2.5.3 COROLLARY ([34, lemma 1.3]): Let a and 13 be ordinals. If l3~a''>, then

C 0 ((1, a]) has smaller linear dimension than C 0 ([1, l3]).
PROOF: Let a 1 be the smallest ordinal such that C 0 ([1 , ai]) and C 0 ([1 , a]) have the

same linear dimension. Then for every y< a 1 , C 0 ([1, y]) has smaller linear dimension
than Co([l, ai]). By lemma 2.5.2 it follows that C 0 ([1, a 1 ]) has smaller linear dimension than C 0 ([1 , af]). Since a 1 Sa, it follows that af Sam S l3. But then it easily follows that C 0 ([1, a]) has smaller linear dimension than C 0 ([1 , l3]). D
We are now able to prove theorem 2.5.1 (a) and (d).
PROOF of theorem 2.5.1 (a): Without loss of generality we may assume that ci < j3.

First suppose a~ ro. Since c?I1 = ci (proposition 2.1.13), it follows that am < 13- So by
corollary 2.5.3 it follows that C 0 ([1, a]) has smaller linear dimension than C 0 ([1, l3]),
which implies that C 0 ([1 , a]) is not linearly homeomorphic to Co([l, l3]).
Now suppose that a is finite. As is easily seen, the algebraic dimension of
C 0 ([1, a]) is finite and smaller than the algebraic dimension of C 0 ([1 , l3]), hence
Co([l, a]) and Co([l , 13D are not linearly homeomorphic. D
PROOF of theorem 2.5.1 (d): First suppose that 13<~m. Since ~2 Sl3<~m=(~2 )m, by

theorem 2.5.1, C o([l, 13D - C 0 ([1, ~2 ]). Let a= ~-a 1 +y with y < ~ (proposition 2.1.2).
Notice that a 1 < ~. so a 1 < ~. because ~ is initial. From theorem 2.5.1 (c) it now follows that C o([l, a]) and C 0 ([1, ~2 ]) are not linearly homeomorphic.
Now suppose 13 ~ ~m. Since a< ~2 , am S (~ 2 )m = ~m S l3. So by corollary 2.5.3,
C o([l, a]) has smaller linear dimension than C 0 ([1 , !3]), which implies that C o([I, a])

and C o([l, 13D are not linearly homeomorphic. D
Now we are going to prove that the same classification holds for the spaces
Cp([l, a]). Forthat we first have to give some definitions.

For a compact space X and f e Cp(X), let llfD=sup ze x If (x) I. Let {X,: t e T} be a
family of compact spaces and for each t e T, let E, be a linear subspace of Cp(X,). By

n;. TE,

we denote the linear subspace of

IT,. TE,

consisting of all points f = (f, )1 • T

such that for each E > 0, the set ( t e T : II/, II~ E} is finite. If E1 =E for every t e T, we
write n:E instead of

n;. TE,,

where m = IT I. Notice that if T is finite, then

n,.TE, =n;.TE,.
The notion of linear k-mapping (cf. section 2.3) can also be defined for the spaces

n;. TE, . We then have the following
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2.5.4 LEMMA: For each i e I let {X,, i: t e T} and {Ys, i: s e S} be two families of
compact spaces and let for each i e /, t e T ands e S, E,. i and Fs. i be linear subspaces
of Cp(X,. i) and Cp(Ys. ;), respectively. Suppose that for each i e /,

PROOF: For each i e / let cl>i: n;e TEt.i ➔ n;ESFs. i be a linear k-homeomorphism.
Define q>: TTc,. i)e Tx1E,, i ➔ TTcs. i)e s x1Fs, i by

We prove that cp is a linear k-homeomorphism.
CLAIM 1: cp is well-defined.
Indeed, let E > 0 and <f(t. i)\t, i)e Txl E nc,. i)e Tx1E,. i• It is a triviality that
(7ts •q>;)(<f(t. i)), e T) E F (s,

i)·

Notice that J = {i e /: (3 t e T)(llf(t. i)II ~ e/ k)} is finite. Let

iel\J. Then for every teT, f(t,i)(X 1,;)c(-elk,e!k).

Since cl>i is a linear k-

homeomorphism, for every s e S
(7ts cl>i)(<f(t. i)), e T )(Ys, i) c (-E, E).
0

So (i E /: (3s E S)(ll(7ts •cl>i)((/(t, ;i),.T)ll~e)} is finite. Since

for every i e /, {s ES: 11(7ts •cl>i)(<f(t, i))reT)ll~e) is finite. But this implies that

is finite as well, which proves the claim.
Since

1ts

and q>; are linear and continuous, it is clear that cp is linear and continuous.

CLAIM 2: cp is a linear k-mapping.
Indeed, let <f(t,i))(t,i)eTxJETT(t,i)eTx/Et.i be such thatf(t,i)(X1,i)c(-l/k, 1/k)

for each pair (t, i) e T xi. Then

for each pair (s, i) e S xi, because cl>i is a linear k-homeomorphism. This proves claim

2.
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The proof that 'I' is a well-defined continuous linear k-mapping is exactly the same as
the proof for cp. Furthermore it is easily seen that "ljf=q>- 1 , so <I> is a linear khomeomorphism.

□

In the sequel we denote TI(,. i)eTx1E,. i also by TI;.rTI;EIE,. i or by TI;.1TI;.rE,. i·
Notice that this is not the same as TI;. r(TI; .1E,. i), because the latter product is not
defined. Lemma 2.5.4 now gives us the following: If for each i e /,

then

2.5.5 LEMMA: Let {X,: t e T) be a family of compact spaces and let for each

PROOF: Define cp: TI;.rE, ➔ TI;.sEsxTI;.nsE, by <l><J,),.r)=((f,),.s, (f,),.ns).
It is a triviality that <I> is a well-defined continuous linear I-mapping as well. The in-

verse

cp- 1 of <I> can also be defined canonically and is a continuous linear

well. So <I> is a linear

I-mapping as

I-homeomorphism. □

The next lemma is the main tool in this section.
2.5.6 LEMMA: Let y be a limit ordinal. Let (Ai;)os~s-y be_a strictly increasing sequence such that
1) Ai;+i -A~ <!'.ro (~e [O, y)),

2) ¼ = lim11 < ~¼
3) AQ=O.
Then CP, o([l,

(~ e (0, y] a limit ordinal),

½D Icp. 0 ([1, y]) x TI~ qCp, 0 ([1, A~+ 1 -¼D-

PROOF: Let

X

= {f e Cp, o([l, ½D :f is constant on each interval (A~, Al;+ i] (~ e [O, y))}

and

2

CLAIM 1: Cp. 0 ([1, A_-y])-X xY.
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Indeed, define

q, 1 : CP, 0 ([1, ½D ➔ X by

and

q,, (f )(AF:)= f

q, 1 (f) is continuous at A~
> 0. Since A~ = liffiti <~A.ii and since f is continuous at A~, there is 11 < s such that f ((A,i, A~]) c (-£ + f (A~), £+ f (A~)). But then also
To prove that

with

Se (0, y]

That

q, 1

q, 1

(¼) (s e (0, y] a limit ordinal).
is well-defined, we need to show that

a limit ordinal. So let

is linear is a triviality. We prove that

q, 1

is continuous. Let

£

> 0, and f e Cp, 0 ([1, A.y]), For i ~n. if Cl;=¼ for

S, put ~; =Cl;, otherwise let ¼

be such that a; e (¼, A~+ i] and put ~; =A~+ 1 • Let

P = (Cl; : i ~n} c [1, A.y] be finite,

some

£

Q = ( ~; : i ~ n} . Then a simple calculation shows that q, 1 ( <f, Q, £>) c <q> 1 (f ), P, £>,
which proves that q, 1 is continuous.
Now define 4>2: Cp, o([ 1,

½]) ➔ Y by

q>i (f) = f -

q, 1 (f ).

It is easily seen that 4>2 is

well-defined, continuous and linear. It follows that the map q>: Cp, 0 ([ 1, ½D ➔ X x Y
defined by q>(f) = (q, 1 (f ), q,2 (f )) is also well-defined, linear and continuous.
We prove that q> is a linear 2-mapping. For that let f e Cp, 0 ([1,
f ([1,

½D c

½D

with

(- l /2, 1/2). Let a e [ 1 , ½l- Then Iq, 1 (f )( a) I < 1 /2 and therefore

I4>2(f)(a) I = If (a)-4>1 (f )(a) I ~ If (a) I+ I4>, (f)(a) I < 1/2 + 1/2 = 1,
which proves that q> is a linear 2-mapping.
Now define

\j/ : Xxf ➔ Cp,o([l,A.y])

by \jf(f,g)=f+g. It is evident that \j/ is a

well-defined continuous linear 2-mapping. Furthermore one _can simply derive that
\j/=q>- 1 , and so we conclude that q> is a linear 2-homeomorphism, which proves claim 1.
I

CLAIM 2: X -Cp, o([l, y]).
Indeed, define cp: X ➔ Cp, o([l, y]) by cp(f )(s) = f (A~)- Since by (2) the function
s

➔ A~

is continuous, cp is well-defined. It is easily seen that cp is a continuous, linear

I-mapping. Define \j/: Cp, o([l, y]) ➔ X by \jl(f) I(A~ , A{+ i] = f (s + 1) for Se [0, y) and
Se (0, y] a limit ordinal. It is a triviality that V/ is a well-defined,

V,,(f )(A{)= f (s) for

continuous, linear I -mapping, which is the inverse of cp. Whence cp is a linear !homeomorphism.
CLAIM 3: Y l.ni<"(Cp, o([l, A{+I -¼DIndeed, define q>:Y ➔ TiiqCp,o((A~,A{+il) by (1t~•cp)(f)=f l(A{,A~+il (s<y).
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To see that $ is well-defined, we assume there are f e Y, E > 0 and ~1 < ~2 < · · · < y
such that ll(1t~ •$)(f)ll~E for each ne IN. Let ~=lim,IEIN~n· Then ~$y. For each

n e IN find Cln e

O,~, Ac,..+ i]

with If (Cln) I ~ E. Then If(¼) I~ E, which is a contradic-

tion, because f e Y. It is easily seen that $ is a continuous linear I-mapping.
Define 'If: TI~ <reP, 0 ((¼, A!;+ i]) ➔ Y by 'lf((f1;)1; q)(l3) = Ji; (13) if 13 e (¼, A!;+ il and

'lf((f1;)1; q)(Ai;) = 0 if ~ e (0, y] is a limit ordinal. It is evident that 'If is a well-defined
continuous linear I -mapping, which is the inverse of $ . Thus $ is a linear !homeomorphism. The claim is now proved since(¼, A!;+il "'[1, ¼+ 1 -¼].

It is clear that the claims 1, 2, and 3 establish the proof of lemma 2.5.6. □
2.5. 7 LEMMA: Let µ be an infinite ordinal and ya limit ordinal such that y= µ or
y+ µ=µ.Then

•
ep, o([l, µ·y])-4 Ilyep,
o([l, µ]).

PROOF: By lemma 2.5.6, applied to the sequence A!;=µ·~ for~ $y, we have

ep. 0 ((1, µ·y]) ~ eP, 0 ((1, y]) x n~ <reP, 0 ((1, µ(~ + 1)-µ-s])

=eP, o([l, y]) x n;eP, o([t, µ]).
Now suppose y= µ. Then by lemma 2.5.5

2 •
ep. 0 ((1, µ·y])-Tiyep,
0 ((1, µ]).

If y+ µ=µ,

then
•
ep, o([l, µ·y])-2 ep, o([l, y]) x ep, o([l, µ]) x Tiyep,
o([l, µ])
2

•

(lemma 2.5.5)

- ep. o([ 1, µ]) x Ilyep. o([l, µ])

(lemma 2.3.8, 2.3.9)

I

(lemma 2.5.5). □

•

- Tiyep. o([l, µ])

2.5.8 LEMMA: Let Cl be an initial ordinal and 'Ya limit ordinal with 'y!:>a. Then

there exists a subset M of [2, y) consisting of successors such that

ep, o([l, Cl. ,])-4 n·µ. Mep, o([l, Clµ ]).
PROOF: Let 13 = cf (y). Since 13 is initial,

cf (y) $y, and y$ a, we have 13 $ Cl.

CLAIM: There is a strictly increasing sequence {µ!; : ~ $ 13} in [2, y] such that µ!; is a
successor for each successor~!:> 13, µ!; = limll < !;~ for a limit ordinal ~ $ 13, and µIi= y,
Indeed, let $ be an increasing 13-sequence such that limi; <Ii$(~)= y and $(1) ~ 1. Let
~ $ l3 and take µ!; = $(~) + 1 if~ is a limit ordinal, otherwise take µ!; = limll < !; $(~). It is a

triviality that {µ!; : ~ $ 13} is as required.
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Since a is a prime component (theorem 2.1.23), a~• 1 -a~ =a~• 1 and
l3+aµ 1 =aµ 1 (by theorem 2.1.15 and the facts that µ 1 ~2 and l3:S:a). By applying lemma 2.5.6 to the sequence Al;= a~ for~ E (0, 131 and Ao= 0, we get
CP, o([l, a-Y])~CP, o([I, l3])xTI~<PCP, 0 ((1, a~• 1 -a~])

=Cp, o([l, 13)) x TI~< pCp, 0 ((1, a~• 1 ])

~ Cp, o([l , 13 + aµ 1 ]) x ni s~ < pCp, 0 ((1, a~• 1 ])
=Cp, o([l, aµ 1 ]) x

ni s~ < pCp, 0 ((1, a~•

1

])

..!. TI~< pCp, 0 ((1, a~• 1 ]).
We applied lemma 2.5.6 for the first equivalence, lemmas 2.5.5, 2.3.9 and 2.3.8 for the
third one and lemma 2.5.5 for the last one. Now take M = {µ~ + 1 : ~ < 13). D
2.5.9 LEMMA: Let IDy be a singular ordinal. Then there exist 13 < IDy and a strictly

increasing 13-sequence <I> such that

(a) li~ <p<l>(~)=y,
(b) W$@ ~ 13 for every ~ < 13,

PROOF: Since IDy is singular, y is a limit ordinal (corollary 2.1.11). Furthennore

y:S:roy.
CLAIM: There is an ordinal 13 and a strictly increasing 13-sequence <I> such that 13 < roy,
Jim~< p<I>(~) =y, w$(~) ~ 13 for every~< 13, and Jim~ q<I>(~) =<!>(Tl) if Tl is a limit ordinal.
For the proof of the claim we consider two cases.
Case 1: y < roy.

Let ~o=min(~ :y<w~ <roy} and notice that~ <y. Put 13=y-~ and<!>(~)=~+~.
Then 13 :S: y < roy, Jim~< p<I>@= ~o + 13 = y, and by the definition of <I>, w$<~) ~ w1;o > y~ 13That Jim~ <Tl<!>(~)= <!>(Tl) if Tl is a limit ordinal is a triviality.
Case 2: r= roy.
Let 13 = cf (roy). Since IDy is singular, 13 < roy. Let q, 1 be a strictly increasing 13sequence such that Jim~< p<l> 1 (~) = IDy =y. As in the proof of lemma 2.5.8, we may assume that lim~ <Tl<!>(~)= <!>(Tl) if Tl is a limit ordinal. Now put <!>(~) = 13 + q, 1 (~) for ~ < 13.
Then lim~ < p<I>(~) = 13 + IDy = IDy (theorem 2.1.15 and 2.1.23) and ~(~) ~ Wp ~ l3. This
proves the claim.
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For the following notice that ro$(~+ l) -ro$(~) =ro$(~+ l) (theorems 2.1.15 and 2.1.23)
and that

p+ ro$(1) = ro$(l)

(because

sequence A~= ro$(~) for ~ e (0,

p~ ro$(0) < ro$(l))·

By applying lemma 2.5.6 to the

Pl and Ao= 0 and by lemmas

2.5.6, 2.3.8 and 2.3.9 we

obtain

2

- Cp, o([l ,

p+ro$(1)]) X TT1• ~~ < pCp, o([l, CJ)$(~+ l)])

=Cp, o([l, (J)$(l)])xn;~~<PCP, o([l, (J)$(~+l)D

We applied lemma 2.5.5 to get the second and fifth equivalence and lemmas 2.3.8 and
2.3.9 for the third one. D
2.5.10 LEMMA: Let a be an initial ordinal and y an ordinal such that y~ ii, y~ 2.
44

•

Then Cp, o([l, aY]) - TTaCp, o([l, aY]) .
PROOF: First suppose that y is a successor, say y= P+ 1. By lemmas 2.5.6 (applied to

the sequence ¼=aP-~,

~E

P~ 2

is

(because

aP

[O,a]), 2.5.5, 2.3.8, 2.3.9 and the fact that a+aP=aP if

a

prime

component

larger

than

a),

we

have

CP, o([l, aY]) ~ niicp, 0 ((1, aP]). By lemma 2.5.4 we now have
niicp. o([l, aY]) ~ niiniicp. o([l, aPn =TTii 2 cP, 0 ([1, aPn.

Since

fi=cl

(page 52), it follows that Cp,o([l,a'Y])~TTaC,;.o([l,a'Y]), which is as

desired.
Now let y be a limit ordinal. Find Mc [2, y) as in lemma 2.5.8. Then
CP, o([l, aY]) ~ n;E MCp, 0 ((1, aµ])

~n;EMTTaCp, o([l, aµ])

(lemma 2.5.8)
(by the above and lemma 2.5.4)

= nan;E Mcp, o([l, aµ])

~ TTaCp, o([l, a'Y])

(lemma 2.5.8). D

2.5.11 LEMMA: Let a be a singular ordinal. Then CP, o([l, a])~ niicp, o([l, a]).
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PROOF: Put a= roy. By lemma 2.5.9, there are

P< a

and a strictly increasing

P-

sequence 4> with limit y, such that (1)$(;) ~ P for every s < P and
(*)

Fix s <

p.

Notice that ~(;+t)·a=a (proposition 2.1.12). By lemma 2.5.6, applied to

the sequence

A.ii = (1)$(;) ·11 (Tt < a), we obtain
2

•

Cp, o([l, a])-Cp, o([l, a]) x TTTI <aCp, o([l, ~(;+ 1)"(11 + 1)-~(;+ 1rl1D
=Cp, 0 ((1, a]) x n~cP, 0 ([1,

w$<s+ l)D-

We now have
•

2

•

•

•

TT~Cp, o([l, a])-TT; < pTTTI < aCp, o([l, w$(;+ t)D x TT~Cp, o([l, a])
=TT~< a TT~< pCp, o([l, w9(;+ I)]) x TT!Cp, o([l, a])
4

•

1

•

•

-TTTI < aCp, o([l, a]) x TT~Cp, o([l, a])
-TTaCp, o([l, a]).

We applied lemma 2.5.4 to get the first equivalence, and(*) and lemma 2.5.4 to get the
third one. The last equivalence follows from lemma 2.5.5 and the fact that

j3 < a.

Let B = ( s < P: sis a limit ordinal} u (0) . Notice that for every i e IN and s e B,
w$(;+i-t)"P=w$(;+i-t)<w$(;+i)

(by the choice of the

sequence 4>), hence

w$(;+i-1rP < w$(;+i), so w$(;+i-1)·P+~(;+i) =~(;+i) (by theorems 2.1.23 and

2.1.15). Then
4

•

Cp, o([l, a])-TT; < pCp, 0 ([1, w$(;+ l)])

=TT~EB, iEINCp, o([l, w$(;+i)D
1

•

•

- TT;E nCp, o([l, (1)$(;+ t)D x TT;e B,; ?.2Cp, o([l, ~;+i)D
• nCp, o([l, (1)$(;+ t)Dx TT;e
• B, i ?.2Cp, o([l, (1)$(;+i- l)"l-'
A +w$(;+i) ])
=TT;e

2

•

•

A

-TT;E nCp, o([l, w$(;+ t)D x TT;E s,; 22Cp, o([l, ~;+i- t)"t->D x
x n~E n.; ?.2Cp. o([l, w$<s+ilD
4

•

•

•

-TT;e sCp, o([l, w 9(;+ 1))) x TT;E B,; ?.2TT~Cp, o([l, ~;+i -t)D x
xTT~eB, i?.2Cp, o([l, W9(;+i)D
= n~e nCp, o([l, (1)$(;+ l)]) x n~n~e B,; e !Ncp, o([l, W9(;+i)D x
xTT~eB, i?.2cp, o([l, ~(;+i)D
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1
•
• *
- rr1;. n. i. JNcp. o([l, ro$<!;+i>D x rr~rri;. n. i. Ncp, o([l, ro$<!;+i>D

=IT!rr~. n. i. Ncp. o([l, ro$<!;+i>D

=rr;rr~ < ~cP, o([l, ro$(!;+ 1>D
4

•

-IT~Cp,o([l, aD.
Here we applied (*) for the first equivalence, lemma 2.5.5 for the third, lemmas 2.3.8,
2.3.9, 2.5.4 and 2.5.5 for the fifth, and lemmas 2.5.4 and 2.5.7 for the sixth, respectively. To get the eighth and ninth equivalence we used lemma 2.5.5. Finally we used (*)
4S

•

for the last equivalence. We conclude that Cp, 0 ([1, aD - ITaCp, o([l, aD.

□

2.5.12 LEMMA: Let s be an initial ordinal, ae [s, s 2 ], say a=s·a 1 +p with
1 Sa1 S Sand p < S· Then Cp. o([l, aD- IT~Cp, o([l, SD-

PROOF: First notice that by lemmas 2.3.8 and 2.3.9
Cp, o([l, aD-Cp, o([l, s ·a1 + PD-Cp, o([l, P+ s ·ai])-Cp, o([l, s·ai]).

Then by lemma 2.5.7 we have Cp, 0 ([1, s·ai])-IT~Cp, o([l, sD. This finishes the
proof of the lemma.

□

At this moment we are able to prove the announced classification. The following
theorem states it. The reader should compare it with theorem 2.5.1.

2.5.13 THEOREM: Let a and 13 be ordinals.
If a and 13 have different power, then
(a) Cp([l, aD and Cp([l, 13D are not linearly homeomorphic.

If a and 13 have the same power ands is the initial ordinal of that power, then
(b) If

S=co,

or

S

is

Cp([l, aD-Cp([l , 13D

a singular ordinal or both

a, l3 ~

s

2

,

then

if and only ifmax(a, 13) < [min(a, l3)]ro .

(c) If S is an uncountable regular ordinal and a, l3e [S, s 2 ], fix ordinals
Cli,

131 Ss and y, O< S such that a=s·a1 +y and 13=s·l31 +6. Then

Cp([l, aD-Cp([l, PD

if and only if a1 = 131 .

(d)Ifs is an uncountable regular ordinal, a<s 2 and J3~s 2 , then Cp([l,aD
and Cp([l, PD are not linearly homeomorphic.
PROOF: Suppose (a) or (d) does not hold for some ordinals a and 13. Then by corollary 1.2.21 it also does not hold for C 0 ([1, a]) and Co([l, 13D. This contradicts theorem
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2.5.1 (a) or (d).
We now prove (b). If Cp([l, ex])- Cp([l, PD, then C o([l, ex])- C o([l, PD (corollary
1.2.21). So by theorem 2.5.1 max(ex, P) < [min(ex, P)]co.
We now prove the converse implication. Without loss of generality we may assume
that ex~ p, so suppose that P < exco.

Case 1: ~ = ro.
Then we can apply theorem 2.4.7 (b).
Case 2: ex, p~~2 .
By lemma 2.1.5 ex=~-Y-).+S for some y~2 with y~ex. l ~A<~ and S< ~-Y. Notice
that then

y~a = ~ and

ex< ~-y+ 1 , thus ~ < exco ~ ~(-y+ I)co = ~"IW (lemma 2.1.19). This im-

plies that P=~"Yi-µ+E for some ie JN", µ<~-Y with µ>0 and E<~'yi (corollary 2.1.3).
Thus
Cp([l, ex])- Cp, o([l, ~-Y-A+ S])

(lemma 2.3.9)

-CP, o([l, S+~-Y-A.])

(lemma 2.3.8)

=Cp, 0 ((1, ~-Y),])

(~'Y is a prime component and A.;tO)

In the same way
Cp([l, PD-Cp,o([l, ~"Yi-µ]).
CLAIM 1: For every p
First suppose p

e

e

1N" and 1 ~v <~'Y we have Cp, 0 ((1, ~""·vD-IT!CP, o([l, ~-Y]).

1N" and v = 1. We prove by induction on p that
(*)

The case p =l follows from lemma 2.5.10. So let p > 1. We then have

Cp, o([l, ~'YP]) = Cp, o([l, ~"t<P-I).~'Y])
4

=
4P+2

nbcp, o([l, ~"/(p-l}])
ntcP, o([l, ~"t<P- 1>n
•

•

(lemma 2.5.7)
(proposition 2.1.13)

- n~n~cP, o([l, ~-YD

(by induction and lemma 2.5.4)

= ntcp. o([l, ~-Y])

(page 52).

Now suppose p e 1N" and 1 < v < ro. Then by induction on v,

Cp, o([l, ~'YP-v])- CP, o([l, ~'YP-(v-1)]) x Cp, o([l, ~""D
-IT!Cp, o([l, ~-Y])

(lemmas 2.3.8 and 2.3.9)
(by induction).
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Finally suppose p

E

IN and v = µ + n with µ * 0 a limit ordinal and n finite. Then

Cp, o([l, s'YP·v])- Cp, o([l, s"IP ·µ]) x Cp, o([l, s'YP-n])

- TI~Cp, o([l, s"IP]) x Cp, o([l, s"IP ·n])

(lemmas 2.3.8 and 2.3.9)
(lemma 2.5.7)

- TI~Cp, o([l, s"IP])
- TI~TI!Cp, o([l, sY])

(lemma 2.5.4 and (*))

=TI!Cp,o([l,SY])

(µ·~=~),

and the claim is proved.
By the claim we immediately get

and

which proves case 2.

Case 3: sis singular and a

E

[s, s 2 ].

CLAIM 2: If CXE [S, s 2 ], then Cp,o([l, a])-Cp, o([l, sn.
Indeed, by lemma 2.5.12 we have

.

-

~

.

with m s;s. By lemma 2.5.11, Cp, o([l, sD - n~cp. o([l, SD, so
Cp, o([l, a])-n:cp. o([l, sD
-n:ntcP, o([l, s])

(lemma 2.5.4)

=TI!CP, o([l, sD

(m-~=~)

-Cp, o([l, SD

This proves claim 2.
CLAIM 3: If p~ s 2 then CP, o([l, PD-Cp, o([l, s]).
Indeed, notice that

p < aw s;(s2 )w.

So by case 2, Cp, 0 ([1, PD-Cp, 0 ([1, s 2 ]). But by

claim 2, Cp. o([l, ~ ])-CP, 0 ([1, W, which proves claim 3.
2

By claims 2 and 3 we finished the proof of case 3, and therefore also the proof of (b).
For (c) first suppose that Cp([l,a])-Cp([l,P]). Then Co([l,a])-Co([l,PD
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(corollary 1.2.21) and thus a 1 = 13 1 (theorem 2.5.1 (c)).
Now suppose a 1 =13 1 . By lemma 2.5.12

and (c) is proved .

□

The last theorem gives a complete isomorphical classification of the spaces Cp(X),
where X is a compact ordinal space. As announced in the introduction of this section,
K.islyakov gave the same classification for the spaces C 0 (X) (with X a compact ordinal
space). However, he made a mistake in his proof. We now will point out his mistake,
and indicate how it can be corrected.
K.islyakov states the following : "Let a= roy. Since a is singular, it follows that y < a
and .... " (cf. [34, lemma 3.3)). But in example 2.1.14 we gave an example of a singular
ordinal roy such that y= roy.
An examination of our proofs tells us that if lemmas 2.5.4, 2.5.5 and 2.5.6 hold for
function spaces endowed with the topology of uniform convergence, then all the other
lemmas and theorems also hold for function spaces with this topology. K.islyakov
proved lemmas 2.5.4 and 2.5.6 for those function spaces (cf. resp. lemma 1.2 and lemma 3.1 in (34)). In addition, lemma 2.5.5 is very easy to prove for function spaces endowed with the topology of uniform convergence. So our proof can be copied to get a
correct proof of the classification of Kislyakov. It turns out that the proof one gets in
this way differs from the proof of K.islyakov at two places. First of all corollary 3.3 in
[34] has to be stated in a more general form (it becomes our lemma 2.5.9 for function
spaces endowed with the topology of uniform convergence) and second, the proof of
lemma 3.3 of [34] (which is our lemma 2.5.11 for function spac.es endowed with the topology of uniform convergence) has to be fixed (the proof for the case y< roy remains
the same but the case y= roy has to be added).
Finally we remark that Gulko and Oskin also proved theorem 2.5.1 (b) and (d) (in
[28]), independently from K.islyakov. We were inspired by [34] because [28] contains
no proofs. The other results in this section are new and were never published.

§2.6. a-compact ordinals
In this section we give a complete isomorphical classification of the spaces Cp(X)
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and C 0 (X) where X = [ 1, ex), for ordinals ex cofinal with ro. Notice that these spaces are
exactly the non-compact spaces which are a countable union of compact ordinal spaces.
Therefore we call such an ordinal a a-ordinal. If ex is also a prime component or an initial ordinal, we call it a a-prime component or a a-initial ordinal, respectively.

2.6.1 LEMMA: If a is a a-ordinal, then every closed and bounded subset of [l, ex)
is compact.

PROOF: Let (ex,.),. be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals with limit ex. Let A be
a closed and bounded subset of [l, ex). Then there is n e lN such that A c[l, ex,.]. For if
not, then A would contain a closed discrete subset, which is not possible because A is
bounded. Since A is closed in [1, ex,.] it is compact. D

2.6.2 REMARK: From lemma 2.6.1 and corollary 1.2.21 we have for a-ordinals ex
and P that a linear homeomorphism $: Cp([l, ex))-+ Cp([l, P)) considered as a map
from Co([l, ex)) to C 0 ([1,

'3)) is also a linear homeomorphism.

Furthermore, let P be an ordinal with cf (P) > ro. By the methods of [24, Ex 3.1.27)
it easily follows that every continuous function f : [1, P)-+ R is eventually constant.
But this implies that [1, P) is pseudocompact. By this observation it follows that lemma
2.6.1 does not hold for

'3 and that ex is a a-ordinal if and only if [1, ex) is a non-compact

non-pseudocompact space
The following lemma is the key lemma in the proof of the classification mentioned
above.

2.6.3 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces such that X =X 1 $X 2 $X 3 and

Y = Y 1 $ Y 2 $ Y 3 . Suppose $: C o(X)-+ C o(Y) is a linear homeomorphism such that
suppX 1 c Y 1 and supp f 2 cX 1 $X 2· Then there is a linear embedding
8: C 0 (f2) ➔ Co(X2).

PROOF: For each /e Co(f2) we define 1• e Co(Y) by f"(y)=f(y) if ye Y2 and
1• (y) =0 elsewhere. In a similar way we define for every g e C 0 (X 2), g+ e C o(X).
Define 8:Co(f2)-+Co(X2) by 8(f)=$- 1 (f")IX2 and 'lf: Co(X2)-+Co(f2) by
'lf(g)=$(g+) I y 2·

e

Then and 'I' are continuous linear functions. Furthermore for every he C o(Y 2), we
have 'lf(8(h)) = h. Indeed, assume to the contrary that $(8(ht) If 2 ~h • IY 2. Then
8(htl(X1$X2)~$- 1 (h")l(X 1 $X2) since X 1 $X2 is a neighborhood of suppf 2
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and $ is effective (corollary 1.2.15 (a)). Now h •

=0 on Y

1,

=

so $- 1 (h •) 0 on X 1 , since

1

Y I is a neighborhood of suppX 1 and $- is effective. Furthermore 8(ht =0 on X 1 , so
that 8(ht =$- 1 (h •) on X 1 . This implies 8(ht IX 2 it$- 1 (h •) IX 2 , which is impossible
because both the left-hand side and the right-hand side are equal to 8(h). This is a contradiction and we conclude that 8 is a linear embedding. □

2.6.4 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be spaces such that X =X I EBX 2 and
Y =Y I EBY 2 · Suppose $: C o(X) ➔ C o(Y) is a linear homeomorphism such that
supp Y 1 cX 1 . Then there is a linear embedding 8: C 0 (Y 1)

➔

C 0 (X 1).

PROOF: Take X 1 = Y 1 = 0 in lemma 2.6.3. D
Notice that lemma 2.6.3 and corollary 2.6.4 also hold for the spaces Cp(X) and
Cp(Y).

The strategy of the proof of the classification is as follows: First we define a class of
spaces, and we prove that for every cr-ordinal

Cl

there is a space Y in this class such that

Cp([l , a)) - Cp (Y) (lemma 2.6.6). Then we prove that if X and Y are two spaces in this

class, then Cp(X)-Cp (Y) if and only if C 0 (X) - C 0 (Y) if and only if X = Y (corollary
2.6.15 and lemma 2.6.16). From these results we then easily derive our classification
(theorem 2.6.17).
For initial ordinals a and p with a;;:: p;;:: w we define the following classes of spaces:
Case 1: If a is singular or w and p is singular or w then
...4 (a, ~) = {[l, c#] EB [l , w1)

:

µ a prime component, "ta a-prime component or

"t = 1, µ;;:: "t;;:: 1, ~=a,

ro" = p},

Case 2 : If a is uncountable regular and Pis singular or w then
...4(a, ~)

= {[l, c#] EB [1,w"t) : µ a prime component, "ta a -prime component or
"t= 1. w11 > a 2 , ~ =a,

ro" =Pl

u {[1, a ·~] EB [1,w"t): "ta cr-prime component or "t = 1, ~ initial, 1 S~ Sa,
w"=Pl case 3 : If a is singular or wand pis uncountable regular then
...4(a.~)

= {[l,c#]EB[l , w"t) : µ a prime component, "ta a -prime component,

w"t > p2. ~ =a, ro" =Pl
u {[ 1, c#] EB [ 1, P·11) : µ a prime component, 11 = p·w with p initial or 11

cr-initial, w S 11 Sp, ~=a} .
Case 4: If Cl and pare uncountable regular then
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...4Ca.1l) = {[l,cifL]EB[l,roi:):µ a prime component, ta a-prime component,
µ~t. cJL > a.2 • ro't > 132 • oF =a, w'f = Pl
u ((1, a.·!;] EB[l,roi:) :t a a-prime component, I; initial, 1 Sl;Sa.,
a.-l;~ro\ roi: > 132, ro'f =Pl
u ( [l,cifL] EB (1, 13·11): µ a prime component, 11 = p·ro with p initial or 11
a-initial, (1) s11 $ 13, cJL ~ 13·11. oF = iil
u {[l,a.·l;]EB[l,l3·11):I; initial, 11=p·ro with p initial or 11 a-initial,
1 sl;sa., ros11sl3, a.-1;~13·11l.
Now let 13 ~ ro be an initial ordinal.
Case 5: If 13 is singular or 13 = ro then
;JJ<ll> = ( (1, roi:): ta a-prime component or t = 1, ro'f =Pl.
Case 6: If 13 is uncountable regular then
;JJ<ll> = {(l,roi:): ta a-prime component, roi: > 132, ro'f = Pl
u ([I, 13·11) : 11 = p·ro with p initial or 11 a-initial, ro s11 S 13 lNow let
...4 = U{..d(a, ll>: (a., 13) as in case l, 2, 3 or 4),

and
:iJ =U(:JJ<ll>: 13 as in case 5 or 6l.

The class of spaces that we are currently interested in is ..du :iJ. Notice that whenever
X =[ 1, 4>] EB [ l, \jf) e ..d, then 4> ~ \jf.

For every space X e ..d u :iJ we need to fix a certain decomposition. First we will assign to certain ordinals µ a fixed sequence (µ; ); of ordinals. If p. = 1, put µ; = 0 for each
i e IN. If µ = t · ro for some t, put µ; = t •i for each i e IN, and ifµ is a a-ordinal not of
the form t ·ro, let(µ;); be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals such thatµ; ➔ µ and
1 S µ; < µ for each i e IN. We now define the desired decompositions:
If X=[l,4>]EB(l,roi:)e..d, then X=[l,4>]EB(l,roi:1 )EB[l,roi:2 )EB .. . (this is true because for every i, roi:; is a prime component).
If X =[l, $] EB (1, l3·11) e ..d, then X = (1, $] EB [l, l3·11iJ EB (1, l3·112J EB · · ·
If X = [1,roi:) e :JJ, then X = (1, roi: 1 ) EB (1, ro'ti] EB · · ·
If X = [ 1, 13·11) e :iJ , then X = [ 1, 13·11 tl EB [ 1, 13·112] EB · · ·
If for Xe ..d u :JJ we write X =EB7"= 1X;, then we implicitly mean that the Xi are as

above.
Now we are going to prove that for every a -ordinal 4> there is a space Y e ..d u :iJ and
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a decomposition EB7°= 1X; of (1, $) such that Cp(X;)-Cp(Y;) . We first need the following

2.6.5 LEMMA: Let P ~ c.o be an initial ordinal and t a successor or a a-ordinal,

P-

such that OY =
(a) If P =c.o, P is singular, or c.o't' ~ P2 and if t is not a prime component, then
there is a decomposition EB7°= 1X; of [1, c.o't), such that for every i,
Cp(X;)- Cp([l, c.o't'·i]) _/n particular Cp([l, c.o't))-Cp([l, c.o't'·ro))_
(b) lf Pis uncountable regular and c.o< e W, P2 ) then one of the following holds:
(i) c.o't = P-11 with 11 a-initial and c.o ~11 ~ p, or
(ii) there is an initial ordinal 11 such that c.o ~11 ~ P and there is a decomposition EB7°= 1X; o/[1 , c.o't), such that for every i, Cp(X;)-Cp([1, P-11 -i]). In
particular Cp([l, c.o't))-Cp([l, P-11 -c.o)) . Furthermore P-11 -c.o~co't .
PROOF: First notice that (1, c.o't) = EB7°=ill, c.o't;], where t; =v if t =v + 1 and (t;); is a
strictly increasing sequence (not necessary equal to the fixed sequence associated with
t) with limit t if t is a a-ordinal. Both in (a) and (b)(ii) we will get X; = [ 1, c.o't; ].
We first prove (a). Since tis not a prime component, we have t' < t < t'·co (lemma
2. 1.19), and we can assume t' ~ t; for each i. Now c.o't' ~ c.o't; < c.o't < (c.o't' )ro. With the
help of proposition 2.1.13 it now easily follows that c.o't; = --;;;c' =
singular, or co<~ p

2

,

p.

Since p = co, p is

we can apply theorem 2.5.13 (b) to obtain

By a similar argument

whence by lemma 2.3. 7,

-

-

1=!

1=!

Cp([l, co't))=Cp(EB (1, c.o't;])-Cp(EB (1, co<·i])=Cp([l, c.o't'·ro)).
For (b) we distinguish two cases.

Case 1: c.o't > p 2 •
Since p is initial, it is a prime component, so by theorem 2.1.21 p = o:I' for some ordinal p. Then p·2<t and we can assume that p-2~t; for each i. We conclude that
c.o't;~p 2 • Since c.o't' <P2 we have t'<p·2<t, so t<p·c.o by lemma 2.1.19. Thus
P2 ~c.o't; < (P 2 )ro. By proposition 2.1.13 it now easily follows that c.o't;
theorem 2.5.13 (b)

=P,

so by
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and similarly

Consequently,
Cp([l, w"t))-Cp([l, 132 ·w)).
Since 132 ·w is the smallest prime component larger than 132 (lemma 2.1.19), w"t ~ 132 ·w,
and so we have established (ii) for Tl= l3.
Case 2 : w"t ~13 2 .

If w"t = 132 , w"t satisfies (i), so we may assume w"t < 132 . There are ordinals 6, Tl• < 13
such that w"t=13·ri• +6. Since O<W"t and w"t is a prime component, 6=0. In addition,
since 13 is regular and cf (w"t) = w, Tl•~ w. If Tl• is initial we are done, so suppose Tl• is
not initial. Let Tl be the initial ordinal of the same power as Tl• . Then w ~ Tl < Tl•, hence
13·ri<l3·ri•=w"t, so we can assume 13-ri~w"t' for each i. Write w"t'=l3·TJ;+O; with
Tl;, O; < l3. Then O; = 0 since w"t, is a prime component, and 13·ri ~ 13·TJ; < 13·ri •, whence
fi=r1;.

Since w"t' =13·TJ;, 13·rie [13,132 ), it follows

by theorem 2.5.13 (c)

that

Cp([l, w"t'])- Cp([l, 13·TJ]). Since Cp([l, 13·TJ])-Cp([l, 13·TJ·i]), (ii) can be established as
in case 1. □

2.6.6 LEMMA: Let <I> be a a-ordinal. Then there is a decomposition

EBi=IXi of

[ 1, <I>) and a space Y e ..4 u 51 such that Cp(X;) - CP (Y;) (where Y; is the i th term in the

fixed decomposition of Y) . ln particular Cp([l, cp))-Cp(Y) and C o([l, cp))-C 0 (Y).

PROOF: By theorems 2.1.16 and 2.1.21 there are ordinals 'I' and 't such that
<I> ='I'+ w"t, with 't > 0 and 'I'= 0 or 'I'~ w"t. Notice that 't is a successor or a a-ordinal.
Let a and 13 be initial such that ci = \j, and
2

p= w.

2

then w-r' = 13 = wP· for some prime component

Notice that w-r'

;,1c 132.

because if not

p which implies that 't' = p·2 is not a

prime component.

Case 1: 'lf=O, 't'='t.

If 13 is singular, 13 = w or w"t > 132 , we have [1, <I>)= [l, w"t) e 51.
If 13 is uncountable regular and w"t e [13, 132 ), then by lemma 2.6.5 we have either
[1, w"t) e

jJ

or there is Ye 51 such that Cp([l,

cp)) =Cp([l , w"t))-Cp(Y) with the desired

decomposition and such that if Y = [ 1, 6) then 6 ~ w"t.

Case 2: 'lf=O, 't' ;ilc't.

If 13 is singular, 13 = w or w-r' > 132 , we have by lemma 2.6.5 (a) that there exists a
space Ye 51 such that Cp([l,

cp)) =Cp([l, w"t))-Cp(Y)

with the desired decomposition
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(f e :JJ because Y = [1, w't'·ro) and t'·w is a a-prime component).
If~ is uncountable regular and w't' < ~2 , by lemma 2.6.5 (b) there is a space Ye :JJ

such that Cp([l, q>))-Cp(Y) and which has the desired decomposition.
Case 3 : 'lf~W\ t'=t.
There is an ordinal µ ~ 't such that

'If'= c#.

Notice that ,:' S µ. By case 1, there is a

space Y'=[l, 6)e :JJ with 6swi:, such that Cp([l, w<))-Cp(Y') and which has the
desired decomposition.
If ex is singular, ex=w or c#' >ex2 , by theorem 2.5.13 (b) Cp([l, c#'])-Cp([l,

(because c#' Sc# S'lf <

(#+ 1

'l'D

< (c#')ro). Since c#' ~ w't' = w,: ~ o,

[l, c#'] $ [l, 0) = [l, c#'] $ Y' e ..4.
If ex is uncountable regular and c#' < ex 2 we have to consider two subcases

Subcase 3.1 : v~ex2 .
Then ex2 sv<(c#')roS(ex2 )ro, so by theorem 2.5.13 (b), Cp([l,'!f])-Cp([l,ex2 ]).
Since ex2 >c#'~w't'~o. the space f=[l,ex 2 ]$f'e..4 and Cp([l,q>))-Cp(Y) and
moreover has the desired decomposition.
Subcase 3 .2: 'I'< ex2 .
Then 'I'= ex·s • + 6 with 1 S ~ • < ex and 6 < ex. If we let s the initial ordinal with the
same power as~•. then by theorem 2.5.13 (c), Cp([l,'!f])-Cp([l,ex·rn. Now let
Y = [l, ex·s] $ Y'. It is easily seen that if ex·s < 6, then Y "'Y' e :JJ and otherwise Ye ..4.
Case 4: 'I'~ w,:, ,:' 'I'°' 't.
This is a combination of the cases 2 and 3.
Notice that the last remark in the lemma easily follows from lemma 2.3.7 and corollary 1.2.21. D
Now we are going to prove that for every X, fe.Ju:JJ we have Cp(X)-Cp(Y) if
and only if C 0 (X)- C 0 (Y) if and only if X = Y. For that we first have to do some prepatory work.
2.6.7 LEMMA:
(a) If 0: C 0 ((1, c#])

➔ C 0 ((1,

wv]) is a linear embedding withµ, v ~ 1, then

(i) µ < v ·w, hence c# < (wv)ro, and
(ii) ifµ is a prime component, thenµ :5;v, hence c# Swv.

(b) Let ex be an uncountable regular ordinal and S, Tl e [1, ex] .
If 8: C o([l, ex-~]) ➔ C o([l, ex·T1]) is a linear embedding, then~ Sfj".

PROOF: We first prove (a). Suppose µ~v·w. Then c#~(wv)ro, so by corollary 2.5.3
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Co([l , rov]) has smaller linear dimension than C 0 ([1, co/1]), which contradicts the fact
that 8: C 0 ([1, c#]) ➔ C o([l, wv]) is a linear embedding. This proves (i). For (ii) letµ
be a prime component. Since µ < v·w, by lemma 2.1.19, µ ~ v' ~ v.

rj < ~- Then 11 < s, so there is a linear embedding
q>: C o([l, a·11]) ➔ C o([l, a·s]). This gives that C o([l, a·11]) and C o([l, a·rn have the
For

(b)

suppose

same linear dimension, so by theorem 2.5.1 (c) rj:;::

r Contradiction. D

2.6.8 LEMMA:
(a) Let X =ZEB [I, w) with Z a compact space, and Y = EBi=I Zi where each Zi is

an infinite compact space. Then C o(X) and C o(Y) are not linearly
homeomorphic.
(b)Let X:;::Z 1 EBZ 2 with Z 1 an infinite compact space. Then Co(X) is not
linearly homeomorphic to C o([l, ro)) .
PROOF: For (a) suppose that C o(X) is linearly homeomorphic to C o(Y). Then by
corollary 1.2.15 (b) there is ne IN such that suppZcEB?=iZi. Again by corollary
1.2.15 (b) there ism e IN such that supp Zn+! cZEB[l, m]. By lemma 2.6.3, there is a
linear embedding 8: Co(Zn+i) ➔ Co([l,m]):;::JR.m. Since Zn+! is infinite we have a
contradiction, because the algebraic dimension of C o(Zn+I) is infinite.
For (b) suppose that C 0 (X) is linearly homeomorphic to C 0 ([1, ro)). Then by corollary 1.2.15 (b ), there is m e IN such that supp Z 1 c [l, m]. By corollary 2.6.4, there is a
linear embedding 8: C o(Z 1) ➔ C o[l, m] = lR.m . Again we have a contradiction. □

2.6.9 LEMMA: Let X = [I, Sil EB [I, S2) and Y = [I, llil EB [I, 112) where S2 and 112

are a-prime components, s 1 ~ s2 and 11 1 ~ 112. Then C 0 (X) - C 0 (Y) implies s 1 = Th
and s2 =112.
PROOF: Suppose

fi° < ~ and C o(X)- C o(Y). By corollary

1.2.15 (b) there is

o< S2

such that supp[I,11i]c[l,s 1 +o], which implies by corollary 2.6.4 that there is a
linear embedding 8: C o([l, 11 1]) ➔ C o([l, s 1 +o]). Since s 1 + o:;:: s 1, s 1 + o < 11 1 and so
S1 +0<111- But then there is also a linear embedding q>: Co([l, s 1 +o]) ➔ Co([l, 11 1])
and we conclude that Co([l, s 1 +o]) and Co([l, 11 1 ]) have the; same linear dimension .
This contradicts theorem 2.5.1 (a). By symmetry we conclude that s 1 :;::111.
Now suppose S2 <112- By corollary 1.2.15 (b) there is 0<112 such that
supp [l, Sil c [l, 111 + o]. Since 112 is a prime component, Y"" [l, 11 1 + o] EB [1, 112).
CLAIM: There is an ordinal

't

< 11 2, such that t > S2·
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Indeed, choose Wa and

rop

such that ~2 =Wa and T12 =w~. Notice that a+ 1 S::13
(theorem 2.1.6). If a+ 1 < 13, then 't=Wa+l satisfies the claim. If a+ 1 =13, then ro~ is
regular (theorem 2.1.10). Since 11 2 is a CJ-ordinal, it follows that ro~ < T12, so let 't = rop.
Now choose CJ< ~2 such that supp[l, 't] c[l, ~tl$[1, CJ]. By lemma 2.6.3, there is
a linear embedding 0: C 0 ((1, 't]) ➔ C 0 ((1, CJ]). Since cr s:: ~2 < t, a< 't. But then there is
also a linear embedding

q> : C 0 ([1,a]) ➔ C 0 ([1,'t])

and we may conclude that

C 0 ([1 , a]) and C 0 ([1, 't]) have the same linear dimension. This contradicts theorem
2.5.1 (a). By symmetry we conclude that ~2 =f12- D

2.6.10 LEMMA: Let a be an initial ordinal.
(a) Let X = [I, c#J EB [1, 13) and Y = [1, ro0 J $ [1, y), where 1 S::µ S:: a are prime

components, cJ1;?: 13 and w0 ;?;y. Then C 0 (X)-C 0 (Y), implies µ=a .
(b) Let X =[I, a ·~] EB [1, 13) and Y =[I, a •fl] $ [1, y) where a is uncountable
regular, 1 S ~ Sfl < a, ~ and Tl are initial, a -~;?: 13, and a ·fl ;?:y. Then
Co(X)-Co(Y) implies ~=fl.
PROOF:

For

(a),

0

by

corollary

supp[l,ro Jc[l,c#JEB[l,6].

Since

1.2. 15
cJ1

is

(b)
a

there
prime

is

6 < 13

component,

such

that

we

have

[ 1, cJ1] $ [ 1, 6)"' [ 1, cJ1 ]. Hence by corollary 2.6.4, there is a linear embedding

8 : Co([l, w0 ]) ➔ Co([l, c#]). Then by lemma 2.6.7 (a) we have as::µ . Since by assumption a;?;µ, a=µ.
For the proof of (b), let 6 < 13 be such that supp [l, a•fl] c [1, a ·~] EB [l, 6] . Since
6 < a -~ we have o+a·~=a·~ and so [l, a ·~] EB[l, 6] "'[l, a ·~]. But then by corollary
2.6.4 there is a linear embedding 0: C 0 ((1, a•fl]) ➔ [l, a·~]). Hence by lemma 2.6.7
(b), ii s

r

Since Tl and~ are initial, Tl s ~ and so Tl=~ (because by assumption Tl;?:~) . □

2.6.11 LEMMA: Let a be an initial ordinal.
(a) Let X =Z 1 $ [1, w 6 ) and Y =Z2 $ [1, w't·ro), where Z 1 and Z2 are compact
spaces, 6, 'tare prime components, O= 1 or 6 is a a-ordinal, 1 S::OS::'t, and
w° ~=a. If a is singular, a= w or w6 ;?: a 2, then C (X) and C o(Y) are
0

not linearly homeomorphic.
(b)Let X=Z 1 EB[l, a -~) and Y=Z 2 EB[l , a•f1 •W), where Z 1 and Z2 are compact spaces, ~ is a-initial, Tl is initial, and w s; ~ S::fl S:: a . If a is uncountable
regular, then C o(X) and C 0 (Y) are not linearly homeomorphic.
PROOF: For (a) suppose the C 0 (X)- C 0 (Y). Then by lemma 2.6.8 (a), 6 > 1. By
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corollary 1.2. 15 (b) there is n e 1N such that supp Z 1 cZ 2 EB (1, ro't'"]. Again by corollary 1.2.15 (b) there is O; in the fixed sequence associated with
supp (1, ro't·(n+t)] cZ 1 EB [I ,

ro6'] .

By

lemma

2.6.3

and

the

o such

that

fact

that

C 0 ([1, ro't·(n+t)D-Co([l, ro't]) (theorem 2.5.13 (b)), there is a linear embedding
0 : Co([l , ro't]) ➔ Co([l, ro ']). Then by lemma 2.6.7 (a), 't$0; <O, which is a contrad6

iction.
For (b) suppose C 0 (X) - C 0 (Y). There is n e 1N such that suppZ 1 cZ2 EB (1, cx·11·n]
and

S;

in

the

fixed

sequence

supp[l,cx·11·(n+l)]cZ 1 EB[l,cx·s;] .

By

associated
lemma

2.6.3

with

s

and

the

such

that

fact

that

C 0 ([1,cx·11·(n+l)])-C 0 ([I,cx·11] (theorem 2.5.13 (c)), there is a linear embedding
0 : C o([l, cx·11]) ➔ C o([l, cx·s;]), so by lemma 2.6.7 (b), ii$~<~. which is a contradiction . □

2.6.12 LEMMA: Let ex be an initial ordinal.
(a) Let X =Z 1 EB [I, ro6 ) and Y =Z 2 EB [I , ro't ), where Z 1 and Z2 are compact

spaces,

o, 't are a -prime components or l , I $ o$ 't, and w° ~=a.

singular, ex= ro or ro 6 ;;c: cx2, then C 0 (X)- C o(Y) implies

If ex is

o= 't.

(b) Let X =Z 1 EB [I, cx·s) and Y =Z2 EB [I , cx·11), where Z 1 and Z2 are compact

spaces, s and 11 are a-initial or of the form 't·ro with 't initial, and
ro $ s $11 $ ex. If ex is uncountable regular, then C o(X) - C o(Y) implies
s=11 .

PROOF: For (a) suppose o < 't. By lemma 2.6.8 (a), o > 1. By corollary 1.2.15 (b),
there is 't; in the fixed sequence associated with 't such that supp Z 1 cZ 2 EB (1 , ro't'] .
Now let j > i. Again by corollary 1.2.15 (b), there is Ot in the fixed sequence associated
6

with o such that supp [l, ro'ti ] cZ 1 EB (1, ro t]. By lemma 2.6.3 there is a linear embeds:
ding 0 : Co([l, ro't1· ]) ➔ C o( [l , ro 6t ]). So by lemma 2.6.7 (a), we have 'tj < us: 1,ro:5u·ro,
which implies o <'ts o·ro. So since o and 't are prime components, we have 't = o·ro.
But this contradicts lemma 2.6.11.
For (b) suppose s < 11 . There is 11; ;;c: 1 in the fixed sequence associated with 11 such
that supp Z 1 c Z 2 EB [ 1, CX·Tl;]. For j > i, there is St ;;c: 1 in the fixed sequence associated
with S such that supp [I, cx·T1j] cZ2 EB (1, cx·si:l - By lemma 2.6.3, there is a linear
embedding 0 : Co([l,CX ·TljD ➔ Co([l , cx· stD ,
'Tl$~ s 'Tl and hence Tl= r

By lemma 2.6.7 (b), Tlj$Sk$r So

Now we have four cases:

Case 1: S, Tl are initial.
Since s < Tl, we then have~< fi. Contradiction.

Case 2: s is initial, 11 = 't·ro with 't initial.
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Then~ ='ij =t, so 't=~- But then we have a contradiction with lemma 2.6.11 (b).

Case 3: ~ = 't·ro with 't initial and 11 is initial.
By the same arguments as in case 3 we can derive a contradiction.

Case 4 : ~ = 't·ro and 11 = O·ro with 't and
Then t = 8 and so 't =

oinitial.

o, so~ =11, which is a contradiction. D

2.6.13 LEMMA: Let a be an uncountable regular ordinal, and X
where µ is a prime component, ~Sc# , ~ a a -ordinal, c# > a

2

=[1, c#] EB [l, ~),
and

"cil' = a . Let

Y=[l , a -~] EB[l, y), wheres is initial, 1 sssa, ya a-ordinal andySa·s . Then Co(X)

and C 0 (Y) are not linearly homeomorphic.

PROOF: To the contrary suppose C 0 (X)- C 0 (Y) . There is

o< y

such that

supp[l,c#]c[l , a ·s]EB[l,6]=[1,a·s]. By corollary 2.6.4, there is a linear embedding 0: C 0 ([1 , c#]) ➔ Co([l , a ·s]). But then by lemma 2.6.7 (a),
contradicts the fact that

c# Sa·ssa2 , which

c# > a 2 . D

2.6.14 LEMMA: Let a be an uncountable regular ordinal, and X =Z 1 EB [l , a·s)
and Y =Z 2 EB [1, c#), where Z 1 and Z 2 are compact spaces,~ Sa is a-initial or of the
form 't·ro with 't initial, µ is a a -prime component, c# > a 2 and

"cil' = a . Then C o(X)

and C 0 (Y) are not linearly homeomorphic.

PROOF: To the contrary suppose C 0 (X)-C 0 (Y). By corollary 1.2. 15 (b) there isµ; in
the fixed sequence associated with µ such that supp Z 1 c Z 2 EB [ 1, ofi ] . Let j > i such
that

roµi > a 2 •

By

corollary

1.2.15

(b)

there

is

k e lN

such

that

supp [ 1, roµi] c Z 1 EB [l , a ·s.tl - Notice that S.t < ~ S Cl. By lemma 2.6.3 there is a linear
embedding from C o([l , roµi ]) into C o([l, a·~,1:]). Since a 2 < roµi, there is also a linear
embedding from C 0 ([1 , a 2 ]) into Co([l, roµi]), thus there is a linear embedding
0: Co([l, a2 ]) ➔ Co([l , a·s.1:D - So by lemma 2.6.7 (b), asst and hence ClSS.t· Contradiction. D
We now come to the announced

2.6.15 COROLLARY:
(a)Let Xe .A and Ye .A . Then Cp(X)-Cp(Y)
and only if X

if and only if C o(X)-C o(Y) if

=Y.

(b)Let Xe :B and Ye :B. Then Cp(X)- Cp(Y)
and only if X = Y.

if and only if C o(X)-C o(Y) if
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PROOF: If Cp(X)-Cp(Y) , then by remark 2.6.2, Co(X)-Co(Y). Now suppose
C 0 (X)- C 0 (Y). Let a and 13 be ordinals such that Xe _J(a, ~). But then by lemma 2.6.9,

Ye .t1<a, ~). By lemmas 2.6.10, 2.6.12, 2.6.13 and 2.6.14 it then follows that X = Y. If
X =Y, then evidently Cp(X)-Cp(Y) and (a) is proved.

Similarly (b) follows from lemmas 2.6.9, 2,6,12 and 2.6.14.
2.6.16 LEMMA: Let Xe .J and Ye :B . Then C 0 (X) is not linearly homeomorphic
to Co(Y).

PROOF: X=[l,cp]EB[l,'ljf) and Y=[l,~) with cp a prime component, 'I' and~ a-

ordinals and cp ~ 'ljf. Suppose C o(X)- C 0 (Y). By theorem 2.5.1 (a), X = Y and therefore

\ji $

f

As in lemma 2.6.9 we can derive \ji = ~- Let a be the initial ordinal such that

\ji=~=a. By lemma 2.6.14 we have to consider two cases:

Case I: a is singular, a=ro or 'I',~> a 2 •
Then 'I'= ro't and ~ = c# with µ and t a-prime components or 1. By lemma 2.6.12
(a), µ =t and by lemma 2.6.8 (b) t > 1. There is t; < t such that supp [l, $] c [l, ro't'] .
So there is a linear embedding 0: C 0 ([1, cp]) ➔ C 0 ([1, ro't']) (corollary 2.6.4). By lemma 2.6.7, cp < rovro $ ro't = 'ljf. Contradiction.

Case 2: a is uncountable and regular.
Then 'I'= a ·T) and ~ = a ·t with T) and t a-initial or of the form initial ·ro, ro $ T), t $ a.
By lemma 2.6.12 (b), T)=t. There is ielN such that supp[l,cp]c[l,a·T);]. So by
corollary 2.6.4, there is a linear embedding 0: C 0 ([1, cp]) ➔ C 0 ([1, a·T);]). Since
a ·T);<a·T)='ljf$q>, there is a linear embedding 0':C 0 ([1,a ·T);]) ➔ Co([l,q>]). This
means that C 0 ([1, a·T);]) and C 0 ([1 , qi]) have the same linear dimension. So by
theorem 2.5.1 (c) q>=a·y+8 for some )'$(land 8<a with Y=T); . But then r<ii, so
)' < T), which implies q> < a ·T) = 'ljf. Contradiction. □
The following theorem gives the classification announced in the introduction of this
section.
2.6.17 THEOREM: Let a and
equivalent:
(1) Cp([l, a))-Cp([l ,

13))

(2) C 0 ((1, a))-C 0 ([1,

l3))

13 be a-ordinals Then the /:JI/owing statements are

(3) There are compacta X; and Yi
[1,

(i e IN) such that [l, a)= ©i=IXi,

13) = ©i=I Y; and for every i e IN, Cp(X;)-Cp(Y;) .
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(4)There are compacta X; and Y; (iElN) such that [1,cx)=EB7°=IXi,
(1, P)=EB7: 1 Y; andforevery i e IN, Co(X;)-Co(Y;).
(In fact the X; and the Y; are compact ordinal spaces.)
PROOF: For (1)

⇒

(2) apply corollary 1.2.21. Furthermore (2)

from lemma 2.6.6, corollary 2.6.15 and lemma 2.6.16. For (4)

⇒

(4) easily follows

⇒

(3) notice that for

compact ordinals we have the same isomorphical classification for the topology of
pointwise convergence and the compact-open topology (section 2.5), so
C o(X;)-C o(Y;) implies Cp(X;)-Cp(Y;). Finally (3)

⇒

(1) follows from lemma 2.3.7,

and the theorem is proved. D
2.6.18 EXAMPLE: Notice that (1, wro)=®7°= 1 [1, wn] and (1, w2 )=®7°=ill, w].
By theorem 2.4.7, Cp([l, wn])-Cp([l, w]) for each n e IN (because w~wn <wro)_ So

by theorem 2.6.17, Cp([l, w2 ))-Cp([l, wro)).
With the next lemma and theorems 2.6.17, 2.4.1 and 2.4.7, we have obtained a complete isomorphical classification for the spaces Cp(X) and C o(X) for a-compact ordinal
spaces X.

Notice that from the classification it follows that for these spaces

Cp(X)-Cp(Y) if and only if C 0 (X)- C 0 (Y).

2.6.19 LEMMA: Let a and p be ordinals such that C 0 ((1, cx))-C 0 ([1,

p)). Then

if and only if Pis a successor, and
(b) ex is a a-ordinal if and only if Pis a a-ordinal.

(a) ex is a successor

PROOF: For (a), if ex is a successor, then (1, ex) is compact. So by theorem 1.5.7

(1, P) is compact and thus Pis a successor.
For (b), let ex be a a-ordinal. By remark 2.6.2 (1, a) is a non-compact nonpseudocompact space, so by theorem 1.5.7 (1, P) is a non-compact non-pseudocompact
space. But then by remark 2.6.2, Pis a a-ordinal. D
By the obtained classification theorems we conclude that for locally compact spaces
X and Y and their respective one-point compactifications roX and wY, the fact that

Cp(X)-Cp(Y) does not necessarily imply that Cp(roX)-Cp(wY), and vica versa. For

example, Cp([l, wro)) is linearly homeomorphic to Cp([l, w2 )) (example 2.6.18), however Cp([l, wro]) is not linearly homeomorphic to Cp([l, w2 ]). Furthermore, Cp([l, w])
is linearly homeomorphic to Cp([l, w2 ]), but CP([l, w)) is not linearly homeomorphic
to Cp([l, w2 )) (lemma 2.6.8).
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The same remark applies to the compact-open topology.
The question now arises whether we can derive a similar classification for the spaces
of bounded continuous functions. This seems impossible by the methods of this section. Simply observe that corollary 1.2.15 (b) plays a fundamental role, and that it does
not hold for spaces of bounded continuous functions (example 1.2.12). In section 4.6
we will come back to this and we will show there that for CJ-ordinals a, theorem 2.6.17
does not hold for the spaces c;([l, a)).
Another question is whether a similar classification can be derived for arbitrary ordinal spaces. Again it seems that this is impossible by the methods of this section, because we essentially used that every closed and bounded subset of [1, a) is compact
(with a a a-ordinal), and by remark 2.6.2 this is not true for the spaces [1 , a) if a is an
ordinal with cf (a)> w.
Finally we remark that the results in this section are new. They are extensions of the
results in [3] for the countable case.

§2.7. Separable metric zero-dimensional locally compact
spaces
In this section we will give a complete isomorphical classification of the function
spaces Cp(X) and C o(X) with X a separable metric zero-dimensional locally compact
space. Notice that for separable metric zero-dimensional compact spaces X we already
have a complete classification of the spaces C 0 (X) (cf. theorem 2.4.1) and Cp(X) (cf.
theorem 2.4.7). This classification is such that for two spaces X and Y it follows that
Cp(X) is linearly homeomorphic to Cp(Y) if and only if C 0 (X) is linearly
homeomorphic to C 0 (Y) (cf. remark 2.4.8). By theorems 1.5.1 and 1.5.4 it remains to
present a complete classification of the spaces C o(X) and Cp(X) with X separable
metric zero-dimensional locally compact but not compact. For convenience in this section every space is separable metric.
2.7.1 LEMMA: Let X be a countable space which is locally compact but not compact. Then there is a a-limit ordinal a such that X "" [ 1, a).

PROOF: Let roX be the Alexandroff one-point compactification of X . By proposition
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2.2.7 and theorem 2.2.8, there is a limit ordinal A such that roX"' [l, A]. So Xis a dense
subset of [l, A] such that [l, A]\X contains only one point, sayµ . Since Xis dense in
[1 , A],µ is a limit ordinal. So

X = [ 1, A] \ ( µ} = [ 1, µ) EB [µ + 1, A] = [µ + 1, A] EB [ 1, µ) = [µ + 1, A+ µ) "' [ 1, a)

for some limit ordinal a. Since a is countable, a is a a-limit ordinal. □
By lemma 2.7.1 countable spaces which are locally compact but not compact are
homeomorphic to ordinal spaces. Since these ordinals are CJ-ordinals we already have a
complete classification for their function spaces Cp(X) and C 0 (X) (cf. theorem 2.6.17).
We shall now consider the case of uncountable locally compact spaces which are not
compact. The proof of their classification is similar to the one in section 2.6. We define
a class of spaces such that for every uncountable zero-dimensional space X which is locally compact but not compact, Cp(X) is linearly homeomorphic to a space in this
class. After that, we prove that two different spaces in this class are not linearly
homeomorphic, which gives the classification.

2.7.2 LEMMA: Let X be an uncountable zero-dimensional space which is locally

compact but not compact. Then there is a decomposition EBT'= 1X; of X consisting of
compacta such that either every X; is uncountable or Xi is uncountable iff i = 1.

PROOF: Let X = EBT'= 1Z; be a decomposition of X consisting of compacta (this is possible because X is zero-dimensional).

Case 1: Only finitely many Z; are uncountable.
Let n =max( i : Zi is uncountable} . Let X 1 =Z 1 EB · · · EB Zn and Xi =Zn+i - 1 (i :2:2).

Case 2: Infinitely many Zi are uncountable.
Suppose Z; 1 , Zi2' ··· are uncountable. Let Xn =Z;._ 1+1 EB · · · EBZi. Cio =0). Since

Xn is compact and uncountable we are done. □
We now define the class 'fJ u :lJ of spaces as follows:
'(J

= ( C EB [ 1, oi1)

:

C is the Cantor set and 1 ~ t < ro1 is a prime component},

:lJ = ( EB 7:1 C; : Ci is a copy of the Cantor set}.

Observe the following :
If Xe 'fJ, say X =C $ [1, rot), then X =C $ [1 , rot 1 ] EB [1, rot2 ) EB .... where (ti)i is the

fixed sequence cofinal with t which was chosen on page 90. If for X e 'fJ we write
X =EBT'=lXi, then we implicitly mean that the X; are as above. If Xe :lJ then we consid-
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er the fixed decomposition EBi=l C;.

2.7.3 LEMMA: Let X be an uncountable zero-dimensional space which is locally
compact but not compact. Then there is a decomposition EB7°= 1X; of X and a space
YE 'f5 u 1J such that Cp(X;)-Cp(Y;) (where Y; is the i-th component of the decomposi-

tion of Y stated as above). In particular Cp(X)-Cp(Y) and C 0 (X)-C 0 (Y) .

PROOF: By lemma 2.7.2 there is a decomposition EB7°= 1X f of X consisting of compacta, such that either every X f is uncountable or X f is uncountable iff i = 1.

Case I: X [ is uncountable iff i = 1.
Since X' = EB1=2X [ is a countable space which is locally compact but not compact,
by lemma 2.7.1 and lemma 2.6.6 there is a decomposition EB1= 1 Z; of X' and a space
Y' E .J u :IJ such that Cp(Z;)- CP (Y [). By lemma 2.6.9 Y' E _J(<.0, co) u :IJ(<.0, co), because X'
is countable.
If Y' E _J(co. co), then Y' = (1, cJ1] EB (1, ro1:), whereµ and 'tare prime components such

that l~µ,'t<ro 1 • Then Cp(Z 1)-Cp([l,cJ1]). Let X 1 =X 1EBZ 1 and for i~2 let

X; =Z;. Since X 1 is zero-dimensional, uncountable and compact, by theorem 2.4.7
Cp(X 1 )- Cp(C). So if we let Y = C EB (1, ro,:) we are done.
If Y'E:IJ(co.co), say Y'=[l,ro,:) with 'ta prime component, l~'t<roi, then let

Y = C EB (1, ro1:), X 1 =X 1and for i ~ 2, X; =Z;.
Case 2: Every X [ is uncountable.
Define Y = ©i=l C;. By theorem 2.4.7 Cp(X;)-Cp(C;), so let X; =X [. □

2.7.4 LEMMA:
(a) If X, YE 'f5, then Cp(X)-Cp(Y)

if and only if C o(X)-C o(Y) if and only

if

X=Y.
(b) lfX E 'f5 and YE 1J, then Co(X) andC 0 (Y) are not linearly homeomorphic.

PROOF: Part (a) follows directly from lemma 2.6.12 (a).
For (b), suppose that X=CEB[l,ro,:) and Y=EB1= 1 C;. Assume C 0 (X)-C 0 (Y).
There is n E IN such that supp Cc C 1 EB · · · EB Cn (corollary 1.2.15 (b)). There is

i E IN such that supp Cn+ 1 c C EB (1, ro1:;]. So by lemma 2.6.3, there is an embedding

$: Co(C) ➔ Co([l, ro1:;]).
Co(C)-Co(CEB[l,ro1:·co]),

Since
we

by

theorem
have

2.4.1
a

(c)

linear

we

have

embedding

8: C o([l, ro1:·con ➔ C o([l, ro1:;]). But then by lemma 2.6.7 (a), 't·ro < 't(ro. This is a contradiction. D
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2.7.5 THEOREM: Let X and Y be uncountable zero-dimensional spaces which are
both locally compact but not compact. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Cp(X) - Cp(Y)

(2) C 0 (X)-C o(Y)
(3) There are compacta Xi and Yi (i e IN) such that X =

EB1: 1Xi, Y = EBt=I Yi and

Cp(X;)-Cp(Yi) .

(4) There are compacta Xi and Y;

(i e IN) such that X

=EB i=I X;, Y =EB i=l Yi and

C o(X;)-C o(Y;).

PROOF: For (1) ⇒ (2) apply corollary 1.2.21. Furthermore (2) ⇒ (4) follows easily
from lemmas 2.7.3 and 2.7.4. For (4) ⇒ (3) notice that for compact zero-dimensional

spaces we have the same isomorphical classification for the topology of pointwise convergence and the compact-open topology (section 2.5), so C o(X;)-C o(Y;) implies
Cp(Xi)- Cp(Y;). Finally (3) ⇒ (1 ) follows from lemma 2.3.7. □

REMARK: In view of the remark after theorem 2.6.17 we have the following: Let
X and Y be spaces such as in theorem 2.7.5 and let CllX and wY be their respective one

point compactifications. By theorem 2.4.7, Cp(CllX) is linearly homeomorphic to
Cp(WY), irrespective of whether Cp(X) and Cp(Y) are linearly homeomorphic.
Again, the same remark applies to the compact-open topology.
We almost completed the isomorphical classification of the function spaces Cp(X)
and C 0 (X) of locally compact zero-dimensional spaces X. It remains to distinguish
between "countable" and "uncountable". For the pointwise topology, if Cp(X) and
Cp(Y) are linearly homeomorphic, we have that Xis countable if and only if Y is count-

able (by theorem 1.5.9). The same holds for the compact open topology as is shown by
the following
2.7.6 PROPOSITION: Let X and Y be locally compact zero-dimensional spaces
such that C o(X) and C 0 (Y) are linearly homeomorphic. Then X is countable
only

if and

if Y is countable.

PROOF: Suppose that X is countable and Y is uncountable. By theorem l.5.4b and

theorem 2.4.1 we may assume that X and Y are not compact. By lemma 2.6.6 and lemma 2.7.3 we may assume that Xe ..4 u;JJ and Ye

'f5

u:IJ. There is a clopen copy of C in

Y. Then supp C is contained in a clopen copy of [I, a] in X for some countable ordinal
a . So by corollary 2.6.4 there is a linear embedding from C 0 (C) into C 0 ([1, a]). Since
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(theorem 2.4.1) we then have a linear embedding

9: C 0 ((1, cxro])-+ C 0 ([ 1, ex]). But this is impossible by corollary 2.5.3. D
Notice that by lemma 1.4.1, proposition 1.4.3, theorems 1.5.1, 1.5.4, 2.4.1, 2.4.7,
2.6.17, 2.7.5 and proposition 2.7.6 we have as announced in the introduction of this
chapter that for locally compact zero-dimensional spaces X and Y, Cp(X) is linearly
homeomorphic to Cp(Y) if and only if C 0 (X) is linearly homeomorphic to C 0 (Y).
Finally we remark that the main results of this section were published in [3] .

CHAPTER3
On topological equivalence of function spaces

All spaces considered in this chapter are separable and metrizable.

Leth be a homeomorphism between Rand (-1, 1). Then for each space X and each
bounded/: X ➔ R, there is me IN such that (h /)(X) c [-1 + l /m, 1-1 /m ]. This allows us to identify Cp(X) and the subspace
0

(/ : X

➔

(-1, 1) : / is continuous}

of (-1 , l l ; similarly we can identify c;(X) and
(/e Cp(X): there ism e IN such that/ (X) c [-1 + ..!..., 1-..!...]} .
m

m

In particular if Xis countable, Cp(X) and c;(X) can be regarded as subspaces of the
Hilbert cube.
Let X = {xo, x 1, x2, ... } be a countable space, Cp, o(X) = (f e Cp(X) :f (xo) =0} and
c;, o (X) ={/ e c; (X) : f(x o) =0} . In this chapter we mainly consider non-locally compact countable spaces. For X = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2, ... } not locally compact, we assume that Xis
not locally compact at xo .
In [38), van Mill showed that for a non-locally compact countable space X, c;(X) is
homeomorphic to cr 00 , where

cr00 =(t})- and t7= {x e t2 :xi=O for all but finitely many i}

(t2 denotes separable Hilbert space).
One of our main results in this chapter is that for a non-locally compact countable
space X, Cp(X) is homeomorphic to

cr00 • We

will give two proofs. The first proof in

section 3.2 is quite technical: Among other things we prove that whenever Y is any other non-locally compact countable space, then there exists a homeomorphism from the
Hilbert cube onto itself arbitrary close to the identity which maps Cp, o(X) onto
Cp, 0 (Y). The second proof in section 3.3 is in the spirit of van Mill's proof that c;(X)
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and

cr00 are homeomorphic [38]. The strategy followed depends strongly on results of

Torunczyk [50], [51]. It is less technical than the proof in section 3.2, but it gives only
that Cp(X) and cr 00 are homeomorphic.
Section 3.1 contains preliminaries from infinite-dimensional topology which will be
used to prove our main results. In that section we also present some results on Qmatrices
The question remains whether for non-locally compact countable spaces X and Y,
there is a homeomorphism from the Hilbert cube onto itself arbitrary close to the identity which maps

c;,

0 (X)

onto

c;,

0 (Y).

In section 3.2 we give a positive answer to this

question.
In section 3.4 we give some final remarks. We state recent theorems of Dobrowolski, Gulko and Mogilski [20] and Cauty [16] from which can be concluded that for a
non-discrete countable space X, Cp(X) and c;(X) are homeomorphic to cr00 • Since for
any countable discrete space X, Cp(X) is homeomorphic to IRn, where n e 1N u (
is
00 )

the cardinality of X, we obtain a complete topological classification of the spaces
Cp(X), for countable spaces X. Furthermore in that section we state the uniform

classification derived by Gulko [27] of the uniform spaces Cp(X), for countable infinite
compact spaces X.

§3.1. Preliminaries and Q-matrices
In this chapter we consider products of spaces at several places. It will be convenient to explicitly define an admissible metric on such a product. For every i e JN, let

P; be a space with an admissible metric d; such that each d; is bounded by c for a fixed
c e JR. If we have a finite product of spaces P =II?=IP; then the specific admissible
metric d on P is defined by d =max (d 1 , ••• , dn}, and if we have a countable infinite
product of spaces P =Il;': 1 P; then the specific admissible metric d on P is defined by

where x =(x;);EJ•-1, y =(y;)iEIN e P. Whenever for each i e JN, P; =X for some space X,
we denote P by x-.
Consider the Hilbert cube Q =Il;':i[-1, 1];, where [-1, 1]; = [-1, l] for every i e JN.
Then the topology of Q is given by the metric
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x=(x;);EN,y=(yi)iEll'1eQ.
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The

subset

s=I1)"'= 1 (-1,1);

of Q,

where

(-1, l)i = (-1, 1) for every i e IN, is called the pseudo-interior of Q. B (Q) = Q \ s is

called the pseudo-boundary of Q. A space which is homeomorphic to Q is called a
Hilbert cube.
A subspace A of separable Hilbert space t2 will be called a Keller space whenever it

is compact, convex and infinite dimensional. In [33) it is proved that a Keller space is a
Hilbert cube (see also [39)). Since there is an affine embedding from Q into t2 , we obtain the following

3.1.1 THEOREM: A Keller space in Q is a Hilbert cube.
For spaces X and Y let

C (X, Y) = ( / : X

➔

Y :f is continuous}

X(X, Y)= ( / : X

➔

Y :f is a homeomorphism} .

and

Whenever X = Y we write X(X) for X(X, X). For f, g e C (X, Y) we define
d(f, g) = sup ( d(f (x ), g (x)) : x e X} e [O, oo],
where d is an admissible metric on Y. As is easily seen we have the following

3.1.2 LEMMA: Let X, Y and Z be spaces. Let f, g e C (Y, Z) and he C (X, Y) .
A

A

A

A

Then d(f •h, g •h) ~d(f, g). lf moreover his surjective, then d(f •h, g •h) =d(f, g).
Let X be a compact space and let A be a closed subspace of X. Then A is a Z-set in X
if and only if for every f e C (Q, X) and for every E > 0, there is a g e C (Q, X) such
that
(a) d(f, g) < E, and
(b) g(Q)nA

=0.

The definition of a Z-set is independent from the chosen metric on X . By .:l(X) we
denote the family of all Z-sets in X . A countable union of Z-sets is called a aZ-set. The
family of all crZ-sets in Xis denoted by .:l0 (X). An embedding

J :X ➔ Y,

another compact space, is called a .:I-embedding whenever J (X) e .:l(Y).

3.1.3 LEMMA ([39, Lemma 6.2.2)): Let X be a space. Then
(a) If A e .:l(X) and B cA is closed, then Be .:l(X).

where Y is
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(b) If A e .:l(X), then A has empty interior in X.

PROOF: (a) follows directly from the definition of a Z-set. For (b) suppose that

Int A ;t0. Let x e Int A and put e=d(x, X\IntA). Let f e C(Q, X) be the constant function with value x. If g e C(Q, X) satisfies d(/, g) < e/2, then obviously g (Q)nA ;t0.
Hence A is not a Z-set in X. □
3.1.4 LEMMA ([39, Lemma 6.2.3]): Let P = TI7°=I Pi be a countable infinite product
of compact spaces. Let A c P be closed such that rtj(A) ;t Pi for infinitely many j. Then
A

E

.:l(P).

PROOF: Letf=(/ 1 ,fi, ...)e C(Q, P) and £>0. For each i e IN, let di be an admissi-

ble metric on Pi bounded by 1. Find j

e

IN such that ri < £. By assumption there are

k > j and t e Pk \ Ttt (A ) . Define g e C (Q, P) by

g (x) = lf 1 (x), ... .f1r.-1 (x), t, ft+I (x), ... )

Then g (Q) nA =0 and
d(f, g) =sup {d(/ (q), g (q)): q e Q}
=sup {I7°= 1 Tidi(/;(q), gj{q)): q
=sup (2-kd1r.lft(q), t): q e Q}

e

Q}

~rt <ri <e. □
3.1.S THEOREM ([39, Th. 6.4.6]): Let E, Fe .:l(Q) and let f: E

➔F

be a

homeomorphism such that d(f, IE)<£. Then f can be extended to a homeomorphism

1: Q ➔ Q such that d(/, 1) < £.
3.1.6 THEOREM ([39, Th. 6.4.8]): Let X be a compact space, let A cX be closed
and let f : X

➔

Q be continuous such that f I A is a .:I-embedding. Then for every £ > 0

there is a .:I-embedding g : X

➔

Q such that d(f, g) < £ and g I A = f I A.

Let { An lneN be an increasing family of Z-sets in a compact space X. Then
{ An lnelN is a skeleton in X whenever for every £ > 0, n e IN and Z e .:l(X), there are
h e X(X) and m e IN such that
A

(a) d(h, 1) < £,

(b) h I An= I, and
(c) h (Z) cAm.
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The definition of a skeleton is independent from the chosen metric on X. A subset A of
Xis called a skeletoid in X if there is a skeleton {AnlnelN in X such that A =U;=tAn.
Note that if A is a skeletoid in X and h e Jl(X, Y), then h (A) is a skeletoid in Y. In the
following theorem sufficient conditions are given for an increasing sequence of Z-sets
in a Keller space to be a skeleton.

3.1.7 THEOREM: If { A; );.IN is an increasing family of Z-sets in a Keller space P
such that,
(a)for every i e IN, A; e .5(A;+i),
(b) for every i e IN, A; is convex and infinite-dimensional, and
(c) U~= 1A; is dense in P,

then { A; ) ; • IN is a skeleton in P .

PROOF: Let Z e .5(P), n e IN and e > 0. Since P is a Hilbert cube, there is by theorem
3. l.5,

o> 0

d(/, l E) <

o,

such that if £ , Fe .5(P) and if f : E ➔ F is a homeomorphism with
then f can be extended to a homeomorphism

J: P ➔ P

such that

d(f, l) < e (we use that a homeomorphism between P and Q is uniformly continuous).

"

Find (x 1, ... , x1c) cP such that P =Uj=tB (xj, 0/4). There ism "2'.n such that for
each j $, k, B (x j, o/ 4) r, Am ~ 0. By [39, Cor. 8.2.2] there Ais a retraction r: P ➔ Am such
that for each x e P, d(x, r (x)) =d(x, Am)- We claim that d(r, l) < o/2. Indeed let x e P.
Let j $,k be such that x e B (Xj,

Let r' = r I(Z uAn) : Z u

o/ 4). Find ye B (Xj, 0/ 4) r,Am . Then

An ➔ Am.

Then r' IAn is a .5-embedding. Note that Am is a

Keller space, hence a Hilbert cube. So by theorem 3. l.6 there is a .5-embedding
A

A

s: Z uAn ➔ Am such thats !An =r'IAn =IA.and d(s, r') < o/2. Hence d(s, 1) < o. Note

that Z uAn e .5(P) and s (Z uAn) e .5(P) and s : Z uAn

➔s

(Z uAn) is a homeomor-

phism. Hence there is he Jl(P) with d(h, 1) < e and h IZ uAn =s. This implies that
h (Z) cAm and h IAn= l. D

3.1.SEXAMPLE: For

every

ne IN,

let

Ln=[-1+1/n, 1-1/n]-,

and

let

L= u;=l Ln . By lemma 3. l.4 we have for i e IN, I:; e .5(Q) and I:; e S(I:;+1 ). Since
each I:; is convex and infinite-dimensional and I: is dense in Q it follows from theorem
3. l.7 that {Ln lneN is a skeleton in Q, so that I: is a skeletoid in Q.
Another well-known example of a skeletoid in Q is B (Q).
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There are interesting theorems on skeletoids. We mention a few which we will use
in the sequel.
3.1.9 THEOREM ((17, Lemma 4.3]): Let A and B be skeletoids in a Hilbert cube

P. Let Z

e

.:l(P) such that Z

l"I

(A vB) = 0 . Then for every E > 0, there is he H(P) such

that
(a)h(A)=B,
(b) h IZ= 1, and
(c) d(h, 1) < E.

3.1.10 THEOREM ((17, Th. 6.7; 39, Th. 6.5.3 (2)]): Let A be a skeletoid in a Hil-

bert cube P, Be .:l(P) and Ce .:l0 (P) . Then A \Band Av Care skeletoids in P.
3.1.11 COROLLARY: Let A be a skeletoid in Q, Be .:l(Q) and Ce .:l0 (Q) such

that C cB. Then for every E > 0 there is he H(Q) such that
(a) d(h, 1) < E, and

(b) h(B)l"IA =h(C).

PROOF: By theorem 3.1.10, (A \ B) v C is a skeletoid. By theorem 3.1.9 there is
he H(Q) such that
A

(1) d(h, 1) < E, and
(2) h((A \B)vC)=A.

Then we have
h(B)l"IA=h(B)nh((A \B)vC)
=h(B n((A \B)vC))
=h(BnC)
=h(C). D

We now presents the notions of a .:I-matrix and a Q-matrix. These notions were introduced by van Mill in (38].
A .:I-matrix in a compact space Xis a collection .iA = { A:!. : n, me JN} of Z-sets in X
such that for every m, n e JN,
(a)

A7 =0,

(b) A:!. cA:!.+ 1 , and
(c) A;:.+ 1 cA;:..
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Define the kernel of ..4 by ker ...4 = n ;=t u : =1A;:.. Then clearly ker ...4 is an F 0 ssubset of X.
Let ...4 = {A;:.: n, me IN} be a 2-matrix in a compact space X. Then ...4 is a Q-matrix
if and only if ...4 has the following properties:
(a) For every n e IN, { A;:.

lm >I

is a skeleton in X,

and for every n 1 < · · · < nm e IN and i 1, ... , im e IN\ { 1 ) ,
(b) n;= 1A:t is a Hilbert cube,
m
"t
(c) for every p e IN, { 1,....._•.t=!Ait
nAin,.,+p } i>J

.
IS

. ,....._•.t=t
m A""
ask e1eton m,
it, an d

(d) for every s, t e IN such that n;=I A ~t ct A f we have
,,-...,m

n,t

s

,,-...,m

, 'k=lAit nA 1 e 2(,

n,1:

'k=!Ait ) .

Note that if ...4 = (A;:. : n, me IN} is a Q-matrix in X and he Jt(X, Y), then
h (..4) ={h (A;:,) : n, me IN} is a Q-matrix in Y (we use that his uniformly continuous).
Let ...4 =(A;:.: n, me IN} be a 2-matrix and let A::,\ and A:;.22 be in ...4 such that
n1<n2

and

m1:2:m2 ,

Then

A;:.22 cA;:.\

so

A;:,\nA;:.22 =A;:.22 •

So

for

n 1 < · · · < nm e IN and i 1, .. . , im e IN\ ( 1) we may assume i 1 < · · · < im if we are
.mtereste d m
. ,,....._m
A"t
'*=I it .

3.1.12 THEOREM ([38]): If ..4 and :iJ are Q-matrices in Q, then
(a) ker ...4 is homeomorphic to
(b) for every

£

aw, and

> 0 there is h e Jt(Q) such that d(h, 1) < £ and h (ker ...4) = ker :iJ .

3.1.13 COROLLARY: Let P I and P 2 be Hilbert cubes and let ..4 and :iJ be Qmatrices in P 1 resp . P 2 . Then
(a) ker...4 is homeomorphic to

aw, and

(b) for every h e Jt(P 1 , P 2 ) and

£

> 0, there is g e Jt(P 1 , P 2) such that

A

d(h, g) <£and g (ker ...4) = ker :iJ.

PROOF: Observe that (a) is a triviality. For (b), let h 1: Q ➔ P 1 be a homeomorphism.
Then Y5=h11 (...4) and ;/)=(h •h 1 )- 1(:JJ) are Q-matrices in Q. Since h • h 1 is uniformly
continuous, there is o > 0 such that if d(x, y) < o, then d((h • h 1 )(x), (h • h 1)(y )) < e/2.
By theorem 3.1.12 (b) there is a e Jt(Q) such that d(a, 1) < O and a(ker Y5) = ker ;/) . Let
g =h •h 1 •a h 11. Then g : P 1 ➔ P 2 is a homeomorphism and g (ker ...4) =ker -1?. FurthO
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ermore by lemma 3.1.2 and the choice of

o,

d(h, g) =d(h, h • h 1 •a •h 11 )
=d(h •h1, h • h1 •Cl)<£. D

Van Mill used theorem 3.1.12 to prove that if Xis a non-locally compact countable
space, then c;(X) is homeomorphic to <Jro, The strategy of the proof is the following :
First a test space T of X is constructed and a Q-matrix 5J is found such that
ker!JJ=C; (T). So by theorem 3.1.12 (a) it follows that

c;(T) is homeomorphic to

<Jro .

Then by applying strong results of Torunczyk [50], [51] he derives that c;(X) is
homeomorphic to <Jro . In section 3.3 we will use the same strategy to prove that Cp(X )
is homeomorphic to <Jro,

3.1.14 EXAMPLE: Let I:n and I: be as in example 3.1.8. Let P =11;': 1 Q; , where
Q; = Q for every i e IN. Clearly Pis a Hilbert cube. For every n, me IN define A:!, cP

as follows
(1) A 7 = 0 for every n e IN and

(2) A:!, =(I:mf xQ x Q x Q x · · · for every n e IN and m ~2.
We claim that .A= { A:!, : n, me IN} is a Q-matrix in P. By lemma 3.1.4 for each
n, me IN, A:!, e .:J(P) and A:!, e .:l(A:!.+ 1 ). For each n e IN, A:!, is convex and infinite-

dimensional, and

u:=

is dense in P , so by theorem 3.1.7 we have that {A:!, lm>l is

1 A:!,

a skeleton in P for every n e IN. Now let n 1 < · · · < nm e IN and i 1 ,

. . •,

im e IN\ {l} .

By the observation made above we may assume i 1 < · · · < im . Then
m

("'\Ant
1

k=I

t

=(I:·1

)n1

x (I:·

1

)n2-n1 X ••.

x (I:·

•2

)n,,,- n., _1

xQxQxQ

X ...

1.,

is a product of Hilbert cubes and hence a Hilbert cube itself.
For p e IN and i ~ im,
m

nA ~t
k=I t
1

nA n,,.+p
= (I: ·
I

)n 1 X · • • X

I I

(I:·

1.,

)n.. -n.. - l X (I:·\P X Q X Q X Q X • • •
1F

. , ,,,..,.m
Ant
An..+p
and "1or p e IN an d 1. < lm
1,1;: 1 it n
i
=A;n,,,+p . By the above formulas and by
lemma 3. 1.4, for each i e IN,

Furthermore we have that

n;= A:t
1

nA?"'+p

is convex and infinite-dimensional, and
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U

oo

n..+p .
. r-.m
ni S
. by theorem 3. 1.7 , 1or
r
'A:=! Ant
it r,A ;
) 1s dense m
, 'A:=JA;•
. o agam
every

(r-.m

i= I ,

r-. m
nt
1.1:= 1A;•

p e IN, { ,

n,,.+p }

r,A;

•

·

nt

r-. m

i>l 1s a skeleton m, '.l:=!Ai• .

Finally lets, t e IN be such that n;= 1A: ctAf. Then by the above formulas we can
write fort > 1
m

00

m

00

nAt· = n E; and {"'\At· r,Af = n F;,
.I:=!
i=l
.l: =1
i=l
where all but finitely many E;'s and F;'s are equal to Q and the remaining finitely many
E;'s and F/s are elements of the family (Lnln>I· Since TI~ 1F; is a proper subset of
TI;"'=1E;, there is i e IN such that F; is a proper subset of E;. Since F; =Ln for some

n

e

IN or Q and F; also, it follows that each factor space of F; is a proper subset of the

corresponding

factor

space

of E; . Hence

by lemma

3.1.4 it

follows

that

TI7°=1F; e .:I(TI7°=1E;).
00

It is easily seen that ker ..i4 = L

00

,

so that by theorem 3.1.12 (a) L

is homeomorphic

to cr 00 •

COROLLARY 3.1.15: Let {P; : i e IN) be a family of Hilbert cubes, and

P =TI7°= 1P; . Then
(a) if :JJ and 'f5 are Q-matrices in P 1 resp. P 2 , then there is a Q-matrix ...4 in
P I xP2 such that ker ..i4 =ker :JJ x ker'& ,
(b) if for each i e IN, ...4; is a Q-matrix in P; , then there is a Q-matrix ...4 in P
such that ker ..i4 = TI7°=I ker ...4;,
(c) iffor each i e IN, A; is a skeletoid in P; , then there is a Q-matrix ...4 in P such
that ker ..i4 = TI7°=I A; ,
if :JJ is a Q-matrix in P I and A is a skeletoid in P 2 , then there is a Q-matrix
...4 in P I xP2 such that ker ..i4 =ker :JJ x A, and
(e) if :JJ is a Q-matrix in P 1 , then there is a Q-matrix ...4 in [- 1, 1] x P I such that
ker ..i4 = (- 1, 1) x ker :JJ.
(d)

PROOF: If ..i4 is a Q-matrix in a Hilbert cube Q 1, there is by corollary 3.1.13 (b) and
➔Q

1 such that h(L )=ker..i4. Moreover
by theorem 3.1.9 and example 3.1.8, there is for each skeletoid A in a Hilbert cube Q 1

example 3.1.14, a homeomorphism h: Q

00

00

a homeomorphism g : Q ➔ Q I such that g (L) =A. It is easily seen that
(1) there is a homeomorphism h 1 : Q

00

(2) there is a homeomorphism h2 : Q

00

(3) there is a homeomorphism

h3:Q

➔ (Q )2 such that h 1 (l:
00

➔ (Q
00

00

00

00

)

00

)

= (l:

00

)2.

00

00

such that h 2 (l: )=(l:
➔ QxQ
such that h3(l: )=l: x l:
)

00

00

,

00
,
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and
( 4) there is a homeomorphism h 4 : Q- ➔ [ -1, I] x Q- such that

h4(I.-) = (-1 , 1) x r,- .
Talcing the right combinations of the obtained homeomorphisms one can prove (a)
through (e). We outline (e). The other proofs are similar.
Let

h:

Q- ➔ P 1

a:P 1 ➔ [-1 , l] x P

1

be

a homeomorphism

by a=(l x h)•h 4 •h - 1 •

such

that

h(I.-)=ker~.

Define

Then a is clearly a well-defined

homeomorphism. Furthermore
a(kedn=((l x h) •h4 •h - 1 )(kedn
= ((1 x h) •h4)(I.-)
=(I x h)((-1, l) x I.-)
= (- 1, 1) x ker ~ Then .J = a(~) is a Q-matrix in [-1, I] x P I such that ker (.J) = (-1 , 1) x ker ~- D
In contrast to the theory of skeletoids, the theory of Q-matrices is hardly developed.

In view of theorem 3.1.10, a first question to ask, is whether for a Q-matrix .J in a Hilbert cube P and F e .:l(P ), there is a Q-matrix

~

such that ker ~ = ker .J \ F . We were

not able to prove this straight from the definition of a Q-matrix. However we can prove
the weaker statement that ker.J and ker.J\F are homeomorphic (theorem 3.1.21). As
will be clear in the sequel, the proof of this statement unfortunately has nothing to do
with Q-matrices. Before the proof can be given we have to present some more
definitions and known theorems.
A space X is said to be a CJ 00 -manifold if there is an open cover of X consisting of
sets homeomorphic to open subsets of cr 00 • Two spaces X and Y have the same homotopy type whenever there are f e C (X, Y) and g e C (Y, X) such that f •g is homotopic
to 1y and g •f is homotopic to 1x . We have the following theorem of Henderson.
3.1.16 THEOREM ([30)): If X and Y are CJ 00 -manifolds, then Xis homeonwrphic
to Y if and only if X and Y have the same honwtopy type.

A space X is an absolute retract (abbreviated AR), resp. an absolute neigborhood
retract (abbreviated ANR), whenever for every space Y and for every closed subspace
A of Y, every continuous function f: A ➔ X has an extension l: Y ➔ X, resp. an extension

J: U ➔ X over a neigborhood U of A in Y. By the Dugundji Extension Theorem,

cr 00

is an AR. A space X which admits an open cover consisting of ANR's, is itself an
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ANR ((39, Th. 5.4.5]). A space Xis contractible whenever the identity lx is homotopic
to a constant mapping. Note that two contractible spaces have the same homotopy type.

A space X is homotopically trivial whenever for every n e IN and every continuous
/: sn ➔ X, there is a continuous extension g: Bn+l ➔ X. The above notions are related

by the following
3.1.17 THEOREM ((39, Th. 5.2.15]): For a space X are equivalent
(1) Xis an AR,

(2) Xis an ANR and contractible, and

(3) Xis an ANR and lwmotopically trivial.

We proceed by proving the announced statement from the previous page (cf.
Theorem 3.1.21). We start with three lemmas.
3.1.18 LEMMA: Let Kc L be compact. Then for every E > 0, there is an embed-

ding f : Q ➔ L such that
(a)f lK=l,and
(b) d(/, 1) < e

PROOF: By lemma 3.1.4, Ke S(Q) and by example 3.1.8, {LnlneN is a skeleton in Q,
so there are n e IN and he Jl(Q) such that
(1) h (K) c Ln, and

(2) d(h, 1) < e/6.

By lemma 3.1.4, h(K)e .:l(Q). By theorem 3.1.10, L\h(K) is a skeletoid in Q. Funhermore h (L \ K) is a skeletoid in Q and h (K) misses L \ h (K) and h (L \ K) so that by
theorem 3.1.9, there is a e Jl(Q) such that
(3) a(h (L \ K)) =1: \ h (K),

(4) a I h (K) = 1, and
(5) d(a, 1) < e/6.

Since h (K) c L, we have by (3) and (4) that a has the additional property that
a(h (1:)) = L. Let ~=a • h. Find m e IN and a homeomorphism l;: Q
(6)

➔

Lm such that

SILn = 1, and

(7) d(l;, 1) < el 3.
Let/= ~-t

·s ·~: Q ➔ L. Then/ is clearly a well-defined embedding. Furthermore for
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XEK,

/(x)=(l}- 1 •S•CX•h)(x)

=(13- 1 •s •h)(x)
=(h- 1

•cx- 1

by (4)

•h)(x) by (1) and (6)

=x

by (4),

and by (2), (5), (7), and lemma 3.1.2,

d(f, 1)sd(13- 1 ·s•l3, s ·l3>+<l<s •l3, 13>+<l<l3. 1>
sd(13- 1 , 1)+d<s. 1)+d<l3. 1>
=2d(l3, l)+d(s, 1)
A

A

A

A

A

S 2d(cx, 1) + 2d(h, 1) + d(S, 1) < E. D

3.1.19 LEMMA: Let Kc}.;"" be compact. Then for every

ding f : Q

00

➔

£

> 0, there is an embed-

}.;"" such that

(a)f IK=l , and
(b) d(f, 1) < E.

PROOF: For every n
fn : Q ➔}.;

E

IN, 1tn(K)ct, so by lemma 3.1.18, there is an embedding

that fn I 1tn(K) = 1 and

such

/=({ 1 ,fi, ... ) Then/is easily seen to be as

Define / : Q""

d(fn, 1) < £.

➔ l:

00

by

required. □

3.1.20 LEMMA: Let K ct"" be compact and Z E .:l(Q

for every£> 0 there is an embedding f: Q""
(a)f lK=l ,

➔

00
)

such that K r.Z =0 . Then

00

I: such that

(b) f (Q"") r.Z =0, and
(c)d(f, l)<E.

PROOF: There is a continuous h 1 : Q"" ➔ Q "" such that h 1 (Q"") r.Z =0 and
d(h i, 1) < e/8. Let rt =d(h 1 (Q""), Z). By theorem 3.1.6 there is a Z-embedding
h2 : Q

00

➔Q

00

such

that

d(h2,hi)<min{TJ,El8}.

00

h2(Q )riZ =0.
Define g : h 2(K) u Z

x =
g( )

➔K u

{h2 (x) ~f x
1

X

E

If XE

Z by

h 2(K)

Z

.

Then

00

h 2(Q )E.:l(Q

00
)

and
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Then g is a homeomorphism between Z-sets in Q- such that d(g, lhi(K)uZ) < £/4, so by
theorem 3.1.5, g extends to a homeomorphism g:Q-

➔ Q-

such that d(g, 1) < e/4. Let

h = g · h 2. Then h satisfies
(l)hlK=l,
(2) h(Q-)nZ=0, and
A

(3) d(h, 1) < e/2.
Let ~=d(h(Q-), Z). By lemma 3.1.19, there is an embedding a: Q- ➔ I:- such that
a IK = 1 and d( a, 1) < min ( £12, ~) . Let f = a • h. Then f is easily seen to be as required.
□

We are now in a position to prove the announced
3.1.21 THEOREM: Let ..4 = ( A;:, : n, me IN) be a Q-matrix in a Hilbert cube P
and Z e S(P) . Then ker .,4 and ker .,4 \ Z are homeomorphic.
PROOF: By corollary 3.1.13 (b) and example 3.1.14, there is a homeomorphism
h: P ➔ Q- such that h (ker ..4) = i:-. It suffices to prove that for Z e S(Q-), i:- \ Z is
homeomorphic to i:-.

By corollary 3.1.13 (a), i:- is homeomorphic to aw, so i:- is an AR. Obviously
i:- \Z is a aw-manifold and hence an ANR.

CLAIM: i;- \Z is homotopically trivial.
Let f : Sn ➔ i:- \ Z be a continuous function. Then since i:- is an AR, f extends to a
continuous function g 1 : B n+I ➔ i:- . Then f (S") is a compact subset of i:- such that
f (S") nZ =0. By lemma 3.1.20 we then have an embedding g 2 : Q- ➔ I:- such that

g2l/(S")=l and g2(Q-)nZ=0. Let g=g 2 •g 1 : B"+ 1 ➔ I:-\Z. Then g is easily
seen to be an extension off
By theorem 3.1.17 and the claim we now have that i:- and i:- \Z are both contractible and hence they have the same homotopy type. By theorem 3.1.16 we then have that
i:- is homeomorphic to i:- \ Z. □
We finish this section with the remark that we did not prove all results in this section. Their proofs are beyond the scope of this monograph. For more information on
infinite-dimensional topology we refer to [11], (17], [18] and (39]. For more information on AR theory we refer to [14], [31] and (39].
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§3.2. Homeomorphic function spaces part 1
Let X = (x O, x 1 , x 2 , •.. ) be a countable space which fails to be locally compact at x oWe shall prove that Cp , o(X) can be written as the kernel of a Q-matrix in some Hilbert
cube.
Let 'lf: IN-+X x IN be a bijection and define
7t 1 :

cp : IN ➔ X

by q>=1t 1 •'1', where

X x IN ➔ X is the projection. The following lemma is of fundamental importance in

the process of describing Cp, o(X) as the kernel of a Q-matrix.
3.2.1 LEMMA: There exists a decreasing c/open base ( U;° L.IN at xo and for
eachx :itx 0 there exists a clopen neighborhood ux ofx such that for every n e IN,
(a) ifcp(n):itxo , then u~<n> riU~ 0 =0, and

(b)for s , n e IN, we have u; 0 \ [ u;i 1 uU {U~(j ) :j S:n, <l>U):itxo)] is infinite.
PROOF: Since no neighborhood of x 0 is compact, there exists a decreasing clopen

base {V;° );EIN at x O such that for every i e IN,
discrete subset Di .

V;° \ vf~ 1 contains

an infinite closed

We construct inductively a strictly increasing sequence Cin)nEIN of natural numbers
and for each n e IN such that cp(n) :itx 0 a clopen neighborhood Vn of cp(n) satisfying
(1) Vn ri Vf_0 = 0 , and

(2) V n ri Us <i. D s contains at most one point.
Suppose we found for n e IN, i 1 ,

... ,

in-I and Vj for j < n such that <l>U) :itxo. If

cp(n)=xo let in> in - I be arbitrary. If cp(n)=<l>U):itxo for some j < n, let Vn =Vj and
in> in-I arbitrary. Since we deal with a decreasing base at x 0 we have Vn ri

Vf.° =0

and Vn ri Us~J·Ds = 0, hence also Vn ri Us<i • Ds contains at most one point. If
cp(n), {<l>U) : j < n, <l>U) :it x O ) u {x O ), we can find a clopen neighborhood U of cp(n) and

.

.

in> in-I such that Uri vf 0 =0. Since Us<i Ds is closed and discrete we can find a

clopen neighborhood V n of cp(n) contained in U such that V n ri Us <i. D s contains at
most one point. This completes the inductive construction.
For n e IN, let U~ 0 = Vf.0 • For x :itx 0 , let k (x) =min cp- 1 (x), and let ux = Vt<x >· Let
n e IN with cp(n) :itx 0 • Then k(cp(n)) S:n, so by (1), u~n) ri ~

that

for s~in,

U~(n>riD 5 =0.

Hence

by (2)

we

0

=0. In addition we have

have

for s, ne IN

that
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u; 0 \ [ u;i 1 u U {u~> : j ~ n, 4>U) ;tx O} ] is infinite.

This proves the lemma. □

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, Cp(X) = {/: X

➔

(-1, 1) :/ is con-

tinuous} . Recall that Cp, o(X) = {/ e Cp(X) :f (x 0 ) =0} . We look at these spaces as subspaces of [-1, ll endowed with the product topology. [-1, ll is obviously a Hilbert
cube. Recall that on [-1 ,

ll we use the metric

for/, g e [-1, l]x.
We will now give another description of the space Cp, o(X), in terms of the kernel of
a Q-matrix. Let f=X\{xo} and P={O}x[-1,

If.

Evidently there is a convexity

preserving homeomorphism between P and Q. Hence by theorem 3.1.1 each Keller
space in Pis a Hilbert cube. Let {U~ 0 lnEN and {Ux :x ;txo} be as in lemma 3.2.1. For

x ;tx o let {U~} neN be a clopen decreasing base at x such that Ut = ux. For every
x e X and n, me lN, we define
(A) B~·n) = ( g e P : g (U~) c[g (x)-..!.., g (x)+ ..!.. ]}.
n
n

Furthermore for every n, m e lN we define

It will turn out that the family~= {A:!.: n, me lN, n > 1} is a Q-matrix in P such that

ker~=Cp,o(X).
3.2.2 LEMMA: For every n, me lN, we have
(a) A:!. is closed in P,
(b) A:!. cA:!.+ 1 , and
(c) A:!.+l cA:!. .

PROOF: It is easily seen that for every x e X and for every n, m e lN we have,
(1) B~· n) andL:!. are closed in [-1,

lf,
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Now the lemma follows from (I), (2) and (3). D
We first prove that ker..4=Cp,o(X) (lemma 3.2.4). Define F=(JE[-1, It:/is
continuous and f (xo) =0}. Then F cP. Observe that by the definition of continuity,

F = (")xeX n;=l u:=1 B~• n) (see [19]).

3.2.3 LEMMA: F

= (") Uc::,.
n=2m=I

PROOF: First suppose that f E F and n ~ 2. Then f E P. Because f is continuous, there

exists m E IN' such that for each j

~ n,

f <ut0 >) c [f <<l>U))- _!_,
f <<l>U)) + _!_n l,
n
and

_cnm · W econcuI dethat / E1,,....-•n=2 U-m=l enm·

. . 1· f E B<xo,n)
B<lllv),n) Th 1s1mp1es
m
n,,,..._n
'j=I m

Secondly suppose f E n;=2 u:=1c::,. Let x EX and n E IN'. Because 'I' is a bijection, there exists nx E IN' such that k ='lf-1(x, nx) > n. Then <l>(k) =x. There exists m E IN'
such that/ E
/ E

So/E

c~. hence

C~ cB~· k) cB~·

n).

nxeX n;=l u:=1B~· n) =F.

3.2.4 LEMMA: Cp, o(X) =

n

This completes the proof of the lemma. D

U A::,.

n=2m=l

PROOF: First suppose f E Cp, 0 (X) and n ~ 2. There exists k ~ 2 such that

hence f E L't. Since f E F, there exists m ~ k such that f E c:;.. So/ E c::, n L:!. =A::,. We
conclude that/E

n;=2u:=1A:!..
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u:=

Secondly suppose f e n;=l
1A:!. . Since for every n, me IN, A:!. cc:;., we
have by lemma 3.2.3, f e F. Since for every n e IN there is me IN such that
feA:!.cL:!., we have that (f(x 1 ), ..• .f(xn)} c(-1, 1). So fe Cp,o(X). This proves

the lemma. D
3.2.S LEMMA: For every n 1 < · · · < nm e IN and i 1 ,

. . . ,

im e IN\ {1} we have

that n;= 1A:t is a Keller space in P, hence a Hilbert cube.

n;=IAitt is a Keller space, we have to verify that n;=1A7: is

PROOF: To prove that

compact, convex and infinite-dimensional.

n;=A:t is closed in P, hence it is compact.

By lemma 3.2.2 (a),

n;=1A;:

1

To prove that

is convex we first claim that for every x e X and for every n, me IN, B~· n) is

convex. Indeed, let f, g e B~·

A e [O, I] and h = A.j + (1-A)g. Since P is convex, we

n ),

u:,., then

have he P. Furthermore if y e

lh(x)-h (y) I ~Al/(x)-f(y)I +(1-A)lg(x)-g(y)I

~ A_!._+(1-A)_!._=_!._ .
n

So he B~·n ) , so

n

n

is convex. It is easily seen that for every n, me IN, L:!. is con-

B~·n )

vex. Since the intersection of convex sets is again convex,
Finally, to see that

n;=1A~

n;=A?tt is convex.
1

is infinite-dimensional notice that for every x e X and

for every n, me IN,
( 0} x [-_!_ _!_ ]r cB (x. n )
2n ' 2n

m

•

l

l

y

and for every n e IN and me IN\ (I}. (O} x [-~• T,;"] cL:!., so
m

l

l

2n.,

2n.,

y

,,...._

nt

(o} x [ - - , - ] c, ,Ait .

We conclude that

.t=l

n;= A:t is a Keller space in P, hence by theorem 3.1.1 n;=1A:t is
1

a Hilbert cube. D
For every i, k e IN we define h (i, k ): P
f (x)

h(i,k)(f)(x)=

{

T

➔P

by
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Notice that since x; ;t,x 0 , h (i, k) is well-defined.
3.2.6 LEMMA: Let i, k e IN'. Then
(a) h (i, k) is continuous and d(h (i, k), 1) ~ z-i+I, and
(b) if i > I, k ~p < i ands e IN' are such that
X; E

u;

0

\[

u;i1 uU{ufU) :j ~p.

$U);tcxo} ], then

(i) for n ~ k and me IN', h (i, k)(A:!.) cA::,,
(ii) for n ~p and m > s, h (i, k)(A:!.) cA::, , and

(iii)for n > k, h (i, k)(P) nA; =0.

PROOF: For every x e X, let 7tx : P

nate. Then for x ;tcx; , we have
so that for each x e X,

1tx

1tx

➔

[-1, I] be the projection onto the x-th coordi-

• h (i, k) = 1tx and for x =x;, we have

1tx • h

(i, k) = 1/ k,

•h (i, k) is continuous. So we have that h (i, k) is continuous.

Furthermore we have
d(h(i, k), l)=sup (d(h(i, k)(f),f)

:f e P}

= sup (!:;=I z-j I h (i, k)(f )(xj)-(f )(xj) I :f e P}
= sup (z-i 11 / k-f (x;) I :f e P}
~2- i ·2=z-i+I

We prove (b)(i) and (b)(ii) simultaneously. Let n, me IN' be such that n ~k and
me IN' or such that n ~p and m > s. If m = I there is nothing to prove, so let m > I and
f e A::, . We have to prove that h (i, k )(f) e A:!. =L:!. n c::,.
Since f e

L::, and n ~ p < i, we have for j

~n

Hence h (i, k)(f) e L::,. To prove that h (i, k)(f) e

c::,,

we take y e U~. where

x e (xo} u {$U) : j ~ n }. Notice that x ;tcx; because

and n ~p.
If y ;tcx;, then since f e B~· n),
lh(i, k)(f)(y)-h(i, k)(f)(x)I = If (y)-f (x)I ~_!_.
n

Now assume thaty =x;. If x ;t,x 0 , then x =$U) for some j ~n with $U);t,x 0 . Then
x l· =y E u~U)
m

C

uqi(j)
1 ,
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which is a contradiction. Hence x =x 0 • If m > s, then

u: c u;i
0

1,

so x;;

u:

0

•

But this

means that y ; U!,, which gives a contradiction. So n S k and we get
lh(i, k)(f)(y)-h(i, k)(j)(x)I

= l-k1 -01 =..!..s..!...
k

n

We conclude that h (i, k)(j) EB~· n), hence

So h (i, k)(f) EC:!. nL:!. =A:!. . This proves (b)(i) and (b)(ii).
For (b)(iii), let n > k. Since x; E

u;

0

,

we have for f E P,

We conclude that h (i, k)(j) ¢B~xo, n), hence h (i, k)(f) ;A;. This proves the lemma. D
3.2.7 COROLLARY: For every n, m E IN with n > 1 we have that A:!. E :.l(P) and

A::, E :.l(A:!.+1 ).
PROOF: By lemma 3.2.2, we have that A:!. is closed in P and A:!. cA:!.+ 1, hence A:!. is

closed in A:!.+t ·
Let/EC (Q , P) or f EC (Q, A:!.+ 1) and let E > 0. By lemma 3.2.1 (b),

u:

0

\ [

u:0+1

u

U{Ufv> : j Sn,

$U)~xo)]

is infinite so we can choose x; in this set such that i > n, and

ri < e/2. Define g : Q ➔ P

by g =h (i, l) •f Then g is well-defined. By lemma 3.2.6 (a), g is continuous and

d(g,

n sd(h (i, 1), 1) sri+i < e.

If f E C (Q, A:!.+ 1), we have by lemma 3.2.6 (b)(ii),
g(Q)ch(i, l)(A:!.+1)cA:!.+1 •

Furthermore because n > 1, we have by lemma 3.2.6 (b)(ii), g(Q)nA:!.=0. We conclude that A:!. E :.l(P) and A:!. E :.l(A:!.+t ). D
3.2.8 COROLLARY: For every n 1 < · · · < nm E IN, i 1,
and i E IN we have that

... ,

im E IN\ {1}, p E 1N
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and

,,....._m

n1

n.,+p .

PROOF: By lemma 3.2.2, we have that , 'k=lAit nA;

IS

. ,,....._m A"t
cIosed m
, 't=l it an d

,,....._m "l
11.,+p .
. ,,....._m "t
11.,+p
, 'k=lAit nA;
IS closed m, 'k=lAit nA;+1 .
m
n1
m Ank
·
Let f: Q ➔ nk=lAit
or f.· Q ➔,,,....._'k=l
it n An,,,+p
i+l be contmuous
and 1et£> 0. B y
lemma 3.2.1 (b),

is infinite, so we can choose Xio in this set, such that i o > nm+P, and 2-io < e/2. Define
g:Q ➔ P

by g=h(io,nm)•f Then g is a well-defined continuous function and

d(g,!)<£
Since/(Q)cn;= 1A4.\ we have by lemma 3.2.6 (b)(i), g(Q)cn;= 1A4.t. Furthermore if f(Q)cA?-;tP. then by lemma 3.2.6 (b)(ii), g(Q)cA'/':?. By lemma 3.2.6

3.2.9 LEMMA: For every n > 1: ( A::, lm>l is a skeleton in P.
PROOF: Observe that P is a Keller space. To prove the lemma we shall verify the

conditions in theorem 3.1.7. By corollary 3.2.7 and lemma 3.2.2, ( A::, lm>l is an increasing family of Z-sets in P. Again by corollary 3.2.7, we have for every m E IN,

A::, E S(A::,+1).

By lemma 3.2.5,

A::,

is convex and infinite-dimensional. So we only

have to verify that U ==2A::, is dense in P. Notice that CP, 0 (X) is dense in
{0} x(-1, tl which is dense in P, hence Cp,o(X) is dense in P. Since
u:=2A:!. ::> cp, o(X), u:=2A:!. is dense in P. We obtain that (A:!. lm > I is a skeleton in
P. □

3.2.10 LEMMA: For every n 1 < · · · < nm E IN, i 1 ,

have that ( n;= 1A4.t nA?"'+p li>l is a skeleton in

••. ,

im E IN\ (I} and p

E

IN we

n;= A~.
1

PROOF: By lemma 3.2.5, n;= 1A?1t is a Keller space. To prove the lemma we again

shall verify the conditions in theorem 3.1.7. As mentioned in section 3.1 we may assume i 1 < · · · < im. By corollary 3.2.8, we have for every i

E

IN,
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and

By lemma 3.2.5, n;= 1A4t nA;'"'+p is convex and infinite dimensional, so we only have
-

m

m

to verify that UA;'"'+p n nA 4t is dense in nA 4t. To this end we have to prove that
i=l
.l:=1
.l:=1
for arbitrary g

E

n;=,A::l' y 1, ... 'Yn

EX

and E > 0, we have for

that (U nn;= 1A;:t)nU~=tAi"'+p .c0. Since we deal with decreasing clopen bases it
is possible to find i o >nm+ p such that l / i O < e and
(1)

c.1~i) n uf~ > =0 if $U1) .t$U2) and ii, h

(2)

uf~o> n ut<J> =0 if $Uo>¢ut<J>, k ~m, J Sn.1: and Jo ~nm +p,

(3)

ut~o) n ut

2

0

Snm+P,

=0 if $Uo)¢U;l0 , k Sm and Jo Snm +p,

(4) for a e ( $U): J ~ nm+P} u ( x o} and YI.ta we have YI¢ Uf0 (/Sn), and

.

.

(5)for$U)¢(xo, --,Xn} wehaveUf0°>n(xo, --,Xn }=0U:.:nm+p).
Now define f : X

➔

[-1, 1] by

1"f XE

f (X ) = 0

(1-~ )g (x)

uxo; 0 ,

elsewhere.

lo

By

lemma

3.2.1

(a)

and

(1)

there

is

for

every

xeX

at

most

one

a e ( $U): J Snm+P} u ( xo} with x e Uf0 , and since g (X) c [-1, l], f (X) c [-1, 1], so

we conclude that f is a well-defined mapping. Furthermore f (x 0 )=O, hence f e P. To
prove the claim we will show that f e (Un n;= 1A4t) n U~= 1A;'"'+P_ For that we first
provefe U. To this end let t:.:n. Ify,¢($U):J:.:nm+p}u(xo} then by (4) and by
definition of f,f (y1) = (1- 1/ i 0 )g (y1) so
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If Yt e ( cpU) : j Snm+P) u ( xo) then by the definition off,

So we indeed have f e U.
To prove thatfe

m
n1
nt=iA;
,
1

,-...,m

we first show thatfe,

't=1 C;n11 . To this• end let kSm

and be (cpU):jSntlu(xo} , Notice that beUf0 , hence f(b)=(l-llio)g(b) . Let
xe

ut. First suppose there is a e ( cp(/) : / S nm +p ) u ( x

O}

such that x e UfO• In this

case f (x) = (1- l!i 0 )g (a) . If a =x 0 then by lemma 3.2.1 (a), a =be

ut ,and if a 'l'xo

then by (2) and (3), a e Uf1 . Since

we now have
1

1

I

I

10

10

ni

ni

If (x)-f (b) I =(l-~) lg (a)-g(b) I S(l-~)- < - .
Secondly suppose for every a e ( cp(/) : / S nm+P} u ( x o} we have x ~ Uf0 • Then
I

I

10

10

I
ni

1
ni

lf(x)-f(b)I =(1-~)lg(x)-g(b)I S(l-~)-<-

We conclude that f e

ni
Sofe,r-.m
•t=1C;k

n;=l c:1 • Now let k Sm and j S nt,

By (5) we have

m ni m ni
r,(lk=!Lit -nt=1A;k.

Finally we have to prove that f e U ;: 1A7,.+p. In fact we show that f e A':tp . Let
a e (cpU): j S nm+ p) u (xo). and let x e Uf0 • Then f (x) = (1 -1 /i o)g (a)= f (a), so
I

lf(x)-f(a)I =OSn,.+p

So f e C'!;+p. Since for every x e X, If (x) I s 1-1/io we have f e A':;+p. This proves
the lemma. D
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3.2.11 LEMMA: For every n 1 < · · · < nm e IN', i 1,
such that S

.. . , im e IN'\ { 1} ands, t e IN'
s
m
n1
n1
> 1 and n.1:=1A i1 r:t.A, , we have n.1:=1Ai1 ('\A,s E fl(,r-."'
'.l:=!Ait ).
"'

Iii

PROOF: Let n 1 < · ·· <nmeIN', i 1 ,

imeIN'\{l} and suppose n;=IA~ r:t.A:.

•• • ,

As mentioned in section 3.1 we may assume i 1 < · · · < i,,. .
Ifs> nm we have by corollary 3.2.8,
m

m

So from now on we assume that

s $nm .

If there exists I $ m such that s $ n1 and t '2:.i1,

then by lemma 3.2.2,
m

'"'An1
I
;
.i: =1 1
I

C

An'
i
1

C

A'I

and we have a contradiction. So for every k Sm, s > n.1: or t < i1c , There exists r Sm
such that n,_ 1 < s Sn, . (Let n 0 = 1).
Letf : Q ➔ n ;=1A:1 and e > 0. By lemma 3.2.1 (b),

u; u;~ 1 u U
0

\[

{Uf<il

:J Snm, $U)~xo} l

is infinite. Choose x; in this set, such that i > nm,

x; ¢ { $U) : j $nm} . Define g : Q

➔

ri < e/2.

Notice that

P by g =h (i, n, _1 ) • f Then g is well-defined and

d(f, g) <€. We claim that g (Q) c n;= 1

A:

1

.

To this end let k Sm. If n.1: Sn,_ 1 , then by

lemma 3.2.6 (b)(i),

If n, _1 < nt $nm, thens Sn, Sn.1; . Sot< it, Then by lemma 3.2.6 (b)(ii),

m

n1

Sog(Q)e l\.1: =1A;1

·

To finish the proof of this lemma, notice that by lemma 3.2.6 (b)(iii), g (Q) /"'\A: =0

3.2.12 THEOREM: ..4 is a Q -matrix in P .
PROOF: By lemma 3.2.2 and corollary 3.2.7, ..4 is a fl-matrix. The theorem now follows directly from the lemmas 3.2.5, 3.2.9, 3.2.10 and 3.2.11. D
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We now come to the main result of this section.

3.2.13 THEOREM: Let X be a non-locally compact countable space. Then
(a) Cp(X) is homeomorphic to a 00 , and
(b) If Y is another non-locally compact countable space, then for every E > 0
there is he Jt(Q) such that h(Cp,o(X))=Cp,o(Y) andd(h, 1) < E.

PROOF: By lemma 3.2.2 and lemma 3.2.4 it follows that Cp, 0 (X) = ker .,d, so by corollary 3. 1.13 (a), Cp,o(X ) is homeomorphic to cr 00 • By proposition 2.3.2, Cp(X) is
homeomorphic to Cp, 0 (X) x R, hence

Now let Y be another non-locally compact countable space and let E > 0. Then by corollary 3.1.13 (b), there is he Jt(Q) such that h(Cp, o(X )) =Cp,o(Y) and d(h, 1) <E. D
In [38] it was proved that for a non-locally compact countable space X, c;(X) is

homeomorphic to cr 00 . He did not prove theorem 3.2.13 (b) for c;, o(X). To show that
in this case theorem 3.2.13 (b) is also valid we will give, for a non-locally compact
countable space X, a Q-matrix .,d such that c;,o(X)=ker.,d . Since the calculations are
more or less the same as in the case of Cp, o(X) we will be brief.
Let X be a countable space which fails to be locally compact at some point xo e X.
Again let X={x 0 ,x 1 ,x 2 ,
map

1t 1

•v: N

introduction,

➔ X.

.... }, Y={x 1 ,x 2 , .... ).

P={O} x(-1, 1)1 and let~ be the

We consider the same clopen bases as above. As mentioned in the

c;, (X) = (f e Cp,
0

0 (X)

:f (X) c (-1 + l /m, 1-1/m] for some me N} .

For every x e X and n, m e N, define

For every n, me N, define A7 =0, and form> 1,
n

A! =B~ 0 • n) n ns~U), n) .
j=I

As in lemma 3.2.4 we have the following:

3.2.14 LEMMA: c;,o(X)=

n

UA!. D

n=lm=I
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One can prove that .A.= {A:!.: n, me IN} is a Q-matrix in P. The proof is more or
less the same as the proof of theorem 3.2.12 and we will only give some remarks.
It is not necessary to copy the proof of corollary 3.2.7. We have A:!. e :l(P) because
of lemma 3.1.4. Furthermore we can simplify the proof of the claim in lemma 3.2.10:
The condition in (5) can be skipped but we need i O > im to prove f e A ?;+P. The function f can be defined as follows:
g (<PU)) if XE
f (X ) = 0

g (x)

I"f XE

utf> u $ nm+P ),
0
u-"io,

elsewhere.

As in theorem 3.2.13, we have
3.2.15 THEOREM: Let X be a non-locally compact countable space. Then

(a) c;(X) is homeomorphic to a 00 , and
(b) If Y is another non-locally compact countable space, then for every

£

>0

there is he X(Q) such that h (c;. 0 (X)) =c;. 0 (Y) and d(h, l) < e.
The question remains whether for non-locally compact countable spaces X and Y
there is a homeomorphism from the Hilbert cube onto itself arbitrary close to the identity which maps Cp(X) onto Cp(Y) resp. ~;(X) onto c;(Y). By theorem 3.2.13, we
have for£> 0, he X([-1, l] xP) such that d(h, 1) <£,and
h((-1, l)xCp,o(X))=(-1, l)xCp,o(Y).

By proposition 2.3.2, (-1, l)xCp,o(X) is homeomorphic to Cp(X). This is not what we
need to solve the above question. We actually need a homeomorphism from [-1, 1) xQ
to Q which maps (-1, l)xCp,o(X) onto Cp(X). Whether such a homeomorphism exists
remains unsolved.

§3.3. Homeomorphic function spaces part 2
In this section we give another proof of the statement that for a non-locally compact
countable space X the function space Cp(X) is homeomorphic to cr00 • We first compare
the strategies followed in this section and section 3.2. In section 3.2 we found a Qmatrix .A. such that ker .A.= Cp, o(X). Using corollary 3.1.13, it was then easily deduced
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that Cp(X) and aw are homeomorphic. The Q-matrix involved asked for a lot of technical calculations. However this was not a waste of time, since this strategy also gives
the result stated in theorem 3.2.13 (b). The strategy in this section starts with a test
space T. One could say that Tis the "simplest" non-locally compact countable space:
moreover T is a closed subspace of any non-locally compact countable space (lemma
3.3.1). Next a Q-matrix :JJ will be given such that ker:JJ=Cp,o(T). This Q-matrix is
much easier to deal with than the one in section 3.2. It follows that Cp(T) is
homeomorphic to aw. To get this also for arbitrary non-locally compact spaces X we
use strong results of Toruftczyk [50], (51], which gives the necessary connection
between Cp(X) and Cp(T). The method of this section was used by van Mill in (38],
where he proved that c;(X) is homeomorphic to aw.
We first define the test space T. The underlying set of Tis IN 2 v {oo). Each point of
2

IN is isolated and ( ( {n, n +1, · · · ) x IN) v ( oo)) n. IN is a local open base at oo. Then T
is obviously a countable space which is not locally compact at oo. Among the nonlocally compact countable spaces, Tis a special one as is shown in the following
3.3.1 LEMMA: Let X be a non-locally compact space. Then X contains a closed
copy ofT
PROOF: Let xo be a point where X fails to be locally compact. Let (Un: n e IN) be a

decreasing open base at x 0 . Since no

Un

is compact we may assume that for each

n e IN, Un\ Un+l contains an infinite closed discrete subset Dn. Let S =(x) v u;=lDn.

Then Sis obviously closed in X and homeomorphic to T.

□

Recall from the introduction that CP (T) = {f : T ➔ (-1, 1) : / is continuous) and
Cp.o(T)= {/e Cp(T) :/ (oo)=0).

For convenience let I= (-1, l], Im= (-1 + 1/m, 1- 1/m] for every me IN and
B (E) = IT [-E, E]j for every E > 0.
i=l

For every i e IN, let Qi= ITj=i Iij, where Iij = I for every j e IN. Let P = IT;': 1 Qi, where
Qi= Q for every i e IN. Observe that there is a convexity preserving homeomorphism
between P and Q, hence by theorem 3.1.1 each Keller space in P is a Hilbert cube.
Define <I>: Cp. o(T)

➔P

by

$(/)i = (f ((i,j))) jeN, for every i e IN.
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is easily seen to be an embedding.

For every n, m e IN define A;;. c P by
(1) A 1 =0 for every n e IN and
m

(2) A;;,= IT Wmr xixix · · · )j x
i=l

IT B;(2-n) for every n e IN and m ~2.

i=m+l

It will tum out that .J = { A;;, : n, me IN} is a Q-matrix in P such that its kernel is equal
to q>(Cp, o(T)). As will be clear in the sequel the calculations involved are not so
comprehensive as the ones in section 3.2.
3.3.2 LEMMA: .J is a :I-matrix in P.
PROOF: By lemma 3.1.4 we have for every n, me IN, that A;;, e :/(P). It is clear that

for every n, me IN, A;;, cA;;,+ 1 and A;;,+ 1 cA;;, . □
3.3.3 LEMMA: ker .J =q>(Cp, o(T)).
PROOF:

Let /=(/ij)(i.j'JEN2eker.J and (i,j)eIN 2 •

Define f:T ➔ (-1,1) by

u:=

2

f((i, j))=/;j for (i, j)e IN and f( 00 )=0. Since fe
1A!,., there is me IN with
f e A!,.. If i Sm then /;j e Im c (-1, 1) and if i > m then /;j e [-rj,Tj] c (-1, 1), hence

1 is

well-defined. We will prove that

prove that
such

To this end we only have to

1 is continuous at oo. Let e > 0 and n e IN such that rn < e. Let m e IN be

that

feA;;,.

f(({m

+ 1, m + 2,

so f

cp(Cp. o(T)).

e

1 is continuous.

Then

i>m and jeIN. So
c (-e, e), hence 1e Cp. o(T). Obviously cp(f) = f,

1/;jlsTn<e

· · · } x IN) u {

00 })

for

Conversely let f e Cp. 0 (T) and n e IN. Since f is continuous at 00 , there is m 1 e IN
with If (i, j) I < rn for i > m I and j e IN. There ism ~m 1 such that for every i Sm
and jSn we have 1/(i,j)I Sl-1/m. Then cp(f)eA;;, and we conclude that
q>(f) e ker .J. D
3.3.4 LEMMA: .J is a Q-matrix in P.
PROOF: By lemma 3.3.2 .J is a :/-matrix in P. Notice that by lemma 3.1.4 we have for

every e>O and O<e that B (o) e :l(B (e)).
CLAIM 1: For every n e IN, {A;;,}m> 1 is a skeleton in P.
Notice that P is a Keller space. To prove this claim we verify the conditions in
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theorem 3.1.7. By lemma 3.1.4 we have for every n, m E IN that A;!. E :l(P) and

A:;, E :l(A:;,+1 ). Because each A:;, (m > 1) is a product of non-degenerate intervals, it is
convex and infinite-dimensional. To prove that for every n E IN,
P, let f E P and U =n

(i,

u:=

1 A;!.

is dense in

j). IN2 U;j a standard neighborhood off in P. There is m 1 E IN

such that i > m 1 implies U;j =I for every j E IN. There ism "2:m 1 such that U;j n Im* 0
for every i,jEIN. We claim that UnA;;.*0. Indeed, let (i,j)EIN2 . If i~m then
1t;j(U nA:;,) ::> U;j n Im* 0 . If i > m then 1t;j(U nA;;.) = I nB (Tn) * 0 . We conclude
that (A:;, lm > 1 is a skeleton in P.
Now let n 1 < · · · < nm E IN and i 1 ,

... ,

im e IN \ (I). As mentioned in section 3.1

we may assume i 1 < · · · < im
m

CLAIM 2:

nA;: is is a Keller space in P, hence a Hilbert cube.
k=I

Ait• is a product of closed intervals, n;=tAit• is a product of closed intervals. Hence n;= 1A?: is compact and convex. Since A?~ cn;=tAit• and i 1 *1,
n;= 1A;: is infinite-dimensional. We conclude that n;=tAit• is a Keller space in P.
Hence by theorem 3.1.1, n;=tAit• is a Hilbert cube.
Since each

m

m

CLAIM 3: For every p E IN, ( nA it• n
k= I

By claim 2,

n;=tAit•

A't"+p); > 1 is a skeleton in k=('\A?.•
.
I

is a Keller space in P. We prove this claim by verifying the

conditions in theorem 3.1.7. Let p E IN and i E IN\ ( 1 ) . Let j be greater than
max(i, im). The j-th factor space of
l""""\,_m

, 'k=tAit

n,t

n,,.+p .

nA;

1s 8(2

-n,..-p

n;= 1A4• is B(2-""') and the j -th factor space of

), so we have,J"""""\.m•.t=iA;•

n,t

n,..+p

nA;

r"'\,.m

E 9(,

1,t: 1

"A:

A;• ) (by lem-

ma 3.1.4).

n;=tAit• nA't"+p is B (2-n..-p) and the
(i + 1)-th factor space of n;= 1A;: nA?-;"tP is B(2-n"'). Hence by lemma 3.1.4 we have
If i "2:im, then the (i + 1)-th factor space of
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Ifs> nm, then by claim 3, ri;= 1A~1 nAf e fl(('\~ 1A'!: ). Ifs S:nm, there is p S:m

such that np-l < s S:np (let n 0 =0). This implies t < ip, otherwise ri;= 1A~1 cAZ1 cA:.
So there is r S:p such that i,_ 1 < t + I s; i, (let i O = 0) . The (t + I )-th factor space of

ri;=1A~1 is B(2- n'- 1 ) and the (t+l)-th factor space of ('\;=IA?: nAf is B(Ts). Be,,.....m
'It
s
,,.....m
nt)
causes>np - 1~nsunr-l , bylemma3.1.4, 't= A; nA,efl(, •t=1A; .
1

1

1

By claims 1-4 we have that ..4 is a Q-matrix in P. □
3.3.S COROLLARY: Cp(T) is homeomorphic to a 00 .
PROOF: By lemmas 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and corollary 3.1.13 (a), we have that Cp,o(T) is
homeomorphic to cr 00 • As in theorem 3.2.13 we can prove that Cp(T) is homeomorphic

to

cr00 • □
In [38] van Mill constructed a Q-matrix ..4 such that c;, o(T)=ker..4, hence c;(T)

and

cr 00

are homeomorphic. From this result he derived for an arbitrary non-locally

compact countable space X , that c;(x) and

cr00

are homeomorphic. We proceed in the

same way to derive that Cp(X) and cr 00 are homeomorphic. We first need results of
Torunczyk (cf. theorem 3.3.6).
For a linear space E we define I.E = {x e E- : x; = 0 for all but finitely many i).
3.3.6 THEOREM: Let Ebe a locally convex linear space. Then
(a) ([50]) for a closed AR X in E we have X x I.E = I.E, and
(b ) ((51]) I.(E- )= I.IR x E- .

This theorem will be used in the proof of theorem 3.3.9, which formulates in a sense
the connection between Cp(T) and Cp(X) for an arbitrary non-locally compact space X.
Before we come to this theorem we have to prove some lemmas. Recall from examples 3.1.8 and 3.1.14 that I.= {x e Q: 3 n e INV i e IN, Ix; I s; 1 -1/n} is a skeletoid in
Q and that r.,- is homeomorphic to cr 00 •

3.3.7 LEMMA: Let X be a a -compact space. Then

r.. contains a closed copy ofX.

PROOF: Since every space admits an embedding in the Hilbert cube, and

[-1/2, 112r is a Hilbert cube, X has a compactification oX cQ such that oX e fl(Q)
(cf. lemma 3.1.4). Since Xis a -compact we then have by lemma 3.1.3 (a), Xe fl0 (Q).
Then by corollary 3.1.11, there is a homeomorphism h : Q

➔

Q such that
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h (<XX) n :E= h (X). Consequently h (X) is a closed copy of X in :E. D
A space X is called an absolute F 00 if X is an F 00 in Y, for every space Y in which X
is embedded. It is well-known that a space X is an absolute F 00 whenever it is an F 00
in some completely metrizable space.

3.3.8 COROLLARY: Let X be an absolute F 00 . Then cr 00 contains a closed copy

ofX.
PROOF: We may assume that Xis a subspace of Q. Let X =n~=tFi, where each Fi is
a F 0 -subspace of Q. Then each F; is a-compact. So by lemma 3.3.7 there exists for
every

i e 1N

a

closed

embedding

/;: F;

➔

:E.

Now

define

f :X

➔ 1:-

by

f (x) = (/i (x), h(x), · · · ). It is easily seen that f is a continuous injection.
Define

q,:X-.+Tif= 1F;

by

q,(x)=(x,x, --·)

and

g:Tif= 1 F; ➔ :E-

by

g ((x;)i.N) =(/;(x;))i.N · Then f =g •q, and g is easily seen to be a closed embedding.
Hence to prove that f is a closed embedding it suffices to prove that q,(X) is closed in
Tif=tFi. Let y = (yi)i.IN e TIT'=tFM(X). Then there are i, j e 1N with Yi ~Yi · There are
U open in Fi and Vopen in Fi such that Yi e U and Yi e V and Un V =0. Let
O=F 1 x · · · F;_ 1 xUxFi+I · · · xF1_1 xVxFj+I x · · ·

Then ye O and On q>(X) = 0 . We conclude that f is a closed embedding. Since 1:- and
cr 00 are homeomorphic, we are done. D

3.3.9 THEOREM: Let X be an absolute F 00 which moreover is an AR. Then
X x cr 00 is homeomorphic to cr 00 •
PROOF: By corollary 3.3.8, we may assume that Xis closed in cr 00 . Then by theorem
3.3.6 (a), X x :Ecr00 and I:cr00 are homeomorphic. By theorem 3.3.6 (b) we have

So we conclude Xx cr00 is homeomorphic to cr 00 • D

In the proof of theorem 3.3.11 it will be clear how this theorem connects Cp(T) with
Cp(X), for arbitrary non-locally compact countable spaces X. We need one more lemma.
3.3.10 LEMMA ([19]): If Xis a countable space, then Cp(X) is an absolute F 00 .
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PROOF: For every x

EX,

let {U~} neIN be a decreasing clopen base at x. Then by the

definition of continuity,

Since each set {g

E

IRX : g (U;,) c [g (x)-_!_, g (x) + _!_]} is closed in IR.x, Cp(X) is an
n

n

F o6 in IRX and hence an absolute F o6 · D
3.3.11 THEOREM: Let X be a non-locally compact countable space. Then Cp(X)
is homeomorphic to

aw.

PROOF: By lemma 3.3.1 we may assume that T is a closed subspace of X. Then by

proposition 2.3.2, Cp(X) and CP, T(X) x Cp(T) are homeomorphic. Since Cp, T(X) is a
linear subspace of the locally convex space Cp(X) it is locally convex as well. By The
Dugundji Extension Theorem [39, Th. 1.4.13], Cp, T(X) is an AR. It is easily seen that
Cp. T(X) is closed in Cp(X), hence by lemma 3.3. 10, Cp, T(X) is an absolute F o6· So by

theorem 3.3.9, Cp, T(X) x aw and
lary 3.3.5

aw

are homeomorphic. We conclude that by corol-

Theorem 3.3.11 can be found in [6] .

§3.4. Remarks
Van Mill conjectured in [38] that for a non-discrete countable space X, c;(X) and

aw

are homeomorphic. In the preceding sections, it became clear that Q-matrices were

a handy tool to prove for non-locally compact countable spaces X, that Cp(X) and
c;cx) are homeomorphic to aw . The question remains whether this also holds for arbitrary non-discrete countable spaces. Recently Dobrowolski, Gulko and Mogilski in
[20] and Cauty in [ 16] independently answered this question in the affirmative. In this
section we shortly discuss both papers.
In section 3.3 the test space T plays an important role. It is the "simplest" non-

locally compact countable space, which is a closed subspace of any non-locally compact countable space. In the class of non-discrete countable spaces, the role of T is
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played by [1, co] because any non-discrete countable space contains a closed copy of
[1, co]. Following the strategy in section 3.3, we have to prove that Cp([l, co]) is
homeomorphic to crco, to obtain for arbitrary non-discrete countable spaces X , that
Cp(X) and c;(X) are homeomorphic to crco . Both in [16] and [20] it is proved that

CP, 0 ((1, co])= {f E Cp([l , co]) :f (co) =0} is homeomorphic to crco (hence Cp([l, co]) is
homeomorphic to crco). The approaches in both papers are in a sense the same: they
both rely on theorems of Bestvina and Mogilski [13].
First we discuss the proof in [20]. For a space X and x EX, let
W (X, x) = {x Ex- :xn =x for all but finitely many n } .

We have the following characterization of crco,
3.4.1 THEOREM ([20]): An AR X is homeomorphic to
tions are satisfied,
(a) X = U

aco

iff the following condi-

j=l X j , where each X j is an absolute F 00 and a Z-set in X,
E X and there is a copy Y of X such that W (X, x) c Y ex- and,

(b) there is x

(c) X contains a closed copy of x- .

The proof of this theorem depends strongly on results derived by Bestvina and
Mogilski in [13]. In [20] it is proved that Cp,o([l, co]) satisfies the conditions in
theorem 3.4.1, so that Cp.o ([l , co]) is homeomorphic to crco . Hence following the strategy of section 3.3, for non-discrete countable spaces X, Cp(X) and c;(X) are
homeomorphic to crco .
The proof in [16] depends on a theorem derived by Bestvina and Mogilski in [13].
Before we can formulate this theorem we have to give some definitions.
Let X and Y be spaces and let U be an open cover of Y. Two functions
f, g E C (X, Y) are said to be U-close if for every x E X, there is U E U such that
{f (x ), g (x)} c U. We have to extend the definition of a Z-set to arbitrary spaces. A
closed subspace A of Xis called a Z-set in X, whenever for every open cover U of X and
for every f E C (Q, X), there is g E C (Q, X) U-close to f and g (Q) nA = 0 . For compact spaces, this definition coincides with the one given in section 3.1. For an ANR X,
we have by [39, Th. 7.2.5]:
A closed subset A of X is a Z-set in X iff for every open cover U of X there exists! E C(X, X) such thatfand lx are U-close andf (X)nA =0.
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For an ANR X, a closed subset A of Xis said to be a strong Z-set if for every open cover U of X there exists a continuous function f : X
and f (X) nA

➔X

such that f and Ix are U-close

=0 . AZ-set need not to be a strong Z-set (an example is given in [12]).

A space Xis strongly :J0 s-universal if for every f e C (A, X), where A is an absolute
:f0 s, for every B cA closed such that f IB: B ➔ Xis a Z-embedding, and for every

open cover U of X , there exists a Z-embedding h : A

➔X

such that h IB =f I B and f

and h are U-close.
We can now state the announced theorem ofBestvina and Mogilski,

3.4.2 THEOREM ([13]): An AR X which is an absolute F ofi is homeomorphic to

aw iff the following conditions are satisfied
(a) Xis strongly F ofi•Universal, and
(b) X =U;=lXn, where eachXn is a strong Z-set inX.
In [16] it is proved that Cp, 0 ([1, w]) satisfies the conditions of theorem 3.4.2 and

hence Cp, 0 ([1, w]) is homeomorphic to

aw.

So again we have that for non-discrete

countable spaces X, Cp(X) and c;(X) are homeomorphic to

aw .

Let X = {x o, x 1 , x 2, • • • ) be a countable space which is not discrete at x O· Now that
we have that Cp(X) and c;(X) are homeomorphic to a 00 , the question remains whether
theorem 3.2.13 (b) also holds for this X. That is if Y is another non-discrete countable
space, is it true then that there is h e Jl(Q) arbitrary close to the identity which maps
Cp, 0 (X) onto Cp, 0 (Y). For this purpose we actually would like to write Cp, 0 (X) as the

kernel of a Q-matrix. The Q-matrix in section 3.2 essentially uses the non-locally compactness of X, and as far as we see it cannot be used for non-discrete countable spaces.
A weaker question is whether Cp, 0 ([1, w]) can be written as the kernel of a Q-matrix.
As with the test space T, there is a natural candidate. However this candidate unfortunately is not a Q-matrix. We shall present it and prove that it is not a Q-matrix.
We identify Cp, 0 ([1, w]) with the following subspace of Q,

n-

{ (Xn)nelN ES: limxn =0).

For convenience for every n, me JN, let

For every n, me JN, let
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(1)

A1 =0, and

Let ..,4 = (A~ : n, me JN). By lemma 3.1.4 it is easily seen that ..,4 is a .:I-matrix in Q.
Again by lemma 3.1.4 we have for every n, me 1N that A~ e .:l(A~+l ). Since each A~
is convex and infinite-dimensional and since UmENA::i is dense in Q, we have by
theorem 3. 1.7, that (A~ lm>l is a skeleton in Q.
Now fix n 1 < · · · < nm e 1N and i 1 , ••• , im e JN\ (1). By the observation in section
3.1 we assume i 1 < · · · < im . Then it is easily seen that
m

("'\A~t =B1 X · · · XB·,,.. XI·,,..11,,s XI·,,..n,.. XI·''"""' X · · ·
.t=l '.t

where each Bi is a non-degenerate closed subinterval of Im . So n;= 1A;tt is a Keller
space, hence a Hilbert cube. Furthermore for p

e

1N and i ~ im,

m

nAit nA("+p =B1

lc.=1

By

X •••

II.

lemma

xBi x(li n )i-i,.. xlin +p xlin +p xlin-+p
"'

3.1.4

we

"'"'

"'

'"

have

X .. ·

• .,,.

and

,,...._m Ant An,..+p CT(,,.....m
nt
n,..+p) s·
,,...._m Ant An,..+p .
d
, '.t=l it n i
e ~ , 't=tAit nAi+l . mce , 't=l it n ;
1s convex an
. fi mte. ct·1mens1on
. al , andu-i=l (,,.....m
. dense m
. ,,,.....m
m
, '.t=l Ant
it n An,..+p)
i
1s
•.t=l Ant
it , we have by

theorem 3.1.7 that (n;=tA~ nA;"'+p) is a skeleton in n;=tA/tt·
It seems that we are on the right way to prove that ..,4 is a Q-matrix. Unfortunately
condition (d) in the definition of a Q-matrix is not satisfied. Indeed for

and

we have

Furthermore

Aj <tA:l,

However by lemma 3.1.3 (b),

A! nAj ¢.:Z(Aj).

So this natural

description of Cp, o([l, ro]) fails to be a Q-matrix, hence the question remains open
whether Cp, o([l, ro]) can be described as the kernel of a Q-matrix.
Our last remark in this section concerns uniform spaces. At this moment there ex-
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ists a topological classification of function spaces Cp(X), for countable non-discrete
spaces X and an isomorphical classification of function spaces Cp(X), for countable
infinite compact spaces X (cf. chapter 2). We can also consider Cp(X) as a uniform
space. The uniformity on Cp(X) is given by the subbase ( U (P, E): P cX finite, E > 0},
where
U (P, E) = ((f, g) e Cp(X)xCp(X): If (x)-g (x) I< E for every x e P }.

Since every linear homeomorphism is a uniform homeomorphism and every uniform
homeomorphism is a homeomorphism, it is interesting to find a uniform classification
of the function spaces Cp(X), for countable infinite compact spaces X. In [27], Gulko
derived the following
3.4.3 THEOREM ([27]): Let X be a countable infinite compact space. Then Cp(X)

is uniformly homeomorphic to Cp([l, ro]).
So for countable infinite compact spaces the topological and uniform classification
coincide. As a corollary we also have that there are spaces X and Y such that Cp(X) and
Cp(Y) are uniformly homeomorphic but not linearly homeomorphic. In [27] Gulko an-

nounces a complete uniform classification of Cp(X) for all countable metric spaces.

CHAPTER4
On the lp •equivalence of metric spaces

All spaces considered in this chapter are Tychonov.

In chapter 3 we stated a topological classification result for the spaces Cp(X), where
X is any countable metric space. In the light of this result the question naturally arises

which of these function spaces are in fact linearly homeomorphic, i.e., isomorphic as
linear spaces. In chapter 2, we already obtained an isomorphical classification of the
spaces Cp(X), where Xis any locally compact zero-dimensional separable metric space.
In this chapter we also consider non-locally compact zero-dimensional separable metric
spaces.
In section 4.1, we introduce the notion of 4,-equivalent pairs, which is a useful tool
in deriving topological properties of metric spaces which are preserved by lpequivalence. In section 4.2 we show that the topological properties preserved by lpequivalence, found in section 4.1, are sufficient to give an isomorphical classification of
the function spaces Cp(X), where Xis any countable metric space with scattered height
less than or equal to ro. Unfortunately these properties are not sufficient to give a complete isomorphical classification for the class of all countable metric spaces X. The
results in sections 4.1 and 4.2 can be found in [4]. In section 4.3, we present other topological properties preserved by 4,-equivalence. In section 4.4, we state a conjecture
on a complete isomorphical classification for the function spaces considered. Some remarks are made concerning the difficulties one encounters when one attempts to prove
the conjecture. Finally, some partial results are given on Lo-equivalence (section 4.5)
and t;-equivalence (section 4.6).

§4.1. tp•equivalent properties of metric spaces
In this section we present 4,-equivalent properties of metric spaces. The notion of
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LP -equivalent pairs provides us with these properties. Before we give the definition of
LP -equivalent pairs, we first need the following:
Let X be a space and X O eX. For every ordinal we define the set X (al with respect
to the pair (X, X 0 ) by transfinite induction as follows:
(1) X (OJ =XO ·

(2) If

Cl

is a successor, say

neighborhood U of x,

Cl=

p+ 1,

then x e X (al if and only if for every

U nX IP l is not compact.

(3) If Cl is a limit ordinal, then X (al=

nx !Pl.

P<a

The construction of the sets x<aJ is a special case of a construction in [49). Note
that, whereas taking the derivative of a space means "throwing away all isolated
points", the above procedure throws away all points with a compact neighborhood.
There are also some similarities between both operations which are formulated in the
following two lemmas. They will be used frequently but will not always be mentioned.
For a subset U of X, we define as above for every ordinal

Cl,

the set ula) with respect

to the pair (U, U o), where U O =U nX 0 • Compare the following two lemmas with proposition 2.2.2, corollary 2.2.3 and proposition 2.2.4.

4.1.1 LEMMA: Let X be a space and X O a closed subspace of X. Then for every
ordinal Cl,
(a) X (al is closed in X,
(b) xlal ex Ca>,
(c)for P<cx, x<aJ ex<Pl, and
(d) X (a+ll = (X (al )Ill .

PROOF: We prove each case by transfinite induction on
For (a), the case

Cl=O

Cl.

is a triviality. First suppose that

Cl>

0 is a successor, say

cx=P+l. Let xeX\Xl 0 l . Then there is an open neighborhood U of x such that

U nx 1Pl

is compact. So U nxla) =0, hence xla) is closed. Secondly, if Cl is a limit

ordinal, then X (al= np <a X !Pl, so by our inductive hypothesis, X (al is closed in X .
For (b ), the case

Cl= 0

is a triviality. If Cl > 0 is a successor, say

neighborhood U of a point x e X la) ,
we have

Unx CP>

U nX !Pl

is not compact, hence

Cl=

p+ 1, then

for no

is compact. By the inductive hypothesis

UnxCP> \ {x} .t 0. We conclude that x e x(a).

For Cl a limit ordinal, part (b) is clear.
For (c), first let Cl= 1. If x <tX o, there is a neighborhood U of x such that U nX O = 0,
hence x <tX Ill. So X Ill eX 101 • If ex> 1 is a successor, say cx=r+ 1, then for every
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x e X la} and for every neighborhood U of x,

U nX IYl

is not compact. Hence

U nX IPJ

is not compact and so x e X IPJ. For ex a limit ordinal part (c) is a triviality.
For (d), let x e X la+!}. Then for each neighborhood U of x,

U nX la}

is not compact

if and only if U nxlal nX O is not compact if and only if x e (X lal )Ill. D
One can now easily see that if X O and Y O are closed in X and Y O cX 0 , then for each
ordinal ex the set X {al with respect to the pair (X, Y 0 ) is a subset of the set X lal with
respect to the pair (X, X 0 ) .

4.1.2 LEMMA: Let X be a space and U a subset of X, and X O a closed subset of X.
Then for each ordinal a,
(a) if U is closed, then U [al c U nX (a}, and
(b)

if U is open, then U nX (a}

c

U [a} .

PROOF: We prove this proposition by transfinite induction on ex. If cx=O, the lemma
is obviously true, so suppose that ex > 0 and that for each

p < ex

the lemma has been

proved. First suppose that ex is a successor, say ex= p+ l.
For (a), suppose U is closed, let x e U [a} and let V be a neighborhood of x. Then by
the inductive hypothesis

By lemma 4.1.l,

Vn U IPl

is a closed subset of U and because U is closed in X,

V n U IPJ is a closed subset of V nX !Pl . Since V n U IPJ
that VnX IPJ is not compact. Sox e X [al n U .

is not compact, we then have

For (b ), suppose U is open and let x e U n XI al . Let V be a neighborhood of x in X
such that V c U. Then

V nX !Pl

is not compact. So by the inductive hypothesis

hence V n U IPJ is not compact. We conclude thatx e U [al.
If ex is a limit ordinal, then by the inductive hypothesis we have for closed U that

ulaJ = nulPJ c f'l(U nxlPJ)=U n nxlPJ =U nX(aJ,
P<a
P<a
P<a
and for open U
UnxlaJ =Un nxlPl = f'l(UnxlPl)c nulPl =UlaJ.
P<a
P<a
P<a
This completes the proof of the lemma. D
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This lemma implies that whenever U is a clopen subset of a space X, then for each
ordinal a, Unxlal=ulal; furthermore by proposition 2.2.4, u<a>=UnX(a)_ We
will use this frequently without explicit reference.
4.1.3 LEMMA: Let X be a paracompact space, X O closed in X and a~ 1 an ordinal. Let V cX be open such that V nX (al = 0 . Then there is a locally finite family

( Vs : s e S} consisting of open sets such that V = Us .s Vs and for every s e S, there is

13 < a with Vs nX !Pl

compact.

PROOF: Case 1: a is a successor, say a= 13 + l.
Since

V nX (al =0,

for every x e

VIC nX !Pl is compact Since (VIC : x

e

V,

there is a neighborhood UIC of x such that

V} u (X \ V) is an open cover of X, there is a lo-

cally finite open refinement (Os : s e S) of it. For every s e S, let Vs= Os n V. Then

(Vs: s e S} is a locally finite family consisting of open sets such that V = UsES Vs. In
addition, ifs e S and Vs* 0 there is x e V with Vs c VIC . Then Vs nX !Pl c VIC nX !Pl.
So Vs nX IPI is compact.

Case 2: a is a limit ordinal.
Then U=(X\xlPJ : l3<a} u (X\V} is an open cover of X, so there is a locally
finite open covering ( 0 s : s e S} of X such that {Os : s e S) refines U. For every s e S
put Vs= V n Os. Then fVs : s e S) is a locally finite family of open sets such that

V=UsEsVs . Now fix se Sand suppose Vs*0 . Then there is
Vs cX \X !Pl, which implies

13<a

such that

i's nX !Pl =0. o

Let X be a space. There are several possibilities to combine the two operations x Ca)
and X {al . The one that is important for our purposes is the case where X O =X(a) for
some ordinal a . In the sequel the set X !Pl with respect to X O =X(a) will be denoted by
xCa. P> . Another subset of X we need in section 4.3 is x<a. P> defined for limit ordinals
aby

x<a, P> = nx<Y, P> .
y<a

Note that the sets x <a, P> and x<a, P> are closed in X, and if

13 = 0,

then

x<a.P>=x <a> . As in lemma 4.1.2 one can prove that for U clopen in X ,
U nx<a. P> = u<a. P>, and U n x<a, P> = u<a. P> .
In this chapter it will be made clear that the isomorphical classification of Cp(X) for
countable metric X depends upon the behaviour of X with respect to the above operations and that neither of the operations is redundant. We need the following lemma in
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4.1.4 LEMMA: Let X be a zero-dimensional separable metric space. Let

a~ land

Pbe ordinals and let V be an open subset of X. Suppose that
(a) Vr,X(a) =0, or
(b) Vr,x<P.a) =0, or
(c)

a is a limit ordinal and V r,X<a, P> =0.

Then there is a discrete clopen family {Ai : i e IN) such that V c
i

e

UiENAi

and for each

IN, there is y< a such that

if (a) holds, then A fY> is finite and if moreover a is a limit, then A fY> =0;
if (b) holds, then A}P,"f) is compact and if moreover a is a limit, then A}P,"f) =0;
if (c) holds, then Af"f• P> =0.
PROOF: The proof is almost the same as the proof of lemma 4.1.3, hence we will be
brief and present a proof of case (a) only.

If a= y+ l is a successor, there is for each x e Va clopen neighborhood Ux of x such
that Ui"f> is finite. The open cover {Ux:xeV}uX\Vof X has a clopen disjoint
refinement {Ai : i e IN) . Put I= {i e IN: Air, V ;it 0). Then {Ai: i e /) is a discrete clopen family which is as required.

If a is a limit ordinal, then U= {X ,x<P>: p< a) u {X \ V) is an open cover of X. Let
{Ai : i e IN) be a disjoint clopen refinement of U, and put / = {i e 1N : Ai r, V ;it 0) . Then
{Ai: i e /) is a discrete clopen family which satisfies the desired

conditions. □

4.1.5 COROLLARY: Let X be a zero-dimensional separable metric space. Let

a~ 1 and Pbe ordinals and let V be an clopen subset of X. Suppose that
(a) v<a) =0, or

(b)

v<P.a> = 0, or

(c)

a is a limit ordinal and v<a, P> =0.

Then there is a discrete clopen family {Ai : i e IN) such that V = UiEINAi and for each
i e IN, there is y < a such that

if (a) holds, then A f"f) is finite and if moreover a is a limit, then A fY> = 0;
if (b) holds, then A} P,"f) is compact and if moreover a is a limit, then Af P,"f) = 0;
if (c) holds, then A}"f• P> =0. o
We now define some additional notions. Let X and Y be spaces. Let X O be closed in
X and Y O be closed in Y. Let

cp: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a linear bijection and a an ordinal.

We define the pair (X, X 0 ) to be ($, a)-relative to the pair (f, Y 0 ) if the following
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holds:
If U and V are open in X and W is open in Y such that (supp U) n W = 0 and

supp W c U u V, then W n y(a) .t0 implies V nX (al .t 0.
We define (X, X 0 ) and (Y, Y 0 ) to be Ip-equivalent pairs if there is a linear homeomorphism $: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) such that (X, X 0 ) is ($, 0)-relative to (Y, Yo) and (Y, Yo) is
($-!, 0)-relative to (X, X 0 ). Note that two spaces X and Y are lp-equivalent if and only
if (X, 0) and (Y, 0) are lp-equivalent pairs.
The importance of Ip-equivalent pairs will become clear in proposition 4.1.9 and
proposition 4.1.12.
4.1.6 LEMMA: Let X and Y be metric spaces, X O closed in X and Yo closed in Y.
Let $: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a continuous linear bijection such that (X, X o) is ($, 0)relative to (Y, Y 0 ) . Then for every ordinal a, (X, X 0 ) is($, a)-relative to (Y, Yo) ,

PROOF: We prove the lemma by transfinite induction on a. Since (X, X 0 ) is ($, 0)relative to (Y, Y 0 ), the case a= 0 is clear. So assume the lemma to be true for every ordinal ~ < a with a~ 1. Suppose that the lemma is false for a. Then there are U and V
open in X and W open in Y such that (supp U)n W =0, supp W c U u V, W n ylal .t0
and

V n X la) = 0 . By lemma 4.1.3,

there is a locally finite family

Ws : s e S)

ing of open sets such that V =Us Es Vs and for every s e S there is

Vs nX !Pl

~

is compact. Choose ye W n yla) and a neighborhoodbase {W,,. :me

in W such that for every me IN,
there are m e IN" and s 1 ,

.•. ,

Wm+l c

consist-

< a such that

NJ

aty

Wm· By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10,

s,,. e S with
(1)

Now let A = U~=I Vsi. Fix ~<a such that

A nX IPl

is compact. Also, notice the

following: A and U are open in X, W,,. is open in Y, (supp U) n W,,. = 0 (because
W,,.cW and (suppU)nW=0) and suppW,,.cUuA (by (1) and the fact that
supp W c U u V). Since y e W,,. n Y I Pl, our inductive hypothesis implies that

A nX IP! .t 0.

We have that X is a metric space, so there is an open neighborhoodbase

(As: s e IN} at

W +1
111

A nX IP!

in X such that As+! cAs for every s e IN". Since ye Y (a) and

is a neighborhood of y,

W,,.+ 1 nY 1Pl

is not compact, so in Y there is a closed

discrete subset (ys:seIN} contained in W,,.nflPl. Let (Os:selN} be an open
discrete family in W,,. such that Ys e Os. Then by corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10,
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there is s e IN' with

(2)

suppAsnU0;=0.
i~

Now put U'=U uAs, V'=A \As+I and W'=Os . Then U' and V' are open in X and
W' is open in Y. We also have
(supp U') n W' = (supp U u supp As) n Os =0 (by 2)
and
supp W' csupp Wm cU uA cU'uV'.
Furthermore, Ys

E

W' n yl~l and

This contradicts our inductive assumption. D
4.1.7 THEOREM: Let X and Y be metric spaces, X O closed in X and Y O closed in
Y. Suppose that (X, X 0 ) and (Y, Y 0 ) are Lp ·equivalent pairs. Then for every ordinal a

we have
(a) X (al =0

if and only if Y 101 =0,
(b) X (al is compact if and only ifY 101 is compact, and
(c)X 101 is locally compact if and only ifY 101 is locally compact.

<1> : Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a linear homeomorphism such that (X, X 0 ) is
(<I>, 0)-relative to (Y, Y 0 ) and (Y, Y 0 ) is (<!>- 1 , 0)-relative to (X, X 0 ) . For (a), by apply-

PROOF: Let

ing lemma 4.1.6 and the definition of (<I>, a)-relativeness to U =0, V =X and W = Y, we
getX(aJ =0 ifylaJ =0.
For (b) suppose that Y (al is compact and X (a) is not. Since X (al
have y(a)

.i,

.i,

0, by (a) we

0 . Let {Wm : me IN') be an open decreasing base in Y at y(a) such that for

every m E IN', Wm+I c Wm· Furthermore, let {xm: m E IN') be closed and discrete in
X (a) . Let {Om : m E JN') be an open discrete family in X such that Xm e Om. Then by
corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there is m e 1N' such that

Now let U=Wm, V=Y\Wm+I and W=Om . Then U and V are open, Wis open,
(supp U) n W = 0 and supp W c Y = U u V. In addition
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and

This contradicts lemma 4.1.6.
For (c) notice that X Ial is locally compact if and only if X Ia+ 1 l

=0. So (c) follows

directly from (a). D
Theorem 4.1. 7 is a useful theorem. In the remaining part of this section we give
some applications of it. We will prove for 4,-equivalent spaces X and Y that if Cl is a
finite prime component, then (X, x<a)) and (Y, y<a>) are lp-equivalent pairs (proposition 4.1.9), and if Cl is an infinite countable prime component and X and Y are zerodimensional separable metric spaces, then (X, x<a)) and (Y, y(a)) are lp-equivalent
pairs (proposition 4.1.12). We will distinguish between the cases of finite and infinite
prime components. Although the result for finite prime components is much stronger
than the result for countable infinite prime components, the latter case requires most of
the work. We first need the following
4.1.8 LEMMA: Let X be a first countable space and a< co 1 an ordinal such that
x<a> ~0. Then there is K cX such that K"' [1, co0

] .

PROOF: We prove the lemma by transfinite induction on a. For a =0, it is a triviality.
Now suppose the lemma is true for every ordinal 13 < a, with a~ I . Fix x e X (a).

Case 1: ex is a successor, say a= 13 + 1.
Choose a sequence (xn)nEIN in x<P> such that Xn ➔ x, and a decreasing open base
(Un: n e JN"} at x such that for each n e IN, Xn e Vn =Un\ Un+I . Notice that Vn is open,

so

vt> = Vn nx<P>. Hence, Xn e vt>.
that Kn= [l, cJI]. Notice

such

So by the inductive hypothesis, there are Kn c Vn
that

for

every
0

K=U;=tKn u (x} . Then by theorem 2.2.8, K"' [1,co
Case 2: a is a limit ordinal.

n ~m.

Kn nKm =0.

Let

].

Let (13n)n be an increasing sequence converging to

Cl.

Since x e x<a), there is a de-

creasing open base (Un: n e JN"} at x such that if Vn =Un\ Un+I, then V~•) ~0. By the
inductive hypothesis there are Kn c Vn such that Kn"' [I, cop"]. Then by theorem 2.2.8,
K = u;=I Kn u (x} is as required. D

In [9], J.W. Baker gives conditions for a space to have an ordinal interval as a subspace.
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We first deal with finite prime components, i.e., the numbers 0 and 1.

4.l.9PROPOSITION: Let ClE (0, 1} and let X and Y be LP-equivalent metric
spaces. Then (X, x<al) and (Y, y(al) are Ip-equivalent pairs.
PROOF: By proposition 2.2.2 (a), x<al is closed in X . Let $ : Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a
linear homeomorphism. It suffices to prove that (X, x<al) is($, 0)-relative to (Y, y(al).
To this end let U and V be open disjoint in X and W open in Y such that
(supp U) n W =0, and
suppW cUuV.
Suppose that W n y(al :# 0 and

Vnx<al = 0.

Case 1: a=0.

Since V =0, we have supp W c U. So by proposition 1.4.3,
W c supp supp W c supp U.

Since (supp U) n W

=0 this gives W =0 , hence we arrived at a contradiction.

Case 2: a= I.

Since
y

E

V nx< 1l = 0 ,

V = V consists of isolated points, say V = (xs: s E S} . Choose
E IN} be a decreasing open base at y in W. By corollary

W n y(ll and let (Wm : m

1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there ism E 1N ands 1, ...

Now let V' = (x8 1 ,

• •• ,

, Sm

E

S such that

Xs.,} . Since supp Wm c U u V', it follows that

Wm c supp supp Wm c supp (U u V') = supp U u supp V'.

Since Wm n supp U =0, we have Wm c supp V'. Because V' is finite, we have by lemma
1.4.1 that Wm is finite. This contradicts the fact that y

E

w~l. D

4.1.10 THEOREM: Let X and Y be ",,-equivalent metric spaces, let a E ( 0, 1}, and
let [3 be an ordinal. Then
(a)X(a, Pl =0 if and only ifY(a, Pl =0,
(b) X (a, Pl is compact if and only if y(a, Pl is compact, and
(c) x<a, Pl is locally compact if and only if Y(a, Pl is locally compact.

PROOF: This follows directly from proposition 4.1.9 and theorem 4.1.7. D
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In section 4.2, we prove that the conditions (a) and (b) are sufficient to obtain an isomorphical classification for countable metric spaces with scattered height less than or
equal to ro, i.e., if two such spaces satisfy conditions (a) and (b) in theorem 4.1.10 for
all ordinals a e (0, 1) and~. then they are t,,-equivalent.
In our search for t,,-equivalent pairs we now consider pairs (X, x<a)) for infinite
countable prime components a. We start with the following
4.1.11 LEMMA: Let X be a metric space and A a closed subspace of X. Let 0 be
an open neighborhood of A in X . Then there is a continuous linear function
➔

<)>: C o(A)

C o(X) such that for each/ e C (A),

q>(f) IA = f, q>(f )(X) c conv (f (A) u (0)), and q>(f )(X \ 0) = (0).
PROOF: We will construct a continuous linear function q>: Cp(A) ➔ Cp(X) with the re-

quired properties. Then by proposition l.2.19,
C 0 (A)

➔

<I>

considered as a function from

C 0 (X) is also continuous, and hence is as required.

Since Au (X \ 0) is a closed subset of X, there is by theorem 2.3.1, a continuous
linear function 'I': Cp(A u (X \ 0)) ➔ Cp(X) such that for each f e C (Au (X \ 0)) we
have 'If(/) I(Au (X \ 0)) = /and 'lf(/)(X) cconv f (Au (X \ 0)).
For each f e C(A), define/" : Au (X \ 0) ➔ R by
•
{f(x) ifxeA
f (x)= 0
ifxeX\0

Then

t"

0(/) = /

is a well-defined continuous function. Define 0: Cp(A) ➔ Cp(A u(X\O)) by
0
•

Then 0 is a well-defined continuous linear function. Finally define

q>: Cp(A) ➔ Cp(X) by <I> ='!f •0. Then <I> is a continuous linear function, and we claim
that it is as required. Let f e C (A). Then
q>(f) IA ='lf(0(/)) IA= 0(/) IA = f,
q,(f )(X) ='lf(0(f))(X) cconv (0(/)(A uX \ 0)) =conv (f (A) u (0)), and
q,(f )(X \ 0) ='lf(0(/))(X \ 0) = 0(/)(X \ 0) = (0).

This proves the lemma. □
4.1.12 PROPOSITION: Let a< ro 1 be a prime component and let X and Y be tpequivalent zero-dimensional separable metric spaces. Then (X, x<a)) and (Y, y(a)) are
lp·equivalent pairs.

PROOF: By proposition 2.2.2 (a), x<a) is closed in X. Let

q,: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be

a
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linear homeomorphism. Then by corollary 1.2.21, <I> considered as a function from
C o(X) to C 0 (Y) is also a linear homeomorphism. It suffices to prove that (X, x< 0 >) is
(<I>, 0)-relative to (Y, y(a>). To this end let U and V be open in X and W open in Y such

that
(supp U) ('\ W = 0, and
suppW cUuV.
Suppose that W ('\ y(a) * 0 and

V('\x<a) = 0 . By proposition 4.1.9 we must have ex;::: ro.

Let ye W ('\ y(a) and let {Wm : me IN} be a decreasing clopen base at yin W. By lemma 4.1.4 (a), there is a discrete clopen family {Vm : m e IN} such that V c U

mE INVm

and for each me IN, there is P< ex such that <Vmi~> =0. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and
lemma 1.2.10, there is m e IN such that

Let V' =

u'.: 1 Vs, Notice that V' is clopen and supp Wm c U u V'. Fix P< ex such that

(V')<~> =0. Since w~> =Wm ('\y(a) *0, by lemma 4.1.8 there is a set K cWm such,that
K"" [1, ro0

] . Let L =suppK ('\ V'. Then by corollary 1.2.15 (b), Lis compact. Furthermore L c V . We also have that L is non-empty. Indeed, if (supp K) ('\ V' = 0, then
supp Kc U, and so by proposition 1.4.3,

K c supp supp K c supp U.

Since (supp U) ('\ K = 0, we then have K = 0 . Contradiction.
By lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear function
that for each f e C (K),

v1 : C 0 (K) ➔ C 0 (Y)

such

Again by lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear function "ljf2 : C 0 (L) ➔ C 0 (X) such
that for each f e C (L ),

'1'2<J) IL= f and '1'2<J)(X \ V') = {0} .
Define

'If: C o(K) ➔ C o(L) by 'lf(j) =<!>- 1 ('1'1 (f)) IL, and
0: C 0 (L) ➔ C 0 (K) by 0(f) =<l>('lf2 (f)) IK.
Observe that 'I' and 0 are linear.
CLAIM: For each f e C (K), 0('1f(f)) = f
Suppose there is f e C (K) such that 0('1f(f )) * f Then
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So by corollary 1.4.2 (b),
'lfi('lf(f)) IsuppK *$-1('1' 1(f)) IsuppK.

Since 'l'l (f)(Y\ Wm)= {OJ and supp Uc Y \Wm• it follows from corollary 1.4.2 (b),
that q,- 1('1' 1(f ))(U) ={OJ . Since U \ V' cX \ V', 'l'i('lf(f ))((supp K \ V') ={OJ. Hence
'lf(f) ='lf2('1f(f )) IL* $- 1('1'1 (f )) IL ='lf(f ).

Contradiction and the claim is proved.
From the claim we conclude that 'I' is a linear embedding. Since L c V, we have
L <P>=0 . Since L is separable metric, it is countable by the Cantor-Bendixson theorem

and so by theorem 2.2.8, there is y<
theorem

p and

n e IN" such that L"' [I, c1>'Y -n ] . Since by

2.4.1

C O([ 1, cs>'Y-n]) - C O([ 1, o>'Y]), we have a linear embedding
0
'If: Co([l, w ])~Co([l, w'Y]) . By lemma 2.6.7 and the fact that a is a prime component it follows that a~y. This gives a contradiction since y< P< a. D
REMARK: a) For a< w1 not a prime component, there are LP-equivalent countable
metric spaces X and Y such that x<a) =0, y(a) *0. So (X, x<al) and (Y, y(al) are not

LP-equivalent pairs. For example let X

=(1, w0 ']

and let Y =(1, w0 ]. Then by theorem

2.4.7, X and Y are LP-equivalent. Since a is not a prime component, a'< a hence
x<al =0. However y(al *0.
b) The question arises whether "being t,,-equivalent pairs" is independent from the
choice of the linear homeomorphism. From the proof of proposition 4.1.12 it follows
that for any linear homeomorphism q> between Cp(X) and Cp(Y) we have that (X, x<a))
and (Y, y(al) are t,, -equivalent pairs.
4.1.13 THEOREM: Let X and Y be LP-equivalent zero-dimensional separable

metric spaces and let a, Pbe ordinals with a< w1 a prime component. Then
(a) x<a. P> =0 if and only ifY(a,Pl =0,
(b) x<a. P> is compact if and only ifY(a, Pl is compact, and
(c) X (a, Pl is locally compact if and only if y(a, Pl is locally compact.
PROOF: This follows directly from proposition 4.1.12 and theorem 4.1.7. □
4.1.14 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be LP-equivalent zero-dimensional separable

metric spaces and let a< w1 be a prime component. Then
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(a) x<a) =0 if and only ifY(a) =0,
(b) x<a) is compact if and only if Y(a) is compact, and
(c)

x<a) is locally compact if and only if Y(a)

is locally compact.

PROOF: This is an application of theorem 4.1.13: take 13 =0. □
The strength of theorem 4.1.7 has now become clear. Once we have LP-equivalent
pairs such as in propositions 4.1.9 and 4.1.12, we immediately get ro 1 t,,-equivalent properties.
Although we were not able to prove proposition 4.1.12 for arbitrary metric spaces,
we can give for this class of spaces a direct proof of corollary 4.1.14 (a).
4.1.15 THEOREM: Let X and Y be t,,-equivalent metric spaces and let a< ro 1 be a
prime component. Then x<a> =0 if and only if y(a) =0 .
PROOF: By theorem 4.1.10 we may assume that a~ro. Suppose x<a) =0 and
y(a) ;,1: 0 . Choose ye y(a) and let {Wn: n e N} be an open decreasing base at y.
CLAIM 1: There is a locally finite open covering fVs : s e S} of X such that for each

s e S, there is 13 < a such that Vs nx<P> = 0 .
Since x<a) = 0, U= {X ,x<P> : 13 < a} is an open covering of X. Let fVs : s e S} be a
locally finite open covering of X such that {Vs : s e S) refines U. Then for s e S there is

13 < a such that Vs ex ,x<P>. Hence Vs nx<P> =0.
Fix 13 as in the claim. Let {Fs : s e S} be a closed covering of X such that for each
s e S, Fs c Vs. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there are me N and

{s 1 ,

•.. ,

Let V

sm ) c S such that

=u7=1 Vs;

copy K of [1, ro

0

and F' =U7=1 Fs;. Then V' is open, F' is closed and F' c V'. Find a
]

in Wm (lemma 4.1.8). Let L =suppK. Note that suppK cF', hence

L c V'. Furthermore L is compact. If L = 0, then supp K = 0, hence K = 0. This gives a

so
L;,1:0.
Let
'1'1: Co(K) ➔ Co(Y),
'1'2: Co(L) ➔ Co(X),
'If: C 0 (K) ➔ C o(L) and 0: C 0 (L) ➔ C 0 (K) be continuous linear functions such as in
contradiction,

the proof of proposition 4.1.12.
CLAIM 2: For each/ e C (K), 0('1f(/)) = f
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Suppose there is f e C (K) such that 0('!((/)) * f Then

so by corollary 1.4.2 (b),
'!(2 ('!((/)) Isupp K-# q,-1('1' 1 (f )) Isupp K.
This implies that

Contradiction, and the claim is proved.
From the claim we conclude that 'I' is a linear embedding. Since L c

V,

we have by

proposition 2.2.4,
L(~)

cL n

v~) cL n V nx<~) =0.

As in proposition 4.1.12, we arrive at a contradiction.

□

By the Cantor-Bendixson theorem, each scattered separable metric space has scattered height less than

ffiJ.

Hence we have the following •

4.1.16 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be /,P-equivalent separable metric spaces. Then
X is scattered if and only if Y is scattered.

The question arises whether corollary 4.1.16 holds in the class of metric spaces, or
whether theorem 4.1.15 holds for all prime components. In the proof of theorem 4.1.15
we used the isomorphical classification of function spaces of countable compact spaces
(cf. section 2.4). For prime components larger than or equal to

ffi 1

we cannot use this

result. Moreover, we are not able to use larger compact ordinal intervals (cf section
2.6) because they are not metric. There is one case in which we can overcome these
technical problems.
4.1.17 THEOREM: Let X and Y be /,P-equivalent metric spaces. Then
x<coi) =0 if and only ifY(coi) =0.
PROOF: The proof is almost the same as the proof of theorem 4.1.15. Replace a in

the proof of theorem 4.1.15 by w1 . Copy this proof until the set K is introduced. We
have

V nx<~) =0

for some

p< w1 .

Find a prime component a< w1 , such that

p< a.

Find a copy K of [ 1, wa] in Wm and let L = supp K. As in theorem 4.1.15 we obtain a
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contradiction. D
We finish this section by posing the following

Question: Let X and Y be L,,-equivalent metric spaces. For which ordinals a is
theorem 4.1.15 true? Is it true for prime components? Is it only true for prime components? Is it true for

ffi 1 ·2?

§4.2. An isomorphical classification
In this section we present an isomorphical classification of function spaces of count-

able metric spaces which have scattered height less than or equal to

ffi.

In chapter 2 we

have considered finite spaces. We will assume in this section that all spaces are
infinite.
Let X be a space. For ordinals a and 13, we define the following:
X(a, 13)=0 if and only if x<a. P> =0,
X (a, 13) = 1 if and only if x <
a. P> is non-empty and compact, and
X (a, 13) = 2 if and only if x <
a. Pl is not compact.

With this notation, part of the results in section 4.1 can be reformulated as follows:
(D Let X and Y be 4,-equivalent spaces zero-dimensional separable metric

spaces. Then for every pair of ordinals a, 13 with a < ffi 1 a prime component,
we haveX(a, 13)=Y(a, 13).
As mentioned above we restrict ourselves in this section to countable metric spaces X
which have scattered height less than or equal to

ffi.

In this class of spaces, (I) takes the

following form (note that for such X, we have x<co) = 0, so the ordinals we have to consider here are the finite ordinals):
(II) Let X and Y be LP-equivalent countable metric spaces which have scattered
height less than or equal to

ffi.

Then for every n e IN' u ( 0}, X (0, n) = Y (0, n)

andX(l, n)=Y(l, n).
In this section we will show that the necessary conditions in (II) are also sufficient, i.e.,

if for two infinite countable metric spaces X and Y which have scattered height less than
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or equal to ro, X (0, n) = Y (0, n) and X (1, n) = Y(l, n) for every n e IN u {0}, then X and

Y are LP-equivalent.
Before we consider function spaces of countable metric spaces, we first deal with
the countable metric spaces itself. Some of the next lemmas are formulated in a more
general form in case their proofs do not use special properties of countable metric
spaces.
4.2.l LEMMA: Let X be a space. Then for every n e IN,
x(O, n) cX(l, n-1) cX(O, n-1).
PROOF: It is easily seen that
X(O, l) cX(l) cX =X(O),
from which it follows that for every n e IN,

This completes the proof of this lemma.

□

4.2.2 COROLLARY: Let X be a space, such that there is n e IN with X (0, n) =0.
Let no=min{n :X(O, n)=O). Then n 1 =min{n :X(l, n)=O) is well-defined and

no = n 1 or n o = n 1 + 1. D
PROOF: By lemma 4.2.1, XO.no) cx<O,nol, so that n 1 ~n 0 . Again by lemma 4.2.1,
X(O,ni+l) cX(l, ni), so that no~ n 1 + 1. □
We can distinguish the spaces X with scattered height less than or equal to ro into
two types. The first type consists of those X such that for each n e IN, X (0, n) = 2; then
also X ( 1, n) = 2 for each n e IN, by lemma 4.2.1 . For the other spaces, there is n e IN
such that X (0, n) = 1 or X (0, n) =0; if X (0, n) = 1, then X (0, n + 1) =0, so in both cases
X (0, n) = 0 for some n e IN. For spaces of the second type we have

4.2.3 LEMMA: Let X be a space such that there is m

e

IN with X (0, m) = 0. Then

there is n e IN such that X satisfies one of the following conditions:
(a)n X(O, n)=O, X(O, n -1)= 1, andX(l, n -1)= 1,
(b)n X(O, n)=O,X(O, n-1)=2, andX(l, n-1)=1,

(c)n X (0, n)=O, X (0, n -1)=2, andX (1, n -1)=2,
(d)n X (1, n) =0, X (1, n -1) = 1, and X (0, n) = 1,
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(e)n X (1, n)=0, X(l, n -1)=2, andX (0, n)= 1,
lf)n X (1, n) =0, X (1, n -1) =2, and X (0, n) =2, or
(g) X (0, 1) =0, X (0, 0) =2, and X (1, 0) =0,

(i.e., Xis an infinite discrete space).
PROOF: As in corollary 4.2.2, let

no =min{n :X (0, n) =0}, and n 1 =min{n: X (1, n) =0}.

Then no =n 1 or no =n 1 + 1. SinceX .t0, no e IN.
case I: no=n1 ,

In this case X(0,no)=X(l,no)=0, X(0,no-1).t0 and X(l,no-1).t0. If
X(0,n 0 -1)=1, then by lemma 4.2.1, X(l,n 0 -1)=1, so X satisfies (a)no· If
X(0, no-1)=2, thenX satisfies (b)n 0 or (c)no•
case 2: no =n 1 + 1, where n 1 e IN.

In this case X(0,n 1 +l)=X(l,n 1)=0, X(0,n 1).t0 and X(l,n 1 -l).t0. If
X(l,n 1 -1)=1, then by lemma 4.2.1, X(0,ni)=l, so X satisfies (d)ni· If
X (1, n 1 -1) = 2, then X satisfies (e )n 1 or lf )n 1 •
case 3 : n 1 =0, and no= 1.
Since X (1, 0) = 0, X has no accumulation points, so in this case, X is an infinite

discrete space. □
At the end of this section we will show that for each case, there exist countable
metric spaces with scattered height less than or equal to co satisfying the corresponding
conditions. We will now present a special decomposition of the spaces of interest in
this section. (cf. corollaries 4.2.5, 4.2.7 and 4.2.9). We restrict ourselves to countable
metric spaces.
4.2.4 LEMMA: Let X be a countable metric space. Let A and B be closed in X with
A cB and suppose that A (0, 1) =B (0, 1) = 1. Then there is a decreasing clopen base

(Un : n e IN} at B(O,

I)

in X such that U 1 =X and (Un\ Un+d nA is not compact for

l)

is compact, there is a decreasing clopen base (Vn: n e JN} at

every n e IN.
PROOF: Since B(O,

B(O, l) in X. We now inductively find the Un . Let U 1 =X and suppose we have chosen
U 1, ... , Un for some n e IN". Since A (O, I) cB (O, l), Un is a neighborhood of A (O, I).

But then Un n A is not compact, from which it follows that there is an infinite closed
discrete set E in Un nA. Since B(O, l) is compact, without loss of generality we may as-
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sume that E r.B (O,

I)= 0,

so there is i > n such that V; cX \E. If we now let Un+I

=

V;,

then E c (Un\ Un+d r.A. □

4.2.5 COROLLARY: Let X be a countable metric space, and let m

E

JN".

(a) If X (0, m) =X (I, m) = 1, then there is a clopen decreasing

base

{Un: n E JN"} at x<O,m) in X, such that U 1 =X and (Un\ Un+1)(l, m-1)=2
for every n E JN".
(b) If X(l, m)=X(0, m+l)= 1, then there is a clopen decreasing base
{Un: n E JN"} at x<l,m) in X, such that U 1 =X and (Un\ Un+i><0, m)=2for
every n E JN".
PROOF: This is a direct consequence of lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.4. D
4.2.6 LEMMA: Let X be a countable metric space. Let A and B be closed in X with

A cB.

lf A and Bare locally compact but not compact, then X can be written as a clo-

pen disjoint union X = U~= 1X; such that for each i, X; r.A and X; r.B are compact and
non-empty.
PROOF: Since B is locally compact but not compact and X is zero-dimensional, we
can write X as a clopen disjoint union X = U~= 1K; such that for every i E JN", K; r.B is
compact. Since A cB, for every i E JN", A r.K; is compact as well. Since A is not compact we can find a strictly increasing sequence (in)nelN such that for each n

E

JN",

A r.K;. is not empty. Taking Xn=Uf~;._1 K; (where io=l) we obtain the desired
decomposition. D
4.2.7 COROLLARY: Let X be a countable metric space and let m

E

IN".

(a) If X (0, m) =0 and X (1, m-1) =2, then X can be written as a clopen disjoint
union X = U~= 1A; such that for every i e JN", A;(0, m-l)=A;(l, m-1)= 1 .
(b) If X ( 1, m) =0 and X (0, m) =2, then X can be written as a clopen disjoint
union X =U~= 1A; such that for every i e JN", A;(0, m) =A;(l, m-1) = 1.
PROOF: This a direct consequence of lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.6. D
4.2.8 LEMMA: Let X be a countable metric space. Let A and B be closed in X with

A cB. lf A is compact and non-empty and Bis locally compact but not compact, then X
can be written as a clopen disjoint union X =X 1 uX 2 such that
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(1) X 1 r,B is compact and non-empty and

(2) X 2 riA =0.

PROOF: As in the proof of lemma 4.2.6, X can be written as a clopen disjoint union
X =U~=tKi with for each i e .IN, Ki riB is compact and non-empty. Since A is compact,

there is io such that Ar, Ui>; 0 K; =0. Now letX 1 =u'.: 1K; andX2 =Ui>; 0 K;. D

4.2.9 COROLLARY: Let X be a countable metric space and let me .INu {0} .
(a) If X (0, m) =2, X (0, m+l) =0 and X (1, m) = 1, then X can be written as a
c/open disjoint union X =X 1 uX 2 such that X 1 (0, m) = 1 and X 2(1, m)=0.
(b) If X (1, m) =2, X (1, m+l) =0 and X (0, m+l) = 1, then X can be written as a

c/open

disjoint

union

X =X I u X 2

such

X 1 (1 , m) = 1

that

and

X2(0,m+l)=0.

PROOF: This is a direct consequence of lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.8.

□

REMARK: Notice that in corollary 4.2.9 (a) we also have that X 1 (1, m) = 1 because x <t. m) =X\1· m ) uX~1• m ) . Similarly we have X 2(0, m+l)=0, X 2(0, m) =2 and if

m~0. X 2(1 , m-1)=2. In addition, in corollary 4.2.9 (b) we have X 1 (0, m+l)=l ,
X2(l, m+l)=0, X2(l, m)=2 and X 2(0, m)=2.
We return to the subject of function spaces. The following lemma together with the
"decomposition" lemmas above will play a fundamental role in proving the announced
isomorphical classification of function spaces of infinite countable metric spaces which
have scattered height less than or equal to co.

4.2.10 LEMMA: Let X be a countable metric space, A a non-empty compact subspace of X, and ( U,. : n e .IN} a c/open decreasing base at A in X such that U 1 =X. Let
Y be a countable metric space, Ba non-empty compact subspace of Y, and {V,.: n e .IN}
a c/open decreasing base at B in Y such that V 1 =X. Let k e IN". Suppose that for every
n e IN,

q,,. : Cp(U,. \ U,.+d ➔ Cp(Vn \ V,.+i)

is

a

linear

k-mapping.

Define

q>: Cp, A (X) ➔ Cp, B(Y) by
q>(j) IV,.\ V,.+ 1 =q>,.(j I U,. \ U11 +1) and q,(j) IB =0.
Then q, is a well-defined linear k-mapping. If moreover each q,,. is a linear khomeomorphism, then q, is a linear k-homeomorphism.
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PROOF: To prove that 4> is well-defined it suffices to prove that q>(f) is continuous at

points of B. Let
f (W)c(-y,

£

> 0. Since f (A)= 0, there is an open neighborhood W of A with

T). There is no e IN such that A cUn

0

cW, so

Then it easily follows by k-linearity of 4>n for every n, that q>(f)(Vn 0 ) c (-£, £), so that
q>(f) is continuous at points of B.
To prove continuity of 4>, it suffices to prove that cp is continuous at 0. Let P c Y be

finite and £>0. For each neIN, let Pn=P~(Vn\Vn+ 1 ) . Since Pis finite, there is
n 0 e IN such that for each n > no, Pn =0. Let n Sn 0. Since 4>n is continuous, there are a
finite Qn c Un\ Un+l and &n > 0 such that
4>n( <0, Qn , 6n>) C <0, P n, £>.

Let Q =

u:~

1 Qn

and &=min{ 6; : 1 Si Sn 0 } . Then it is easily seen that

q>( <0, Q, 6>) c <0, P, £>.
The k-linearity of 4> is an easy exercise.
Now suppose each 4>n is a linear k-homeomorphism. Define 'If: Cp, 8 (Y)

➔ Cp, A (X)

by

Then 'I' is a well-defined linear k-rnapping which is easily seen to be equal to 4>- 1 ,
hence q, is a linear k-homeomorphism. D
We are now in a position to prove an isomorphical classification of function spaces
of countable metric spaces which have scattered height less than or equal to co. First we
consider the case of countable metric spaces which have scattered height strictly less
than co. The proof will be an inductive one. In the following two lemmas we deal with
spaces at a "low level". The space Tin lemma 4.2.12 is the one defined in section 3.3.
4.2.11 LEMMA: Let q e IN. There is kq e 1N such that if X and Y are infinite count.

le

able compact spaces with IC(X), IC(Y) Sq, then Cp(X) .! Cp(Y) .
PROOF: Let X be an infinite countable compact metric space with IC(X) Sq. By

theorem 2.2.8, there are 1 Sm Sq and n e 1N such that X = [1, ro"'·n] . Let a =com and
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A =x<m>. Notice that A= {rom·i : 1 ~i ~n} .
2

Cp(X)- Cp, a([l , ro"']) x Cp(A)
I

- Cp, a(A EB (1 , ro"'])
I

Then

(corollaries 2.2.10 and 2.3.4)
(lemma 2.3.6)

- Cp, a([l, ro"'])

(lemma 2.3.5)

I Cp([l, rom])

(lemma 2.3.9).

4

So that Cp(X)-Cp([l, rom]).
To finish the lemma it suffices to prove the following
CLAIM: There is / e IN such that for every 1 ~ r ~ q we have
Cp([l,ro']) 1. Cp ([l, ro]).
Let

1 ~, ~q.

By

theorem

2.4.7,

there

is

a

linear

homeomorphism

q, : Cp([l ,ro'])-+Cp([l , ro]). Then by corollary 1.2.21 , q, : Co([l,ro' ]) ➔ Co([l, ro]) is
also a linear homeomorphism. Since these two function spaces are Banach spaces,

there is / (r) e IN such that for every/ e C O([ 1, ro']) we have
1
- -11/11
I (r)

< llq,(/)11 < I (r)lljll.

Then/ =max{/ (r): r ~q} is as required . □
From now on we fix for each q e IN, kq as in lemma 4.2.11.
4.2.12 LEMMA: Let q e IN. There is lq ~ kq such that if X and Y are countable

metric spaces with K(X), K(Y) ~q. X (0, 1) = Y(0, 1) = 1 and X (1, 0) = Y(l, 0) = 1, then

PROOF: LetX be a countable metric space with K(X) ~q andX (0, 1) =X (1 , 0) = 1. Let
A =X (J). Then by assumption A is compact. Since XIA is a perfect image of X, and Xis

not locally compact, we have that X I A is a non-locally compact countable metric
space with exactly one non-isolated point. It then easily follows that XI A is
homeomorphic to the space T. Then by corollary 2.3.4,

If A is finite, then T EBA is homeomorphic to T, so Cp(X) ! Cp, _(T). Now suppose that
A is infinite. We have by lemma 4.2.11 , Cp(A) ~ CP([l, ro]). Note that by the above ar2

4·k

gument Cp(T)-Cp, (T), so that Cp(X) -' Cp(T EB (1, ro]). Since (T EB (1, ro]i 1> is
00
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the same argument gives Cp(T$[1,w])-Cp,-(T).

We conclude that

8·k9

Cp(X) - Cp(T). Then lq =(8·kq) 2 is as required . □

From now on we fix for each q e 1N, lq as in lemma 4.2. 12.
The isomorphical classification for countable metric spaces with scattered height
less than ro will be given after the following lemma, in which all the tools developed in
this section are used.

4.2.13 LEMMA: For every q e JN, there is rq e JN, such that if X and Y are in.finite
countable metric spaces with K(X) Sq, K(Y) Sq and for every n e JN, X (0, n) = Y (0, n ),
rq

and X (1, n) =Y(l, n), then Cp(X) - Cp(Y) .

PROOF: Let q e 1N and for every m Sq, let Sm =4m·lq. Let X and Y be infinite countable metric spaces with K(X) Sq, K(Y) Sq and for every n e JN, X (0, n) = Y(0, n), and
X (1, n) = Y(l, n). Since x<q) = y(q) =0, X (0, q)= Y(0, q) =0, hence X and Y both satis-

fy the condition in lemma 4.2.3. 1f X and Y do not satisfy (g ), find m e 1N such that X
and Y both satisfy one of the cases (a)m through <f)m . Notice that 1 ~m ~q. We will
prove that Cp(X) ~ Cp(Y) by induction on m. Then rq =sq is as required. The inductive proof is organized as follows: We prove case (a)m form= 1 and form> 1 we use
(c)m-1· The proof of case (b)m makes use of case (a)m and form> 1 it makes use of
case <f)m-l · We prove case (c)m using case (a)m. We prove case (d)m form= 1 and
form> 1 we use <J)m - l For case (e)m we use (d)m and if m > 1 we use (c)m. Finally
in case (f)m we use (d)m.
case (a)m : X (0, m) = Y(0, m) =0, X (0, m-1) = Y (0, m-1) = 1, and

X(l, m-l)=Y(l, m-1)= 1.
Notice that in this case we have X(l, m)=Y(l, m)=O. Form= 1 we have that X
k

and Y are infinite countable compact spaces, so by lemma 4.2.11, Cp(X) .! Cp(Y). Note
that kq Slq Ss 1 • Form> 1, let A =X(O,m-l) andB =Y(O.m-l)_ By proposition 2.3.2,
2

2

Cp(X)- Cp, A (X) xCp(A) and Cp(Y)-Cp, B(Y) x Cp(B).

Define Z 1 =X $A and Z 2 = Y $B. Notice that since m > 1,
z\O, m-1) =X(O, m-1), z\1• m-1) =X(l, m-1),
z~O, m-1) = y(O, m-1), and z~l, m-1) = y(l, m-1).

(1)
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Let C =Z~o, m-l) and D =Z~o, m-l). Then by (I) and by lemma 2.3.6,
2
2
Cp(X)-Cp, c(Z 1 ) and Cp(Y)-Cp, D(Z2).

By corollary 4.2.5 (a), there are clopen decreasing bases {Un : n e N) and
{Vn: n e IN) at C and D, respectively such that U 1 =Z i, V 1 =Z 2,

Notice that then also

It is easily seen that
<Un\ Un+d(0, m-1)=0 and <Vn \ Vn+i)(0, m-1)=0.

Then (c)m-1 gives Cp(Un \ Un+1) s~i Cp<Vn \ Vn+1) for every n

E

IN, whence by lemma

4.2.10, Cp, c(Z i) s~i Cp, D(Z2). In conclusion we have Cp(X) ~ Cp(Y). This completes
the proof of case (a )m.

case (b)m: X (0, m) = Y (0, m) =0, X (0, m-1) = Y(0, m-1) =2, and
X(l, m-l)=Y(l, m-1)= 1.
Again in this case we have X (I, m) = Y (1, m) = 0. By corollary 4.2.9 (a), X and Y
can be written as clopen disjoint unions, X = A u B and Y = C u D such that
A (0, m-1) = C (0, m-1) = 1 and B (1, m-1) =D (l, m-1) =0. By the remark following
s..

corollary 4.2.9 we now have by case (a)m, Cp(A) - Cp(C) and form> 1, by lf)m-1•
1

Cp(B)s~ Cp(D). If m=l then Band Dare infinite discrete and so Cp(B)1-Cp(D).

With lemma 2.3.7 it now follows that Cp(X) ~ Cp(Y). This completes the proof of case
(b)m .

case (c)m : X (0, m)=Y(0, m)=0, X (0, m-1) =Y(0, m-1)=2, and
X (l, m-1)= Y(l, m-1) =2.
Again X (1, m) = Y(l , m) =0. We have by corollary 4.2.7 (a), X and Y can be written
as clopen disjoint unions, X=U;: 1Ai and Y=U~=!Bi such that for each ielN,
Ai(0,m-l)=Bi(0,m-l)=Ai(l,m-l)=Bi(l,m-1)=1. By case (a)m, we then have
Cp(Ai) ~ Cp(Bi), so that by lemma 2.3.7, Cp(X) ~ Cp(Y). This completes the proof of

case (c)m .
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case (d)m : X(l, m)=Y(l, m)=O,X(l, m-l)=Y(l , m-1)= 1, and
X (0, m) = Y (0, m) = 1.

The proof of this case is almost the same as the proof of case (a)m. Instead of (c)m-1
we use <f)m-I, instead of lemma 4.2.11, we use lemma 4.2.12 and instead of corollary
4.2.5 (a), we use corollary 4.2.5 (b).

case (e)m: X(l, m)=Y(J, m)=O, X(l, m-l)=Y(l, m-1)=2, and
X (0, m) = Y (0, m) = 1.

The proof is almost the same as the proof of case (b)m. Instead of corollary 4.2.9 (a),
we use corollary 4.2.9 (b), instead of (a)m we use (d)m and instead of <f)m - 1 we use
(C)m.

case <f )m: X (1, m) = Y(l, m) =0, X (1, m-1) = Y(l, m-1) =2, and
X (0, m) =Y (0, m) =2.

The proof is almost the same as the proof of case (c)m. Instead of corollary 4.2.7 (a),
we use corollary 4.2.7 (b), and instead of (a)m we use (d)m .

case (g ): X and Y are infinite discrete spaces.
Since X and Y are countable we have that X and Y are both homeomomorphic to IN.
Now apply lemma 2.3.5.
This completes the proof of this lemma.

□

4.2.14 THEOREM: Let X and Y be infinite countable metric spaces with
1C(X), 1C(Y) < ro such that for every n e IN, X (0, n) = Y (0, n) and X (1, n) =Y (1, n) . Then
Cp(X)- Cp(Y).

PROOF: Let q =max(K(X), 1C(Y)) and apply lemma 4.2.13. D
We have completed the case of countable metric spaces with scattered height less
than ro, so from now on we consider spaces with scattered height equal to ro. So Jet X
be a countable metric space with 1C(X) = ro. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, there are two cases:
(a) there is n e IN, such that X (0, n) = 0,
(b) for every n e IN, X (0, n) =2.
Note that if a space X satisfies condition (b), then 1C(X) ~ ro.
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We will first deal with spaces for which case (a) holds. We need another decomposition lemma.

4.2.15 LEMMA: Let X and Y be countable metric spaces such that K(X)=w,
K(Y)Sw, X(0, n)=Y(0, n) and X(l, n)=Y(l, n)for every n e JNu (0} and such that
case (a) holds for X. Then X and Y can be written as clopen disjoint unions,
X=U~=lxi and Y=U~=lyi such that K(Xi),K(Yi)<w and for every i,neJN,
Xi(0, n) = Yi(0, n) and Xi(l, n) = Yi(l, n).

PROOF: Since X satisfies (a), and K(X) = w, there is by lemma 4.2.3, k e IN such that X
and Y both satisfy one of the cases (a),t through (/),t. We prove the lemma by induction
on k and the inductive proof is organized as the inductive proof in lemma 4.2.13.
case (a)m: X (0, m) = Y(0, m) =0, X (0, m-1) = Y(0, m-1) = 1, and
X(l, m-l)=Y(l, m-1)= 1.
Since K(X) = w, X is not compact. This implies m > 1. By corollary 4.2.5 (a), there
are clopen decreasing bases (Un: n e IN'} and ( Vn: n e JN} at x< 0, m-l} and y(O, m-l)
respectively, such that U 1 =X and V 1 = Y,

CLAIM: There is/ e 1N such that K(U1) < w.
Since K(X) =W, U = (X \X(n): n e IN'} is an open cover of X without finite subcover.
Since X is zero-dimensional, there is a disjoint clopen refinement (A; : i e JN} of U.
Sincex<O,m-l) is compact, there is n such thatx<0 ,m-l) cU7=iAi. There is/ e IN' such
that

u, c

U

n
i=IAi,

and this I satisfies the claim.

Without loss of generality we may assume that also IC(V1) < w. Now let X 1 = U1 and
Y 1 = v,. Notice that
X 1 (0, n) = Y 1 (0, n) andX 1 (1, n)= Y 1 (I, n) for every n e JN,

(X \ U1)(1, m-2) = (Y \ V1)(1, m-2) =2 and
(X \ U1)(0, m-1) = (Y \ V1)(0, m-1) =0.
So by (c)m-l we have that X and Y can be written as clopen disjoint unions,
X\U1=U~=2Xi and Y\V,t=U~=2Y; such that for every i'2:.2 and neJN,
Xi(0, n) = Yi(0, n) and X;(l, n) =Yi(l, n) and the lemma has been proved in this case.
case (b)m: X (0, m)= Y(0, m) =0,X(0, m-l)=Y(0, m-1)=2, and
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X(l, m-l)=Y(l, m-1)= 1.

By corollary 4.2.9 (a), X and Y can be written as clopen disjoint unions X =A uB
and Y=CuD such that A(O,m-l)=C(O,m-1)=1 and B(l,m-l)=D(l,m-1)=0.
By the remark following corollary 4.2.9 we now have in cases of scattered height co by
case (a )m or by case (f )m-l • the desired decomposition of X and Y.
case (c)m : X (0, m)=Y(0, m) =0, X (0, m-1)= Y(0, m-1)=2, and
X (1, m-1) = Y(l, m-1) =2.

We have by corollary 4.2.7 (a), X and Y are clopen disjoint unions X =

u;:1A; and

Y=U~=!Bi such that Ai(0,m-l)=Bi(0,m-l)=Ai(l,m-l)=B;(l,m-1)=1. By case
(a)m (applied in cases where Ai or B; has scattered height co), we have the desired

decomposition of X and Y.
case (d)m: X (1, m) = Y (1, m) =0, X (1, m-1) = Y(l, m-1) = 1, and

X (0, m) = Y (0, m) = I.

The proof of this case is almost the same as the proof of case (a)m. Instead of corollary 4.2.5 (a), we use corollary 4.2.5 (b), and instead of (c)m-l we use (J)m-l •
case (e)m: X (1, m) = Y(I, m) =0, X (1, m-1) = Y(l, m-1) =2, and

X (0, m) = Y (0, m) = 1.

The proof is almost the same as the proof of case (b )m. Instead of corollary 4.2.9 (a),
we use corollary 4.2.9 (b), instead of (a)m we use (d)m and instead of (f)m-l we use
(c)m.
case (J)m: X (1, m) = Y(l, m) =0, X (1, m-1) = Y(l, m-1) =2, and

X(O, m)= Y(0, m)=2.
The proof is almost the same as the proof of case (c)m. Instead of corollary 4.2.7 (a),
we use corollary 4.2.7 (b) and instead of (a)m we use (d)m.
This completes the proof of this lemma. D

4.2.16THEOREM: Let X and Y be countable metric spaces such that 1e(X)=co,
K(Y) :s; co and for every n e 1N u (O}, X (0, n) = Y(0, n) and X (1, n)= Y(l, n). If Xis a
space satisfying (a), then X and Y are lp·equivalent.

PROOF: This follows directly from theorem 4.2.14, lemmas 2.3.7 and 4.2.15. o
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This theorem completes the case for spaces satisfying (a). So now we only have to
consider spaces satisfying (b). Again a decomposition of these spaces is needed. This
will be given in a claim in the following:

4.2.17 THEOREM: Let X and Y be countable metric spaces such that
K(X) =K(Y) =co and both satisfying (b ). Then X and Y are tP -equivalent.

PROOF: We begin with the following:
CLAIM: We can write X = U~=lxi and Y = U~=l Yi as clopen disjoint unions, such that
there are sequences (n;)ieN and (m;)ielN such that ni+l<mi, mi+l<ni+l•
X;(l, ni) ;,i!,0, Xi(l, ni+d =0, Yi(l, mi) *O and Yi(l, mi+l) =0.
It is easily seen that (X \X(I, n) : n

E

IN} is an open cover of X without finite subcov-

er. Since X is countable, there is a clopen disjoint refinement (Ai : i E IN} of this cover.
We may assume that there exists a strictly increasing sequence (ki)id•I of natural
numbers such that for each i E IN, A;(l, k;)*0 and A;(l, k;+ l)=0 (note thatX satisfies
condition (b), so take unions of the Ai's). In the same way Y can be written as a clopen
disjoint union Y=U~=1B; such that there are 11 <1 2 ••· with B;(l,l;)*0 and
B;(l, I;+ 1) =0 for each i E IN. Now let (n;); e N and (m;); e N be subsequences of
(k;); e IN and (/;); e IN, respectively, such that n; + 1 <mi, mi+ 1 < ni+l · By letting Xi be a
appropriate finite union of the Ai 's and the same for the Yi 's, we are done.
LetZ=X1EBY1EBX2EBY2EB ···.
Because ni+l<mi , (XiEBYi)(0,n)=Yi(0,n) and (X;EBY;)(l,n)=Yi(l,n) for every

n E IN u (0} . Both X; EB Yi and Yi satisfy (a), so by theorem 4.2.14 or theorem 4.2.16,
Cp(Xi EB Yi)- Cp(Yi) , so that Cp(Z)-Cp(Y). By interchanging the role of X and Y we
also have Cp(Z)-Cp(X). We conclude that Cp(X)-Cp(Y). □
Since we have considered all possible cases we can now formally state the result announced at the beginning of this section.

4.2.18 THEOREM: Let X and Y be infinite countable metric spaces, such that
K(X), K(Y) :Seo. Then X and Y are tp •equivalent if and only if/or every n

E

IN u (0},

X(0, n)=Y(0, n) andX(l, n)=Y(l, n) .

PROOF: This follows immediately from theorems 4.2.14, 4.2.16, 4.2.17 and 4.1.13. □
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The question naturally arises whether theorem 4.2.18 can be generalized to all
countable metric spaces. One is tempted to conjecture the following:
Let X and Y be countable metric spaces. Then X and Y are t,,-equivalent if and
only if for every prime component a and ordinal

Pwe have X (a, P) =Y(a, P).

In section 4.3 we will show that this conjecture is false.
In this section we saw that an infinite countable metric space X, with scattered
height less than or equal to w, satisfies one of the conditions in lemma 4.2.3 or for
every neIN, X(0,n)=X(l,n)=2. The question remains whether each of the considered classes is non-empty. We will prove that in each case there are (l)-many spaces
satisfying the given conditions (except for case (g) in lemma 4.2.3 of course).
For convenience, for every n e N define Sn= [1, wn] . Let X be a space. We define
T (X) to be the space obtained from T by replacing each isolated point of T by a copy of
Each copy of X will then be clopen in T (X). Inductively we define
Tlc(X)=T(Tlc-l(X)) fork> l, and let To(X)=X. Similarly S1c(X) will be the space ob-

X.

tained from S1c by replacing each isolated point of S1c by a copy of X .
4.2.19 LEMMA: Let X be a non-discrete space. Then for every n e IN and
me IN u (0}, Sn(X)(0, m) =X (0, m) and Sn(X)(l, m) =X (1, m).
PROOF: Since Xis non-empty we have for every n e IN, (Sn(X))(l) =Sn(x< 1>). Since
X is non-discrete, we have

Sn(X)(0, 0) =X (0, 0) and Sn(X)(l, 0) =X (1, 0).
Since Sn is compact, we also have for every me N,
Sn(X)(0, m) =X (0, m) and Sn(X)(l, m) =X (1, m). o

If X is a scattered space we have for n "#m that Sn(X) and Sm(X) are not
homeomorphic. So this lemma implies that we only have to give one countable metric
space for each of the cases mentioned above, since the lemma then immediately gives
(l)-many. For every n e N define Xn = Tn-l (T), and Yn = Tn-l (S 1 ). Let X O be any onepoint space.
4.2.20 PROPOSITION: For every n e IN, we have
(a) Yn satisfies the conditions in lemma 42.3 (a)n,
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(b) Yn EB(Xn-1 xJN) satisfies the conditions in lemma 42.3 (b)n,
(c) Yn x JN satisfies the conditions in lemma 42.3 (c)n ,
(d) Xn satisfies the conditions in lemma 42.3 (d)n,

(e) Xn EB (Yn x 1N) satisfies the conditions in lemma 4.2.3 (e)n,

(j) Xn x 1N" satisfies the conditions in lemma 42.3 (j)n, and
(g) Y

=EB;;'= 1 Yn satisfies Y (0, m) =Y(l, m)=2for each me IN".

PROOF: We start this proof with the following
CLAIM: Let X be a non-discrete space, and let m e 1N" u ( 0}. If X (0, m) = 1, then
T(X)(O, m + 1) = 1, and if X (1, m) = 1, then T(X)(l, m + 1) = 1.

Notice that since X is non-empty, T (X)<O, m) =T (x<0, m>). Furthermore because
x<O, m) is compact and non-empty, T(X)<O,m+l) contains only one point, hence
T(X)(O, m+l)=l. Since Xis a non-discrete space, T(X)(l)=T(X(l)), so the second

part follows from the fist part. This proves the claim.
Since Y 1 =S 1 satisfies the conditions in lemma 4.2. 3 (a) 1, we have by the claim that
Yn satisfies the conditions in lemma 4.2.3 (a)n . We can prove (d) similarly. Case (c)
follows easily from (a) and case (f) easily follows from (d). It is easily seen that
Y 1 EB (X O x 1N) satisfies the conditions in lemma 4.2.3 (b) 1. For n > 1, case (b) follows
from (a) and (f). Case (e) is a combination of (d) and (c). Finally (g) follows from (d)

since for each n > 2, Yn(O, n -2) = Yn(l, n -2) =2. □
Of course the spaces constructed above are not the only possible ones. In fact one
can replace isolated points in T by other countable metric spaces to obtain more examples.

§4.3. More lµ•equivalent properties of metric spaces
The tp-equivalent pairs found in section 4.1 do not provide a complete isomorphical
classification for the function spaces Cp(X), with X countable and metric. In this section we present two different types of tP-equivalent properties which show that an isomorphical classification for these function spaces must be more complicated than the
one derived in section 4.2, where we dealt with countable metric spaces of scattered
height less than or equal to ro.
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Let ex~ ro be a countable prime component and let

13 be a countable ordinal. Recall

from section 4.1 that for any space X,
x<a, P>

= nx<Y, Pl.
y<a

Let ex~ ro be a countable prime component and let y, 13 be countable ordinals. By
x<a, P. 'Y> we denote the set X (yJ with respect to the pair (X, x<a, P>). Notice that if y
is a successor, say y=o+ 1, then we have x<a, p, 'Y> = (x<a, p, 6>/0• I).
The numbers X <ex,
numbers X(ex,

13, y> are defined for ordinals ex, 13 and y similarly to the

13) as follows:

13, y> =0 if and only if x<a, P, 'Y> =0,
13, y>= 1 if and only if x<a, P. 'Y> is non-empty and compact, and
X <ex, 13, y> = 2 if and only if X <a, P, 'Y> is not compact.
X <ex,
X <ex,

For a subset A of a space X we will denote by C o,A (X) the subspace
{fe C(X) :f(A)={O)) ofCo(X).

4.3.1 PROPOSITION: Let X and Y be zero-dimensional separable metric lp·
equivalent spaces and ex~ ro a countable prime component. Then (X, x<a, I>) and
(Y, y<a, I>) are lp•equivalent pairs.
PROOF: Let cj): Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a linear homeomorphism. It suffices to prove that
(X, x<a, 1>) is (cj), 0)-relative to (Y, y<a. l>). Let U and V be open subsets of X and W

an open subset of Y, such that
(supp U) n W

= 0 , and

suppWcUuV,
Suppose w nr<a, I> ;,1,0 and

vnx<a, I> =0.

Let (Yn)neN be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals such that Yn ➔ ex (n ➔ 00) .
Let y e W n y<a, I> and let {Wn I n e IN) be a clopen decreasing base at y in W. For
each n e IN, ye W~y•. I), hence we may assume that for each n e N we can find a closed
copy of [1, ro'Y•] xlN in Wn \ Wn+I · By lemma 4.1.4, there is a discrete clopen family
{Ai : i e IN) such that V c u :1Ai and such that for every i e IN, there is Yi< ex with

A[y,,I) =0. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there is p e IN such that
supp WP n UAi = 0 .
•>p

Let A

=uf=I Ai . Then there is y < ex such that A (y. I)= 0.

By corollary 4.1.5, there is a
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discrete clopen family (B; : i e JN} such that A = U~=t B; and such that for every i e JN,

BfY> is compact. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10 there is k > p such that
supp W.1: n UB; =0.
i>k

LetB =U:= 1B; . Then B("f) is compact. We now have
(supp U) n W.1: =0, and
supp W.1: c U uB,
Since Wka)

* 0, we have by proposition 4.1.12, that B (a)* 0, so that B <1>* 0 . This im-

plies that supp BM is a non-empty compactum in Y.
Since supp BM is compact, this implies that there exists a closed copy Ln of (1, w1•]
in Wn such that supp BM n Ln = 0. If supp Ln nB = 0, then supp Ln c U hence by proposition 1.4.3, Ln c supp supp Ln c supp U. This implies Ln = 0, contradiction. Hence
supp Ln n B

* 0 . Let

M=(suppB<'Y) n W,1:)u (y},
La= Un>kln u {y},
L=LauM, and
K =(suppl nB)uB<-Y>.

By lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear function TJt:

C 0 (L) ➔ C 0 (Y)

such that

for each/ e C (L),
Tit(/) IL= /and Tit (/)(Y\ W,1:) = (O} .
Again by lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear function ri 2 : Co(K) ➔ Co(X) such
that for each/ e C (K),
T12(/) I K = f and T12(/)(X \B) = {O}.
Define
0: C o,M(L) ➔ C o,Bc"'> (K) by 0(/) =$-t(T11 (/)) IK, and

v: C o(K) ➔ C o(L) by 'If(/) =$(T12(/)) IL.
Let /e Co,M(L) . Then Tlt<f)(Y\W.1:)={O} . Since suppBMnW.1:cM, we have that
So by corollary 1.4.2, q>- 1(Tlt<f))(BM)={O}, hence

Tlt<f)(suppB<-Y>)=(O} .

0(/)(B("f))= (0} . Now it is easily seen that both 0 and 'I' are well-defined continuous
linear functions.
CLAIM: 0 is a linear embedding.
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It suffices to prove that for fe Co,M(L), we have 'lf(0(f))=f Suppose to the contrary that for some f e C o,M(L ), we have 'lf(0(f)) ., ,_ f This implies that
$(T\2(8(f))) IL -,,,.T\1 (f) IL.

Then by corollary 1.4.2,
T\2(0(/)) I supp L .,,,_$- 1(T\ 1(/)) I supp L.

Now T\ 2(0(/)) =0 on X \B, and T\i (/) =0 on Y\ Wt , Since supp Uc Y \ Wt, we have by
corollary 1.4.2 that $- 1 (Tt 1 (/))=0 on U. Since suppL cU uB, we have

Hence 0(/)-,,,. 0(/). Contradiction. This proves the claim.
Since LanM={y)

it follows

that Co,M(L) is linearly homeomorphic to

C o,(y} (La)- Note that La= [l, coa]. By lemma 2.3.9 and remark 2.3.10, C o,(y} (La) is

linearly homeomorphic to C 0 (La)- By lemma 2.2.9, the space B!B("f) obtained from B
by identifying BM to a single point a has scattered height y+ 1. Let Z=KtB<'Y> . Then
K(Z) ~y+ 1, so there are

p~'Y and me IN such that Z = [1 , co~ ·m ].

By lemma 2.3.3 and

remark 2.3. 10, Co,(aJ(Z) is linearly homeomorphic to C 0, 8 cn(K). Furthermore by lemma 2.3.9 and remark 2.3.10, Co,(a)(Z) is linearly homeomorphic to C 0 (Z). Now the
claim implies that we have a linear embedding from C 0 (La) to C o(Z), or equivalently
a linear embedding from C 0 [1, coa] to C 0 [1, w'Y]. Since y< a we have a contradiction
by lemma 2.6. 7. D

4.3.2 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be tp-equivalent zero-dimensional separable
metric spaces, let a~ w be a countable prime component and let y be a countable ordinal. Then
(a)x<a.
(b)

I.y.>

x<a, 1• r->

(c) x<a.

1
• r->

=0 if and only ifY<a. l,r-> =0,
is compact if and only if Y<a.

l , r->

is compact, and

is locally compact if and only if y<a, 1• 'P is locally compact.

PROOF: This follows directly from proposition 4.3.1 and theorem 4.1.7. D
We will now give an example of two countable metric metric spaces X and Y such
that for every pair of ordinals a,
X (a,

p

with a a countable prime component,

P) =Y(a, P), and such that X and Y are not tp-equivalent.

Let X be the space obtained from T by replacing each (i, j) e T by [ 1, wi] (i, j e 1N)
and let Y =T([l, w]) EB [1, wco] (for definitions see section 4.2). Let p be any point.
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Then
x<l) ""x and r 0 >""T EB (1, w(I)],
x<O, I)"" (p} and y(O, !) ""(p},
x<t, I)"" {p} and y(l, I)"" (p}, and
x<(I)>"' {p} and r<(I)>"' {p }.

So for every pair of ordinals
X (a,

13) =Y (a, l3).

a, 13 with a a countable prime component, we have

However by corollary 4.3.2, X and Y are not lp-equivalent since

x<(I), I>"' {p} and y<(I), I> =0.

Note that the scattered height of X and Y is

w+ 1, so a classification such as in section

4.2 does not hold when we consider countable metric spaces with scattered height one
higher than w. In this example only a= 0, a= 1, a= w,

13 = 0 and 13 = 1 are necessary.

It

is possible to build more complex examples in which higher ordinals are involved.
Question 1: Let

<l<!:W

be a countable prime component, and let X and Y be LP-

equivalent zero-dimensional separable metric spaces. For which ordinals

13 do we have

that (X, x<a, P>) and (Y, y<a, P>) are t,,-equivalent pairs?
By propositions 4.1.12 and 4.3.1 we have a positive answer to this question for
and

13=0

13 = 1. We conjecture that this question has a positive answer for all ordinals 13.

By corollary 4.3.2 and question 1 one could think that for two countable metric
spaces X and Y which satisfy X (a,
ordinals

13) = Y (a, 13) and X <a, 13, y,> = Y <a, 13, "(>,

for all

a, 13 and y with a a prime component, we have that X and Y are t,,-equivalent.

In the sequel we will give an example which shows that this is not the case. We first
need a new notion which will be used in proposition 4.3.7 . We present it in a general
setting since it seems to be interesting in itself.
Let X and Y be spaces and let C?: Cp(X)-+ Cp(Y) be a linear function. Let A be a
non-empty closed subset of X and U a neighborhood of A in X. Let B be a non-empty
closed subset of Y and Va neighborhood of Bin Y. Finally let m EN. We say that the
triple (U, V, m) is relatively bounded with respect to the triple (A, B, C?) whenever for
each g

E

C (X) satisfying

(a) g ((X\ U)uA)= (0},

(b)g(U)c(-1/m, 1/m),and
(c) C?(g)(B) = {0},

we have
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(d) q,(g)(V) c (-1, 1).

4.3.3 LEMMA: Let X and Y be spaces and let

cp: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y) be a continuous

linear function. Let A be a non-empty closed subset of X and U a neighborhood of A in
X. Let B be a non-empty closed subset of Y and Va neighborhood of Bin Y. Let me IN.

Suppose (U, V, m) is relatively bounded with respect to (A, B,

cp). If U I is a neighbor-

hood of A such that U I c U, V I is a neighborhood of B such that V I c V and k
then (U 1 , V 1 , k) is also relatively bounded with respect to (A, B,

~ m,

cp).

PROOF: Let ge C(X) be such that g((X\U 1)uA)=(O}, g(Ui)c(-llk, Ilk), and
q,(g)(B)=(O). Then obviously g((X\U)uA)=(O). For ze U\U 1 , g(z)=O, hence
g (U) c (-1 Im, 1Im). So q,(g )(V) c (-1, 1), hence q,(g )(V 1) c (-1, 1). D

4.3.4 LEMMA: Let X and Y be metric spaces and let q,: Cp(X)

➔ Cp(Y)

be a con-

tinuous linear function. Let A be a non-empty compact subset of X and let B be a nonempty compact subset of Y. Then there are a neighborhood U of A in X, a neighborhood
V of B in Y and me IN such that (U, V, m) is relatively bounded with respect to
(A, B, q,).
PROOF: Suppose the lemma is false. Let ( Un lneN be an open base at A in X such that
for each n e IN, U,.+1 c U,. . Let (Vn lneN be an open decreasing base at Bin Y. By induction we construct (k;:ieIN)cIN, {g;:ieJN)cC(X) and {y; : ieIN)cf such
that

and for every i e IN,
(2) g;((X \ U.1;) uA) = (0),

(3) for every j

5, i,

gj(U.1;) c

<-.+, .+),
I

I

(4) q,(g;)(B)= {O},
(5) Yi e V.t; and lq,(g;){y;) I~ 1,
1
2(1-l)

1
2(1-l)

(6) for every j < i, q,(gj)(V.1;) c ( - . - , - .-), and
'

(7) for every j < i, q>(g;)(yj) =0.
Let k 1 = 1. By assumption there is g I e C (X) such that g 1((X \ U .1; 1 ) u A)= ( 0),
g1(U.1; 1 )c(-l, 1), q,(gi)(B)= (0) and q,(g 1)(V.1; 1 )<t (-1, 1). Let Y1 e V.1; 1 be such that
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Iq>(g 1 )(y i) I ~ 1.

J~m

~

1 and suppose we found k 1,

km, K 1, ... , Km and y 1 , ... , Ym· For each
we have K/A)=O and q>(g 1 )(B)={O). By continuity of KI•···•Km, there is

Let m

... ,

km+l > km such that

(8) for each j ~m. Kj(U.t

... 1

(9) Uk.,+i n supp (y 1,

... ,

)

1
c ( - --

(m+l) 2

, -

1
-

(m+l) 2

),

Ym) cA, and

(10) for each j ~m. (?(gj)(Vk... 1 )c(-~.

~ ).

Again by assumption there is Km+t EC (X) such that Km+! ((X \ U.t.. +i) uA) = (0),

and q>(gm+dCVk.. +i) ct (-1, 1). Let Ym+l E Vk .. +i

q>(gm+d(B)= (0)

be such that

I$(Km+! )(ym+d I ~ 1. To complete the inductive construction we have to verify (7) for

i=m+l. Since Km+i(supp(yj))=(O)

for

j~m. we have by corollary 1.4.2,

$(Km+d<Yi)=0. This completes the inductive construction.

Now let K =I:7°=IKi· We will show that KE C (X). For i E IN and z,;. U.t,+i' we have by
(2), K(z)=I:)=IK/z). So K IX\A is well-defined and continuous. It remains to prove
that K is continuous at points of A. Since K (A) = 0 this follows from the fact that for
every i E IN, K (Ut) c (-1 /i, l / i). Indeed let z E Uk, \A. Then there is j

~i

such that

z E Uki \ Uti+t. Then by (2), K(z) = I:!: 1 Kj(z ), and hence by (3),
l

j

l

IK(z)I ~ I: IK.t(z)I <}·-:z~-:--

k=l

j

I

We conclude that KE C (X). So q,(g) = I:7: 1 q,(gi) E C (Y). Since B is compact we may
assume that Yn ➔ b (n ➔

00 )

for some b EB. By (4), q,(g)(b) =0, hence q>(g)(yn) ➔ 0

(n ➔ 00) . However for every i E IN, we have

Iq,(g )(yi) I = I I:j= 1$(Ki)(yi) I
= I i:};;l q,(gj)(yj) + (p(gj)(yj) + I:j=i+l q,(gj)(yi) I
= I I:);;,\ <P(Ki)(yi) + <P(Ki)(yj) I

by (7)

~ lq>(gj)(yi) 1-I:j;;\ lq,(g1)(y1) I
1
2(i -1)

>l-(i-l)·--=~
-

2

by (5) and (6)
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This contradiction proves the lemma.

□

4.3.5 COROLLARY: Let X and Y be metric spaces and let$: Cp(X)

➔

Cp(Y) be a

linear homeomorphism. Let A be a non-empty compact subset of X and let B be a nonempty compact subset of Y. Then there are a neighborhood U of A in X, a neighborhood
V of B in Y and me N such that (U, V, m) is relatively bounded with respect to
(A, B, $) and (V, U, m) is relatively bounded with respect to (B, A, $- 1 ) .
PROOF: By lemma 4.3.4, there are neighborhoods U 1 and U 2 of A in X, neighborhoods V I and V 2 of B in Y, and m 1 , m 2 e N such that (U 1 , V 1 , m) is relatively bounded with respect to (A, B, $) and (V 1 , U 1, m) is relatively bounded with respect to

(B,A,$- 1 ). Let m=max(m 1 ,m2), U=U 1 nU2 and V=V1nV2. Then by lemma
4.3.3, this U, V and m satisfy the conditions in the lemma.

□

Let X and Y be spaces. Let E and F be linear subspaces of C 0 (X) resp. C o(Y). Let
m e N. A linear function $: E ➔ F is said to be a linear m-embedding whenever $ is
an embedding and
(1) if f e E satisfies f (X) c (-1 /m, l /m), then $(f)(Y) c (-1, 1), and

(2) if f e E satisfies $(f )(Y) c (-1 /m, l /m), then f (X) c (-1, 1).
This definition is comparable with the notion of a linear k-mapping introduced in
section 2.3. Since we need linear m-embeddings only in a very specific situation our
definition is not in the most general form as was the case in section 2.3.

4.3.6 LEMMA: Let X and Y be compact spaces. Let x e X and let {U,. : n e IN} be a

c/open decreasing base at x e X such that U 1 =X. Let ye Y and let (V,.: n e N} be a
c/open decreasing base at y e Y such that V 1 = Y. Let k e N . Suppose that for every
n e IN,

is a linear k-embedding. Define$: Co. (x) (X) ➔ C o,(yJ (Y) by
$({)IV,.\ V,.+1 =$,.(f IU,. \ U,.+1) and $(f)(y) =0.
Then$ is a well-defined linear k-embedding.
PROOF: As in lemma 4.2.10, $ is well-defined and linear. To prove continuity of$ it
suffices to prove that $ is continuous at 0. To this end let P c Y be compact, let E > 0
and observe that by linearity of$,
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(j,(<0,X, Elk>)c<0,P, E>.

To prove that q, is an embedding, let P cX be compact, let E > 0 and observe that
<0, Y, E/k>n(j,(Co,[.x)(X))c(j,(<0,P, E>).D

We will now give an example of two countable metric metric spaces X and Y such

13 and y with a a countable prime component, we
13) = Y(a, 13), X <a, 13, y>= Y<a, 13, y>, and X and Y are notlp-equivalent.

that for all ordinals ex,
X (a,

have

Let X be the space obtained from T by replacing each (i, j) e T by [l, oi] (i, j e IN).
Let Y=S([l,

co'0 )). Let x be the unique point in x<ro) and y the unique point in y(ro)_

Then
x 0 >"'x and r< 1> "'y
x<o. 1) = {x} and y<o. 1) = {y},
x<1. 1) = {x} and y<1. 1) = {y},
x<ro) = {x} and y<ro) = {y}, and
x<ro, l> = {x} and y<O>, l> = {y }.
However we have

4.3.7 PROPOSITION: X and Y are not Ip -equivalent.
PROOF: Suppose

q,: Cp(X) ➔ Cp(Y)

is a linear homeomorphism. Let {W,.: n e IN} be

a clopen decreasing base at yin Y such that for each n e IN, W,. \ W,.+ 1 contains a clopen copy of [1, roro) and let {V,.: n e IN} be a clopen decreasing base at {x} vsupp(y)
in X . By corollary 4.3.5, there ism e IN such that
(Vm, Wm, m) is relatively bounded with respect to ({x} v supp (y), {y}, q,),

and
(Wm, V m, m) is relatively bounded with respect to ( {y}, {x} v supp (y ),

41- 1),

Notice that X \ Vm is locally compact. So X \ Vm = U ~=l A; a clopen disjoint union such
that for each i e IN, A; is compact By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2. IO, there is

k ~ m such that
suppW,1:nU;>,1:A;=0 .
.t

.

Let A =Ui=lAi , Then A 1s compact. Let K be a clopen copy of [I, roro) in W,1: \ W.1:+1•
Write K=U: 1K; as a clopen disjoint union such that for each ieIN, K;=[l,roi].
Since Av supp (y) is compact, there is by corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, p > k
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such that

Note that the scattered height of X \ VP is less than ro. Let s e IN be the scattered height
ofX\ VP.
Fix i > p. We have
supp(A u Vp) n K; =0, and
suppK; c (Au Vp) u (Vm \ Vp).
Let L; = supp K; n (Vm \ VP) . Then L; is compact. If L; = 0, then supp K; c A u VP , so by
proposition 1.4.3,
K; c supp supp K; c supp (A u VP),

hence K; = 0. Contradiction. So L; is a non-empty compactum.
By lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear embedding 11 1: C o(K;)

➔

C o(Y) such

that for each f e C (K;) we have
l11if)IK; = J ,
111 (f)(Y) cconv (f (K;) u {0}), and
l11if)(Y\K;)= {0} .
Again by lemma 4.1.11 there is a continuous linear function 11 2: C 0 (K;) ➔ C 0 (X) such
that for each f e C (L;) we have
112(!) IL;= f,
l12if)(X)cconv(f(L;)u {0}), and
l12if)((X\ Vm)uVp)= {0}.
Define
8 : C o(K;) ➔ C o(L;) by 8(!) =cp- 1(11 1(f )) IL;, and
'If: C o(L;) ➔ C o(K;) by 'If(!) =<P(l12if)) IK; .

Then 8 and 'If are clearly well-defined continuous linear functions.
CLAIM: 8 is a linear m-embedding.
We first prove that 8 is an embedding. It suffices to prove that for each f e C (K;) we
have 'lf(8(f )) = f. Suppose there is f e C (K;) such that 'lf(8(f )) "F' f. Then

By corollary 1.4.2, we then have
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T12(8(f)) I suppK; .tq,- 1(Tt 1(f)) I suppK;.
T12(8(f))=O
on
(X\ V,,.)uVp
and ri 1(f)=0 on X\Ki.
Since
supp(AuVp)cX\K;, it follows from corollary 1.4.2, that q,- 1(ri 1(f))=0 on Au VP.

Now
So

which implies that 8({) ;,t 8({), contradiction. We conclude that 8 is a linear embedding.
To prove that 8 is a linear m-embedding, first let f e C (Ki) be such that
f (K;)c(-llm, l/m). Then

Tl, (f)(Y) cconv (f (K;) u {0}) c(-1 /m, 1/m), and
T11 (f)((Y\ W,,.) u {y}) = {0).
Since supp ({x) u supp (y)) nKi = 0, we have

Tl, ({)(supp ( {x) u supp (y))) = {0).
so by corollary 1.4.2, q,- 1(Tl, (f ))({x) u supp (y)) = {0) . Since (W,,., Vm. m) is relatively
bounded with respect to ({y). {x) usupp(y), q,- 1), we have q,- 1(ri 1(f))(V,,.)c(-1, 1).
Since Li cV,,., we have 8(f )(Li) c (-1, 1).
Secondly let/ e C (Ki) be such that 8(f )(Li) c (-1, 1). Then

ri 2(8(f))(X) cconv (8(f)(Li) u {O)) c (-1/m, 1/m), and
T12(8(f))((X \ V,,.) u {x) u supp (y)) = {OJ.
Since ri 2(8(f))(supp (y)) = {0). we have by corollary 1.4.2, $(T12(8(f )))(y) =0. Since
(V,,., Wm. m) is relatively bounded with respect to ({x) u supp (y), {y). q,), we have

q,(ri 2(8(f)))(W,,.)c(-1, 1). Since K;cW,,., we have "ljf(8(f))(Ki)c(-1, 1). By the
above "ljf(8(f)) = /, so/ (K;) c (-1, 1). We conclude that 8 is a linear m-embedding.
Since Li cX \ VP and K(X \ Vp) =s, there is a linear I-embedding from .Co(Li) into
C 0 ([1,of+ 1]). By the claim we have for each ielN a linear m-embedding from
Co([l, oil) into Co([l, ros+ 1]). then by lemma 4.3.6 we have a linear embedding from
Co([l, roro]) into C 0 ([1, or+ 2]). This is a contradiction with lemma 2.6.7. We conclude
that X and Y are not t,,-equivalent. D

If we look at the spaces X and Y we see that each neighborhood of y e Y contains a
closed copy of (1, roro) and that no neighborhood of x e X contains a closed copy of
(1, roro).
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For a space X , let
x<a>

= (x e X : each neighborhood of x contains a closed copy of [l , roa) }.

Obviously x<a> is a closed subspace of X . If x<a> =0, then x<a) is locally compact.
Indeed if x e x<a), then each neighborhood contains a closed copy of [l, roa] x N (cf.
lemma 4.1.8). But then each neighborhood also contains a closed copy of [1, roa) .
Let ex~ ro be a countable prime component and let p be a countable ordinal. By
~> we denote the set X l~l with respect to the pair (X, x<a>). Notice that if Pis a
successor, say P='Y+ 1, then we havex<a. ~> =(X<a,r>)<O, 1>.

x<a,

The numbers X <ex, P> are defined for ordinals ex and P similarly to the numbers
X(cx, P) as follows :

X <Cl, P> = 0 if and only if X <a,~> = 0,

X <ex, P> = 1 if and only if X <a,~> is non-empty and compact, and
X <ex, P> = 2 if and only if X <a,~> is not compact.

Question 2: Let ex~ ro be a countable prime component and let X and Y be lp·
equivalent separable metric zero-dimensional spaces. Are (X, x<a>) and (Y, y<a>) lp ·

equivalent pairs?
We conjecture that this question has a positive answer.

§4.4. Remarks on a conjecture
In sections 4.1 and 4.3 we found several 4,-equivalent pairs. In this section we conjecture that these lp•equivalent pairs together with the conjectured 4, -equivalent pairs in
question 1 and 2 in section 4.3 are sufficient to obtain an isomorphical classification for
the function spaces Cp(X), for countable metric X. In this section we indicate among
other things difficulties that one encounters if one tries to prove the conjecture along
the lines of the proof of theorem 4.2.18.
4.4.1 CONJECTURE: Let X and Y be infinite countable metric spaces. Then X and

Y are 4,-equivalent

if and only if for all countable ordinals a,~ and 'Y, where ex is a

prime component, we have

(a) X (ex, P) = f(cx, ~).
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(b) X <a, lh =Y <a, P>Jor a~ w, and
(c) X <a, p, y> = Y<a, p, y>,for a~ w.

Note that conditions (b) and (c) are trivially true when X and Y are countable metric
spaces with scattered height less than or equal to w, so the conjecture is in agreement
with theorem 4.2.18 when we restrict ourselves to this class of spaces.
Part of the proof of theorem 4.2.18 depends in a rough way on lemma 4.2.10 and on
the decomposition theorems at the beginning of section 4.2. If we want to prove for
countable metric spaces satisfying conditions (a), (b) and (c) in the above conjecture,
that they are 4,-equivalent, and we want to follow the same strategy as in section 4.2,
some problems appear. For example, it is not clear how to decompose each countable
metric space such that lemma 4.2.10 becomes applicable. Such a decomposition should
have the property that between "building blocks" we have "linear k-homeomorphisms".
A second problem is how we should start an inductive proof such as in the proof of
lemma 4.2.13. We will try to show why these problems are real obstacles in the process
of proving the conjecture. We first present a lemma which gives connections between
the operations that are involved in the conjecture. One could say that this lemma is the
"replacement" of lemma 4.2.1 .
4.4.2 LEMMA: Let X be a space. Let a, a 1 , <X2,

P1 and I½ be ordinals with a, <X1

and a 2 prime components. Then
(a)x(a, l) cx<a> cx<a>,
(b) x<ai,ar-oi> cx<a2l cx<ai> (a1 ~a2),
(c)X<a.P1,llrP1> cx<a, J½> cx<a.P1>

<P1 ~I½. (l~(J)), and

(d) x<a> cx<a, l> (a~w) .

PROOF: For (a) let x e X (a, l). Then each neighborhood of x in X contains a closed

copy of [1, wa] x IN, hence a closed copy of [1, wa). Sox e x<a> . For x e x<a> each
neighborhood of x contains a closed copy of [1, wa), hence x e x<a).
For (b) we have by proposition 2.2.2, X <a 2>cX (ai). Furthermore
x<a1, a2--01) c (X(a1){a2--oi> = (X(a1+(a2--oi))) =X(a2).

This completes the proof of (b).
For (c), observe that the second inclusion is a triviality, so we only have to prove
that for B< a, x<a, Pi, J½-Pi> cx< 6· I½>. We will prove this by transfinite induction on

P2- If I½ =0, P1 =0 and we are done. Suppose for all P< P2, the inclusion is true. If
P1 =I½ there is nothing to prove, so suppose P1 < I½. If I½ is a successor, say
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P2 =P+ 1, we have Pz-P1 =(P-P1)+ 1, so
x<a, ll1. llrll1> =(X<a, ll1. ll-ll1>)<0, I) c(X(6, ll))<O,

I)

cx<6, Iii> .

If Pis a limit ordinal we have
x<a.1l1. lli-ll1> =,,.....

l~~J½

x<a. ll,. Y-111> =

n ~~~ x<o. r> cx<o. ll2l •

This completes the proof of case (c).
For (d) we have to prove for o< a that X <a> cx< 6· I) . So let x e X <a>. Then each
neighborhood Ux of x contains a closed copy of (1, wa). Hence u<i>, cannot be compact, sox e x< 6,ll . This completes the proof of (e) and hence the proof of this lemma. D
4.4.3 COROLLARY: Let X be a space. Let a, a 1, a2,

p, P1

and Pz be ordinals

with a, a 1 and a 2 prime components. Then
(a) x<a. l+ll) cx<a. ll> cx<a, ll>,
(b) x<a1,a2-a1 +ll) cx<a2, Ill cx<a1, Ill (cxi ~az),

(c) x<a. ll1, llrll1 +ll> cx<a, 112, ll> cx<a, ll1, ll> <P1 ~P2, (X~(J)) , and
(d) x<a. ll> cx<a, I, ll> (a~w) .

From the lemma it also follows that some of the inclusions are in fact equalities. For
example we have the following
4.4.4 COROLLARY: Let X be a space and let a, p be countable ordinals with
prime component and p~ w. Then x<a. Ill =X <a. ll> .

aa

PROOF: This follows directly from corollary 4.4.3 (a). D

Comparing corollary 4.4.3 with lemma 4.2.1, we see that the general situation
(countable metric spaces) gives rise to many more cases than the specific situation in
section 4.2 (countable metric spaces with scattered height less than or equal to w). Our
next task is to find substitutes for corollary 4.2.2 and lemma 4.2.3. This is almost impossible. To make this clear we will restrict ourselves from now on to a specific class
of spaces, which is the most natural one to consider after the results in section 4.2. We
will consider countable metric spaces X with w < K(X) < w2 • Many of the conditions in
our conjecture become empty in this situation. The only ordinals we have to consider
are a= 0, a= 1, a= co and

p, y < co2 . If we reformulate corollary 4.4.3 we get
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4.4.5 LEMMA: Let X be a space. Let~. ~1 • ~ 2 < w2 be ordinals. Then
(a) x(m. l+P) cx<m, P> cx<m. Pl'
(b) (i)

(ii)

x< 0, t+P) cx <t. P> cx<0• P)'
x<0, m+PJ cx<m. Pl cx<O. Pl,

(iii) x <t. m+PJ cx<m. P> cx<t. P>,
(c) x<m. Pt , P2- Pt+P> cx<co, Pi. P> cx<m. Pt, P> (~ts~). and

(d)x<m, P> cx<m,

I,

P> _□

In analogy with corollary 4.2.2 we define
1to=min(1t :X(0, 1t)=0),
1t1 =min{1t : X(l, 1t)=0),
Ym =min(y:X <W, y> =0),
1tm = min ( 7t : X <W, 7t, 0> = 0},
and for every 7t S 1tm,

Pn =min(P :X<ro, 7t, P>=0}.
Of course all these ordinals are well-defined and less than or equal to K(X). Note that
7tm > 0 because of our choice of X . So Pt is well-defined.

4.4.6 LEMMA: We have the following relations
(a) 1t1 S7to S 1 +1t1,
(b) Ym SP1 S~ S l+Ym S1tro S1t1 S7to Sro+~,
(c) 0=~., sp"t sp0 St-a+~"t (OS'tS7tro), and

(d) for all 7t < 1tro,

~~

1.

PROOF: As in corollary 4.2.2, part (a) follows from lemma 4.4.5 (b)(i). For (b), notice
that by lemma 4.4.5 (d),

hence Yro S Pt. That P 1 S ~ follows from (c) and will be proved there. By lemma 4.4.5
(a), we have

hence ~o S 1 +Ym - Since 1tro > o, we have by lemma 4.4.5 (c) and (d),
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hence 'Yro S 7tro -1. This implies l +'"fro S7tro. Since
X

<ID,1t1>_,,.-...
-1

y(n.1t1)

•n<ID"'

C

X(l,1t1)_0
-

,

we have 7tro S1t 1 . That 1t 1 S7to was proved under (a). Finally by lemma 4.4.5 (b)(ii) we
have

x<O, cotllo) cX(ID, llo) =X<ID,O, llo> =0,
hence 1t0 S (.t) + l3o. This completes the proof of (b ).
For (c), we have by lemma 4.4.5 (c),

hence

l30

hence

13't S l30 . Obviously 13n,. =0. This proves (c).

S 't-cr+ J3..c, and

Part (d) follows immediately by the definition of 7tro, This completes the proof of
this lemma. D.

4.4.7 COROLLARY: If a< 1tro, then
(a) 13o+1 Sl30 S 1 + 13o+1, and

(b)

130 S7tro -cr.

Furthermore we have 13o ~ 1, and for 7t~ 7to,

13n =0.

PROOF: Part (a) and (b) are special cases of lemma 4.4.6 (c). By lemma 4.4.6 (b) we
have 7tro ~ 1 +rro ~ 1 > 0, hence by lemma 4.4.6 (d),
1t~7to.

l3o ~ 1. Since 7tro S 7to, we have for

13n =0. □

Comparing lemma 4.4.6 with corollary 4.2.2 we notice that lemma 4.4.6 covers
more cases than corollary 4.2.2. If we want to follow the same strategy as in section
4.2, our next step should be to find a substitute for lemma 4.2.3. In this lemma we had
for each natural number exactly six possible cases. This made the situation there suitable for the inductive proof in lemma 4.2.13. The role of that natural number is now
played by Jto. However if we increase 1t0 , the number of possibilities will also increase.
This makes it difficult to find a suitable replacement for lemma 4.2.3. To make this
clear we will now look at some specific values of 7to . If 7to is fixed, 'Yro, 7tro, 1t 1 and

13n

for 7t < 7to are the only defined ordinals that can possibly be non-zero (cf. lemma 4.4.6
and corollary 4.4.7).
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First let 7to = 1. Then we have to consider 'Y0>, 1t0>, 1t 1 and l3o. By lemma 4.4.6 (b) and
corollary 4.4.7 we then have l = l3o ~ 1 +y(J) ~ 1t0> ~ 1t 1 ~ 7to . This gives

7to = 1
'YO>

l3o

1t(J)

1t1

0

1

1

1

A space X satisfying this condition can be one of the following types (cf. lemma

4.2.3).
(1) X (0, 0) =X (1, 0) =X (w, 0) = 1,

(2) X (0, 0) =2, andX (1, 0) =X (w, 0) = 1,
(3)X(0, 0)=X(l, 0)=2, andX(w, 0)= 1, and
(4) X (0, 0) =X (1, 0) =X (ro, 0) =2,
Spaces of each of these four types in fact exist. We will give the examples, but leave all
calculations to the reader.

For case (1) let X = [1, w(J)], and for case (2) let

X = (1, w(J)] EB IN. The space [1 , w(J)] EB ([l, w] x IN) satisfies the conditions of (3) and
[ 1, w(J)] x 1N satisfies the conditions of (4 ).

Let us now consider the case that 7to =2. We then have to consider 'Y0>, 1t0>, 1t 1, P1
and Po - Lemma 4.4.6 and corollary 4.4.7 give us the following possibilities

7to = 2
'YO>

P1

Po

1t(J)

1t1

1

0

0

1

1

1

2

0

0

1

1

2

3

0

1

1

2

2

4

1

1

1

2

2

5

1

1

2

2

2

Each possibility gives rise to several cases in the same way as for 7to = 1. The
number of these possibilities increases since there is one more variable. We will not try
to explicitly describe all these cases, but instead we shall give one example for each of
the five cases in the above table, to make clear that the relations in lemma 4.4.6 are at
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least in this case sharp.
A space satisfying the conditions in (1) is Ta, (1, roco] and a space satisfying the
conditions in (2) is T ((1, ro]) EB (1, roco] . Let X be the space obtained from T by replacing each (i, j) e T by a copy of (1, ro;]. Then X satisfies the conditions in (3). For case
(4) we can take X =S 1 ((1, roco)) and for case (5) we can takeX=T([l, roco]). Again we
leave all calculations to the reader.
One can see that for 1to = 2, the situation involves a lot more possibilities then for

1to = l. If we consider 1to = 3, we get another new variable

P2 , and by lemma 4.4.6 and

corollary 4.4.7 the following table:

1to =3

Yoo

132

P1

l3o

1tw

1t1

1

0

0

0

l

1

2

2

0

0

1

1

2

2

3

0

0

0

1

1

3

4

0

0

1

1

2

3

5

0

l

l

l

3

3

6

l

0

1

1

2

2

7

1

0

1

2

2

2

8

1

0

1

1

2

3

9

1

0

I

2

2

3

IO

I

I

I

1

3

3

11

1

1

1

2

3

3

12

I

I

2

2

3

3

13

2

I

2

2

3

3

14

2

I

2

3

3

3

Hence 1to = 3 yields 14 possibilities and each of them can be dealt with as in the
proof of lemma 4.2.3. It is also possible to describe for each of the above cases an example of a space satisfying the corresponding conditions. It goes too far to present
them here.
For 1to = 4, the number of cases has increased to 32, and things get even worse if 1to
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is infinite. Then there are infinitely many variables to consider, and the number of possibilities will also be infinite. But if we want to follow the same strategy as in section
4.2, we need an explicit description of all possibilities and that is exactly the problem
when one wants to find "decomposition lemmas" which can be used in a lemma such as
lemma 4.2.13. It is also not obvious that the relations in lemma 4.4.6 are sharp. Can one
find for each possibility a space satisfying the corresponding condition?
Another problem in connection with lemma 4.2.13 is to find "linear khomeomorphisms". In section 4.2 we were in the pleasant situation that for each pair of
LP-equivalent spaces both with scattered height less than ro, we actually had a linear khomeomorphism for some k E JN. That property is lost if we consider spaces X with
ro < K(X) < ro2 . This problem already occurs in the case of spaces satisfying 7to = l.
These spaces should be the "building blocks" for spaces with 1t0 = 2 (if we want to start
a

proof

by

induction

on

7to).

If

we

let

X=[l,w'°]EB([l,w]xJN)

and

Y = [ l , ro'°] EB [ l, w'°), then both spaces have scattered height w + 1, and they both have

= l. By theorem 2.6. l 7 they are moreoverlp-equivalent. However, we cannot use X
and Y as building blocks for obtaining linear homeomorphisms between function spaces

1t0

of spaces with 1t0 = 2 using lemma 4.2. lO because of the following
4.4.8 LEMMA: There is no linear k-homeomorphism between Cp(X) and Cp(Y)for

any k E JN.
PROOF: Suppose there is k E 1N and a linear k-homeomorphism between Cp(X) and
Cp(Y). Then by lemma 4.2. lO, S 1 (X) and S 1 (Y) are 4,-equivalent. However
(S 1 (X))<co, I>= 0 and (S 1 (Y))<co, I>* 0 . This contradicts corollary 4.3.2. D

Comparing the situation here to the one in section 4.2, we see that if we want to
"decompose" spaces into spaces of a "lower level", we are forced to avoid situations as
above in order to make it possible to apply lemma 4.2.10.
Summarizing we conclude that a proof of the conjecture, even in the case of the relatively simple spaces X with w < IC(X) < w2 , will be a hard job and will certainly not
be as "simple" as the proof given in section 4.2.
We will finish this section by giving a relatively simple result concerning the tp-

equivalence of non-scattered countable metric spaces.
4.4.9 PROPOSITION: Let X be a non-scattered countable metric space. Then X

and Qare tP -equivalent.
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PROOF: Since X is a non-scattered countable metric space, X contains a closed copy
D of Q Since Xis a countable metric space, Qcontains a closed copy E of Xx IN. Then

Cp(X)- Cp,o(X) x Cp(([))

by proposition 2.3.2

-Cp,o(X) X Cp(([)) X Cp(([))

Qz QEB Q

- Cp(X) x Cp,E(([)) x ni=I Cp(X)

by proposition 2.3.2

-Cp,£<([))

Xnr=l Cp(X)
by proposition 2.3.2 □

§4.5. Partial results on Lo-equivalence
In the previous section we saw that a complete isomorphical classification for the
function spaces Cp(X), for X countable and metric, seems beyond reach. Only for
countable metric spaces with scattered height less than or equal to w the situation is
clear. In this section we deal with the compact-open topology instead of the topology
of pointwise convergence and we try to make clear that an isomorphical classification
for the function spaces C 0 (X), where X is countable and metric, seems even more
beyond reach. First we notice that from theorem 4.2.18 and corollary 1.2.21 we have
the following
4.5.1 THEOREM: Let X and Y be infinite countable metric spaces, such that
K(X), K(Y)~w, and for every n e IN, X(O, n)=Y(O, n) and X(l, n)=Y(l, n). Then X

and Y are lo-equivalent.

□

In the proof of the converse implication for 4,-equivalence, we used the notion of
LP-equivalent pairs. Of course we can define in a similar way the notion of lo-equivalent
pairs, and it is then possible to prove a theorem such as theorem 4.1.7. The problem
however lies in propositions 4.1.9 and 4.1.12, where we used the precise description of
supports obtained in section 1.4 for the topology of pointwise convergence. We were
unable to derive such a precise description of supports in the case of the compact-open
topology. This complicates the situation quite a bit. We will now derive two theorems
that should be compared with corollary 4.1.14.
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4.S.2 THEOREM: Let X and Y be zero-dimensional separable metric 4)-equivalent
spaces. Then
(a)X =0 if and only ifY=0,
(b) X is compact if and only if Y is compact, and
(c) Xis locally compact if and only if Y is locally compact.

PROOF: Part (a) is a triviality. Part (b) follows from theorem 1.5.7. For (c) let

q>: C o(X) ➔ C 0 (Y) be a linear homeomorphism and suppose that Xis locally compact
and Y is not locally compact. Then X can be written as a clopen disjoint union
X =U~= 1A; such that for each i e IN, A; is compact. Let ye Y be such that y has no

compact neighborhood and let {Un : n e IN} be a decreasing clopen base at y. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there is n e IN such that

n

--

Let A =U;=1A;. Then A is compact. So suppA is compact as well. Since Un is not
compact, there is a non-empty clopen 0 c Un\ supp A. Now let f

;t, 0

be a Urysohn

function such that f (Y \ 0) = {0}. Since Y \ 0 is a neighborhood of supp A, by corollary
1.2.15 (a), $- 1 (f)(A) = {O} . Since A is a neighborhood of supp 0, we consequently have
f (0) = {0}. But thenf =0, which is a contradiction. This proves the

theorem. □

4.5.3 THEOREM: Let X and Y be zero-dimensional separable metric 4)-equiva/ent
spaces. Then
(a) x< 1> =0 if and only ifY< 1> =0,

(b)

x< 1> is compact if and only ifY< 1> is compact, and

(c) X (I) is locally compact if and only if yO) is locally compact.

PROOF: Let q>: C o(X) ➔ C 0 (Y) be a linear homeomorphism. For (a) suppose x< 1> = 0
and

r< 1>;it 0.

Let K be a copy of (1, w] in Y and let L = supp K. Then L is non-empty

and compact and hence is finite. By lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear function
Co (Y) such that for each f e C (K), 11 1 (f) I K = f and there is a continuous
linear function 11 2: C 0 (L) ➔ C 0 (X) such that for eachf e C(L), 11 2({) IL =f Define

11 1 : C 0 (K)

➔

8: C o(K) ➔ Co(L) by 8({) =$- 1 (11 1 (f)) IL, and

'ljf: C o(L) ➔ C o(K) by 'ljf(g) =$(112(g)) I K.

CLAIM: For every f e C (K), 'ljf(8(f)) = f
To the contrary suppose there is f e C (K)

such that 'ljf(8(f )) ;it f

Then
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q>(f1 2 (0(f)) IK

* fl 1 (f) IK.

Since L is open, L is a neighborhood of supp K. Hence by

corollary 1.2.15 (a), ri 2(0(f )) IL *qi-I (11 1 (f)) IL, which gives 0(/) * 0(1). Contradiction. This proves the claim.
We conclude that 0 is a linear embedding. So we have a linear embedding from
C 0 ([1, ro]) into some R" for n

E

IN. This is not possible since the algebraic dimension

of C O([ 1, ro]) is infinite. This proves (a).
For (b) suppose x< 1> is compact and y(l) is not compact. By (a) we have x< 1>*0.
Let (y,,: n

E

IN) be a closed discrete subset of Y consisting of non-isolated points. Let

(0,,: n E IN) be a clopen discrete family such that for each n E IN, y,, E 0,, . Let
( U,,: n E IN) be a clopen decreasing base at x< 1> in X. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there is k E IN such that

Find a copy K of [1, ro] in 0" containing

Yk•

Let L

=supp K nX \ U" . Then L

is com-

pact, and hence is finite. If L = 0, then U1c is a neighborhood of supp K. Furthennore

Y\ 01c is a neighborhood of supp Ut . Let f be a Urysohn function such that f <Y1c) = 1
and f (Y \ Ot) = (0) . Since qi-I is effective, q,- 1 (f )(U1c) = {0). By effectiveness of qi, we
then have f (K) = (0). But this gives a contradiction since Y1c E K. We conclude that

L*0. By lemma 4.1.11 and proposition 1.2.19, there is a continuous linear function
111: C o(K)--+ C o(Y) such that for each f e C (K), Tli (f) IK = f and Tli (f )(Y \ 0 1.) = (0),

and there is a continuous linear function 11 2 : C 0 (L)--+ C 0 (X) such that for each
/ e C(L), 1l2Cf) IL =J and Tl2Cf)(U1c)= (0). Define 0: Co(K)--+Co(L) by
0(f) =q>- 1 (f1 1 (f)) IL, and 'If: C 0 (L)--+ C o(K) by 'lf(g) = q>(f1 2 (g )) IK.
CLAIM: For every f e C (K), 'lf(0(j)) = f
To the contrary suppose there is f e C 0 (K) such that 'lf(0(f)) * f

Then

q>(f12(8(f))IK*T1iCf)IK. Since U1cuL is a neighborhood of L, we have by effective-

ness of qi that f12(8(f)) I <U1c uL) * qi-I (Tl 1 (f)) I (U1c uL). Now ri 2 (0(f )) =0 on U1c and
ri 1 (f)=0 on Y\01c. Since Y\01c is a neighborhood of suppU1c we have by effectiveness of q,- 1 ,

q,- 1 (Tl 1(f)) =0 on U1c.

We conclude that ri 2(0(f)) IL *qi-I (ri 1 (f) IL, hence
0(f) 0(f ). Contradiction. This proves the claim.

*

From the claim it follows that 0 is a linear embedding. Again we have a linear
embedding from C 0 ([1, ro]) into some Rn for n e IN, which gives a contradiction. This
proves case (b) .
For (c) suppose that x< 1> is locally compact and
we have

that x< 1> is

y(I)

is not locally compact. By (b)

not compact. Hence X can be written as a clopen disjoint union
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X =U;: 1A; such that for each i e IN',

AP>

is a non-empty compactum. Let ye yO) be a

point and let {Un: n e IN'} be a clopen decreasing base at y such that for each n e IN',
U~1) is not compact. By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there is k e IN such that

Let A =U:= 1A;. Then A (l) is a non-empty compactum. Let (Vn: n e IN} be a clopen
decreasing base at A (l ) in A . Let {Yn: n e IN} be a closed discrete set of non-isolated
points in U1r. and let {On : n e IN} be a clopen discrete family in U1r. such that for each
n e IN, Yn e On . By corollary 1.2.15 (a) and lemma 1.2.10, there is p e IN such that

Find a copy K of [l, w] in O1r. containing Ylr.· Let L =suppK nX \VP.As under case (b)
we can derive a contradiction. This proves the theorem. D

In the above theorems the proofs are similar to the proofs in section 4.1. The next

w. The specific problems that we encounter when deal-

prime component to consider is

ing with the compact-open topology now become clear. We are able to prove the following theorem which is much weaker than the result we have for 4,-equivalence. It is
a generalization of a result in [6] .

4.5.4 THEOREM: Let X and Y be zero-dimensional separable metric spaces. Suppose x <l) is discrete and y(ro) *0. Then X and Y are not 4)-equivalent.

PROOF:

To

the

contrary

q,: C 0 (X) ➔ C 0 (Y) . Write X

suppose

there

is

a

linear

homeomorphism

as a clopen disjoint union X =U~= 1X; such that for each

i e IN, xp> contains at most one point. By theorem 4.5.3, there is at least one i e IN with

xp> * 0.

Let K be a copy of [ 1, wro] in Y and let L = supp K . Then L is compact, hence

there is p e IN such that L c

uf=1X; . We may assume that for each i e IN, xp> * 0, and

we let x; denote the unique point in xp>.
CLAIM

q,-

1 (!)

IL

1:

For

*$- 1 (g)

every

f,

g e C 0 (Y)

with

f

IK*g IK

it

follows

that

IL.

*

Let y e K be such that f (y) g (y) and let W O and W I be disjoint open neighborhoods off (y) and g (y) in R, respectively. Then A ( {y}, W o) and A ( {y), W 1) are disjoint open neighborhoods of f

q,-

1 (A({y),

and g in C o(f). So

W 1 )) are disjoint open neighborhoods of

q,-

1 (!)

q,- 1 (A ( {y}, W o)) and
and q,- 1 (g) in C 0 (X).
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There consequently exist compact subsets K 1 ,
sets U 1, ... , Un, V 1, .

. . ,

••• ,

Kn, L 1 ,

• •• ,

Lm of X and open sub-

V m of R such that

n

and
m

We claim there is a z e supp (y) cL such that $- 1 (f)(z) 'F$- 1 (g)(z) (and then we are
done) .

Striving

for

a

contradiction,

assume

the

contrary.

Let

M={k:Sp lxtesupp(y)} . Then by assumption we have that for every keM,

$- 1 (f )(Xt) = $- 1 (g )(Xt). For every k e M let /" = { i $ n I Xt ¢K;}, ft= { i :Sm I Xt ¢Lil
and

Then Pk is compact in Tt and Xt ¢Pt, so P" is finite. Let P = U keM P Jc · Then P is finite

andP n {Xt :k e M} =0.
Define f': X ➔ JR by

$- 1 (/)(x) if x e Pu UX;,
i;M

f'(x) = {
and define g': X

$- 1 (f)(x1c)

➔ JR

if x e Xt \ Pt fork e M

by

$- 1 (g)(x) ifx e Pu UX;,
i;M

g'(x) = {

$- 1 (g )(Xt)

if x e Xt \ Pt fork e M.

Then f' and g' are continuous since for each k e M, X1c \ P1c is a neighborhood of Xt.
Let U = UteMXt \Pt u supp (y). Then U is a neighborhood of supp (y) on which f'
and g' coincide. Since$ is effective we have $(/')(y ) =$(g')(y).
On the other hand
xePuUi._MXi,

then

f' e n7=1A (K;, Ui).
1

J'(x)=$- (/)(x)eUi

Indeed let i $ n and x e K; . If
since

$- 1 (/)e

n7= 1A(K;, U;).

If

x ¢Pu U;._MXi we have x e Xt \ P1c for some k e M . Since x e K; nXt and x ¢P1c we
have

XteK;,

so

J'(x)=$- 1 (/)(xt)eU;.

Similarly

one

can

prove

that
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n:,A (Li, Vi) - We then have q>(f') e A((y}, W 0 ) and q>(g') e A((y}, W i). But this

means q>(f')(y) ~ q>(g')(y ), which gives a contradiction. This completes the proof of the
claim.
By lemma 4.1.11, there is a continuous linear function Tl !: C o(K) ➔ C o(Y) such that
for

each

f

e C (K) , Tl 1 (f) IK = f

and there

is a continuous

linear function

T12 : Co(L) ➔ Co(X) such that foreachfe C(L), T]2(f) IL=f. Define
0: C o(K) ➔ C o(L) by 0(!) =q>- 1 (Tt 1 (f)) IL, and
'If: Co(L) ➔ Co(K) by 'lf(g)=q>(TJ2(g)) IK.

CLAIM 2: 0 is a linear embedding.
It is easy to see that 8 and 0 are well-defined continuous functions. We claim that for
every

h e C O(K)

we

have

'lf(8(h)) = h.

To

the

contrary

suppose

1

q>(T] 2(8(h)))IK~Tt,(h)IK. By claim 1 we have T] 2(0(h))IL~q>- (Tt 1 (h))IL. But this
implies 8(h) ~ 8(h). Contradiction. Hence 8 is a linear embedding.
By claim 2, we have a linear embedding from Co([ 1, co'0 ]) into C 0 ([ 1, a.]), where
a.< w2 . However this contradicts theorem 2.4.1. This proves the theorem. D

§4.6. Partial results on

t; -equivalence

We would like to have classification results for the spaces c;(X) as we had for the
spaces Cp(X) in the previous sections of this chapter. The theory developed there
depends strongly on results derived in chapter 1 (corollary 1.2.15 (b)). Example 1.2.12
shows that the method for Cp(X) cannot be used for c;cx), i.e., we cannot prove a
theorem such as theorem 4.1.7 for "t;-equivalent pairs". We have to find another way
to prove results for the function spaces c;(X).
In this section we will prove for t;-equivalent metric spaces X and Y, that K(X) < w
if and only if K(Y) < w. The proof of this result is a generalization of Pelant's proof
that c;(T) and c;(Q) are not linearly homeomorphic (cf. [42]). The reader should compare this result with theorem 4.1.15, which states that for lp -equivalent metric spaces X
and Y, K(X) ~ ro if and only if K(Y) ~ w.
We first need the following definition, which can be found in [23). A family
;Jc C (X) is equicontinuous if for every x e X and E > 0, there is a neighborhood U of x

in X such that for each

f

e ;J and y e U, If (x) -

f

(y) I < E. The following result is
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well-known.

4.6.1 PROPOSITION: If :J cC,,(X) is compact, then :J is equicontinuous.
PROOF: Let x e X and£> 0. The family ( </, X, e/3> :f e ;J) is an open cover of :J.
Since :J is compact, there are f 1 ,
covers !/-. Since each

Ii

... ,

f,. e !/- (n e IN) such that {</;, X, e/3>: i 5, n)

is continuous, there is a neighborhood U of x such that for all

ye U and for every i 5,n, lfi(y)-fi(x) I < e/3. Now let f e ;/ and ye U . There is i 5,n
such that f e </i, X, e/3> . This implies lfi(x)-f (x) I < e/3 and lfi(y) - f (y ) I < e / 3.
Since ye U, we now have
If (x)- f (y) I 5, If (x)-fi(x) I+ lfi(x)- fi(y) I + lfi(y)- f (y) I < £. D

4.6.2 THEOREM: Let X and Y be first countable t;-equivalent spaces. Then

(a) K(X) < 1 if and only ifK(Y) < 1,
(b) K(X) < 2 if and only if K(Y) < 2.
PROOF: For (a) observe that K(X) < 1 if and only if X = 0.
For (b) suppose K(X) < 2 and K(Y) ~ 2. Then by (a), K(X ) = 1, which gives that X is
discrete. Since

K(Y) ~ 2 there

is y e Y which is non-isolated. Let ( U,. : n e IN) be a de-

creasing open base at y in Y. For every n e IN let f,. be an Urysohn function with
fn(y)=l and fn(Y\Un)=O . Then fn ➔ XlyJ pointwise in lRr. Since
{/,. : n

E

Xlyl;c;(Y),

IN) is closed and discrete in c;cn.

Now let q>: c;(X) ➔ c;(Y) be a linear homeomorphism. Then by The Closed Graph
Theorem, q>: c:(X) ➔ c:(Y) is also a linear homeomorphism. Since

c:(X)

and

c:(Y)

are Banach spaces, there is k e IN such that for every f e C • (X) we have

T

11/11 5, llq,(f )II 5, k lljll.

Let g,. =q>- 1 (/,.). Then llg,.ll 5,kllf,.11 =k. Hence {g,.: n e IN) c [-k, k t . Since [-k, kt is
compact, {g,. : n e IN) has an accumulation point g e [-k, kt. Since X is discrete
[-k, k]x cc;cx) and so g

in

c;cn.

{g,. : n

E

E

c;cx). However,

IN) is closed and discrete in

since {f,.: n E .IN) is closed and discrete

c;cx).

Contradiction. D

Before we prove our announced result we need two fairly simple lemmas. One
deals with function spaces and the other one deals with nets.
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4.6.3 LEMMA: Let X be a metric space with K(X) < co. There is a metric space Y
such that K(Y) = K(X) and c;(X)- c;, A (Y) where A= yO>.
PROOF: We prove the lemma by induction on K(X). If K(X) = 1, let Y =X. So suppose
the lemma has been proved for metric spaces X with K(X) < n (n > 1). Let X be a
metric space with K(X) = n and Jet B =X(l). Then by proposition 2.3.2, the remark following lemma 2.3.6, and proposition 2.2.2 (a) c;(X)-C;(B)xc;,B(X). Since
K(B)=n -1 (corollary 2.2.3), there is by the inductive hypothesis a metric space Z such
that

and

K(Z)=K(B)

c;(B)-c;,c(Z)

where

C=z< 1>.

Then

c;(X)-c;,c(Z)xC;,B(X)=C;,B v c(Z$X). Let Y=Z$X. Then y(l)=BuC and
K(Y) = K(X). This finishes the proof of the lemma. D

4.6.4 LEMMA: Let X be a space and Ban infinite set. For every be B let lb e !Rx
such that for every x e X, {be B :fb(x) -:t,;Q) is finite . Furthermore let :I= {S cB : S is
finite) and define a relation

~

For every S e :/ define fs

on :I as f ol/ows: If S 1 , S 2 e :/ then S 1 ~ S 2

=1:b

E

sfb.

if SI c S 2.

Then Us : S e :/) is a net in Rx and

lims E yfs =1:be BibPROOF: It is easily seen that :I is directed by ~ Since every S e :/ is finite, fs e !Rx,
hence Us : S e :/) is a net in !Rx.
Now let E>O and PcX finite. For every peP Jet Sp={beB:fb(p)-:t,;0) and
So =Up e pSp. Then So e :/. Let S ?.So, p e P and f =1:be Bib - Then

Hence lims e :,fs =f

□

We now come to the result announced in the introduction of this section.
4.6.5 THEOREM: Let X and Y be t;-equivalent metric spaces. Then K(X) < co

if

and only if K(Y) < co.
PROOF: Suppose K(X) < co and K(Y)?. co. By lemma 4.6.3 we may assume
c;, A (X) -

c; (Y) where A = X < l. Let $: c;.
1

A (X)

➔ C; (Y) be a linear homeomorphism.

Then by The Closed Graph Theorem, $: c:. A (X) ➔ c:(Y) is also a linear homeomorphism

<C:. A (X)

f e

A

has its obvious meaning). So there is k e 1N such that for every

c:. (X) we have
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Tllfll S llq>(f )11 Skll/11.
Let B =X \A. Since every element of Bis an isolated point in X, we have for each x e B
that fx =X1x1 e
each f e

c;,

c;,

A (X),

A (X),

where X1xJ is the characteristic function of x. Notice that for

f =LXE Ba.xfx, where CJ.x = f (x). For each x e B, let 8x =<!>ifx)-

For every yeY, let Cy={xeB:gx(y)ii!=0}. Since Cycsupp(y), Cy is finite for
every y e Y. Now define b : Y

➔R

by b (y) = r,XE B I 8x (y) I . Notice that for every

y e Y, b (y) = Lxo c, I 8x<Y) I, hence b is well-defined.

CLAIM 1: llbllS2k.
For ye Y, let

c; = (x e B: 8x<Y) > 0}

and

IILxe c;gxll = llq>(Lxe c;fx)II Sk·IILxe c;fxU =k.

c; = (x e B: 8x<Y) < 0} .
Similarly

we

can

Notice that
prove

that

11Lx.c-8x11Sk.
So
y

which proves the claim.
Now for P cB finite let J.lp = (Lxo pCJ.xfx : I ax I Sk for x e P }.

Notice that

J.lp = nXE p[-k, k] x nx ex IP {0}.
CLAIM 2: For every ye Y, P cB finite and E > 0, there is a neighborhood U(y, P, E) of
yin Y such that for each z e U (y, P, E) and f e Q>'-"«.p), If (y)-f (z) I < E.
Notice that J.lp is compact in
E > 0,

</, X,

c;,

A (X).

It is easily seen that for every f e J.lp and

E> r.J.lp = <f, P, E> r.J.lp. Since P is finite it now follows that J.lp is

compact in c:.A(X) and so q>(J.lp) is compact in c:(Y). Hence by proposition 4.6.1,

<l>'-"«P) is equicontinuous, from which the claim follows.
Now find Ne IN such that

;k (N + 1) ~ 2k.

CLAIM 3: There are Yo, ... , YN e Y, Po, ... , PN cB finite and U o, ... , UN neighborhoods of respectively Yo, ... , YN, such that
(1) for every i SN: Cy; cPi,

(2)PocP1 c · · · cPN,
(3) Uo-=>U 1-=> ···-=>UN,

(4)foreveryiSN: UicU(yi,Pi, 1/4),and
(5) for every i SN: Yi e y(N-i).
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We will prove this claim by induction. Since K(Y) 2: ro, we can find y 0 e y(N). Let
Po =C-, 0 and U o =U(yo, Po, 1/4). Suppose Yo, ... , Yn, Po, . . . , Pn and U o, ... , Un

for 0:Sn<N. Since YnEy(N-n) and N-n2:l ,
<} n y (N-(n+ l)) . L et p n+J-p nU C-,•• , and
Yn + JE U\{
n Yi ··
- 1-n
are

found

we

can

find

This completes the inductive construction and hence the proof of the claim.
Now let g : Y ➔ [-1 , 1] be a continuous function such that g (y;) =(-ti for O:Si :SN.
Then llgU=l , so llq>- 1 (g)ll:Sk. So <1>- 1 (g)=I:xes<Xxfx with lcxxl Sk. Notice that

:Exe P;<Xxfx e JA.p; for every 0:Si :SN.

Indeed, let Y'= {S cB: Sis finite} and for every Se Y' let fs =:Ex.s<Xxfx- By lemma
4.6.4 <1>- 1 (g) = lims e :1fs and :Exe s<Xxgx = lims E :,:Exe s<Xxgx. So

and the claim is proved.
Let 0:Si :SN. Since C-,; cPi (claim 3 (1)), we have by claim 4,

By claim 3 (3) and (4), YNE U(yi,Pi, 1/4). Furthermore :ExeP;<Xxgxe<l><AP), so by

claim 2,

If i > 0, we have by claim 3 (2)
l:ExeP; \ P; _1 <Xxgx(yN) I= l:ExeP;<Xxgx(yN)-:EuP;_ 1 <Xxgx(yN) I

= I:Exe P;<Xxgx(yN )-(-Ii+ (-li- l -:Exe P;_ 1 <Xxgx(yN) ± 21
2:2-1:ExeP,<Xxgx(yN)-:ExeP,<Xxgx(yi)I -

If i =0 and P - I =0, then
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So by claim 3 (2)

hence

which gives a contradiction. □
The isomorphical classification of the function spaces in section 2.6 and the first part
of lemma 2.3.7 are not valid for the function spaces of bounded continuous functions as
is shown in the following

4.6.6 EXAMPLE: There are ",,-equivalent countable metric locally compact spaces

which are not t;-equivalent.
PROOF: Let X=[l,o>2) and Y=[l,roro). Since Xis an open subspace of [1,ro2 ],
x<a) =X n [1,

w2 ]<a) (proposition 2.2.4). Hence by proposition 2.2.5 JC(X) =2. Similar-

ly, JC(Y) = w, so by theorem 4.6.5, X and Y are not t;-equivalent spaces. However, by
example 2.6.18, X and Y are

",,-equivalent. □

4.6.7 REMARK: Let 2 < n < w. By proposition 2 .4.4 there is k e 1N such that

So by lemma 2.3.7 (and the remark just before lemma 2.3.7),

This implies that the following is not true: If X and Y are t;-equivalent spaces and
n > 2, then K(X) < n if and only if K(Y) < n.
Motivated by theorems 4.6.2 and 4.6.5 and remark 4.6.7 we state the following:

4.6.8 CONJECTURE: Let X and Y be t;-equivalent metric spaces and let a be a

prime component. Then
(a) K(X) < a if and only if K(Y) < a, and
(b) K(X) < a+ 1 if and only ifK(Y) < a+ 1.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
Lineaire en Topologische Equivalentie van zekere Functieruimten
We beschouwen voor een Tychonov ruimte X de verzameling C (X) bestaande uit
alle continue reeelwaardige functies. Op deze verzameling leggen we de topologie van
puntsgewijze convergentie en we noteren C (X) dan als Cp(X). In [40] bewees J. Nagata de Stelling die zegt dat twee functieruimten Cp(X) en Cp(Y) als topologische ringen
isomorf zijn dan en slechts dan als X en Y homeomorf zijn. Na deze Stelling werd het
interessant Cp(X) te bekijken als topologische vectorruimte of gewoon als topologische
ruimte. Wij houden ons in dit proefschrift voomamelijk bezig met de vraag onder
welke voorwaarden deze functieruimten lineair homeomorf dan wel homeomorf zijn.
Artikel [l] speelt daarbij een belangrijke rol.
We beperken ons niet tot de topologie van puntsgewijze convergentie, maar we
beschouwen ook andere topologieen op C (X) (voomamelijk de compact-open topologie op C (X), die we noteren als C 0 (X)) en op C • (X) de verzameling van continue begrensde reeelwaardige functies.
We geven nu een opsomming van de belangrijkste resultaten. In hoofdstuk 1
bewijzen we voor normale ruimten X en Y die aan het eerste aftelbaarheidsaxioma voldoen het volgende:
Als Cp(X) en Cp(Y) lineair homeomorf zijn dan is de verzameling verdichtingspunten van X aftelbaar compact dan en slechts dan als de verzameling verdichtingspunten van Y aftelbaar compact is.
Dit resultaat is verkregen in samenwerking met J. van Mill [5]. De eersteaftelbaarheidsaxioma-eis is hier essentieel. Verder bewijzen we voor metrische ruimten
X en Y het volgende:

Als er een continue lineaire surjectie van Cp(X) op Cp(Y) bestaat dan is Y volledig metriseerbaar wanneer X dat is.
Dit resultaat is verkregen in samenwerking met J. Pelant [7] en lost een bekend probleem van Arhangelskil op.
In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we een volledige isomorfe classificatie van de functieruimten Cp(X) en C o(X) (gezien als topologische vectorruirnten), waarbij X een element is van een van de volgende klassen:
(a) nul-dimensionale compacte metrische ruimten,
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(b) compacte ordinaalruimten,
(c) cr-compacte ordinaalruimten en
(d) locaal compacte nul-dimensionale separabel metrische ruimten.
De isomorfe classificatie van de functieruimten C o(X), waarbij X een element van
klasse (a) of (b) is, was al bekend (zie [ 10] en [34]). Na deze resultaten is het interessant om functieruimten van niet locaal compacte ruimten te bekijken. In hoofdstuk 3
bewijzen we voor niet locaal compacte aftelbare metrische ruimten X en Y, dat Cp(X)
en Cp(Y) homeomorf zijn. Dit resultaat is verkregen in samenwerking met J. van Mill
en J. Pelant [6]. Het is later oolc afgeleid voor niet discrete aftelbare metrische ruimten
([16] of [20]), maar met andere methodes.

In hoofdstulc 4 bekijken we de functieruimten Cp(X) voor metrische X . Een volledige isomorfe classificatie van de ruimten Cp(X) (als topologische vectoruimten)
wordt beschreven voor aftelbare metrische ruimten X van "scattered height" hoogstens

w. Er wordt een poging gedaan duidelijk te maken waarom een isomorfe classificatie
met betrekking tot alle aftelbare metrische ruimten nauwelijks haalbaar lijkt. Verder
worden in dit hoofdstuk nog enlcele hiermee verband houdende resultaten afgeleid voor

C 0 (X) en c;(x).
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STELLING EN

Stelling 1: Laat X en Y metrische ruimten zijn, zo dat de functieruimten c;(X) en

c; (Y) lineair homeomorf zijn. Dan is X volledig als en alleen als Y volledig is.
Stelling 2: Propositie 1 van het artikel "On linear homeomorphisms of function
spaces" van A.V. Arhangelskil (Soviet Math. Dokl. 25 (1982) 852-855) is onjuist.

Stelling 3: Stelling 2 van het artikel "Spaces of continuous functions IV (on isomorphical classification of spaces of continuous functions)" van C. Bessaga en A.
Pelczyflski (Studia Math. 19 ( 1960) 53-62) is onjuist.

Stelling 4: Het bewijs van stelling 1 van het artikel "Classification of spaces of continuous functions of ordinals" van S.V. Kislya.kov (Siber. Math. J. 16 (1975) 226-231)
is onvolledig.

Stelling 5: Er is een classificatie van de klasse van alle verstrooide aftelbare
metrische ruimten, die een uitbreiding is van de stelling van Sierpinski-Mazurkiewicz
voor compacte aftelbare metrische ruimten.
S. Mazurkiewicz and W. Sierpifiski, Contributions

a la topologie des ensembles denomerables,

Fund. Math. I (1920) 17-27.

Stelling 6: Zij C de verzarneling van Cantor, en zij X een willekeurige nuldimensionale compacte metrische ruimte. Dan zijn de vrije groepen van C en C EBX topologisch isomorf.

Stelling 7: Troff geeft een mooier resultaat dan TEX,

